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PREFACE

Since Chinese is an uninflected language, the format of this book is completely different
from the others in the 201 series. Instead of the neat conjugation tables, which the verbs
of other languages have, for each of the 201 monosyllabic verbs selected, the most useful
compounds, phrases, and idioms containing the verb are listed. Although most of them
remain verbs in these contexts, some of them may not. To show the differences,
grammatical labels are used. It is hoped that students who became familiar with the
characteristics of these classifications will be able to use the entries as an active part of
their knowledge of Chinese. Considering the items listed under the 201 monosyllabic
verbs, we could have called this book 2001 Chinese Verbs.

In the preparation of this book, the first problem is a matter of selection. The 201
monosyllabic verbs are selected from two frequency lists: A Study of the High Frequency
Words Used in Chinese Elementary School Reading Materials (Taipei, Chung Hua Book
Co., 1967) and Wenhua Xuexi Chang Yang Zibiao (Shanghai, Huadong Renmin
Chubanshe, 1951). In principle, only free forms should have been selected. However, a
few bound forms are included because of the useful constructions in which they are
components. Some free forms are omitted not because they are rarely used but because of
the paucity of the constructions in which they are components. Entries under each verb
have been selected also for their frequency and usefulness. For verbs with fewer entries,
some items not so frequently used may be included as well as more examples. For verbs
with abundant expressions, the problem becomes a painful process of elimination.
Nevertheless, we have tried to exclude those lexical terms which are easily found in a
dictionary and those combinations which are synthesizable or endocentric. In other
words, special emphasis is given to items of which the real meaning or grammatical
function can not be readily figured out just by examining the components. Although
items with the monosyllabic verb as the initial component are the overwhelming
majority of the entries, items in which it occupies other positions may also be listed after
the former, both alphabetically.

The second problem we face is the labeling of the entries. For many of them labeling
is not difficult. For some, we have to leave them unanalyzed and unclassified. For verbal
constructions, we have to limit our labels to V (for verb) and SV (for status verbs,
including quality verbs). Beyond those, we urge our readers to consult A Grammar of
Spoken Chinese if our introduction in this book cannot help. Adj (for adjective) is used to
indicate an item which is primarily used as a nominal modifier, unlike a status verb
which may also be used as a predicate. The labels are usually in this order: analysis of
construction / classification of form class. Classification of form class may be omitted
whenever it is obvious. For example, when a V~O (verb-object) is in its usual role as a
verbal, only V~O isgiven. However, when a V~O functions as a noun or transitive verb,
N or TV will follow: V~O/N or V~O/TV. In order to take care of the ionization problem
of a verb-object construction, VO is for solid verb-object, V~O for limited separability,
and V 0 for phrases. Although the labels are given last for each entry, they are for the
entries themselves rather than for the examples.
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Wherever possible, English translations follow this order: literal translation pre,
cedes an approximate equivalent separated by a slant (I). A comma or semicolon instead
of a slant would mean that the item may be used both literally and figuratively. For
example, ZQU rna kem huZi means literally "to view the flowers on horseback" while it is
used for "going over things quickly." Chz doufu means both "to eat bean curd" and "to
flirt. "

These two items are listed as follows:

v v k' h - l- 1: f- >/-zouma an ua/Z-~ -u 1C

-, rl £. ;>i )1'1
Chl doufu )~ L-> y'-. . J7-)

to view the flowers on horseback / to go over
things quickly.
to eat bean curd, to flirt

One other problem lies in the treatment of verbs with different pronunciations
and / or different ideographic written forms. Some have been treated as different verbs
listed on separate pages, such as dJoH>J and dew 1f ') , zuo 1)f and zuo 13K.. Many
have, been put together with the differences marked, such as dang '-~7 and demg ,#; ,
diew ~~) and tiao %~ , and qingjia under qm Jf.,~. You:it and you ;q.. are treated as
one word. Those who are interested in this kind of problem in the Chinese language may
read Liu Ping-nan, P'o Yin Tzu Chi Chieh (Taipei: Yi Chih Bookstore, 1973) and Tung
Kuei-hsien, Tung Tzu Yi Yin Tzu Tien (Taipei: P'ing P'ing Ch'upanshe, 1964). The
romanization system used in the book is the one known as pinyin, officially adopted by
the People's Republic of China in 1957. Other systems which are commonly used in this
country are presented in the appended contrastive table. Chinese characters for the
entries are those of the regular forms. A table to show the difference between the regular
and simplified forms is also appended in the back of the book.

To prepare a book of this nature, we have consulted many dictionaries and
vocabulary lists. The ones we depend upon heavily are Lin Yutang's Chinese,English
Dictionary of Modern Usage, Wang Yi's Kuo Yu Tz'u Tien, Matthews' Chinese,English
Dictionary, He [ung's Kuoyu]ihpao Tz'u Tien. Appendix II, "From Regular to Simplified
Characters" is taken from ]ianhuazi Zongbiao ]ianzi, published by Wenzi Gaige
Chubanshe, Peking, 1964 with the asterisks and footnote reference numbers removed. It
is hardly necessary to say that we owe Professor Y. R. Chao more than anybody else for
drawing freely from his monumental work A GrammarofSpoken Chinese. If anything has
been left unexplained, answers will be found from his book. Our gratitude is due to some
of our students who, after using some of our trial pages, enthusiastically endorsed this
project. James R. Moore and Josephine Matthews participated in the final stages of the
project. In this connection we wish to thank the federally supported work, study program
for making it possible for them to work for us. Our thanks are also due to Mr. Charles Lin,
who did the calligraphical work, and to Mrs. Gloria Corrigan for putting our manuscript
in a form which is ready for the camera. To Professor Fang-yu Wang who read the
manuscript and offered valuable suggestions we wish to express our sincere thanks also. It
goes without saying, all the mistakes remain our own.
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INTRODUCTION

This introduction discusses the major differences between the Chinese verb and the
English verb, gives a brief description of the Chinese verb, particularly in relation with
aspect makers, adverbs of degree, reduplication, and compounds, and provides examples
in which Chinese verbs are used. Since there are not any neat conjugation tables to
begin with, this introduction may offer a kind of framework in which the question how
Chinese verbs function may in a very modest way be answered.

The Difference Between the Chinese Verb
and the English Verb

As Chinese is not an inflective language, it is not possible to construct a Chinese
conjugation. We must adopt a different approach for 20 1 Chinese Verbs. Let us begin by
discussing some unique qualities of Chinese verbs.

First, Chinese verbs do not indicate tense. Whether they are used in the past,
present, or future, the form of the verb remains the same. For example, the verb chi "to
eat" is always chT in each of the following sentences:

1. congqian wo chi Zhongguo ran.

2. Xiclnz(u wo chT Zhongguo [Cln.

3. ]ianglQ.i wo chI Zhongguo [Cln.

"Formerly I ate Chinese food."

"Now I eat Chinese food."

"In the future I shall eat Chinese food."

Note that in each of the above examples, the tense of the Chinese sentence is expressed
by such time words as congqian, xiCLnz(u, etc. while the tense of the English sentence has
to be indicated by the verb itself.

Second, Chinese verbs do not indicate person or number. Whether the subject is in
first, second, or third person, singular or plural, the form of the verb is always the same.
For example:

1. Wo chi Zhongguo [CLn.

2. Nz chi Zhongguo fan.

3. Tii chz Zhongguo fan.

"I eat Chinese food."

"You eat Chinese food."

"He (or she) eats Chinese food."

In the above sentences, if any of the subjects had been in plural number, the verb would
still have been chi.
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Third, Chinese verbs, particularly the dissyllabic ones, may be used as nouns
without changing their morphological forms. For example, daibi!w may be "to represent"
or "a representative"; xuanju, "to elect" or "an election." Of course, English has verbs
like "walk," "work," "vote," etc., which may all be used as nouns; but this kind of class
overlap is more common in Chinese.

Fourth, Chinese verbs include adjectives. Gao "tall," for example, may be used
attributively ingao lou "a tall building," or predicatively without the verb "to be" as in Tii
gao "He is tall."

Fifth, English prepositional expressions are verbal expressions in Chinese. "In New
York" would be zeu Niuyue; "work for me," gei wo zuashz; eat with chopsticks," yang kueuzi
chI.

Sixth, unlike English, Chinese verbs have no voice distinction. The forms for both
active and passive voices are the same. Only the context can give some clue to the
direction of the action. For example, in W0 xiang chIfan "I would like to eat," and in Fcm
hai mei chIne "The food has not been eaten yet," without any change, chl" is in the active
voice in the former sentence while it is in the passive in the latter. Yu hai mei chl" ne may
mean the active voice "The fish has not eaten yet." or the passive voice "The fish has not
been eaten yet." Only the context makes the intended meaning clear.

Naturally, this increased reliance on context for clarity has, in turn, led to preferred
syntactical patterns. The topic-comment pattern is very common in Chinese. In English
a topic is usually introduced by a preposition, while in Chinese a topic can take the
position of the subject, even though it may not be the beginning point of the action.
Using the same examples given to illustrate the lack of voice distinction of verbs in
Chinese, we can say that inFcm hai meichIne andYu hCti meichlne, bothjsn and yu may be
considered the topic of the sentence; hCti meichIne is the comment that can be another
sentence with the subject omitted.

Fcm (we') hCti mei chi ne.

Yu (wo) hCti mei chl" ne.

"So far as the food is concerned, (I) have not eaten
it yet."

"So far as the fish is concerned, (I) have not eaten
it yet."

From the translations we can see that in English, we have to introduce these topics with
"so far as ... is concerned," "concerning ... ," "talking about ... ," etc.

While verbal sentences are preferred in English, adjectival sentences are often
preferred in Chinese. For example:

x

"He eats a lot."

"He walks very fast."

Tii chIde hen duo.

Ta zoude henkueu.

(Literally, what he eats is
very much.)

(Literally, his walking is very
fast. )



S b b' " b ick." '" bd k"'" bh "tatus ver s: zng to e sic , ZUl to e run, e to e ungry.

With this understanding, a student of Chinese as a foreign language should avoid the
following mistake:

Although Wo bushuo Zhongguo huo. henhiw means "It is very good that I don't speak
Chinese," an English speaker may mistakenly use it for "I don't speak Chinese very
well," which has to be the adjectival sentence WadeZhongguo huo.shuode huhao (literally,
"So far as my Chinese is concerned, the speaking is not good."). This point has been
reinforced by Professor Y. R. Chao in A Grammar of Spoken Chinese, in which he says
that Chinese adjectives are used predominantly in the predicative positions. 1 The
example he gives isWomen renduo, chawan shcw, cha goule wanbUgou. Literally, it means
"So far as we are concerned, people are many, teacups are few, tea is enough but cups are
not enough." Idiomatic English would be "There are many of us but few teacups; we have
enough tea, but not enough CUpS."2

Aside from purely grammatical considerations, other differences, like unequal
ranges of meaning with lexical items and different cultural settings for usage often appear
when we compare Chinese and English. Wanr for example, means "play." However, one
cannot but feel uncomfortable when one translates You kongr q!ng dao wajia lai wanr into
"When you have time, please come to my house to play." Conversely, "He plays an
important role in this matter" can hardly be translated into Tii dUI jei jio.n shz wanr
zhongyo.ode renwU. "Visit" would probably be a better translation for wanr, even though
the Chinese version for "visit" is usually bmfdng. Zho.n zhongyo.ode weizhi (literally,
"occupy an important location") probably should be used for "play an important role."
Cultural differences usually dictate different responses to similar stimuli under similar
situations. An American accepts a compliment with "Thanks," while a Chinese, at least
in appearance, tries hard to deny it by saying Nali Nali, literally, "Where, where i'"

What then is a Chinese verb?

A Chinese verb has been defined as "A syntactic word which can be modified by the
adverb bu (except for the verb you "to have," which takes mei) and can be followed by
the phrase suffix Ie. "4 These are the two common characteristics shared by all verbs in
Chinese. Without going into the finer divisions of the Chinese verb, the following major
types may be recognized."

(l) Action verbs: intransitive verbs like lai "to come," qu "to go," zuo "to sit,"
etc; transitive verbs like kan (xl) "to see (a play)," chi" (f2m) "to eat (food)," SM (ren) "to
kill (people)," etc.

(2) Quality verbs: intransitive verbs or adjectives like dO. "big," hao "good," xing
"all right," etc.; transitive verbs like o.i (cai) "to love (wealth)," xin (jio.o) "religious," you
(qian) "to have (money), rich," etc.

(3)

(4) Classificatory verbs: xing (Ll) "to have the family name of (Li}," zuo (guan)
"to serve as (an official)," dang (bi"ng) "to serve as (a soldier)," etc.
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(5) Auxiliary verbs: hui (fei) "can (fly)," xiang (shu!) "would like to (sleep)," ken
(zuo) "willing to (do it)," etc.

(6) Shi and you: shi (rim) "is a person," you (shu) "to have (a book)," etc.

Verbs may be discussed in terms of their behavior with (1) aspect markers -ie,
-guo, ~zhe, etc., (2) adverbs of degree hen, geng, etc., (3) reduplication, (4) corn
pounds.

Aspect Markers

-Le as a word suffix should be distinguished from.le as a phrase suffix. Although all
verbs may be followed by .le, only transitive verbs of Types (1) and (2) may be followed
by ~le without any restrictions. Intransitive verbs take the suffix ~le only before cognate
objects or quantified objects, as in bIngle santian "sick for three davs.?" The two le's are
used primarily for complete action and new situations, often the two sides of the same
thing: a new situation takes place after something has been completed." It is wrong to
assume that completed action is the same as past tense in English. Let's examine the
following sentences:

(l) W0 <:uole.

(2) W0 zuole cai neng ZQu.

(3) Wo zuole cai ZQU de.

(4) Zuole zeu shuo, hao rna?

"I did it."

"I cannot leave until I have done it."

"I didn't leave until I had done it."

"Talk about it after it's done, O.K.?"

In the above sentences, zuole has been used in each case without any formal change.
It is interesting to note that the negative versions of the sentences reveal the nature of
the verb even more clearly. Compare those four sentences with their negative versions.

(1) Wo meizuo.

(2) WO bUzuo jiu buneng zau.

(3) WO meizuo jiu zau leo

(4) Meizuo ble shuo, MO rna?

"I didn't do it."

"I can't leave if I don't do it."

"I left before I had done it."

"Don't talk about it if it's not done, O.K.?"

The negative version of sentence (2) clearly shows that the completed action is not the
same as the English past tense. While the affirmative uses ~le in the verb zuole, the
negtive uses bu-, usually considered the present negative, instead of rnei-, usually
considered the past negative. The affirmative (4) is definitely referring to the future
perfect tense, while the negative refers to the present status of the work. Sometimes, the
completed action is the same as the past tense, as in sentence (1). Very often, the
completed action ~le is used in a dependent clause that begins with "after" in English,
while the literal Chinese equivalent, y'fhou, is optional:

xii
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Meanwhile the negative form of completed action is often used in a dependent clause
that begins with "before" in English, and the literal Chinese equivalent, Ylqi[m, is also
optional.

TCi meichlfan (yzqi[m) jiu zou leo "He left before eating."

TO. meichi"fan (y'lqi[m) wo jiu zou leo "I left before he ate."

For the use of ttiei- in the y'lqi[m clause, there is a positive alternate form: Tii chi[an
Ylqi[m WQ jiu zou le,"I left before he ate." The reason why an y'lqi[m clause in Chinese may
take either the affirmative or the negative form lies in the difference between the two
versions of the Ylqi[m clause. With the negative form, y'lqi[m is optional as well as
redundant, while in the positive form y'lqian is obligatory.

.Le for a new situation is usually connected with adjectives (intransitive quality
verbs), intransitive status verbs, and auxiliary verbal phrases. For example:

(1) TO. hao leo

(2) 'ra bzng leo

(3) TO. hui ZQU leo

"He is well now."

"He is sick now."

"He knows how to walk now."

Without.le, these sentences mean (1) He is well, (2) He is sick, and (3) He knows
how to walk, without considering how he was before. With .le, they imply (1) He has
not been well, (2) He has been well, and (3) He did not know how to walk before.

~Guo as a verbal suffix means "to have the experience of doing something at least
once up to a certain point of time." For example, Tii chzguo Zhongguo fan. "He has had
the experience of eating Chinese food." When -guo and ~le are used together, the -guo is
actually redundant. TO. chzguole [an leo is not really much different from TO. chile fan leo
"He has eaten." Again, we may use the negative forms to prove it. In Tii meichlguo
Zhongguo [(In. "He has not had the experience of eating Chinese food." both mei- and
~guo are used; while in TO. meichifan. "He didn't eat." -guo cannot be used. With -guo it
would mean "He has not had the experience of eating rice."

~Guo may be used with adjectives or status verbs to mean that one has or has not had
the experience of being such and such. For example, TO. congl!1i meibingguo. "He has
never been sick."

~Guo as a suffix is unstressed, while guo as a verb or a verb-complement ending is
generally stressed. In Ta meiguoguo h!.wrlzi. "He has never had a good day." the first guo is
a verb, while the second is a suffix. InNz dJdeguo ta rna? "Can you beat him {in a fight)?"
guo is a verb-complement (VC) compound ending.

Zhe is usually translated as the '~ing' of English. However, one may get into trouble
if one always tries to use ~zhe in Chinese the way one uses -ing in English. When one
wants to say that an action is in the midst of taking place, ~zhe is suffixed to the verb. For
example, Wo chi"zhe fan ne. "I am eating." A ~zhe phrase may be used as a setting for
another action: In Wo chzzhe fan k2m bew. "I read the paper while eating." chzzhe [an
"eating" is the setting for kanbew "read paper." In Kemzhe dan yao hei leo "Soon it will be
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dark." k2mzhe "looking" is used here as an adverb, as if to mean "As one is looking at the
sky, it is getting dark." The English gerund should not be translated into the Chinese
verb + ,zhe. "His acting is good" should not be translated as Tilde ycmzhe Mo. Instead, it
should be Ta yZmde hao.

Adverbs of Degree

We will use hen "very" for illustration. It is usually used as a tester for adjectives.
Although most adjectives can be modified byhen, items which can be so modified are not
always adjectives. Let's examine the following sentences:

(1) Ta hen Mo. "He is very good." (Hao is an adjective.)

(2) Til hen hUl shuohua. "He knows how to talk very well."

(Hul shuohua is a verbal phrase with an auxiliary verb.)

(3) Ta hen chile ji'wan fan. "He ate quite a few bowls of rice."

(Chile ji'wan fan is a verbal phrase without an auxiliary verb, but with a
quantified object.)"

(4) Ta hen zhidao t(mg ni. 'IHe knows how to care about you very much."

(Zhidao teng ni is a verbal phrase without either an auxiliary verb or a
quantified object. Verbs that involve mental activity or physical action may
have something to do with this.)

This proves one thing: in the above sentences, the constructions after hen have been
used as adjectives. Even (3), without hen, means "He ate quite a few bowls of rice."
However, with hen, the sentence shifts its emphasis from how much he actually ate to
the fact that he is a big eater.

Similarly, a Chinese sentence without an aspect marker is usually a description or a
statement of truth or principle. Only when the center of attention is shifted to the verb
itself do we need the aspect markers to show whether the action has or has not been
completed, whether the action is in the midst of taking place, or whether one has or has
not had the experience of doing something. In one Chinese reader, in connection with a
professor's conducting a class, a student is quoted, "Gao Xiiinsheng zenmo bUjiang shu
ne?"9 "How come Mr. Gao did not give lectures?" Since it was said after the class (as a
matter of fact the first one), a past tense is definitely required. In Chinese, however, the
sentence describes how Mr. Kao conducts his class, rather than whether or not he gave
any lecture in the first class; bu, instead of mei is used. In "Tamen klmjian you hen duo
xuesheng zai ner nianshu. "10 "They saw there were many students reading there." the
absence of the aspect marker -Ie shows the sentence stresses what they saw not whether
they actuallysaw it or not. If we change the sentence around a little bit, it will be easier
to see the difference: You hen duo xuesheng zai ner nianshu, tiimen kanjianle mal "There
were manys students reading there, did they see?" As the center of attention in this
sentence has been shifted from what they saw to whether or not they saw, the aspect
marker vle must be used.
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Reduplication

Reduplication is an important morphological process in Chinese."! Verbs are
generally reduplicated in the following forms:

Vv chI. chi

Vlev chl.lechi

Vyiv chi. yichi

Vle.yiv chile. yichi

If there is an object, it follows the reduplicated verb. Two-syllable verbs are reduplicated
in an ABAB fashion with the reduplicated portion unstressed as the one-syllable verb.
For the two syllable verbs, however, there is no AByiABform. Sometimes it is possible to
reduplicate a two-syllable verb as if it were two one-syllable verbs. For example, the
two-syllable verb qmgsuan "to liquidate" may be reduplicated normally qlngsuanqingsuan,
or for special effect, qzngyiqing sucmyisuan. But there is no qlngsucmyiqingsuan. *

Adjectives re reduplicated somewhat differently: the reduplicated part is changed
to a high level tone if the original is not, and is suffixed with a retroflex -er. Examples in
all four tones are given below:

1st Tone: gao "tall" gaogcwr (de)

2nd Tone: hong "red" honghongr (de)

3rd Tone: hao "good" hZwhaor (de)

4th Tone:
,

"slow" mcmmanr (de)man

Two-syllable adjectives are generally reduplicated in AABB fashion.

"exciting" rerenaonaorde

Qingchu "clear" qzngqingchuchurde

Most AABB reduplication of two-syllable adjectives occurs, however, with
coordinative compounds. Other kinds of compounds are either not reduplicable or
reduplicated differently. Haokan "good-looking," a subordinative compound, cannot be
reduplicated. Xuebai "white as snow" is, however, reduplicated in the manner of a
two-syllable verb.

A verb may be reduplicated in AABB fashion to be used as an adjective, while an
adjective which is usually reduplicated in AABB fashion may be reduplicated in ABAB
fashion to be used as a verb. Shangliang "to discuss" may be reduplicated
shangliangshangliang (ABAB), "to discuss a little," or shangshangliangliangde (AABB), "to
be indecisive." Renao "to be exciting" as an adjective is usually reduplicated
rerenaonaorde; but may be reduplicatedreneorenao "to have some excitement" to become
a verb. A very interesting example is found in the compound noun yisi "idea." It is
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reduplicated yiyisisi"de (AABB) "hesitant" and yzsiyisi (ABAB) "to show friendship, to
give something as a token of friendship."

The functions of reduplication for verbs are (1) trial, (2) casualness, (3)
duration of time, and (4) quantity of object; and primarily for adjectives, (5) vivid
ness. The following examples illustrate these points.

(1) Trial: N{ zenmo bUjlde le? Zai xicmgxiang kim. "How can it be that you don't
remember it? Try to think and see whether or not you can remember."

(2) Casualness: Til buguo shuoshuo bale, ni hebi renzhen ne? "He was just talking,
why should you take it so seriously?"

(3) Duration of time: N{ buhui shuo zheju hua, lianxilianxi jiu hulle. "If you don't
know how to say this, practice aslittle and you will."

(4) Quantity of the object: ShuQ Uangju hao hua, diwdaoqian, bujiu wcmle rna? "Say
a few nice words, apologize a little, and won't it be all right?" It is worth noting that in this
sentence, shuQ liangju MO hua may be replaced with shuoshuo Mohua, 'and daodaoqian
may be replaced by dao (yi) ge qian without changing the meaning.

(5) Vividness: Tamengaogaoxmgxingrde jznlai leo "They came in in high spirits (very
happily)."

There is a variant reduplicated form for adjectives, AliAB, which carries a pejorative
connotation. Hudu, "muddle-headed," is obviously a word with pejorative meaning.
However, huhududu may be used to describe a person that the speaker is fond of, while
hUlihudu definitely conveys the speaker's displeasure. 12

Compounds

Chinese morphemes are primarily monosyllabic except for a few like pUtao
"grapes," wUgong "centipede," etc. 13 Since there are only four hundred syllables (with
out considering the tones) in modern Mandarin Chinese, compounding becomes one of
the most important devices for word construction. Generally speaking, there are five
basic kinds of compounds; that is, coordinate compounds (CC), subordinative com
pounds (SC), verb-object compounds (VO), verb-complement compounds (VC), and
subject-predicate compounds (SP). Some examples are listed in the following:

xvi

CC: x'ihuan

manzu

zhaohu

qiguai

"joy and happy / to like"

"full and sufficient / to satisfy"

"beckon and call / to greet, to take care of'

"strange and odd / strange"



SC: qicmgdic!Q "strong accent / to emphasize"

bUxfng "footstep-go / go on foot"

, -
"hot heart / enthusiastic; to devote oneself to"rexm

xiaokan "small look upon/ to despise"
I

vo, baoxian "to insure; to be reliable"

dezul "get offense / to offend"

chuban "issue an edition / to publish"

VC: kanjian "look see / to see"

chzbao "to eat full"

dddJo "to knock down"

ShUlZhc!Q "to fall asleep"

SP: touteng "headache"

dizhen "the earth quakes"

ddnxiao "spleen,small / timid"

mingku "luck,hard"

Without going into the details of the characteristic behaviors of these compounds,
which by itself would need more space than this introduction, a brief statement on the
general behavior of the Chinese verb seems necessary. 14

As a rule, Chinese verbs may take an auxiliary verb to indicate potentiality or an
aspect marker such as le to indicate actuality. In their original forms, they are used to
state habits, principles, and state of being. For example, neng chimeans "can eat, able to
eat"; chile, "ate (the eating has been done)"; chz, "eat (one usually eats such and such,
one would eat, as a rule one eats, etc.)." Verb,complement compounds have, in
addition, two infixes for the potential forms; -de- for positive potentiality, -bu- for
negative potentiality. For example, chzdebao "can eat to satisfaction," and chzbubdo
"cannot eat to satisfaction." The following sentences which use all of these forms may be
helpful:

Ta chz Zhongguo fan.

Tii neng chiZhongguo fan.

Ta chile fan leo

"He eats Chinese food (When Chinese food is
served, he will eat)."

"He can (is able to) eat Chinese food."

"He has eaten."
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Ta chzzhe ran ne.

Tii chi"guo Zhongguo [(m.

Ta neng chi"zhe pm shuohua.

Ta dei chlbZlO.

Tii chi Zhongguo ran chlbubclO.

Tii chz Zhongguo fan chidebao.

Ta chTbaole.

Tii cliibaole ceu zou de.

Ni chTbaole zai zou.

"He is in the midst of eating."

"He has had the experience of eating Chinese
food. "

"He can talk while eating."

"He must eat his fill."

"He can't eat to his satisfaction when he eats
Chinese food."

"He can eat to his satisfaction when he eats
Chinese food."

"He ate his fill."

"He didn't eat his fill."

"He left after he had eaten his fill."

"Don't leave until you have eaten your fill."

l

Chinese verbs may be used together without changing them into gerunds, partici
ples, or infinitives. However, they may appear in different relationships.

(1) Coordinate relationship: Ta chzyan hejiu dau lai. 'He smokes and drinks."
Monosyllabic verbs, particularly bound ones, are used together in more or less fixed
orders; for example, ch'i,he,piao,du "eat, drink, visit prostitutes, and gamble";
sheng,wo,blng,sl "to be born, to get old, to be sick, and to die"; chuT,pai,pian "boast,
flatter, and cheat."

(2) Subordinative relationship: Yang kuaizi chifan "to eat with chopsticks";
Chile fCm dao xuexiao qu "to go school after eating."

(3) Sequential relationship: Yi kanjian ta jiu shengqi "get mad immediately upon
seeing him"; Shuogei wo tlng "say it so that I can hear";]iao ta qlng yigi ren leu gei wo zuafan
"tell him to get somebody to cook for me."

(4) Verb-object relationship: Wo tlng shuo tii zou le "I heard it said that he left."

"Generally speaking, monosyllabic verbs are reduplicated more freely and frequently than dissyllabic verbs. Yi may be
easily infixed in the reduplicated forms of monosyllabic verbs, but not so with dissvllabic verbs. See Lu Shuxiang,
"Xiandai Hanyu Dan Shuang Yinjie Wenti Chutan," ZhongguoYuwen, January, 1963, p. 19. Those who are interested
in this problem may read also Wang Huan, "Dongci chongdie, " Zhongguo Yuwen, January, 1963; Li Ren-jian,
"Guanyu Dongci Chongdie," Zhongguo Yuwen, August, 1964; and Fan Fang-lian, "Shilun Suowei 'Dongci Chong
die'," Zhongguo Yuwen, August, 1964.
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PRONUNCIATION

A typical Chinese syllable consists of a consonantal initial and a final with a vowel
nucleus. The final may be further analyzed into a medial, a main vowel (or the vowel
nucleus), and an ending. The main vowel being the obligatory element, a Chinese
syllable may be any of the following: a vowel (such asa); an initial and a vowel (such as
la)j an initial, a medial, and a vowel (such as lia); and an initial, a medial, a vowel, and
an ending (such as Uan with consonantal ending andUao with vowel ending). Suffix er is
added to a syllable simply by affixingr to its end without consideringg the phonological
change involved (such as wanr). Tone marks are put over the main vowel as
follows: first tone a, second tone a, third tone a, fourth tone a, neutral or unstressed
tone a (no tone mark).

1. Initials

b as in English buy, but without voicing like English p in spy, bai "to
worship"

c like the ts in English its with the initial i left off, but with a stronger puff of
breath, cai "vegetable"

ch a cross between the initial sounds of true and choose as though we said chrue
instead of true, chu "exit"

d as in English die, but without voicing like English t in sty, d2U "to put on"

f as in English father, fa "law"

g as in English guy, but without voicing like k in English sky, gai "to cover"

h like the English h in how but with friction at the back of the mouth, hao
"good"

Like Chinese q but without puff of breath, ji "remember"

k as in English kite, but with a stronger puff of breath, kiii "to open"

as in English law, lao "old"

m as in English mother, rna "mother"

n as in English now, nao "to annoy"

p as in English pie, but with a stronger puff of breath, pai "to appoint"
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q much as ch in English cheat, but with the tip of the tongue held down
behind the lower front teeth, qi "air"

r as in English run, but without rounding of the lips, ren "person"

s as in English sign, sai "to compete"

t as in English tie, but with a stronger puff of breath, wi "too"

w as in English way, wei "to feed"

x much as sh in English she, but with the tip of the tongue held down behind
the lower front teeth, and without any rounding of the lips, xl "west"

y as in English yeah, yo. "tooth"

z like the ds in English adds with the initial a left off, zm "again"

zh like Chinese ch but without puff of breath, zhu "pig"

2. Medials (medials are main vowels when no other vowel follows them.)

like the English i in machine except as main vowel after z, c, s, zh, ch, sh, r,
lia "two"

u like the English u in suave, luctn "mess"

v
u like the French u in nuance, with umulaut after 1, n, only, nu "female,"

qu "to go"

3. Main Vowels

a (1) like the English a in father, rna "horse," (2) between i or y and n, like
the English a in hand, lian "face," yan "smoke"; (3) between u and n, like
the English a in bat, yuan "courtyard"; (4) between u or wand ng, like (1)
or the English 0 in long, huang "yellow"

ai like the English ai in aisle, iii "love"

ao like the English au in umlaut, lao "old"

e (1) about like the English u in but or huh, he "to drink"; (2) after i
and it, like the English e in met, ye "also," yue "moon"

ei like the English ei in reign, lei "tired"
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(1) final in the syllable except (3) and (4), like the English ee in see, Xl "to
wash," (2) not final in the syllable, like the English i in pin, pin "poor";
(3) after z, c, and s, like the English 00 in look without rounding the lips, Zl
" h " '". b" '''i" " (4) f h h h lik h iddlc aracter, CI jao, SI lour; a ter z , c , s ,r, let e rru e-
western American English ir in shirt, or ur in hurt, chi "to eat," zhz "to
know," shz "yes," rz "sun"

o like the English u in urn, wo "I"

ou like the English ow in know, hou "behind"

u (1) final and not after j, q, x, y, like the English 00 in moon, uit "fog";
(2) after j, q, x, y, like the French u in nuance or the Chinese ii, yu "rain"

u like the French u in nuance, or the English 00 in moon and the ee in see
pronounced simultaneously: while, pronouncing ee, round your lips with
out other changes, lu "donkey"

4. Endings: Vowel endings are pronounced as described above. The following con
sonants occur as endings:

n like the English n in tan, ran "to talk"

ng like the English ng in sing or singer, but not like the ng in finger, xing "0.K."

r (1) like the English r in bar, fur, wcmr (pronounced war) "to play"; (2)
after ng, the vowel is strongly nasalized, r as (1), hengr "horizontal
stroke"

Everybody knows that nobody can learn the pronunciation of a foreign language by
reading the description of its sounds only. It is of utmost importance that one should get
the assistance of a native speaker. Ask him to read the Chinese words in which a
particular sound is found. After one has more or less mastered the sound system, he
should go on to learn to read the expressions, phrases, and sentences, still with a native
speaker as the model. Unless he is a trained linguist, the native speaker should not be
asked to explain how a sound is pronounced and why a certain expression or group of
words is spoken in such a way. Just imitate him, repeat after him again and again until
you have learned it. Although recording is no substitute for a native speaker, it could be
used when a native speaker is not available.
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Adj

Budd.

CC

Conj

Col. pron.

esp.

fig.

LC

lit.

math.

N

PRC

SC

SP

SV

Transli.

TV

TW

V

VC

VO

V,O

VO

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE TEXT

Adjective

Buddhist

Coordinate Construction

Conjunction

Colloquial pronunciation

especially

figuratively

Literary Chinese

literally

mathematics

Noun

People's Republic of China

Subordinative Construction

Subject-predicate Constructions

Status Verb

Transliteration.

Transitive Verb

Time Word

Verb

Verb-complement Construction

Verb-object Construction (solid)

Verb-object Construction (with limited separability)

Verb-object Construction (free components)
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4b
X

aicai ~~t
aigu

~~,

, . ,
~~a-z-guo
'~ L

ai.
to love

to love money, to be covetous [VO/SV]

(of superior) to bestow favor, to take interest in (one below):
Duo xie ninde aigu. I am very grateful for your kind interest
in me. [CC/V, N]

to love one's country, to be patriotic: aigu6x~n, patriotism
[V-O/SV]

aihao ~~~ to be fond of (dress, gambling, etc.) [CC/V]

aihao (r) ~~} §:G to desire to be good; to be particular about being
~ good [VO/SV]

aihi: }~~ to cherish, support, and protect (country, children, reputa
tion, etc.): Yaoshi y{ge ren aihu tade mingyu, t5 jue buhu~
ZUGchu zhezhong jianbude ren de sh~ de. If one cares about his
reputation, he definitely cannot do this kind of shameful
thing. [CC/V]

, v _!::,l :i:
ai mei ~*-

to love, to show tenderness towards (an orphan, a young widow,
etc.) [CC/V]

to love beauty, to be esthetic: aimeide guannian, esthetic
sense [V 0]

ixiehana ~ J:.

/

aimi.anei: ~ ;JiJ } to care about "face" [VO/SV]

aimi: ~ --t:r to love, to adore (lover, a great author, etc.) [CC/V]
?---~

aiq{ng ~ltf love, especially romantic love between man and woman [SC/N]

'ai. qu buqu t *~*Go if you want, stay if you don't.

airen~ Jl- lover, sweetheart, spouse (PRC) [SC/N]; to love others: ai ren
y:.. rU j{, to love one's neighbors as one's self [V 0]

to fall in love with: N~ zenmo hu~ aishang ta? How could it be
possible for you to fall in love with her? [VC]

~!i £L,~ to love the house to love the crow on the roof /
"love me, love my dog"

to love trifling advantages, to be

aiosi. ~tf
\. • v ....<)
auciao 2( J1"
ai. Izhan) xiao

to love and cherish [CC/V]

to be greedy for small gains or profits [VO/SV]

pidnui: ~1b 'J '1t-Jj
keen on petty profits



an
to install. to pacify

to place (friend, etc.) in organization, to find a job for (a
person): Q{ng n{ gei to. o.ncho. yige zh{wei. Please arrange a
position for him. [CC/V]

an dianhua ~/~ '112 to install a telephone

anding it ff- to settle down: Deng ta and1.-ng-yixia zed shUG ba, Wait until
he has settled down a bit and then talk about it. [CC/V]; to
be peaceful and secure: Zhuzai zher hen and1.-ng. It is very
peaceful to live here. [SV]

to be law-abiding: anfen shOu j{ [VO/SV]

to install well [VC]; to be well, in good health [CC/SV]

anf~m ~)J

anhao il-5r}

anjio. ~J~ to settle down a family: anjio. fei~ allowance for setting up
a family [V-a]

anj1.-ng it~ peaceful and quiet (place, person) [CC/SV]

an ju Le ye >1j ~ ~ i:. to make a good living and be contented, each in
his station

o.nZewo ~ f$j; a happy retreat

dnpai. ~ 1~r

dnquan )~ 1:
dnran ~~~

to arrange (things), to provide (meals, jobs, etc.) [cc/V]

to be safe [CC/SV]; safety, security

to be calm [SV]; calmly: TO. o.nran duguo nanguo.n. He calmly
went through the difficulties. [Adv]

dnehen 1£)1
druxi-an. ~ 1m

to calm down nerves, to relax one's mind [V-a]

to be leisurely: TO. r1.-zi guode hen anxian. He leads an easy
life.

to be free of worries

anzhi 11:..
dnzhudnq J;~

to place a person (=o.ncha), to install (=anzhuang)

to install: Dianhua y{jing anzhuanghaoZe. The telephone has
been installed.

budn hao xin ;f )-i(1t}/d to be malicious, with bad intentions: T(i zhei
yang du1.- n{ xianran shi buan hao xin. That he treats you this
way shows clearly his bad intentions.

xinZi budn I..::.; t ::r, f::jz to feel uneasy
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ban
to do, to manage, to handle

to take charge of (affairs): Zhejian sh~ y6u WQ banZ{. Let me
take charge of this matter. [CC/V]

to take charge of assignments [V-OJ

impossible to do it: Zhege banbudao. It is impossible to
do this.

(of judge, official) to take charge of a case [V-OJ

banohai. *'t f
ban houehi ~~J(~ to make preparations for a funeral

ban hUG 1~l1f to purchase supplies [V 0]

ban jii:tx{ ~r ~~ to prepare a banquet

banZ{ 1P~~

ban t an 111
banbudao ~~ 1)-~j

ban siingshi ~~~~ to make preparations for a funeral

ban shengri 1v~!£ to make preparations for a birthday celebration

ban ehi: 1~1f to handle administrative affairs, to do things: Tii hen hu~ ban
shi. Re knows how to handle things. [V 0]

ban ehou 1JJ:g,~
)~

to make preparations for a birthday celebration (for elders)
[V 0]

to punish a criminal [V 0]

to investigate charges [CC/V]

an assistant (diplomatic service) [CC/N]

to establish (schools, hospitals, etc.),to found: Zhege
xuexiao sh~ shenmo sh{hou chuangban de? When was this school
founded? [CC/V]

duban ~t 1J)r commissioner [CC/N]

kiiiban r4J 1tJ~ =chucmgbcm [CC/V]

maiban 1:~:t compradore [CC/N]

meibanja :At1/J1 ~t. There is no way out: Meibanfa zuo , Cannot be done.

meifazi ban )~~l:. .J-$J~ no way to do it

ban zui. jjJ1 ~

banqban ~1iJ'

chaban ~ 1jJ~

chuanqban ~~ l'o~

to do accordingly (official documents), will do as you wish:
Zhlyao nl shuochuZai, WG y{d~ng zhaoban. If you will only
tell me, I will do as you say. [CC/V]
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bao
to wrap up, to include, to surround

to seal (package) [CC/V]

to outflank and attack (enemy) [CC/V]

to shelter someone for wrongdoing [CC/V]

to take full responsibility for an assignment: Zhe sh1- y6u WQ
baoban. I will be solely responsible for this matter.

wrapping cloth (for travel); burden of past habits of think
ing [SC/N]

bdofu. dt-r~1R.~~ the bottom of the wrapping cloth/secrets, the most
precious possessions, best act in performance: douZou baofu

y
d~r. Show one's best act (usually reserved for the last).

bdoban 1: 1jJ~

biiobi. ~t'\:,

biioohao B 1'Y
baofeng 12 ~1

baofu ~:11-K

biioquan ~fi to guarantee, to assure: Baoguan meicuo. I guarantee it is
all right. baoguan Zaihu{r~ to guarantee satisfaction or
exchange of merchandise purchased [CC/V]

bdoqonq ~.::t=- contract for labor [V-O/N]: baogong zhi~ piece-work basis;
baogong hu6~ piece-work jobs

baoguo 't~

biiohan 'f1~

parcel [CC/N]; to wrap [V]

to include, to contain: Zheju hua baohande yisi hen duo. This
sentence means more than is apparent. [CC/V]

baojin ~~

biiokuo ~*

bdo ZUG wcmxiang

leasing fee: Y{ge yue de baojin sh1- duoshao? How much is the
leasing fee for a month? gold-plated

to include [CC/V]

Bll~ iL to cover and contain everything: Neiben X'Z.-ao
shuor zhen shi baoZuo wanxiang~ shenmo dou you. That novel
covers everything.

biioqi lai. ~~~ to wrap up [VC]

biioronq ~%- to forgive, to pardon [CC/V]

biioiaei. ~if) to surround [CC/V]

bdoiciiinq -t~ box at theater [SC/N]

bdouudn» ~lj)~ to buy the whole lot rv-oi

biiozha 'E.?L. to tie up (bundle) to bandage [CC/V]
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bao
to protect, to keep, to guarantee

to maintain (road condition, temperature, liaison, etc.)
[Cc/V]

organization

cannot guarantee

bodyguard [VaiN]

[VC]

baoiin jiguiin -1% q~r~ security

baobiao ~f 4t
baobuzhu 1~ ~ +~

bdoohi. 1f11

baocun ~%*

bdodan 0j "f
baoguan ~*~

to preserve [CC/V]

certificate of guarantee; insurance policy [SC/N]

to be in charge of (jewelry, property, etc.): baoguanren~

custodian [CC/V]

to protect [CC/V]; protection: baohu gu6~ protectorate;
baohu se~ protective coloration

baojian rf~
baoZiu 11:~

baomu 1J.~

bdoquan ~1~

baoren ~1 J.

baoshou ~ ~ 'f
bQ;oxicm 1*~

to recommend (someone for employment) [CC/V]

to reserve (rights, etc.) [CC/V]; reservation

nurse-maid (also written 1Jf~ )[SC/N]

to protect (reputation, life, property, etc.) [VC]

guarantor [SC/N]

to.be conservative [CC/SV]

to insure [V-a]; insurance; dependable [SV]: Neige baoxian
gongsi bUbaoxian. That insurance company is not dependable.

to protect (civil rights, life, property, etc.) [CC/V];
protection: Renqu6nde baozhang~ protection of human rights

guarantee [CC/V,N]: baozhengren~ guarantor; baozheng shu~

certificate of guarantee

baozhonq 1~~ to take good care of (oneself): Q{ng haohaor baozhOng shentL
Please take very good care of your health. [CC/V]

baozhiou: ~t ~~ I guarantee: bdozhiai» meiehl , I guarantee nothing will
happen to you. [VC]

it is hard to say that: Nanbao ta buhui shengqi. It's hard
to say that he will not be mad. [SC/ADV]
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bao
to announce, to report, to recompense

to register complaints at court, to submit official report on
case [V-a]

baochou -*~11L..
baoda ~~

. '0

baodao *$JJ
baodao ~~

to revenge for grudge [V-a]

to pay back debt of gratitude [CC/V]

to report arrival, to report for duty [V-a]

to report (news, intelligence, etc.) [CC/V]; report: x~nwen

baodao, news report

to recompense for kindness: bao fUmU yangyu zhi en, to make
oneself worthy of parents' care and upbringing [V-a]

to invalidate, to be declared worthless: Zhebu chezi baofei
Ze. This car has been junked. [Va]

to pay custom duties [V-a]

to report achievement (victory, etc.), to claim credit [v-a]

report [CC/V,N]baoqao ~%'

baoqonq "1#} J:j)

baoqudn *-rm
baogu6 JiIltlJ to serve the country worthily: Z~ zh~ bao gu6, to make a

resolution to serve the country [V-a]

baokao ~~ to register for examination [V-a]

bao kuqi6ngr irk.~ IN~to pretend poverty

baom{ng ~~ to register (for school, entrance examination, etc.) [V-a]

baom~ng ~~ to respond to an order or command: wU y{ bao ~ng, without
'Yl anything to respond to an order [Va]

bao ehui. ~fG

baosong~~

b ' v i!;Q. 1;
aoan: -'1'~

to pay tax [V 0]

to announce death [V-a]

to announce joyful events (wedding, birth, etc.): baoxi
bUbaoyou, to report joyful vents but not saddening news [V-a]

\ -r: ,
baotcin~ f% to report news [V-a]

to pay back debt of gratitude, to show gratitude [CC/V]
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bei.
to suffer, used to indicate passive voice

beidonq .1tl~ passive (opposite of zhudong, active)

beifUxian~1l~ insultated wire

beigao~it~ to be accused; the defendent (opposite to yuangao, the
plaintiff)

bfdhO.i 1~~

beijiu ;?f~

bei lei. ~t~..
beinan 1.l~

beipian j:P-,~

beiqi. 1t~

beiqiangj~~

beiqing :}f~~

to be murdered, to be harmed

drunk

to be implicated

h' \. v \ bei. \ dto be killed in an uprlslng (martyr): Z ec~ q~y~ e~nan e
Zieshi hen duo. In this uprising many were killed.

to be cheated

to be humiliated

to be robbed

to be invited: Zenmo ni mei beiqing? How come you've not been
invited?

beiqu ;}M) to be wronged

bei. pen Hngjian ;::}tL...~ju to be heard, overheard by others: Nt ehuo
zhe hua bupa bei pen tingjian? Aren't you afraid that somebody
may overhear what you have said?

the right to be elected

to be arrested: Zei beizhuQzhuZe. The thief has been caught.

b'eisha;tBt~ to be killed

bei. ta nazouZej~1£~LJ was

bei. xuim 1il.~ to be elected

bei v "-ia-~ ~euxuanquan ../f~~

bei.zhuo *£1fJ\

taken away by him
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the details

to provide for use

to prepare for war [V-oJ

to plan and provide (funds, proposals, etc.) fCc/v]

qualified candidate waiting for appointment

to keep for future reference or investigation

to prepare (luggage, banquet, etc.) fCC/V]

to provide against: Women dei sh{sh{ fangbei d{rende x{j{. We
must be prepared to deal with enemy attack all the time.[CC/V]

to register for the record [V-oJ

bei
to prepare, to provide, to furnish

beian ~#J~

beiban~~~

b€dbu ~~

beicha--<~ ~

beiche 1* if to provide with cars, to get the car ready [V-oJ

bei ir buyong~~.;W1f~ to prepare for future needs

beikao ~~~ to keep for future investigation; an appendix for reference

beiqu ~* alternates for admission (college, office, etc.)

beiwang"lu {~~~ memorandum

bei wei chong shu ~~~~1t~ just to fill a post (self-depreciatory)

beiwen~"L to prepare a document [V-OJ

beixi 1~ ,~<d}

beiyong1~ >13

beizhcm~~

beizhu 11-ij i~ a note for future investigation

ohoubei. ~1~

fangbei rb1~

junbei f~

you bei wU huan

yubei ~1-i

zhanbei. *t1~
zhunbei:1~

to be on the alert: Zai d{ren diqu, women bixu sh{sh{ jiebei.
In enemy territory, we must be on the alert at all times.
fCC/V]

armament, military preparedness [SC/N]

~~~,~ with all the preparations, there is nothing to
worry about.

to prepare [SC/V]

military preparedness [SC/N]

to prepare, to be prepared
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bI
to compare, to follow, to be near

blbuehanq 'bb :::f j:. to be inferior to: Wo b{bus7umg tao I am not as good as
he. [VC]

for instance; a supposition, an illustration by example: bi
fang shuo, for example; ju ge b{fang, to give an example

b{hua ~t~ to make hand gestures, to demonstrate with gestures [CC/V]
...;-

.. :p -
b'{jian zubzhan 111:::;~ ~1~ to fight shoulder to shoulder

to compare; comparatively, relatively: bljiao hao, relatively
better; comparative: bljiao yuyan xui, comparative linguistics
[CC/V, Adv]

bi kioai. t t JR- to compete in speed [V 0]

comparison, example: Na ... zuo b{Z~, to take .•. as an example;
proportion, ratio: bIZieh{, scale (of map)

for example

(physics) specific heat [SC/N]

to have a contest:b{sai jianggushi, to have a contest in story
telling [CC/V]; contest: jiangyan b{sai speech contest

b{ ehanq buzu, b{ xia you yu ~t.J;:. f ~ "b-t r ~~ worse off than some,
better off than many (formula for contentment)

bIre 'tit;~

b{ru l::;1-; .J:;fO

bIsCd'tt 'f

bI ehou hua jiclO 'bt f l ~f to make lively gestures while talking

blyu 't:;l::*
b{zhao~t ~~,

a parable, a metaphor, an allegory [CC/N]

to follow the model: bIzhaozhe zhezhang huar hub., to paint by
using this picture as a model [CC/V]

bizhong l:Gj:.

b{zuo 't-l: -1~

specific weight or gravity [SC/N]

to compare someone as: Nl ba ta b{zuo shenmo? What do you
compare him to be? [CC/V]

pen bl: »en, q~s{ pen J- 't::'tJ.-..~.f"t,.A-One may be upset to death if he compares
himself with those who are more successful.

to. b{ tao gao ~~ 1:t..~ ~ He is taller than I.

yong ehou b{fang )tJ 4bt 15 to describe with hands
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bian
to knit, to make list, to edit

biand.inq It._~ ~1,-, ifttJ ~

bi.dndui. }-iB~

to edit (book) with the idea of restoring the correct version,
to establish (correct list of names, numbers, etc.) [CC/V]

to organize troop units, to form groups [V-a]

bianhao(rJ~~s~ to assign a number (to a list of persons or things) [V-a]

bi.anhic }~1 to register residents (for police record) [V-a]

bianj{ ,~.fft to edit (paper, magazine, etc. ) [CC/V]; editor

b . - .. / lrlB ~-r to tie, to weave [CC/V]t-aruj-i:e ~ ,"0

bianju ~t1 to write plays tv-or. script writer

bi-anl.ei. ,~JfJ~) to classify [V-a]; classification

bianZie ,~2f~ to arrange in order [CC/V]

bidn mingce JJv~ iIJt to make a roster

biannian(shlJ,t-jfu 5fe. form of history arranged by years and months,
chronicles

biiinpai. ,~:#x.

bi.anqidn ,~Jfl ft

to criticize, to make up stories about persons: Bid Zaoshi
bianpai ren~ hao ma? Don't criticize people all the time, O.K.?
[CC/V]

to arrange in order, to write and to direct [CC/V]; writing
and directing of a play

to disband (troops, personnel) in breaking up a unit or for
reassignment [CC/V]

to examine and approve, to pass judgement on books, publica
tions [CC/V]; person who examines and approves

bianehu ~...tiv t to compile a book [V 0]

bicmyi ,!-~ ~t to edit and to translate [CC/V]; editor and translator

bianzao,~Jm~ to fabricate: bianzao y6oydn~ to fabricate rumors [CC/V]

bi.dnzhi. JJfJJ~ to knit [CC/V]

bianzhi ,~~~~ to organize [CC/V]; organization, chain of command

bianzhu ,~~1f to compile [CC/V]; compilation, compiler

bian zidian ~~ ~ ~~7 to compile a dictionary
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bi.andonq '3ti'JJ
:t.~b ~j::.

bicmfa ..;3t. "/1A,

bianqe ~t

bi(mgeng'~1--

bianqic ,~~

bianhao jo;t~}

bianhudnq~~*
biCmjie ..~~

bianlian .~~

lri ,. ~~t-anmat: ..~?....

~--
bi.anqian ,~~

bi.anee ~~

biantai: .~~ ~5'-- I.;:>

bic .- ~~.~
-z-ant1.-an'~

bian
to change, to become, to perform

to change [CC/V]: drastic change: Biandong hen da. The change
is great.

to reform [V-oJ; political reform; ways to change

change for the new (in system, policy) [CC/N]

change of course,of action [CC/N]

any untold change or turn of events [SC/N]

to grow better: Zhe haizi bianhaoZe. This child becomes bet teL
[VC]

to change in form or character [CC/V]; change: qian bian wan
hua3 unending changes

to become yellow [VC]

to switch loyalty; to remarry [V-OJ

to change countenance (when mad) [V-OJ

to sell (estate, store, etc.) [CC/V]

change in trend, conditions [CC/V]

to change color; to change countenance [V-OJ

change of attitude, abnormal: biantai x"inlt3 abnormal psy
chology [SC]

(weather) to turn overcast: Biantian leo Bie wangle dai san.
The weather has changed. Don't forget to bring your umbrella.
[V-oJ

to use another method to: biantong banZ{3 to do it by circum
venting the rules [VC]

change in appearance: bianxiang maiy{n3 prostitution in a
different form [VOl

to change heart/to change mind (about
bianle xin. N{ jiu bie zai s{ x"inyanr
changed her mind. You shouldn't be so
[V-OJ

b . .. ~ p,V Jto~ M --r
t.an x-Z-.J a 'J;l.Jjx.. :'-p'

biaruein ~~10

to perform magic, to play tricks

love, etc.): Ta y{jing
leo She has already
obstinate (about her).
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can
to take part in, to pay respect, to impeach

b ' . ~ /.1can at.;4).'- 1')

ciincuo~~

candi.nq {,h~-{/£ eJ

canquan ~~Q
''l ~

canjia ~ 'ITO

caruj i.an~ Jt;

canjiao ~ t~

cankan J:P..:i;::;/~- /13

cdnkiu: ~.~
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to pay respect to (high officials), to worship (gods) [CC/V]

to shuffle about [CC/V]

to revise text [CC/V]

to visit as a tourist, to observe [CC/V]

to take part in, to join [CC/V]

to see (superior) [CC/V]

to collate, to compare [CC/V]

to compare [CC/V]

to use as a reference: Xie iaenzhdnq n{ dei cankao hen duo
shu. Writing a paper, you must use many books as references.
[CC/V]; reference materials: gei n{ zuo ge cankao, give you
as a reference

ceremony of respect to the coffin before procession [V-O]

staff officer [CC/N]

to penetrate, to understand (mysteries, profundities) [CC/V]

to understand (mystery from meditation) [CC/V]

to reflect, to consider [CC/V]

to verify (truth by personal experience): to personally
inspect [CC/V]

to pay respect to (high official, god) [CC/V]

to partake in deliberations of policy [CC/V]; a senator

to take part in (discussion, plan): Cong zu6tian q{, WG
canyule tamende taolun. Starting yesterday, I've taken part in
their discussion. [CC/V]

to act as advisor on project [CC/V]; a counsellor

to participate in the war [V-O]

to participate in government [V-O]



cha
to investigate, to audit

chaban :t ~~ to inspect class tv-oj
..;.-

chaban ~~h~ to investigate and prosecute (case, person) [CC/V]

chachao~1J- to take inventory/to confiscate (property) [CC/V]
.;;.-

chadian .:t~ to check item by item [CC/V]
..:;;- ..............

cha dui. wU e t~~...~6 After checking, no error was found. (formula for
.;:;:.-'

okaying accounts)

chafeng~jj

chaM ~f~

cha hilkou §.r '0

chfxj1-n t ~~
-- if-,

chajing~ ~"fli..
/~'w,~

chajiu !-~

chakan ~ t1J
chdminq ~ aA

chaqing t ;.,~

ChaSMO "t~

chaehou t ~R.

chauue t rlJ
chazhanq1; ~-k-
chazhao ?; t7~

-'" ""

to confiscate and seal up (property, goods) [CC/V]

to examine (accounts) [CC/V]

to check residents, to take census

to search and ban (smuggled goods, etc.) [CC/V]

to study the Bible: chcijingban, Bible study class [V-OJ

to investigate and follow up (a case) [CC/V]

to investigate on the spot [CC/V]

to find out: chimIng zhenxiang, to find out the true facts
[VC]

to clear up by an investigation [VC]

to serve as a sentry [V-OJ

(letter writing) please receive: SuI x1-n j1- gei n{ xiangpian
sanzhang. Q{ng chdshou. I am enclosing in the letter three
photographs. Please receive. [CC/V]

to read (report, correspondence) [CC/V]

to audit accounts [V-OJ

(in official documents) to submit for your attention: Q{ng
chlizhao banz,{. Please consider and act accordingly. [CC/V]

cha zidian ~ ~~ to look up in a dictionary: Ni yaoshi you burenshide Z1-,
- / 'jiit cha z1-dian. If there are words you don't know, look them

up in a dictionary.
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eM
to observe, to inspect

to investigate a case

to investigate and take measures [CC/V]

to find out [VC]

(official document) please use your discerning judgment[CC/V]

to go about to find out (conditions, rumors) [CC/V]

(official document) please use your discerning judgment[CC/V]

to scent, to read [CC/V]

to look into, to inspect [CC/V]

to examine (place of robbery, landmarks, etc.) on the spot
[CC/V]

to ascertain clearly: ch6m{ng zeren, to ascertain clearly who
is responsible [VC]

ch6shou~~ to examine and receive [CC/V]

ohaioen Jii- ~~ to inquire into [CC/V]
~ ,9J

cha yan quan ee~~~~ to pay attention to what is said and to how it is
said

ehazha°f~~~....

ducha ~t~

guanehaJit~

jianeha~*

jrngch6.J!jf...~
~ jf,

jiueoo }~~*

ehiicha 1::- ff(
ehlcha -1~ ~

;013....

xiehO. ,~Y}'~
.~
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to take notice and do accordingly [CC/V]

to supervise, to watch over [CC/V]

to observe [CC/V]

to supervise, to watch over [CC/V]

police [CC/N]

to investigate (a case) [CC/V]

to commit mistake of omission [VOl

to inspect [CC/V]; inspector

to observe carefully: xieha Z6.i y~, to judge the motive of
his coming [SC/V]



chan
to produce, to give birth

chandi ~~ origin of products [SC/N]

chant« !~... rate of volume of production [SC/N]

cMnfcing~JJJ maternity ward [SC/N]

cmnfu ~~ lying-in woman (woman in maternity) [SC/N]

chanhour~g ~tti& puerperal fever

chanke ~t1 obstetrics, maternity department [SC/N]

cmnliang ~~ capacity or volume of production [SC/N]

chcmp{n!-':'O products [SC/N]

chdnpo ~$- midwife [SC/N]

chansheng~ ~ to produce (fish, grapes, etc.); to create (misunderstanding,
~ trouble, etc.) [CC/V]

chamoic i 1m products of land [SC/N]

chanye .it f property, industry [CC/N]

caiohan ~-.! property [CC/N]

donqchan 1iJ~ movable effects: budonqchan, realty [SC/N]

[dnqchdn ;; ~ realty [CC/N]

M-:kRaGonqohanddnq ~ -0£.~... Communist Party

jiachan~1£ family property [SC/N]

ndnohdn • .1 difficult labor (maternity) [SC/N]

pochan:::Qti to go into bankruptcy [V-OJ

shu{chan/J~ marine products (fish, etc.) [SC/N]

eichan -:fA.! private property [SC/N]

tuchan..:t-Jl- local products [SC/N]

to give premature birth [SC/V]

inherited property [SC/N]

This place produces rice.
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chang
to sing, to shout out aloud

chcmgben(r) ~k)rL song text [SC/N]

ohanqchanqrde 'O'~~yt i39 street singer

he d . , '(). 'GJ -¥ ~~ 2.;3 . 1 d T-'"' h '0 h'c anq gao 'Z-aor 'r9 'f€) $/"J.7l.-> to brag w.Lthout; actua dee s: a J'Z-u U'Z- c ang
gaodiaor. Bid zhrwang ta ZUGchu shenmo Zai. He just talks.
Don't expect him to do anything.

chang ger lZ~~({ to sing a song [V 0]

chanqhdo l1~~ to sing well [vc]; to give cheers as audience [V-oJ

chanqhe v~~ to write (poem) in reply

chang heitou ~~~~ to sing the role of a painted face (Chinese opera)

changji ~~~ a singing machine/record player (also, Ziushengji) [SC/N]

coongjicw 'O~ -01 to yell and scream tcc/v)

changZr "'~~1 (Buddhist) prayer at end of mass with "five forgivenesses"
and "five wishes" [SC/N]

changm{ng~!b to make roll call [V-OJ

changpian(r) ~~ rf ~ singing disc/records [SC/N]

chang pi.aoY1~ '*- to call votes [V 0]

changr ~~ ~ a song, ditty: chang ge changr~ to sing a ditty

to chant, to sing hymns [V 0]

to hold, have, or sing an opera: Jintian wanshang chengZi
changx~. Tonight, there is an opera in the city.

chang ebi. '9~ t-tr
\ 9~:'chanqxi. 'Of3 J'§J\;

, ~~~duchanq <r1Y.1::7

!il chang !u su{

to perform a solo [SC/V]

-t<-'?Jb11 rL husband sings
harmonious married life

and wife follows/to have a

hechanq ~~

mai: changt ~ 9
;7, g

qingchl:mg:,t 'l'~
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to sing in chorus [SC/V]

to sell singing/to sing as minstrel at restaurants, streets
[V 0]

to sing without accompaniment or stage makeup [SC/V]



chenqba ~i

chengbian~1~

chenqdai. -tft}-it
chenqdao fj}L

cheng (cheng, chen)
to praise, to declare, to fit

to assume hegemony, to declare oneself as superpower [V-a]

to consider it good and convenient: Renren chengbian. Every
body considers it good and convenient. [Va]

to borrow money [Va]

to praise, to declare: chengdao bUjue, to praise unceasingly
[CC/V]

to congratulate [va]

to address [CC/V]; way by which one is addressed

chenq gu dao guo.~JP.~:Jj. to call oneself king

chenqhao~~ title [SV/N]

.J!LA!chenghe 1"-P;--?-.

~ ~L:?chenqhu ([.J1.r V-j

ehenqmei: t~~ to call good, to praise [Va]

chengq1.-ng-f"*l...
chenqehent~:t

chengsong~~

to offer congratulations [va]

to fit well: Zhejian y~shang hen chengshen. This dress fits
well. [Va]

to praise, to adore [CC/V]

chengwei ~~~ way of addressing a person [CC/N]

chengxie ~~ to give thanks tvoj

chenqtcionq~;tit to declare oneself as leader, to be considered as leader
[V-a]

chenq xiong 000 d1- f.$9- JGU to address each other in great familiarity

chengxU ~~~ to praise, to show approval (especially by a superior) [CC/V]

ohenqzan m~f to praise [CC/V]

chengzh{ ::r~~ to be competent [VO/SV]

chenqianl~1t to be rich [VO/SV]

h ' - .k:.ij - [ / ]c enxt.n ~j11 /0 to have as one wishes va sv

he \, -{J:,arN -t" [ ]c eny~ ~ to be satisfactory, to be satisfied va
;0
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cheng
to become, to complete; to be possible

chenqbai.~~ success and failure/result: bUji chengbai, don't care about
what the result will be [CC/N]

capital: Chengben tai gao de shengyi buhao zuo. Business re
quiring high capital is not easy to do. [SC/N]

chenggongA -:Y/J to be successful [VO/SV]

chenqhiin Aif~ to get married tv-oj

chengji ~ ~.1f achievement, results [SC/N]

chengjia ~~ to establish family/to get married [V-a]

chengjian~L set views/prejudice [SC/N]

chengjiao~~ to complete the business deal [V-a]

chengjiu ~~ accomplishment, achievement [CC/N]

chenql.e ehenmo Le t5i 3..t~ J What has it (one) become to?

chengZ? ~~. to establish [CC/V]

chengm{ngM

chengnianA.!f

chengqinA~L

chenqquan A ~

chenqehu )vi!{>
chenqtrian A k.
chenqioei. ~A
chengwu A 1?27
chenqtciao A »:
chenqtein A /0

chengyu A ~
chengzhO.n~ -k
18

to become famous [V-a]

to become adult, to have grown up [SC/V]; the whole year [TW]

to become relatives/to get married [V-a]

to help complete: Wo zheyang zuo haibush~ xiang chengquan ta
na y{pian xiaoxin. I do this to help him fulfill his filial
obligation. [CC/V]

to be mature [CC/SV]

the whole day [TW]

to become [CC/V]

ready-made things [SC/N]

effect, result [SC/N]

intentionally: Ta chengxin q~ ta mama. He intentionally
angers his mother. [Va]

established sayings/proverbs [SC/N]

to grow [CC/V]



ehenqbian t-lt..

cheng
to multiply, to mount, to take advantage of

to do something at one's convenience: Q{ng chengbian ba ta
dai hut quo Please take him home at your convenience (since
you are going that way). [V-a]

./

chingchu ~~ multiplication and division [CC/N]

chengfa _jJk_5~ (method of) multiplication [SV/N]

chengfang ~?J (mathematics) square, cube, power of nth degree

chenq feng po Zcmg~~~fl:-~~ to ride the wind and waves/to have a smooth
and swift trip

to take the chance and •.• : chengji tu8tao 3 to take the chance
and escape; to ride a plane [V-a]

to take the chance (of a good opportunity to speak, attack,
etc.) lvol

cheng jihui ~~~ to take advantage of the opportunity

chengke~~ passenger [SC/N]

chengkong(r) ~)~~ to take advantage of a free moment or unguarded sit
uation: N{ xianzai meishi3 h6i bu cheng kongr ba neifeng x~n
xiewan? Since you are not busy now, why don't you finish that
letter? Iv-o l

chengZiang ~~)f,to enjoy cool air [V-a]

chenq ma ~.1fy to ride a horse [V 0]

cheng ren bu bei

chengsh{·M

chengshi~~

~~"f'i~ to take advantage of other's unpreparedness

to take advantage of an opportune time [Va]

to avail oneself of the opportunity, to strike while the iron
is hot [vo]

a multiple [SC/N]

to do something on impulse to enjoy: chingx~ng dUG hua j{
zhang ba. You'd better paint a few more while you are enjoy
ing it. [Va]

chengxU ~~ to do something when the opponent is weak [va]

san chenq san de jiu ;. ~';"1~ 7u Three multiplied by three is nine.
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chi
to eat, to absorb

chi cu ~~~ to eat vinegar,to be jealous

chi da guo fan ~~~~~ to eat rice cooked in a big pot (institutional
food)

chi doufuuZ)1t~ to eat bean curd,to flirt (with opposite sex), to make fun of
~ (person of the same sex)

to be slapped on the face

to eat at a restaurant

to be tense: Sh{ju hen chij{n. The situation is very tense.
[VO/SV]

to be hard, to try: Zhejian sh~ hen chij~n. This is hard.
N{ dei chij~n La. You have to pull hard.

to be frightened: dO. chi ytjing3 to be greatly frightened
[V-a]

chiku ~-t to suffer hardship tv-ci

chikui ~)l~ to suffer loss; to be disadvantageous [V-a]

chui "a0 tJ to be difficult, requiring strength [VO/SV]

h- x h- .:r~.· t L 1-P 1/-t.c 1.- nuz aouu1.-Y.1'L~·""1t::z j to eat at a restaurant because of its pretty waitresses

chi ran bit chi y~ng I1t~,t:f.~t~t to bully the weak but yield to the strong

chi ran fCm 1'1£~i:i~ to eat soft rice, to live on one's wife (or woman)

chishut ~~~ to be absorbent: Zhezhong zht butai chishut. This kind of
paper is not too absorbent. [VO/SV]

to abstain from eating meat [V-a]

to be popular: Ta xianzai hen chixiang. He is now very
popular. [VO/SV]

chis:U ~t

chi xicm fan ~fJJ~ tiz.-
chixiang -ot-t

to eat leisure food/to be a loafer or sponger

chi yadan~~~to eat a duck egg. to fail to win any points

ch1zhong ~~ hard to do: Zhejian shi hen chizhong. This is hard to do.
[Vo/SV]
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1~
ch{ bI 111
ch{fa f~*

ch{fl1 1%A~

ch{xu

bcwh{ ~1~

baoch{ 1%J~

fuch{ 1t-1~

zh"icht 1-1~

zhuch{ it-11

chi
to hold, to manage

to hold a pen/to write [V-oJ

to maintain the law: chifa senyan~ to administer sharp
justice [VOl

to resign and stay home during parent's mourning of three
years [V-oJ

to keep night watch by sounding drum at invervals [V-oJ

to run a household, to maintain family fortune and status[VO]

to hold out long, to last: ch{jiu zhan~ protracted warfare
[VC]

to hold views: ch{Zun gongzheng~ to hold impartial views [VOl

to hold just views: ch{p{ng zhr Zun~ a balanced view [Va]

to conduct oneself [VOl

(Budd.) conduct [Va]

to carryon, to last [CC]

to take good care (of health), to cultivate spiritual regimen
[Va]
to hold and give/to present a gift with both hands [CC/V]

to keep vegetarian fast (V-O]

to support what is right [Va]

to act with gravity (not frivolous): Zaocheng ch{zhong~

experienced and steady [VO/SV]

to monopolize (power, position) [CC/V]

to maintain (status, distance): Gen ta haishi baochi dianr
juZ{ hao xie. It is better to keep a distance from him.

to support (CC/V]

to support, to sustain (person to stand up, tottering regime,
etc.) [CC/V]

to be in charge [SC/V]
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chu
to get out, to produce, to surpass

chi1ban {i1 ~R

chi1chai~ f
chiichan it )~

to publish: chilban y~ben shil~ to publish a book [V-a/TV]

to be sent on a business trip [V-a]

to produce fCC/V]; products, natural products

export, exit [SC]; to speak [V-a]

to get out of home/to become a monk [V-a]

future, employment prospect: Xue yinyue~ chuZu butai hao.
If one studies music, the employment prospects aren't too
good. [SC/N]

chiichar~ 1:;~.J to go wrong: Yaoehi. chu ge char ehei. fuze? If anything goes
yn ~ wrong, who is going to take the responsibility? [V-a]

chu fengtou ~ ~j!Jl to enjoy publicity

chUjia ~~

ch1lkou ~ -a
chuZu ~~!-

chumen» tt. r~~ to go out of the door, to be out of town [V-a]

chu m{ ~ ~ to produce rice [V 0]

chiatrian ~~

chi1m{ng ~!b

chuqi: *~
chuqian &4
chiiqu t ~

chilru ~A

chicee ~\ ~

chuehen ~ ~

chuehen ~Jtf
chushi ~t
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to appear: Zhe jianshi~ y6u WG chi1mian jieqia. Let me. go to
deal with this matter. [V-a]

to become famous [V-a]

to vent the spleen [V-a]

to pay: Mai qiche~ shei chuqian? Buy a car? Who is going to
pay? tv-oj

to go out [VC], also used as complement to other verbs

difference, discrepancies [CC/N]

to be superior [VO/SV]

background: Ta shi ZUG maimai chushen. He has a business
background. [VO/N]

to be completely absorbed by something, to be absent minded.
tv-o:

to have an accident [V-a]



~a~chutou VA YYJ..

chu
to get out, to produce, to surpass

to become prominent in one's field: N~ haohaor zuo~ zong you
chut6ude yitian. If you work hard, one day you will get
ahead. [V-a]

chil::ci ability, promise: Zhe haizi zhen mei chUxi. This child has no
ability (or future). [SC/N]

chuyang ~I 0~ to go abroad tv-ci

chil yangxi~ng ~ ~~ ~ to make fun of (oneself or sombody else)
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chu
to remove, to exterminate, to dismiss

chu bao an liang r~~~ ~ to drive out the rascals and protect good people

chuchonq Pi' It,
chudiao r~ ;j~

chufa r~ ~

chufei pi 1~

chuqen fit tk

chUrning p*.t

chuqu r*~
chushu r!ttt
chiaoai.

r*1~
chu.x"i rir
feichu )r~J~
kaichu ?Jj rff~
pochu ~)~1t
san chu u; de er

zhenchu ~ rt-t-k- ),
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to exterminate insects [V-O]

to remove [VC]

(math.) division [SC/N]

unless, except: Chufei ni qu bUx{ng. It won't do unless you
go. [Conj]

to uproot: zan cao chu gen~ to get rid of grass, it must be
uprooted [V-O]

to suppress the evil: Zhengfu yingdang ti laobaixing chuhai.
Governments ought to suppress the evil on behalf of the
people. [V-O]

(math.) sign of division "-;-"

to count off, to take away [VC]

Besides: Chule n{ (y{waiJ meiyou bie pen hu~. Besides you,
there are no others who can. Chule n{ (y{waiJ hai you bieren
quo In addition to you there are others who also go.

to dismiss, to expel (to remove from list of names): Ta
changchang taoxue~ su6yi bei xuexiao chUrning le. He was
expelled from school because he was often truant. [V-O]

to remove [VC]

(math.) the divisor; beichushu~ the dividend

not to be counted, to be excluded: Xingq"iri chuwai. Sundays
are excepted.

New Year's Eve

to abolish: feichu bupingding tiaoyue~ to abolish unequal
treaties [CC/V]

see chUrning [CC/V]

to abolish: pochu m{xin~ to abolish superstition [CC/V]

Six divided by three is two.

to be appointed officially as



chu
to manage, to live, to punish

chubuZai~)?f~cannot get along: Wo gen ta chubuZai. I can't get along with
~ him.[VC]

to decide [CC/V]

to punish [CC/v]

to prescribe [V-a]; prescription

to punish

circumstances [SC/N]

to execute (criminal), to decide [CC/V]

to dispose of, to arrange, to settle: Zhejian sh~ zhen buhao
chuZ~. This matter is really hard to deal with. (CC/V]

a retired scholar [SC/N]

to deal with the world: Ta buhu~ dai ren chush~~ suoyi chang
chang dezu~ reno He offends people often because he doesn't
know how to deal with people. chush~ zhi dao~ a way of life
[v-a]

chus"t ~fG to sentence to death [Va]

t: t?2ChUWDZi~~ 1-- one shut away from society

chi: £in jr, Z~ ~/0 -:f1~ to brood over a matter for a long time

chiAx{ng~.]t~ to punish: chic j{x{ng~ sentence to death tv-oi

chu yu s~ d?- ~i)f:--It.>~ to send somebody to his doom

ChUzhan~~ to execute (criminal) [CC/V]

chuzh'i ~~t- to punish [CC/V]

chuzh~ J}£;~ =chi1Z{ [CC/V]

xiangchu ;f§ ~r1/ t~ get along with each other: Tamen Ucmgge xi71ngchude hen
~ hao. The two of them get along fine. [SC/V]
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chuan
to pass on, to spread, to transmit

chuan 'cm~"~, to summon to court [V-a]

chuanbo 1~~ to spread (news, ideas, disease, etc.) [CC/V]

chudnbu 1j.~ to spread, to publicize (CC/V]

chuanda 1~~ to communicate (thoughts, ideas); to transmit (order from
above); chudnda mingZ~ng [CC/V]

chuandan ~~~ a handbill, a publicity circular or flyer [SC/N]

chuandi. 1~~/ to pass around (letter, message) [CC/V]

chuan ' gei ta 1, ~-t1~ to pass on to him

chuanguan4~~to circulate for people to see [CC/V]

chudniia 1~e. to bequeath to the family: chuaruiia zht bdo, art object kept
~ as heirloom [Va]

chuarui-iao{~~ to preach: chuan.jiaoehi., a missionary [V-a]

ohuanpi-ao tft$. a court summons, subpoena; (accounting) a voucher [SC/N]

chuanr6.n --1J.~k to infect: chuanran b~ng, communicable disease [CC/V]

chudn re 1f~ to transmit heat [V 0]

chuanshen1~;t~ to be vivid, to give lively expression (of portraiture)
~J [VO/SV]

chuansh~n1§.f to summon for trial [CC/V]

chud'nshou1f~ to teach [CC/V]

chu6nsong-1f :fl-- to deliver (message, news) [CC/V]

chuanshu31~~t folktale [CC/N]

chuanwen 1~ ~~~ It is reported that: Chuanwen d{ren zhanZrng Wang Zhuang.
~ ~J It is reported that the enemy occupied Wang Chuang. [CC]

/ ... j~ j..%
chuarucin /'1"8 'I ~

chuanyang1~1~

chuanuue -1'~
26

to deliver letters, to communicate (tradition, belief);
chuan x~nr, to deliver a message [V-a]

to spread (teaching, etc.) [CC/V]

to pass around for people to read [CC/V]



da
to answer, to reply

answer, solution of mathematical problem [SC/N]

to pay a return call

to argue back [CC/V]

a response (to an address of congratulation): Xianzai q~ng

Wang Boshi zh~ dac{. Now we ask Dr. Wang to say a word (as a
response). [SC/N]

dabuehanql.ai~:fL%. can't answer [VC]

dachar~~ to make an answer to question, to strike up conversation[V-O]

dac{ *~~

correct number in mathematical solutiorts [SC/N]

to respond to a salutation [V-a]; a gift in return [SC/N]

to return a courtesy call; a letter to thank someone

to reply [CC/V]; a reply

was questioned/

to explain [CC/V]; an explanation

reply, words of reply [SC/N]

to consent, to promise [CC/V]; budaying, to disapprove, to
take offense at: N~ Zuan hua qian, Baba bUdaying. Dad will
not approve your careless spending.

to reply on acceptance of appointment [Va]; formal acknow
ledgement of betrothal gift

to answer, to respond [CC/V]; to answer correctly [VC]

to answer [V-a]

to repay person for kindness or favor [CC/V]

~~1fU~ answer like flowing water/to answer quickly

to answer [CC/V]; a replyhu{dd ~%

j ieaa ii,!ffJ
suo dd fei suo wEmf1r%~~6f(~~What was answered was n~t what

rllll' answer evades the questlon

dadu1- *~i
d6fu Jt-t
dahua ~$
aaz~ ~~t
dapin M~
d6shu J$-~
cMxie ~~j
daying ~J!

dayu $-~
b'clOdc1 ~%
dU1- dd ru Ziu

question and answer: wenda t{, question and answer topics in
an examination [CC/N]
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dO.
to strike, to fight, to do

do. baiei. 11~}

da biangu Jj'~jt.

to have an attack of malaria [V-a]

to beat the side drum/to spread or circulate praise of
actor, etc.

do.cheng y{piCm 11~ .; )1
dachi: shoup al' ~ t'~

to become one piece/to become a harmonious whole

(Chinese opera) to throw weapons back and forth
on the stage

to fall down flat on ground

to fight, to engage in a brawl [V-a]

to laugh out loud, to make fun [V-a]

to sleep on floor (due to lack of accommodation)

to have a windfall/to obtain gifts of money (as by
sending wedding invitations to people including mere
acquaintances)

da" .:J;:"nz"· ~J ~~ -1~ I d [ ]uu v ~Jv1 l' to p ay billiar s V a

dO. dl.pu :Jj~~~'
alL ditanr11~'}JltSL

aa dizi ;11 ffiJ 1- to make a draft [V 0]

d(f dianhuaj1~~ to make a phone call

dagong ~~ to have a temporary job (of students doing summer work) [V-a]

dJ guanqiang 'J1 Jj~ft to put person off by talking formalities as excuse

dahaha 11~~k
do.jia -}0'~
da jiaodao (fj~~ to have dealings with

dCf mdoy1.- Jj'!\::;k to knit a sweater

dO. q1.-ng ma jiao 1J~1;~1~ to flirt

aa qiafeng jJf~

to have an abortion [V-a]

to find out [CC/V]

to have a good meal

to do odd jobs as handyman [V-a]

to say "hello"

.:Jxsh '.I:u .:-r,..( ~ [ /] ]uu u o~ ~ professional rioters SC N ; to beat the hand [V a

datai ti~~
dating ?J1t
dO. yaji 113f~

daz6Jr) Jj~~

dO. zhdohu :J1J-V~'OVJ
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deli
to carry, to lead, to bring up

to beat and scold at the same time

to subpoena [Va]

to lead the way, to serve as guide [V-a]

to lead, to be in charge o~ (troops) [CC/V]

to lead troops [V 0]

to rain fisticuffs; show of combat in Chinese opera [Va]

best buckle [SC/N]

daiZu

dai'cm ~ 1,
dai. biao~~ to wear a watch rv oi

dai: b'tng ~.if
-rr ..J "-

daida ~ti

daidao ~~

dai.duzi. ,,~.} to be pregnant

daifenshu ~~~ mixed fraction (mathematics)

dai.qou ~~

dai. haot») ~~.}{.,~ to carry greetings to: Ql,ng t:r wo dai: ge hao» gei nl,
'1/ ~ fUmU. Please remember me to your parents. [V 0]

dai. kOUY"in~\o f to speak with an accent: ehubhua dai. kouy'tn

daiZei ~ to involve someone in trouble or expense [CC/V]rr I "-

dai:Zl,ng ,~,

~~ =daidao

dai. qian tf~~ to carry money [V 0]

dai.ehanq men f ~r~ to close the door [V 0]

dai. ehenei. ~tt ~ to be pregnant [V 0]

daishou ~ ~ wiping cloth carried by waiters [VO/N]

dai.tout») ~~~~ to lead tv-oi

daiieiao if $ to wear mourning tv-o:

dai: xiaoh&ir~.j<3J~to bring up children: Bie ba xiclOhair daihuai.le . Don't
,J spoil the child.

dai xiaoxi '~:;.,~/~ to take message

.:J)" • v, ~ '* J:h 1 d .aat. xuee W~ t:.> to wear a pease expres s i.on

Han dO. dai. rna~11~ \."'1;
Him ti dai: dO. ~~ -3f if to mix kicks with hand blows
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dang Cdanq)
to undertake, to fill an office, to treat as

dangb'ing \;;JfJ.Jt::'.{f) J ,

danqchni. ~ j:
to be a soldier [V-a]

to run errand, to work for (someone) [v-a]; a servant

diingdai ~A~ the present age, that period [VO/TW]

dang j'i u duan~:*~~~to decide on the spot or moment, to make quick
decision

diingjia 11~
dangju ~~

danqmicm ~~

to be the head of, to oversee [V-a]

the authorities [VO/N]

face to face: N~ dangmian du~ tCi jiang. You talk to him face
to face. [VO/Adv]

dangqwin~:tl to be in power: danqquanpai., faction in power rvo:
danqran ~~ naturally [Adv]

dang ren bu rcmg$~;;:. :f:~in good causes, don't lag behind

dangsh{ ifJ 13~ at that very moment, that time [VO/TW]

dangshiren '$.f~ person in charge, parties to a quarrel or lawsuit

dangt6u ~~~ right overhead: dang tou bang he, to give sharp advice for
~ jl one to make up from error [VO/Adv]

dangx~n ~)~ to take care, to be careful [V-a]

dangxucm$g, to be elected [V-a]

dang zh'i wu ku~ ~4 ~ ~ to merit the credit, to be deserving
~k/",,'''''J~

dangzhong~.~ in the presence of all: dangzhong xuanbu, to announce publicly
~ [VO/Adv]

cdiZang dang d~o~~~~3!Lwolf stands astride the road/bad person in power

men dang hie du-tf~~J:J3 (of betrothal) two families match in social status

shangdang J:-~ to go to pawnshop/to be cheated (v-oj

dCmg erbian feng~Jfk to take advice as passing wind

dangzhen ~~ really: Ta dangzhen buhu~. He really cannot. [VO/Adv]

nd ta dang penqgou t+t!j/~ nfl~ to treat him as a friend
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dao
to fall down, to go bankrupt

to substitute one thing for another [V-oJ

to go bankrupt: Hao j'tjia yinMng d(LOb~ leo Quite a few banks
went bankrupt. [CC/V]

daoban» 1~J~)t-~

daobao 1}~ J:b
daobi: -<~j fi1

to take turns [V-oJ

daobuquolcci 1~~ .fi&5J:- =daobitkai [VC]

daobukai..4J..J*fJ1 cannot meet the turnover in business [VC]

daodan AlP]~ to make trouble, to create mischief (also -a ~) [V-oJ

dao {eng dian lU6n~~J~}-~to have sexual intercourse

to turn around weapon/to change sides (of warlords) [V-oJ

,....to knock down, down with

daoge 1~~ ~

aaohuan 1"l'J!t. to replace [CC/V]

Mojia 1'~IJ1t selling-out price [SC/N]

dcwjiao ~},~"<).~ to chew the cud [SC/V]

daoscmg ~~j 'C~ to have a hoarse voice (of opera singers) [V-OJ

daota ~.,,~ -1&2 to tumble down [CC/V]

aaoteng 1~J\t to turn upside down

daott. ~~J f<:I- to substitute, to replace [CC/V]

daotou 1]"IJ ~ to lay down one's head to sleep, to die: daot6u zh::t, paper
money burned at death [V-OJ

daoyun 1~d ~ to have bad luck [V-O]; bad luck: ZQU aaoyun

aaoZhang1~J rv~ to go bankrupt becuase of deficit, to fail to collect debts

Moz-tr~1IJ~~ to mispronounce (in Peking opera) [V-OJ

biandao~~l'1 to defeat by arguing [VC]

dadao ~11~J

tu""idao :}ft 1~d to push down tvci

zaidao ~ ,r~d to fall down [VC]
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dao
to pour, to reverse

to back up a car [V 0]

to hang upside down [Se/V]

false applause: he daocai, to hiss a speaker or actor [Se/N]

to beat the gong upside down/ everything is upside
down

ge daohaor, to hiss at performance

to flow back [se/V]

to gasp [V-a]

to owe instead of galnlng: Ta yuanl6i qian wo hen dUG q~an.

Houlai WG daoqian tao He owed me a lot of money originally.
Later lowed him instead. [Se/v]

daocai. 4}lJ ~J
dao che~~] ~

dao aa lor ~}'Jtr.~
daoqua 1l~ !$r
daoguolai~~~~.i- to put in reverse

dCtohaor.,f~j~fg , false applause: jiao
JU (=dclOcai) [Se/N]

daou: 1~1) ~L

daoqi. ~l~ ~

daoqianA~J~

to count backward: Ta sht dCtoshu diy~. He is No. I counted
backward. [Se/V]

aaotie(r)~J~..5~ ~o lose in bargain, to sell below cost; to pay her paramour
~ lnstead of being paid [Se/V]

to fall back [Se/V]actotui~~)~
, '" '" ~ J1j 1 L /~-?!:I?dao xn.nq rn: sh~ 1~11 ~1'~fEito

principles
govern or manage in opposition to right

aaoxuan1lj~ to hang upside down, tyrannical treatment [Se/v]

dCtoy{ng(r)1jj1f:3~inverted image, reflection in water (Se/N]

daoZaiCOngA~~~~ to plant the onion upside down/to fall headfirst

aaozh~ ~~1 to set up wrong: yi-n gu?) daozhi, cause and result are set up
wrong/to put the carriage before the horse [Se/V]

aaozhuan#J f~ to turn in reverse [Se/V]

quadao le ~tt1iJJ to hang something upside down [vel
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dao
to arrive; towards, to

to arrive at post, to appear for duty [v-a]

everywhere: Daochu shi shut. Water is everywhere. [VO/Adv]

to reach: Jintian dongshen dehua, shenmo shfhou k~yi daoda?
if you leave today, when can you arrive? [CC/V]

after all, to the bottom of the matter: Zhe daodr sh~ z~nmo
hut shi? What is the matter after all; to the end: kangzhan
dao dl, to fight to the end

to stop here

daoohai. ~j1
daochu ~l)~

dao ct wei zht ~IJ~~~~

daod/: ~~4-

daodt ~~~

to have been somewhere: Wo daoguo Niu Yue. I have been to
New York.

to be proficient: TUde hUQr ke huade daojiar Ze. His paint
ing is really good [VO/SV] (cf. dao jia, to reach home)

due time: Bayue y{hao daoqi. It is due August 1. N~ jie de
shu daoqiZe ma? Is the book you borrowed due today? [Va]

dao moZiaor~~)j:.1 ~u

daoqi. ~~~

to the end, finally, at last

dao rUjin }'J~k

daoehou ~~+
until now

to succeed in getting: Neixie qian shenmo sh{hou cai neng
daoshou? When can I get that money? [V-a]

daotoul.ai: llJ ~1i ~ in the end: Daot.oul.ai. qudn diide , In the end
~ everything was lost. [VO/adv]

bai tau dao Zao fa ~~11 t to reach old age with white hair/to live together
for an entire lifetime (husband and wife)

ma dao gong chenq ...~~~):1)J ~horse gets there and job is done/to succeed with
out delay

s: ~.I J~ - >\f.nian dao di-sanke ~ ~~ ~.:::- ~Jf\~ study to Lesson 3

to think of (something, someone): Xi~ngaao zhejian sh~ jiu
t6uteng. I get a headache whenever I think of this matter.
[VC]

zhaodao d~ ~IJ

zhoudao ~~I)

to be found: Wade maozi zhaodaoZe. I have found my hat. [VC]

to be considerate: TO. zuosh~ hen zhOudao, c6ngZai budezu~

reno Being considerate in his dealings, he never offends
poeple· (cc/svj
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diem
.~ato touch, to mark, to light
a ......... " '"

diCmb"ing ~§.. to muster soldiers [v-oJ
......, .... , I '""

dian oai. ~'$ to select dishes from a menu [V 0]
........" "'

diimchuan t~~ to point out the secret [Vc]

dian hUG ~~ to light a fire [V 0]

dianjiao ~.>' to check and hand over [CC/V].J -

}""~

dianjiao(r) ~JJtf~ to walk lamely [V-oJ

diCmm{.ng .~~ to make roll call [V-oJ

dianm£ng f~ ~J3
dianp'o ~~~.J1

J I'.... 'J5l.....

dianshou ~~R..

diem shu~~
J''''' f3

dian t6u !~ ~P....
dian xi ~~

diansiin ~ JL>
J\, ....

dianx{ng~~

dianxue~0')"',
),.......... "-

to point out (importance, meaning); to make a clear account
[VC]

to expose (lie, falsehood) [VC]

to check and receive [CC/V]

to punctuate a book [V 0]

give a nod: diantou pengyou, friends who don't know each
other very well [V-OJ

to select play from repertoire offered [V 0]

a snack, pastry [VO/N]

to remind gently [VC]

to hit at selected points (of Chinese kungfu, capable of
causing internal bleeding) [VOl

eyedrop [SC/N]

to apply eyedrop into the eye; to secure a point of anchorage
in Chinese chess [V 0]

dian yanyclO~ ~&~ to apply eyedrop [V 0];

dianehui. Y5 ~'t to decorate; to add a lively detail on painting, writing, or
Il''''~'' furniture in a room [CC/V]

dd-dian -}--r''i'6 to put in order (baggage): dadian x£ngliJ ,-""

q"ingting dian shu~~Jf~~~ragOnflYskims water surface/to use a light touch
in writing, to travel around with short stopovers

zh:tdian~~
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to point out, to show [CC/V]



dinggui j£*J..
dinqhun ~~

dinqhuo ~~

\ \ ">-1'd1-ngj1- ~~ I

dingjia JL1t
dingju ~Jt

dingju ~~

dingZ{ ~.t-

dingZu ~~

dingZur. 2.~

dingqi jL1J3

ding
to settle, to determine, to order

to set up rules [V-a]

to be engaged to marry [V-a]

to order goods [V-a]

to decide, to set a plan [V-a]; a fixed plan [SC/N]

to set the price [V-a]; fixed price, list price [SC/N]

to settle down (in a town) [CC/V]

a settled situation [SC/N]

a maxim, theorem [SC/N]

laws (moral, physical) [SC/N]

accepted opinion [SC/N]

to set a time [V-a]

di.nqqian ~.:~ earnest money, deposit [SC/N]

dingq{ng ~i~ to pledge love between lovers [V-a]

dinqehen J£..:1-1 to calm down rv-oi

ding tielnxia i£..JE:-r to bring peace and stability to country

dingxinwan(r)~I~~~ tranquillizer, hence, anything that soothes the
nerves or help make up one's mind

dingy~ ~~ definition: xia d~ngyi, to define [SC/N]

ding zhuyi r?e :t 1"_ to make a decision
»c:» Jv->

dingzui ~~ to convict, to sentence [C-O]

dingzuo ~1~~ to have it custom-made [CC/V

dingzuor~~ to book seats, to make reservations tv-oi

ehuobudinq t£ f-~ cannot say for sure: Shuobudinq tel hui. Z6i. He may
come. Who knows? [VC]

to settle after talking: Women shuodingZe m{ngtian y{kuair
ZGu. We have decided to leave together tomorrow.[VC]

to make up one's mind
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dong
to move, to arouse, to start

to move the soldier/to start a war [V-a]dongb--£ng .~~
~7T J'

donqbudonq ~tJ <f~ very often, do something for no reason at all,
for nothing: Zhe haizi dongbudong jiu ku. This
child cries for nothing. [Adv]

verb [Se/N]

to start fire/to feel angry [V-a]

to commence work (on construction, building) [V-a]donggong ~~

donqhuat») ~b j(YL
dong naojin~~~~~ to move the brain/do a lot of thinking

dong niantou ~iJ~~, to think of a plan, to plot

dbnqqi.~~ to get angry tv-oi

dongren~~ to be moving, touching, attractive [VO/SV]

dongshen~~ to set out, to depart [v-a]

donqehou ~1J~ to raise hand to fight, to start (work), to begin: Wade
jiao dongshou maZe. My feet have begun to feel numb.

dOng ehou dong jiao ~t):}~~r to be fresh with girls

dongt""ing~1! (speech) to be moving, persuasive [SV/VO]

dongtu ~~ to move dirt/to break ground [V-a]

dongxin~J~ to be moved (by attractive offer) [V-a]

dongxiong"pfu to resort to violence (v-oj

dongyong ~j)}@ to touch, to draw upon (funds): dongyong gongkuan~ to
draw upon public funds (ee/V]

d ' / ~-h-Qongyuan m jt to move personnel/to mobilize: dongyuan m{nzhong~ to
mobilize the people [Va/TV]

Don't move:

bu wei suo dong<)~~J1f]tbnot to be swayed (by speech) or attracted (by beauty)

nfibudong t r.... ij cannot carry (too heavy) [vel
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dong
to move, to arouse, to start

wU dong yu zhong~, ~tJ:!jk' 3&- to be completely indifferent

xindong I~ ~)J to be moved, to begin considering [Spiv]

yundOng 3l-:~ to do exercise [CC/V]; exercise, movement: Wust. Yicndonq,
the May Fourth Movement

zhei.qe qi.an buneng dong ik..1~~ :f ~~~hiS money cannot be touched.
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du
to read, to pronounce, to study

a reader, a school text [SC/N]; Hanyu Duben, Chinese
Reader

to read dead books/to read without digesting

to read the Scripture, to read classics [v-a]

to read a book: dushuren, a scholar, a literate person
[V-a]

reading material [SC/N]

literary pronunciation

to go to college or university

way of pronouncing [SC/N]

d / -1~~. f ~if9 J. ~
U <..<U.J.; ue "';(. A... ''';-

d / ~ v J.~'k
UJ a j;(~ /'Z!

dUjing r~ ~§-
do -t, "'.,..a.-

duehi: ~~ ~
G~~ ~

dtt s{shu tt 1"u t
du wc!-iwen ~t ~i...{: to study foreign languages

duuW. t1c 1-t1v

du yexiao ~1t' ..ft1-.k. to go to night school

d t - ,-t' -rl. [Va]· .uy~n ~~ ~ to pronounce - ; pronunclatlon,
~ ~ a [SC/N]

, v ~-~ *duz he v ~ /\?J a reader, one who reads: DUzhe Wenzhiii, Reader's Digest
[SC/N]

to read aloud [SC/V]

to have passed a proposal after three readings

to study in the Chinese department, to major in
Chinese

du Zhongwen x~ ~t If ~~,

d?izQuZ.e yin ~tt3t to pronounce incorrectly

jidzi t tIt to study as a boarding student

Z.angdJ. a~ ~t

modu !I*; ~t to read silently [SC/V]
, .... ", \?~

d / , .- ).~-~ -lil..
san u tongguo ;::... GJl.. 3lH.~

V / :t. J,.~zoudu ~ ~Jl to attend school while living at home
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duliang Jt!
du ni.dnquan ;J5f-~
dUGZh"i£1

dubl.iiinq ~l

duqi: iJ~
dur~ J! 8

du r-l: ru nian n

cunduo '[1iL
guodu ~ff-

du (duo)
to pass (time)~ to appraise

to estimate one's virtue and measure one's
strength/to assess one's ability before launching
something

capacity to tolerate: duliang da, can tolerate a lot

to pass the New Year by paying all one's debts

to estimate expenditures [Va]

to consider, to measure [CC/V]

to write words for popular song, to keep time in playing
[va]

to pass the day, to live [va]

to spend a day like one year/the days are long
(with waiting), to have a miserable life

=cunduo

make an intelligent appraisal

to conjecture, imagine (another's attitude)

excessively, beyond measure; guodu xiaox"in, excessively
careful [VO/Adv].

nidn hua xU du !if!t!Jt
y{, j{, dUG ren )~ ~fJJ-

one's years spent for nothing/to waste one's
live (especially for young women)

to place oneself in another's position

to estimate a gentleman's mind with a
hypocrite's way of thinking

y{, xiaoren zhl. x"in y)..) 1" /-:X- /0
dUG junzi zhi fil JJ~ }~~t

zhi: zhi duo ioai. 1-~(i.J r to disregard entirely
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fa
to issue, to emit, to discover

facai ;jf~i

fachou ~~
:;~ s:»

fadai Jf'-Jk
fadOng~1J

fafeng ikjjjL

fafv. ~;fJ,

j'ahrm j1:9~

faheng~~

fahuang 1ttiu
fahuo~K

j'akuang 1k~f

faUmg{t~

famao ~:b

faming ¥if3~

fa piqi.8t~~~

fashao ~j~

fashengit'~

fash1- ~t1t

j'axian1t'~L

fCixie ~7~

fazi ~~
~J~ ~1\

40

to publish, to express: fabiao y1-jian, to express ideas
[CC/V]

to get rich [V-OJ

to be worried, sad [V-OJ

to be dazed [V-OJ

to ptomote, initiate (movement, campaign, an engine):
fadongji, dynamo, an electric motor [CC/V]

'Ito grow crazy: N~ fafeng Ze. You are out of your mind.
[V-OJ

to grow fat (a compliment in Chinese) [V-OJ

to work with angry determination [V-OJ; diligently [Adv]

to become obstinate, violent (V-O]

to panic (V-O]

to become angry [V-OJ

to become mad, to grow crazy (V-O]

to be stunned [V-OJ

to be afraid (to enter a diserted house), to be covered
with goose pimples [V-OJ

to invent

to get mad

to have fever [V-OJ

to arise, to cause to happen: jasheng wuhui, to cause
misunderstanding [CC/V]

to take an oath, to swear, also fazhou [V-OJ

to discover [CC/V]

to blow off steam, anger [CC/V]

to emit purple glow/to be extremely popular: h6ngde fazt,
so popular (red), that one turns purple



fCmb6~

fCmcmng K'lf
fcmchuan f5t-~

fandao Ix1~0

fcmdOng ft- t1J
fandu~ k-Jl
fanfu Ka

fcmhui ht,~

fanj{ ~"
fcmkang !5z17C
fan Kong ~1L

fanlicm ht~

fanpan k~

fanzh;mg Ix.. jf:

chuanfanLe~ f(.. 3
, ~v ,~ <.zaatan ~J~

fcm
to turn over, to counter, to oppose

to reply to criticism

to be abnormal [VO/SV]

(of actor) to playa different role: fanchuan Zaosheng,
to play the male character (female character being the
customary role)

to the contrary [CC/Adv]

to be reactionary: fandongpai, the reactionaries [SC/SV]

to oppose: fandu~pai, the political opposition fCC/V]

again and again: fanfu jiesh~, to explain again and
again; fanfu wUchang, to change one's mind constantly
(can't be trusted) [CC/Adv]

b d . ~ ~ ~v v b dreaction, a reactl0n: y~nq~ Jangan, to cause a a re-
action [SC/N]

counter-revolutionary

to counterattack [SC/V]

to oppose Communism [v-a]; [SV] as in Ta feiching fan
gong. He is very anti-Communist.

to repent

to fight back, to counterattack [SC/V]

to resist fCC/V]; resistance

to oppose Confucius [V-a]

to break the friendship: fanZian buren ren, to break the
friendship without considering the past [V-a]

to rebel fCC/v]; rebellion

to defect the rebel troops and join the government (V-a];
anyway: Ta fanzheng bUhu~ fanzheng. Anyway he will not
defec t . [Adv]

to wear it inside out (or in some other wrong way) [VC]

to rebel [V-a]
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lei
to fly

!ei huang teng dO.

a style of Chinese calligraphy with dry brush showing
hollow lines (SC/N]

to dash (away) [SC/V]

flying bullet/a stray bullet, missle, rocket [SC/N]

flying saucer [SC/N]'* ~~ ~tL-k.. to spread rumors

moth [SC/N]

to get rapid promotions or series of
successes in politics or business

a flying machine/airplane [SC/N]

to fly up [CC/V]

to go up (to the sky) [CC/V]

to fly a kiss [V-OJ; a flying kiss

flying hawks and running hounds/underlings

to go up like flying/(of price) sudden and rapid in
crease [SC/V]

to fly, to go by plane: !eix{ngyuan, airplane
pilot [CC/V]

!eijiao ~~~r a ~lYing foot/a flying kick [SC/N]

lei lId zhi hu'o -$.~ i../fr% unexpected trouble

!eimaotu't ~.~~ a fast walker [SC/N]

!eipao~~ to run as if flying/to run very fast [SC/V]

!eipu ~:J=.. (flying) waterfalls [SC/N]

!~iqiao ~:f~ a flying bridge/a very high bridge [SC/N]

j'eisheng~Jt
!eiteng ~~

!eiwen ~ rJjjJ
!eix{ng ~1f

!~iy6.ng ~~ to float in the sky [CC/V]

!eiyang bahu~~~to become powerful and intransigent

!eiyanr~9Jl~ to give a darting glance [V-OJ

j'eiY1,ng zou gOUiil~

!eizhcmg -$~
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gai
to change, to reform, to correct

gaibicm i!j(~~

gaibian~~

V' I "1/1-:b
gat.ge VJ'--..l

gaiguan ~L
gaiguQ tM-
gaihang ~;L11
gclihucm v1.1~_

gaijia ~X~

gaijin ~5[11l

gaikou ~1- r:J

to reorganize: aaibian jundu~, to regroup troops; to
revise and rewrite [CC/V]

to change: EO. nei.eie buhCiode x{gua:n gcdbicm- guoZai .
Change over those bad habits· [CC/V]

to reform [CC/V]; reform

to present a new look [v-a]

to repent: gaiguo z~ xin, to repent and reform [v-a]

to change one's occupation [V-a]

to exchange or substitute one for another, to make
changes in (words, titles, etc.) [CC/V]

to remarry [v-a]

to improve [CC/V]; improvement

y. v
to give a different story or affidavit; also gat.zut.
[V-a]

gaiZiang ~~

gaiqi B~;(~

gairi ~ I3

gaisnan ~~

to improve, to reform [SC/V]

to change date [v-a]

to change a date/later: gai~ zai tan, to talk about it
later; also gaitian [VO/Adv]

to improve (treatment, method, etc.) [VC/V]

to hold a new election [v-a]

to correct a student's homework

to remodel (building), to reform [CC/V]

to correct errors: gaizheng cuOWU [CC/V]

to change the head and facet to make
superficial changes

to refashion, remodel (room), to change manner (of per
son) lv-o l

to change into another kind of dress, to disguise, to
remodel (a building), to put in new containers [va]

gai tou huan mian ~i~~~~

ga£xuan 0<:.nL
gaiyang &:tt-
gaizao p~

gldzheng 0<:...:iK
gaizhuang pj[1l~

gaizuby'e ~11 ~
~
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gcw
to tell, to announce, to sue

gaobai 1f ~
gaobian(r) )~1~~

gaobie %~~

gcwcheng .~&"
, I'

gaOC1--

gcwdai

gaofii

, . ~

qao.n.

gaojia

%~}

~~

%~
C:t-0o /0

*~~L

public notice [CC/N]

to bid goodbye, to go to the toilet [V-OJ

to take leave, to say goodbye [V-OJ

to announce the completion of some important project:Da
gong gaocheng. The great task has been completed.

to bid goodbye, to take leave [V-OJ

to make a request for a loan, to borrow money [V-OJ

to formally inform court of a crime, to lodge a
complaint [CC/V]

to make an emergency request for help [VOl

to ask for leave of absence: gao b~ngjia~ to ask for
sick leave [V-oJ

qaozhi: ).:6" lj6J
gaozhuang ~~~

gaozu'i %-n

to announce victory [V-oJ

to warn, to admonish [CC/V]

to give secret information against someone [V-OJ

a public announcement [CC/N]

to tell; (law) to bring suit against someone [ce/v]

'"~-~-,ql-~/~ ~~ to consider one phase of a project completed

to tell, to notify [ec/V]

to sue at court [V-OJ

(courtesy) please excuse me for an unintentional
offense: Gaozu'i! Gaozu'i! [V-OJ

advertisement [Se/N]

an affair that is not mentionable

gucmggao;#; 1:1::
I" a

tonggclO ~ 1:6 public notice [ee/N]

UJo gao ni j£ )~ i;r, I will sue you.

zi gcw {en yang f3 J13~~ to volunteer one's service
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ge
to remove, to change

new

to reform [CC/V]

to dismiss [CC/V]

to reform, to innovate

to discard the old ways of life in favor of the

to replace the old with the new [CC/V]

( ,. ')to have a reduction in force =ca~yuan

to dismiss (=gechu) [CC/V]

to introduce reforms [CC/V]

to change one's mind [v-a]

to dismiss, to be dismissed from office: Ta xiansheng
bei gele zh{. Her husband was fired. [v-a]

gechu f 1~ to expel, to dismiss [CC/V]

ge gU dIng icin 1~*t~

ge mian :it x'in ~ ~ ~J0 to start life anew

gem~ng ~~ to revolt, to overthrow the established authorities [V-
~ I 0]; revolution: guom{n gem~ng, people's revolution

getui ~~
gex'in Jt r::5

gexin ~11r
geyuan l ~

gezh{ ~i~

biclnge~~

gaige :it
kaige 11p t
x'ingge !tfl!. ~
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to make payment [CC/V]

to grant leave of absence: geiZe santian jia~ granted
three days' leave of absence [V-OJ

geifu ,~~~1

geijia ,~~1r~

geiZian~~

gei (j'iJ
to give, to provide

to show courtesy to someone who does not really deserve
it, to save someone's face: geiZian buyao Zian~ to show
courtesy to one, but he is not worthy of it [V-OJ

g'ei ren da l.e J~~'f..-11 \j was beaten by somebody (=bei »en aa Le)

gei ta sua fan ~~~~{~P- to cook for him

j~yang b.~ ~. Provisions, allowance [CC/N]
...'(j'().~

J' ';:fyu'" )j~.. -:t f f [/ ]v ~ ~ to present as a gi t or avor CC V
, ..... id --.J

to have the rice bowl smashed, to
have lost one's job

g8ngj~ 14 L A. to supply with things [CC/V]
/If~ ?-riZ.""

jia jl hu zu ~~J'~to be abundantly provided

jiaogei if 'tA'f.x to hand over to: Qtng ni ba zhezhanq hua» jiaogei tao
~~~~ Please hand over this painting to him.[CC/V]

maigei ta'~ ~...{1!; to sell something to him. Sell it to him.

p'eij~ ~l%'- to ration [CC/V]

rang ren gei da Le it:..A.. ~~ t r J =gei ren da l-e

eonqqei. ta i! ~~1~ to give something to him as a gift

Z1- j{ zi zu (~L,.~kfilkto be self-sufficient
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gen
to follow, to accompany, to catch up

to learn from you

personal maid of a prostitute [SC/N]

(of card game) to follow suit [Va]

servant of an official, entourage [vaIN]

place nearby: jiangtai genqian, near the platform; Nt
genqian you meiyou xiaohaip? Do you have children with
you? [SC/N]

genbanp (de) ~~)!.~~g

genbCio(de) ~~~~9 =genbanp [VaIN]

genmCip ~~~

gen n{ xuexf 1W'X-1~~JI.I~

gen pai. j~#~

genqian ~~

to follow someone [CC/V]; follower

immediately, smoothly: genshDup qu zuo, to do it at
once [Va/Adv]

an attendant, a follower [VaIN]; gen pen, to follow
someone [va]

genshoUY' ~ikt ~
gensuf ~~JL
gen ta banehl. ~lk4~ tJ~ ~ to work with him

gen ta jiehun J,,1~~~)~~-6.1} to get married with him (or her)

gen ta Uaotianp $li.:1~Jf~P1:.. to chat with him

gen ta YO-o qi.dn Jk1~ t.~ to ask him for money

gentou ~ jlji a fall: zai gentou, to have a fall; a somersault; fan
gentou, to do a somersault

.,
genzhe ~~~

right away: TCi geny{p jiu ohuZai Ze. He will come out
right away. [Va/Adv]

in the wake of, right away: genzhe jiu Zai Ze, came
over right away; to follow: NI genzhe tao You follow
him.

to follow in the track of, to shadow (someone) [V-a]

TCi gen Lao L{ sh~ Zao pengyou.{e;~~ :{f
~{~~~

He and Old Li are good friends.
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\gong
to share, to get together

gongcMn j::t ~ to share property: gongch2lnd1mg~ Communist Party[V-O]
.I " ~

gongcun gongrong ~~~~ co-existance and co-prosperity

gongfan ;tE-~U accomplice [SC/N]

gongguan~ ~~ to manage together: guoj~ gongguan~ controlled inter-
J " ) ~ nationally [SC/V]

gonghe aJng .f::-~~.... Republican Party

gonghe zhengti ~ -to~tt republican form of government

gongji ~ ~Jr to sum up, altogether: gongji duoshao qian? How much
J altogether? [SC/Adv]

\ "gongrmng

gongmou

\ h\gongs 1.-

sympathy, sympathetic understanding [SC/N]

to plan together [SC/V]

to work together: Ni gen ta gongguo sh~ rna? Have you
ever worked with him? [V-a]

gongsu ~ ~~ to lodge in the same place [Va]

gong xicmg ehenq ju ~ ~ ~.. to offer help to a great cause together

to manage jointly: g8ngs~ gongy{ng~ managed by both
public and private concerns [SC/V]

to possess together: Zhexie dongxi we1.- women suo gong
you. These things are for our mutual possession. [SV/V]

gongzong~ ~~ altogether
I " ......"f..::> ...

bugong dai. iriiin 1~~K.
(=gongj~) [CC/Adv]

will not live under the same sky as
the man who slew his father/inveterate
hatred

zonggong ~~_ j:t.
' ......./0/ "
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guan
to close, to connect, to concern

- t : 'i3..F\~
quan a-z- I~j'~ guanx-z-n3 be concerned, and aihu3 love/to express solicitude'

for the well-being of (someone) [CC/V]

quiindenq ~~ j('f: to close the lamp/to turn off the lights [V-a]

guandian ~~ ~ to close the electricity/to turn off the electricity [v-a]

guan dianmen ~~ rt r~ =guandian

gua.nhu6i ~t~ guanxin3 to be concerned, and hubinian3 to think of/to be
~ concerned about, for, show interest in [CC/V]; solicitude

to close the door [V-a]; (Chinese medicine) the kidneys

to be concerned about (someone), to be intimately related,
connected [CC/SV]

qudnlidn rt~il

quanmen ~~ r~
guanqie ~m1/1}

relations, connections: Zhejian sh~

sheruno guanlian. This matter has no
[CC/N]

gen neijian sh~ meiyou
connection with that one.

to close (door, window, etc.) [VC]

guanli6n and qianshe, to involve/to have effects on something
else: guanshe bieren s~shi3 to have to do with the private
business of others [CC/V]; relations, connections, effects

qudrituo -a.~ ~t to request someone to intercede on one's behalf: Gudritua nin
~~ t~ WG shuOshuo qing. Please put in a few good words for me.

[CC/V]

quiinehanq~ ..1:

guanshe~ ~

quanxi: il~1~'lff/J IJ"
to be related to one another [CC/V]; relationship, consequences:
Ta gen ta you mei-you guanxi mei guanxi. It is not important
whether he and she have had any relationship. (CC/V]

guanyu ~~~

qudnzhao I:l~ f31J/ffd ,,' )

to be concerned about (someone) or for (something): Ta hen
guanxin nr. He is very concerned about you. guanxin gu6sh~3
to show interest in national affairs [VO/SV]

regarding, concerning, about: Guanyu zhejian Sh~3 WQ y~dianr
dOu buzhidao. I know nothing about this matter. [Preposition]

guanxin and zhaoying3 to take care of/to notify: You Sh~3

q{ng guanzhao y~sheng. If anything comes up, please notify me.
to take care of: Q{ng n? duoduo guanzhao. Please take good
care of (him). [CC/V]
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guan
to close, to connect, to concern

qudnzhi; Jm;.1 guanxin and zhuyi, to pay attention to/to pay close attention
to, to be intensely concerned about, for [CC/V]

kaiguan r~ ~~ to open and to close/to turn on and off; switch [CC/N]

shi bi: qudn jt ~~ ~~ ~ The matter doesn't concern one personally.
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guan
to behold, to observe

to observe and to react/observations and comments [CC/N]

to look into, to observe [CC/V]; observation

to prognosticate through observation [CC/V]

to study and fondle (works of art), to study by visiting other
institutions [CC/V]

toruist;

point of view, standpoint: Geren you gerende guandian. Each
has his own viewpoint. [SC/N]

to look for an opportunity to do something, to stand watch for
something expected to happen: Nlmen j~nqu, WG zai waibianr
guanfeng. You go in and I'll keep watch outside for you. [Va]

quance ~~~

quancha Jit~

quiindiantt,-O
guanfengjt~

guanganjt~
guanguang~~ ~. to visit as a tourist, to take a tour: guanguangk~,

~~7lJ guanguang shiye, the tourist business [V-a]

quiinkim~~ to take a look at, to see [CC/V]

guanma ,it.$
gUannian~ concept, idea, notion: ~n guann~an, new concepts [CC/N]

guanshang~a ~ guankan, to see, and x~nshang, to appreciate/to enjoy by sight
~~, (art, flower, view, etc.) [CC/V]

as clear as viewing a fire/very clear

to take a wait-and-see attitude: cai guanwang taidu; guanwang
buqian, to wait and see without taking any action [CC/V]

quiinzhdn ~,tD! (of things) outward appearance: you ai: qudnzhdn • will adversely
affect the outward appearance [CC/N]

guanzhOng~the audience, spectators [SC/N]

beiguan~~ to be pessimistic [SC/SV]

canguan ~~~ , to visit (school, hospital, etc.) [CC/V]
~--1t:V

keguan ~~ objective [SC/SV]; objectivity

leguan ~~!J to be optimistic [SC/SV]

m{ng rUG quiin hUG fIJ3~jlJ~
pangguan ~1Gg . to look on: xiu shou pdngguan, to look on with folded arms

'::(J JfJt.) [SC/ V]

zhuguan ~~ subjective [SC/SV]; subjective
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vguan
to manage, to be in charge of, to interfere

to guarantee, to be sure: Wo guanbao ta buZ6i. I'm sure he
will not come· [CC/V]

guanbao ~~

quan bao f ~ to guarantee adequate food [V 0]

guanbuZw.o 1i~ 1 cannot manage: Zheijian sh~ WQ ke guanbuZiao. It is
really beyond my power to manage this affair. [VC]

guan chi- gulm shu 1i at lJ:i1} to provide food and lodging

guan fan~~ to provide food, to include board [Va]

guanjia ~~ to be in charge of domestic affairs tv-or. person in charge of
domestic affairs, also guanjiade, a butler

v •• , r;4 i)kguan;; t-ao , J.'5 @...... to take care of and discipline (children): guanjiao xiaoh6ir;
to make or cause (someone) to do something: Guanjiao ta gei nl
shu8 hao hua. I will see to it that he apologizes to you.
[CC/V]

guanjiap6~~~a housewife, a woman who likes to interfere

guanZt ~3:1 to manage tee/vi

guanrrufnde~ 'P~ 93a doorkeeper

guansh~~~ to be in charge of: Zh'er· sh~i gu(fnsht? Who is in charge here?
.~~ (v-a]; person in charge, also guansh~de

guanzl, to manage, and jiezht, to regulate/to administer, to
control [CC/V]

v 'kft;:l; v "7"guanshu '~~ guan&1.-, to manage, and yueshu, to control/supervise (children,
'6 students, etc.) [CC/V]

v '- v ,Jf..k. 'f3 kk...tlbguan tU1.- guan huan )~~~1~ to guarantee refund and exchange

guanxia~~ to exercise control over [CC/V]

gulm xi6:nsh~ ~ r~~to poke one's nose into another's business

guanzhang~~. to do bookkeeping [V-a]; guanzhangde, bookkeeper, person in
~ charge of accounts

" .. 14 ~Jguanzh1.- . & rp'

buguan:f.. ~. don't care, no matter •••

dD..iguan -1~1i manage on behalf of (someone)

zhuguan :::t.. rt to be responsible for [SC/V]; head of an office
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hai
to harm, to kill, to suffer from

haib~ng ,~~ to be ill: haiZe Ziangtian b~ng~ to be ill for two days [V-a]

1_)" 1_!" •~ ~1./7j- 1_)'" v
r~~ r~~Z~~~ =r~~X~

<0-

hai. guo yang m{n ~~ i1:~ to harm the country and the people

haikOu't 0

haipa ~ 'ttl
(of pregnant woman) to show appetite for certain foods [V-a]

to fear, to be afraid of [Va]

hai. qun zhi. ma )~ ~)j:- i 1f
(1:{if ,~

horse that harms the group/person who
gives the group a bad name

to harm people: hai r~n buqian, to do someone a lot of harm
[V 0]

to do severe injury [CC/V]

to feel shy, to feel ashamed [Va]

Ziy~~ advantage, and haichu~ disadvantage [CC/N]

to be severe: Zihaide hen~ very severe; b~ngde hen Z~hai~
severely ill [CC/SV]

hai ren fdn hdi ii )~)...fz'W~ a plot to harm others boomeranged

hai.eao ~A.i to blush, to feel shy [va]

hai. shayant3g~7g~o contract trachoma

hais~ ~ ho/ , to murder, to harm severely: Ni haisi WQ Ze. You are killing
..... 7U me. [VC]

haixi ~~ to have morning sickness [V-a]

JI~ ?t:haixiu ~ §l.

oanhai. .~ I~ ,

l.ihai. t~~

Z~hai )Jo/~

mdu cdi. hai. m~ng ~ ~::t '11~ to kill for money

to conspire [CC/V]

yapo~ to oppress, and m6uhai~ to harm [CC/V]

to kill [CC/V]

to injure [CC/V]

to trap and harm/to betray [CC/V]
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he
to close, to join, to agree

heb~ng ~1.1f

hech?mg~

hecheng%-~

to unite, to annex [CC/V]

to sing together [SC/V]; a chorus

to complete by bringing together [VC]

How much U.S. money does it correspond to?

hefa ~;A

hege~1%

hegong~~
v / "-

hehu ~.ff

heZi~j.!

hequn~t~

heehanq~J:.

to be legal, in accordance with the law [VC/SV]

to be up to standard, qualified [VO/SV]

altogether [CC/Adv]

to be in accordance with: hehu aaoZi~ to be in accordance
with reason

go into partnership [Va]

to count together [SC/V]

to be reasonable, right, in accordance with reason [VO/SV]

to be gregarious, to go along with the group [VO/SV]

to close (books, etc.) [Vc]

hesh{~E1~ to be fashionable, to be timely [VO/SV]

heshi~ to be suitable [CC/SV]

hesuan~~ to be worthwhile, reasonable in price [SC/SV]

hetong~~ contract: d~ng hetong~ to have a contract [CC/N]

hey~ .b t'_ to be agreeable, in accordance with one's ideas [VO/SV]
v J-.:::>

Hezhonggu6 .;@'-f-~ the United States

hezhu~ii to close (umbrella, etc.) [VC]

hezu'o ./@'-11; to cooperate [SC/V]; cooperation

mao he shen Z£ ~'~~;f~~1t in appearance together in spirit apart/friends
or allies in appearance only

a Heaven-made match (marriage)
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to be pretty, to be romantic, to be fond of opposite sex [CC/
SV]

huG
to spend, to be flowery, blurred

huabuqi: .A~ 'fn cannot afford to spend (so much): huabuqi. zhemo duo qi-dn [VC]

huafei ~~ to spend money, to cost [CC/V]; the cost

huG. heshanq ~.:}tJ,*J profligate monk

huahuadadaAt~{~1! variegated

huahuagongzt f(,1~/i\'~ a playboy

huahuaztzt ~fL~tj.t-colorful

huCihuG.shijie~~~~~worldof sensual pleasures

huG. qidn 1L~ to spend money [V 0]

huaehao 1t~

hud tian jiu dt fGK~~~~ world of women and wine/to indulge oneself in
·worldly pleasures

h -., ¥ ~~
uaxt.anq ,,(L .....~ items of expense: M~i shenmo huaxiang. There is no occasion

to spend. [SC/N]

expenses: Dongxi dOu zhangZe. Huaxia.o tai da. Things are more
expensive now. (Our) expenses have increased a lot.[CC/N]

blurred eyes [SC/N]

yanhua Elik;!t;

huii win qiCw yu Jt t :t"5~ to speak with flowery, deceiving words

tou hun yan hua j~ ~ fItZ1G dizzy

eyes become blurred/cannot see clearly: Kande w6 yanhua.
read so much that my eyes have become blurred. [SP/V]

yan hua l.iao Luan 13~~1!~LdaZZled (by the sight of things)

I've
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hua
to transform, to disguise, -ize

huachu {16~ to abolish, to remove (prejudices): huaohu chengji'an [CC/V]

hua d{ wei you ~'L1i/J....ig ii- to convert enemy into friend

to combine in chemical process: huah~wU~ (chemical) compound
[CC/V]

hua gange wei yUbei~L =f~ ~~~

huahe1G~

"beat swords into plowshares"/to put an
end to war and have peace

huam{ng~ G16
huaehen ~ 'Lit

to disguise one's name, to adopt a pseudonym [V-a]

transmormation of Buddha in different manifestations, a per
sonification (of love, piety, etc.) [SC/N]

huaehd. AL;tJ fossil [SC/N]

hu'axue ~ 'G~ chemistry [SC/N]

huaycln~ tJJ~~· to do chemical analysis [CC/V]; chemical analysis

huayu ~ ~ ~ to grow and change naturally [CC/V]; such growth and change

hua zhenq wei Z{ng;('L'!f~~ to break up whole into parts/to take care of
things one by one

huazhudnq 1~.#* to apply makeup: huazhuangptn~ cosme tics iv-oi

huazhudnq ~ r..1i to dress in disguise [V-a]

biaomianhu'a *- iID;(L to bring to the surface

chiin feng hua yu ~~L~ the kindly influence of a good teacher

to worsen, to deteriorate

a beggar, also jiaohuazi or huazi

to Europeanize: Ouhua juzi~ Europeanized sentences

customs, public morals: fenghua qu~ red-light district [CC/N]

creation, operation of nature, good luck: Zhei dou sh~ ntde
zaohuo.. These are all your good luck. [CC/N]

ehua ~ 1G
r-:»

fenghuo: ~1 L
jiaohuazi oyA L 3
ouhua ~11.

wenhua X-. -1~ civilization, culture [CC/N]

eiandaihua. 3lA~~ l. to modernize

zaohua ~'L
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hua bYng chong ii l ~*1l~

huG.
to draw, to paint, to divide

to draw a cake to satisfy hunger/a Barmecide
feast

to divide in parts [CC/V]

to sign affidavit [V-a]

to write or draw spells or incantations [V-a]

It is easier to paint a ghost
than a dog.

to paint the tiger but looks like a dog/
fail to achieve what one set out to do,
to describe something unsuccessfully

g~u ntmt~J1,l~jfl

Lei. quan~t~ j(huo. hu

to paint a snake with feet/superfluous

to add the pupil while painting the eye
of a dragon/to make the critical touch

rough draft [SC/N]; to draw a model [v-a]

standardize; uniform

to paint, to draw [V-a]; a painting, a drawing

to write a sign of assent, to give authorization [V-a]

to make a sign (especially of an illiterate) in lieu of
signature [V-a]

to draw eyebrows [V-a]; the grey thrush

a painter (SC/N]

(derogatory) commercial artist [SC/N]

(courtesy) painter [SC/N]

hua sM tian zu

huaelii .1t ~;bJ;L .l
huatu -:t \j

, / .~
huax1,ng~!1f
hulxya l}'f
huay?mgzi -t~1-_ T

huayi ~ __ to

Jfl..

hua huari t ~ to draw a picture [V 0]

hua hU6zel::.-t 3to paint something very vividly--
huO:jia .:£~

j!~

hu'ajiang 5t~
._.\...., .~~ [ ]
l1;uaJ1.-e~./f r to draw the boundary v-o

hu'a Z6n;-di'fln iing~~~ ~\- ~%
93 n~~ n--

huam~oJl[ ~f to sign one's name to indicate punctual arrival in office
[V-a]

huamei. t i
..;;--
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happy dragon (=huanhUr)

to be happy, overjoyed [CC/V]

to be happy, delighted [CC/SV]

to shout cheerfully: huanhu wansui, to shout banzai [CC/V]

to have a happy reunion, to meet happily together: Dajia
huanju yi tang. Everybody is happy together. [SC/V]

huan
to enjoy, to be joyful

hudnbian~/rt

huiinhic lit.'Of
huanhUr~~~ happy tiger cub/a lively child; Zheige xiaohair huCinhUr side.

This child is as happy and gay as a tiger cub.

huanju ~z1~

huanl~ jt~

hudnlonqtt~t

huansong~ to give farewell party: huansonghui, farewell party [SC/V]

huan tian x::t di ~K.f~ to be overjoyed

to be happy, delighted; to like: Wo huanxt tao I like her.
(understatement for I love her) [CC/V]

to laugh heartily [CC/V]

joy, love [SC/N]

huCinx~n gUwU, to dance for joy [CC/SV]

happy money/tips to servants on cele
bration

to entertain guests with banquet: huanyan b~nke [CC/V]

to welcome: shou huany{ng, to be well-liked, well received:
Ta neiben shu hen shou huany{ng. That book of his is well
received. [SC/V]

happy countenance [SC/N]

crazy with happiness/overjoyed

[CC/V]reunionhappy

huanxl yu kuang.~~~3:-

hudruci: ~1:5l to meet for

huanyan~~

huanycm Jit1
huany{ng;lt~

to enjoy oneself [CC/V]

to be pleased [CC/SV]

to jump for joy [CC/V]

to like [CC/V]
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huanbao I:..~
hu6nben~~

huandii 3:ttf
huanhun 31~

huanjia L-1'1
hu1znj?ng~tJJi
huankou~ t:J

huana it1t

huan
to return, to repay

to pay back fCC/V]; retribution

to recover capital invested: gou huanben, to come out even
[V-a]

(of government) to return to the capital after exile [v-a]

the soul returns, dead person revives [V-a]

to haggle [V-a]

to return courtesy [Va]

to talk back [V-a]

to return courtesy, to salute back, to give gift in return
[V-a]

huanqian~~ to pay back money (owed to somebody)

hudnqiriq i,;..~ to repay in full [VC]

hudn renq£ng L.;c,t~ to make gift in return

hucmslWu ~t to strike back tv-o:

huansu~~ to return to secular life [V-a]

huanx{~~ to give a return dinner, to vomit after being drunk (to
/1J throw out what was eaten) [V-a]

huanxiang~~~f to return to one's native place [V-a]

hudnudnq ~y~ to return to life rv-oj

huanyuo.n ~~~ to redeem a vow pledged before Buddha [V-a]

huanyuan ~~ to be restored to the original shape or position [V-a]... ~:r....
huan zhai.£j! to pay debt [V 0]

hudn zhang ~Jk to repay loan [V 0]

huanzu~ ~~~ to answer back in abuse or self-defense [V-a]
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hut
to return

huibai. \§J.ft
hu{bao@}$l5l

hu{da ~%

huigu !§J~

hu{gu6@J~

huihua {§) ~15
hut jia \§l~

huijian I§l YL
hu{j:tng @J~

hu{kou @;}o

huiH @1.t
huim:tngt0~

huiehenq [§J"
huiehou 19J1'

to return a visit [Va]

to bring back a report [V-a]

to answer [Cc/V]; a reply

to look back [SC/V]

to return to one's native country [v-a]

to report (on errand), to answer charges [V-a]

to return home [V 0]

see you again (=huit6ur jian)

to send present in return, to propose a toast in return:
huij:tng yibei, to offer a drink in return [va]

a kickback [SC/N]

to return a salute, to give a return gift [V-a]

to return with message [V-a]

echo [SC/N]

to return a blow [V-a]

hici tau sh:t an g)~AA to turn the head and there is the shore/
to repent and salvation is at hand

huitout») {§J~~ to turn the head; to repent, to reform [V-a]; later:Hu{tour
jian. See you later. [Adv]

huiwei 1§~%- to savor enjoyment

hu{xiang WJ~ to recall, to reflect, to consider

/ \ t01~ answer a letter [V-a];huicrin t:1 ~ to letter in reply

huiyi 1§J /tt to reminisce [SC/V]

huiyin @J~ an answer, an echo [SC/N]

hu{zu{ @Jp~ to talk back, to retort [V-a]

..,' ¥ h ~ /vang Z1.- U1.- tou
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hui
to have the ability to, to understand, to meet

to assemble, to join forces [CC/V]

conversation

to meet, to see (visitor) [CC/V]

nationally unified examination [SC/V,N]

to see guests or visitors [va]

to meet face to face [V-a]

to assemble: Women zai: Wangjia hU1-q{3 vdnhou chula. We will
assemble at the Wang's and then set out.

hU1- is hU1- chanq t'-ti~o~

huimiani'~
hu?-q{ AtJ/t

to know how to play a Chinese violin
and to sing Chinese opera

huishang~~

huiehl.~t~

huisht~~x

hutshut~J\~
. i3 J

huitong--t-~
huiwU~ J-1,_

~ r J""l::J
huiwu AYJ-~

f3 r1
hut xiayu~rI~

huixin ~J "
~\..:..>

huiy?-~t

huizrzan~~

hU1- zharu;~*

hui. zuO ~11f

xuehuiZE J¥ t 1
yi xue jiu hut

to discuss together [CC/V]

to join forces for battle, rendezvous [V-a]

to be good at swimming [v-a]

jointly (manage): huit6ng guanZt

to realize (the truth) [CC/V]

to meet or see personally [CC/V]

It is going to rain.

silent appreciation: hU1-x~nde weixiao3 a smile of under
standing

to appreciate silently; one of the six principles of
Chinese character formation [Va]

to meet for great battle

to pay the bill (as in a restaurant) [V 0]

can do, knows how to do (something) [va]

to have learned it [VC]

to learn quickly (of a fast learner)
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hu6
to live, to be alive, to be flexible

hu6 dew lao~ xuA dao Ufo~ xue bic Hao
Live to old age, learn to old age, can't learn everything

huodonq ;,1; ~7J to move around, to exercise; to run for (an office): hu6dOng
y~ gulin ban zh{~ to run about to get an official post tcc/vj,
to be active [SV]; activities

, i J.-.},
huogai /0 ~~ it served you right, one deserves (to be punished, etc.):

Ta hu6gai aida. Shei jiao ta neimo hu~i ne. He deserves to
be spanked. Who asked him to be so bad.

hUG jicm gu:t ;4; fL~ Utter nonsence! Impossible!

huoju ~litlJ a drama in real life [SC/N]

huo kbuei. ~<¥O J- a knot that can be easily untied

huolu ;,~ U- a way out, a chance to live [SC/N]

huomai ;4;~ to bury alive [SC/V]

huopo;47 *- to be lively, energetic [CC/SV]

huo» ;4;~ work: gem hUGY'~ to do work

hUG ehouzui. ·715~~ to suffer terribly

huoshut- ~ 7!,,- fresh current [SC/N]

hUG st-Y'en;...tJuJ... a walking corpse, a useless person

hu6touY';,-!J ;jQ~ something worth living for: Iridn x~ dou banenq K2m~ hai. y'6u
~ shenmo hUGtouY'? What does one want to live for if he can't

even go to the opera?

huoyong;,~~

hU6yu'e~~

huozhu8~~*-

loose leaf (album): hu6ye wenxuan~ selected readings in
loose leaf [SC/N]

to make flexible use of [SC/V]

to be very active, lively: Ta zai zhengzhi fangmian hen huo
yue. He is very active in politics. [CC/SV]

to capture alive [SC/V]

sheng long hUG hu 1.]t~tIt live dragon and tiger/very much alive and
vivid

4.

yanghuo~~ to raise (children), to support (parents); yanghuG, to bring
life back to (orphan, animal, etc.) [VC]
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to hold a meeting [CC/V]

to assemble, to muster [CC/V]

to form a stock company [V-a]

to benefit by group discussion

"many a little makes a mickle"

collection of choice items of art or quotations [VO/N]

to centralize [Va]; centralization: Zhongyang j{qudn

to assemble in one place [CC/V]

a grand compendiumj{ch~ngM ~-:
~FJXJ

j{gu 1~!t
j{he A~ A.

*16'-
j{hu~ ~~k-

~ a
j{jin ~~

j{ju ~~
j{quan.'-:tl
j{ shao chenq duo 1.~-M
j { S1., gurmg y1.- A~ tf3,~ ~"* /0/~ .J2i.

collective: j{ti chuangzub~ work done bJ many participants;
j{t{ Z{ngaao~ collective leadership; j~t~ Z6ngchang; collec
tive farm; j{t{ anquQn~ collective security

to collect capital for a business enterprise [V-a]

to collect postal stamps [V-a]: j{youjia~ a philatelist

to concentrate: j{zhong zhuyi~ to concentrate one's mind
[Va]; j{zhongy{ng~ concentration camp

a group of persons or nations: gongchan j{tuan~ the Commun
ist block of nations; j{tuan ji~hun~ mass wedding

j{ ye ch~ng qiu~~~ to make a garment by piecing together little
pieces of fur/Many small contributions will make a great sum.

j{yi ~~ to hold a meeting to discuss [CC/V]

j{you J~~

j{zhOng~ f
·"-1~~J~Z~

A ..... 7'
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·"J1.-

to record, to remember

jich6u~r.yf-jG

jide ~D~~

j~gua ~G~!r

j~guo ~o~

jihaor tt>~}L

64

to bear a grudge [v-a]

to remember, can recall: Wo jide ta ehi. ehei: I remember who
he is.

to give credit for meritorious work [V-a]

to think of, to be concerned about [CC/V]

to give a demerit [v-a]

a mark, a sign: Zuoge j~haor jiu buhu~ wangle. Make a sign
so that we will not forget. [SC/N]

to record [CC/V]; minutes of meetings

to register the name: j~m£ng toupiao, to sign one's name on
ballot in voting [V-a]

• 'l. v •• , \
to recall, to remember: J1.-qu J1.-aoxun, learn a lesson [CC/V]

to record events [V-a]; written records, chronicles

to put down in writing [VC]

/ ." "l'"to remember [CC V]; memories: J1.-Y1.- 1.-, memory power
(=j~xingr)

to put down in writing [CC/V]; written records

to make an entry in an account, to charge to an account[V-O]

a newspaper reporter [SC/N]

to bear in mind: J1-zhu bie wang leo Keep this in mind and
don't forget. [VC]

to take notes [SC/V]; notes

to resort to rote memory [SC/V]

to take shorthand [SC/V]



jiabei iJP1ti'
J"i aen -flo qg_

jJ /-:»

jiafa jJ'(2 ~~

j iCigong 1J 'rJ .::r:.-

jiahbi jJp~

jiCihao tJ'O~
jiaj{ jJ'O!!-.J1......
j iiijiang jJtl 9t.
jiaJtn j)O!t

jiameng jJ'O J
jiamian iJ'O L
jiriqidngjJ\::J g}.~

jiar'U 1}czA
jiCisu jJ'O L

jiCi
to add (to), to increase

to double [V-a]

to show favor [Va]

addition (math.) [Se/N]

to do extra work [Va]; processing [N]:sh{p~n jiiigong~ food
processing

to inflict injury on (someone) [va]

sign of addition (+)

to add a grade/to promote [V-a]

to award praise [va]

to intensify, to become tense

to join the league, alliance [v-a]

to be coronated [V-a]; coronation

to strengthen, to intensify [Va]

to join, to enter [vel

to accelerate, to increase speed [Va]

jiCitian jJ'O~ to augment, to increase tee/vi
,J' ~ t1/.!1:J

jia yan jia cu ;bo~ 7J'O~ to add salt and vinegar Ito add freely to the
original version in retelling

jiay"i

jiayin 1)0 -{;,r

to add 10%: xiaof~i jiay"i~ to add 10% for tips [Va]

to give special attention to: jiayi zhCiohu~ to give special
care [Va]

to apply the name chop or seal (on document) [V-a]; to make
more printed copies [Se/V]

jia you 7Jo;.!:B to add oil, to fill gasoline [V 0]

jiii y6u(r)fJo~ta.~to encourage, to root (football team) [v-a]

jiazhong ~::z'Jo:i:. to add weight, to increase (penalty) [Va]

bian ben jia a ~~::f. t»~ to be more severe, cruel, violent
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jia
to add (to), to increase

all the more [Adv]

Y1- jia yi. shi er -)Jrz - fk-..::::-. One plus one is two.
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jian
to see, to calIon, to receive, to appear

perception, viewpoint: Zheige pen hen you jiand~. This per
son is very clear-sighted.

j ian bude pen ,!>*~~ J.
jiandi !L:t~

to be unpresentable

jian feng zhuan duo hd~'(j to turn the rudder with the wind/to be an

opportunist

jian fengp jiu zuan ~~~~to see a crack, enters/to behave like a
social climber (a go-getter, a self-seeking person)

jiangiiodi f!..J~1~ to see who beats whom, to see who is better

jianguai !J tf- to take offense: Qrng bie jianguai. Please don't blame me.
[va]

jian quai. bu quai. ~'~;f Jt~ to become inured to the unusual, weird, or
uncanny

jicmgur t.~ to see the ghost/nonsense [Va]; also, hu6 jiangu1,

jianjie f€J I ~12_ jwnshi~ viewpoint, and liaojie~ understanding, judgment
/U flff [CC/N]

jiCm j{ng ehenq q{ng L.,. tt t~ to recall old memories at familiar sights

jian qidn yan kai ~~.g~r~ (of blind person) to open his eyes to money
if~fered7to be influenced by money

j ianq"ing ~ft (illness) to get better: Tade btng jianq"ing leo He is get
ting better.

jicm pen jian zh~ 1>1.:::. -t 9'J each according to his lights

jianwai.
urge one to

what one sees and hears, general knowledge: Tii jianwen hen
guang. His knowledge is very broad. [CC/N]

to be considered as an outsider: Qrng ni: buyao
Please don't treat me as an outsider. (used to
accept gift or invitation)

jianwen ~ r:iJ

jitm pen jiu ehud L ~~{ ~~ to talk about it to whoever he sees

jianshi L~ insight, judgement [CC/N]

jian ehimian t ~ 00. to get to know the world

jian tianp~ ~~13 to see the sky and sun/injustice redressed

jianwai :t1r
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jian
to see, to calIon, to receive, to appear

jicmx{ ~~J

kanji1m ~L

mengjictn~ '#0
p'engjian ~li.L
Hngjianjt tJ
wenji'an ~ L
yUjicm~L

z'aiji(m~ L
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to get practical experience by actual work [CC/V]

to see [Ve]

to see in dream [VC]

to run into (somebody, something) [VC]

to hear [Vel

to smell [VC]

" .. \.=pengJ-z-an

Goodby [SC/V,N]



jiangdao~~

jitmghe ~to

jicmg
to speak, to discuss

to preach, to moralize [v-a]

to hold peace talks, to negotiate peace, to settle differ
ences amicably [V-a]

jianghua ~~!1r to talk informally [V-a]

jiangjia(r) ~~11t ~ to bargain over prices [V-a]

jiang jiaoqing ~~1~ to care about friendship, to gain special favor
through friendship: N{ jiang jiaoqing bUjiang? Do you care
about our friendship?

jiangjie tjM
j£angjiu ~t~

to explain (as teacher to student) [CC/V]

to be particular about (clothing): jiangjiu chuan; matter
to be taken into account [CC/SV]: Ta zheiyang zuo, y{ding
you shenmo jiangjiu. There must be something in his doing
so.

to be reasonable; to settle disputes by appealing to reason
[V-a]

jiang mianei:~ lID 1- to be particular about appearances, to save someone' s
face [V 0]

jicmgm{ng~ aA
jiangqiu ~~....

to explain clearly [VC]

to study carefully, to delve into, to be fond of: jiangqiu
waibiao, to pay special attention to appearances [CC/V]

jiang (ren) q{ng ~~ J.-1~ to ask for special favor, to intercede for
~nother [V-a]

to teach, to lecture, to offer (academic courses) [CC/V]

a lecture platform, a lecturn [SC/N]

a lecture hall, a classroom [SC/N]

to hold discussion meetings, to conduct training classes
[CC/V]

to lecture on academic subjects [v-a]

to lecture (to students), to give a public lecture [V-a]; a
lecture

lecture notes, usually given to students [VO/N]
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jiCio
to hand over, to exchange

jiao bai.juanr~~t ~ to hand in examination paper without answers

jiaochai~~ to render a report upon completion of an assignment [V-oJ

jiaodai ;,;: 1~' to transfer duties: jiaodai chaishi; to bid, to order:
~ ~ Jiaodai ta buyao duQzu{. Tell him not to talk too much.

transfer: ban jiCiodai, to work on the transfer

jiiiodao !t3t
jiaoM 9:-%
jiaohu?m XJ'ft

personal relations: Hen nan gen ta da jiaodao. It's very
hard to get along with him.

to have sexual intercourse [CC/V]; sexual intercourse

to change, to interchange, to exchange: jiaohuan jiaoshOu,
exchange professor [CC/V]

jiaoliu

social intercourse: jiiioj{huar, a social butterfly

to flow in opposite directions [SC/V]; alternating current;
interchange: wenhua jiaoZiu, cultural interchange

to do business, to engage in trade: zhengjuan jiaoyisuo,
stock market

jiiio (pengJ you ~A~~ to make friends [V-OJ

jiiioqing ~ ,t~ jiaowang, social dealings, and q{ngy~, friendship/friend-
.r> rx ship [CC/N]

jiaoshe ~~~. to negotiate, to discuss [CC/V]; negotiation, discussion

jiaotdn ~~~ to talk with

jiaoti 1.f!.:/<.. to come one after another: xin jiu jiaot~, the.new come
./~ ~ after the old have gone (in personnel shake-up)

-%:. ::::;ti" ..H( 11
jiiio t6u jie er ...x.-.~ f-1t~ to whisper into each other's ears, to

talk confidentially
./ ...

jiiiowang~q3C to associate with [CC/V]; social or business dealings

jiCio xuefei ~f if: to pay tuition

jiiioy~ R~

jiaoy6ujt~ to make friends [CC/V]; circle of friends

jiaoyun !i-~ to have a spell of good fortune [V-OJ

jiaozhan Jf-~ to go to war: jiiiozhcmgu6, belligerent [V-OJ

chengjiiioAX- to close a business transaction [V-oJ
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" " ,
J~ao

to call, to hire, to permit

a beggar

to shout [CC/V]

to yell out, to shout out [cc/v]

to cry down a speaker or an actor [V-a]

a beggar (roving the streets and crying for pity)

to send for a prostitute or singsong girl to wait on table
(=jiao tiaozi) [V-a]

to call to i.ndicate a checkmate (chess) [V-oJ

to call for takeout orders from restaurant [v-a]jiao cai. O~ ~

jicwchi'O~ ~

jiao daohao» ~jJlJ ~}'L

jiaogege ~~ ~ ~ a singing grasshopper [N}; to call one's older brother[V-~

jiaomor 'O~~~ to shout "bravo" [V-a]

j iaohao t:J L-} ~~
,))IU

j iaohuan "C11.;l!2-
jiaohuazi "(Jj.,J A'6 1
jiaojiede p ~ 1}1~
jiaojuv~~

jiao ku Han irian 'O~ f ~K. to constantly complain of hardship

jiaomai 'O~ j to cry goods for sale [CC/V]

jiclOmen o~ f~ to call for a door to be opened, to knock on the door[V-O]

jiaoqu ~.~ ~\ to complain of unfair treatment [V-a]

jiao ta chiiqu rlLf-1~ 11 ~ to let him go out

ji'ao t-iaoei. iJ.~ --1t.:t to call a prostitute to entertain (=jiaoju)

jiaoxiao P~ Jt- to shout, to scream [CC/V]

jiCw Zhdnqedn 'O~ 5t.~ to be called Chang San, to call Chang San

jiaozi 'O~ f a whistle

jicwzihao 'aLl ~ ~_ (of business firms) winning goodwill through superior qual
/~~~ ity of goods; (of person) earning popular respect for

exemplary conduct

jiaozuo O~1it to be called: Zh~i J~u jicwzuo "zi tao kiA. chi." This is
called "self-inflicted hardship." Women ba Kongz{ J"iClOZUO
zhi sheng xian shi. We call Confucius the greatest sage
and teacher.

to be popular, to have good box office [VO/SV]
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.. ;

J1.-e
to connect, to conclude, to bear fruit

jieguo ..~~1:
jiehun ~.*~~
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to become sworn brothers or sisters

to form companionships [v-a]

to become enemies: gen shei jiech6u.?

to leave a balance of: jiecun yiqian-kuai qian, leaves a
balance of 1,000 dollars; such balance

partners by the first marriage

construction, structure: dongbin jiegou, verb-object
construction (CC/N]

to bear fruit [v-a]; to finish off, to kill (person) [Va]
outcome, result [VO/N]; as a result [VO/Adv]

to get married [V-a]

the final outcome, the last act (of a play) [SC/N]

summary, conclusion [SC/N]

to unite in marriage [v-a]

to form a club [v-a]

to tie knots on cords as means of reckoning or recordkeep
ing before the invention of writing [v-a]

to make the acquaintance of, to become friends with [CC/V]

to wind up, to end (war, quarrel, etc.) [CC/V]

=jiezhlmg [CC/V]

to graduate [V-a]; graduation

to become deadly enemies [V-a]

to lay the basis for future relationship or intimacy [V-a]

to sign a treaty or agreement [V-a]

to clear or close account [V-a]

to fawn on, to toady

to conspire, to work in collusion with



jiechdo~ ~-M

jiechu ~tf~

jieda ~~%

jie!an ~~~U

jie!ang1M~

jiehen ~~ Jt~

jiejiu ~~

jiejue ~~~JC

jie
to dissect. to explain. to understand

to justify one's action. to answer criticism [V-oJ

to relieve. to eliminate. to annul: jiechu hunyue, to
annul an engagement (to marry) [CC/V]

to answer (questions). to solve (problems) [CC/V]

to deliver a prisoner under guard [V-OJ

to liberate. to set free: jie!ang heinu, to set the Negro
slaves free [CC/V]

to quench hatred. to get even with the enemy [V-OJ

to save [CC/V]

to settle. to solve (problems). to put an end to the dif
ficulties. to kill a person off: xian ba ta jiejue leo
Take care of him first. [CC/V]

to untie. to solve (a riddle) [VC]

to dispel sadness. to kill time [V-OJ

to loosen the purse string/to donate money for worthy
cause [V-OJ

to exhort. to calm down [CC/V]

to scatter. to breakup. to dissolve (Parliament): jiesan
yihui [CC/V]

to explain. to clarify. to expound [CC/V]; an explanation

to explain [CC/V]; an explanation

to relieve oneself. to urinate [V-OJ

to disintegrate. to fall to pieces [V-OJ

to set free. to liberate from worldly cares [CC/V]; such
liberation. freedom [CC/V]

to raise seige. to save someone from embarrassment [V-OJ

to allay grief or sorrow [V-OJ

to annul a contract [V-OJ
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.\
Jt-n
to advance, to enter, to present

jinHi ~~./

j l.,nFing ~~ J;t:
~J '\

j~nbu i~./~

{inchu ~t~)

jing~ng ~~

Jinhu'a ~~>f'0
jinkou ~./ '0

jl.,nkul:m ,~ ~h
~jJ-A..

jinqian V..-t
jinqu]il JC

jinquSj! i
jinshen ~~
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to press hard [CC/V]

to dispatch troops, to order an attack on the enemy [V-a]

to make progress, to be progressive, to improve [VO/SV];
an improvement

entrance and exit, receipt and expenditure [CC/N]; to go
in and out [V]

to mount an attack on (the enemy) [CC/V]

to evolve, to develop [CC/V]; evolution

an entrance, imports: j~nkouhuo3 imported goods [SC/N]

income, revenue, receipts [SC/N]

to receive money [V-a]; money received [SC/N]

to make progress~ to advance further and further, to be
aggressive: jinqUx~n3 enterprising mind [CC/V]

to go in [VC], also used as complement to other verbs

to gain entrance or to be admitted to some exclusive
circle [va]

to go forward or retreat/decision to do or not to do: jin
tu~ liang nan3 equally difficult to go on or retreat[CC/N]

to offer incense [V-a]

=j l.,nkuJin [SC/N]

to proceed, to advance, to make moves for an office:
jinxing gongzUG [CC/V]

to pursue further studies, to take an advanced course~C/V]

to go to school [V-a]

to offer suggestions, to make recommendations [V-a]

to see (superior) [CC/V]

progress, improvement [SC/N]

to advance, to make progress [CC/V]; advance, progress



.\
Jt.n

to advance, to enter, to present

j~nzh1ng~~ to enter into account [V-OJ; money income, receipts[SC/N]

t=ingbu{i:nqul't~ l!.!.-~ can't stand listening to (something boring) [VC]
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ju
to raise, to start

to learn by analogy

to enumerate, to itemize, to elect [VC]

an act, action, any measure taken [CC/N]

to hesitate about a chess move/shilly-shally

to expose (the wrongdoing of someone), to accuse publicly[CC/V]

to initiate, to undertake, to sponsor [cc/v]

to put into operation, to hold (meeting, ceremony) [CC/V]

an act, a move, activity: yi ju y{ dong, every move [CC/N]

behavior, conduct: juzh{ dafang, to carry oneself in a grace
ful manner [CC/N]

jubcm ~~t
jubing~ -k- to take up arms tv-o:

juchu if ~
juauo 5Jf jt
judong !1/ t,j)
jUfa~~

juz:t ~1§j to give examples (v-oj , an example, illustration

ju mu wU qin ~ g ~,ifJt; to be stranded in a foreign land, far away from
~ one's kin

ju qi. bu dlng!#t*:f jL
juqiZai~~~ to raise up (hands, flags, e t c , ) [VC]

jush:t~~ all the world: jushi wen minq, known all over the world,
(1 internationally famous [SC/N]

jush:t~~ to raise the standard of revolt (=juy:t) [V-a]

jushou~ ~~ to raise hands: jushou zanchenq, to show approval by raising
~ ~ hands (for voting) [V-a]

jUxing *A1'
ju y'i fan scm f -fi<.... z:

to lift weight [v-a]; weightlifting

• " .V de v [ ]to give b1rth to a son: y~ JU e z~ va; a successful candi-
date of old provincial examinations (=jUren)

action unnecessarily taken

to raise the red flag high (PRC)

to elect, an election [CC]

~rfiJj)~ one action two gains/ to
7 stone

ji1 zu qing Zhong",)Lf~.f
duo at y;z, ju ~ JPt -- 4f"
gao ju hong q{ ~'~,J:.Ji~

xuanjuil"

y:t j u liang de
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to play decisive role

kill two birds with one



kai
to open, to set in operation, to begin

to expel (a student from school, a person from party member
ship) [CC/V]

kiiibukdi: riJ :1, ri] can't open rvci

kaicai ~~ to draw the lottery tv-o:

kai cheng bu gong ~~15l;).,to act with honesty

kaichu fJJ 1~
and justice

open-close/a switch [CC/N]

to start a boarding arrangement [V-a]

to be civilized: w~ikaihua gu6jiCi3 uncivilized country[CC/V]

to open mouth/to speak up: kaikou da xiao 3 to laugh broadly;
to break (dam) or (dam) breaks [V-a]

kai danzi.~~ f to make out a list [V 0]

kaidao f~;G to operate (surgical); to be operated on; to punish [Va]

kai fangjian f1;fj~ f13~ to rent a hotel room (often for illicit love)

kiciquan rtf]~
kaihua f~ 1r,
kai hUG r~;k..

kai hu~rp~j..(~ to open fire (in a battle) [V-a]

kni. kou r-M a

kaikouxiao rtf~ r:J~ open-mouth-smile/a kind of pastry

kCiiZu6 rff~~ to begin beating the gong/to begin an opera [V-a]

kai. men jicm shan ~ f~ !lJJ-! to open the door to see the mountain/to speak
without beating around the bush

to begin, a beginning [CC]

liberal, enlightened, progressive [CC/SV]

boiled water [SC/N]; to turn on the water [V 0]

to break through obstructions [VC]; liberal, modern-minded:
Ta fUmu hen kaitong. His parents are modern-minded. [CC/SV]

begin [Va]; the beginning

kaim{ng M8~

kaish{ riJ-$t~

kai shu'tr~j~<

kCii tong rtfj~
kni.tou» ~ ~~ )Lto

kai wanxicw r-A~ tfLJ If.... to poke fun at
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kai
to open, to set in operation, to begin

kai w'ei f1f~ ~

kaixiao fH~ ~~

dakai;jr P-ft~

nakai tr~~
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to be appetizing [VO/SV]; to tease: Bie na WG kaiwei. Don't
tease me. [V-a]

expenses: Kaixiao hen da. The operating expenses are heavy.
[CC/N]

to make fun of somebody: Bid na WG kaixtn. Don't make fun of
me. tv-or, to be happy [SV]

to open [VC]

to take something away [VC]



kan
to look at, to examine, to read

kan b~ng ~~ to see a doctor; to examine a patient [V 0]

kixnbuohulai. .~~~~ cannot see clearly, cannot figure out: kiinbuchul.ai: Ui
shi shei, cannot figure out who he is [VC]

kCmbushtinyan.:1; ;f).}, 8?fo look disgusting, revolting

kanchuan ~~ =kcmtou [VC]

kandaiZe~~ J watch intensely [VC]

kcmdegu'oyanr t 1~3lffL-1j~ t. to look agreeable, passable

kan fengtou ?if~~, to watch the direction (head) of wind/to change one's
position on the basis of the situation at the moment (an
opportunist)

kanhao ~1t~ to anticipate improvement [VC]

kan honql:e yan~t~"'! 38~ to behold so intensely that the eyes become reddish/
to be jealous, to covet

kanjiu ~"?@. to serve wine: Chafanq] Kanjiu! Waiter~ Serve the wine~ [V-OJ

kankai ~ P~ =kant'ou [vc]

kan mianzi ~f3 ~ 1 to watch the countenance of someone/to do something for
71a !.J1J -r; , b / h" k' v d ., . v I. b Ih" ". favor of someone: Yao us ~ an n~ e ~anz~, wo ca~ u u~ t~

ta ban n~ijian shi ne. If not for your sake, I would never
do that for him.

kanqinq ~~:t
, ./

kanshang~J:-

to look down upon, to slight [VC]

to have one's eye on, to have a liking for (a girl, an ob
ject): N~ zenmo hui kanshang ta? How can you have a liking
for her? [VC]

\ \ :{...-4::
kantou 7i~. to see through (a trick, problem), to be no longer serious

about it: Ta ehenmo dbu kantoul.e, y~dianr ye buzaihu, He has
seen through everything. He doesn't care a bit. [VC]

k'anzJiimg t ~ to anticipate a rise in price [VC]

kanzhe ban 7Er~~ to act as one sees fit: Zheijian shi, n~ k'anzhe ban ba.
On this matter, you do as you see fit.

kanzhong~ tf »kanehanq [VC]

kanzhonq~i- to think greatly (of somebody, or his ida) [VC]
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kang
to resist

kangd£ :f1[;:~~t to resist the enemy tvo:.K-
kanggao 1-1G J1j to sue somebody at court [CC/V]

kd.ng jie bit {u ::f~;f;Wjto maintain moral integrity and not to depend on
others

to resist: Women dei kangju d{rende qinZue. We must resist
the enemy's aggression. [CC/V]

kangZun

k' vang m1.-

to make brave defense against opposite views [SC/V]

to carry rice on shoulders [V 0]

kcmgm1:ng1~ -7'\ , '" '\ kV 'L ka .. b / "to defy order: S1.-&1.-ng yao n1.- qu~ n1.- e bun~ng ungm1.-ng uqu.
The commander wants you to go. You shouldn't defy his orde~

[v-a]

k~ng ming ju d{~~J~~o defy the order and to oppose the enemy

kanaqi.lai. Jruk-rl:L: to hide away: EO. zhebao dongxi kangqiZai ba: You'd
~hide this package away. [VC]

better

[CC/V]

to fight to defend [CC/V]

to protest [V-a]; a protest; Nt y'ingdang t{chu kangyi cai
dui. It won't be right if you don't lodge a formal protest.

war of resistance (from kang r1: zhanzheng~ war of resisting
Japan) [SC/N]; Women kanql.e bani-an de zhan cai. b'6 Riben
dabai Ze. Not until we fought eight years of war did we de
feat Japan [V-a]

kangsh~ngsu~~~ anti-biotics

kangsh'izht "?ll..Rf~ ~~ water-proof paper

kangshui ~~ to refuse to pay tax [V-a]

kangu/ei 1ilfitr
k?mgyi 1tLi'lt

kangyu --1'11 A~r:::f,U "."f'.....

kiinqzhan d1L1~'

kang zhi bu qil?rLh~i§!., to maintain moral integrity and never submit to the
crooked/to be a man of lofty ambition and high virtue

fen t{ng kang zt~-#L,J1. to meet as equals: N:t ehl. sh~i? Zenmo gem gen tfi
fen t1.-ng kang zt ne? Who are you? How dare you meet with him
as equals?
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kao
to examine, to take a test

to inspect [CC/V]; an inspection

to study and settle problems of age, authoriship, edition,
and textual differences [CC/V]

k v vaogu to work as an archaeologist: Wo mingnian yao dao Zhongguo
qu kaogu. I am going to China to do some archaeological
work next year. [Va]; archaeology (also kaogUxue)

to be exquisite: Tade yishang zhen kaojiu. Her dresses are
really exquisite; to be fastidious about: Ta zhen kaojiu
chuan. She is really fastidious about clothing. [CC/SV]; to
examine carefully: Ba yuanyin kaojiuchuZai jiu zhidao shi
zenmo hui sht Ze. When we find out the reasons (we) will
know what it is all about. [CC/V]

to do research (particularly on textual criticism), to seek
proofs for data [CC/V]

kaojuan(r) ~~~ examination paper [SC/N]

kaoZt ~~_ to consider, to think over: Zhejian shi~ n1 dei haohaorde
/~ j~ kaoZukaoZu. Regarding this matter, you must think it over

carefully, [CC/V]

kaoqu ~ *--
kcwshang~ j::..

kaoshi ~~

kao shu* t

to examine and search for (conditions, orlgln, relations,
etc.): kaoqiu bingyuan~ to search for the cause of disease
[CC/V]

to pass an examination (=kaoshang) [VC]

, . T' 'd' d " ' kV h' v kV
1_'- 7to pass an examlnatlon: a~ a e ruxue aos ~ n~ aOSr~ng~e

meiyou? Did you pass the entrance examination for Taiwan
University? [VC]

to examine, to take an examination [Va]; examination

to examine on books studied [V 0]

kaoioen :t5 p~~ to interrogate [CC/V]

k'fl.O xw3xicl.O*~;t~ to take a school entrance examination

kaoyan ~,~~ to test: Shidai kaoyan qingnian. This age is putting (our)
~~ ~~~ youth to the test. [CC/V]; a test: Ta qued{an tai dU8~ shi

jingbuq{ kaoyan de. He has too many shortcomings. He just
cannot stand the test.

remark giving opinion on test p..lper, written comments[SC/N]
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kao
to examine, to take a test

kaozh'eng~~

kaozhong ~ r
dakaoA.*
yuekao ~ 75
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=kcwju tee/vi

to pass an examination (=kaoshang) [VC]

big examination/final examination

monthly examination



ke
to overcome, to conquer

to be worthy of: kedang zhongpen, to be worthy of an impor
tant appointment

to have the qualifications to head up an office

to discharge all the filial duties to one's

k' f I k' / ff 1 []to overcome: e u unnan, to overcome di icu ties VC

to recover: ke!u sh~d~, to recover the lost terribory [VCl

to overcome difficulties: kenan yundong, movement to over
come difficulties (during time of war, etc.); kenan ch~ngguo,

accomplishments as a result of work done to overcome dif
ficulties; kenan !angwU, shed used as living quarters dur
ing time of difficulty or a crisis [Va]

jictn yt~t~ to have capacity for industry and thrift: Mo Wang
ke qin ke jian, p~zi guode y~tian bt y~tian hao. Old Wang
is both industrious and thrifty. His life is better everyday.

k'e!u ~~~

k'e!u tR
kej~ ~ ~ to overcome selfishness, to be unselfish [VO/SV]

ke ji5 Z~ng zi~~j- a son who is efficient to take charge of the family
affairs

ke j~n jue zh{ ~~~to perform fully the functions of an office

k'e j~n xiao y6.ng1-ttk
parents

,,1:itt
kenan JCJ~ 13:.

to overcome selfishness: kes~wei gong, to repress the
private for the public [va]

:t; .,.X-
k~xiang}(J~ can enjoy: kexiang tiannian, can enjoy long life

k'eyu ~_ ~£, to overcome desires tvo:

ke yu xiu x{ng~~1~1*to subdue the passions and cultivate moral conduct)(.;/0 7/) j

kezh~ ~~~ to control: kezh~ q{nggan, to control one's emotions; to
rule over (territory) [CC/V]

pou nenq k'e gang 't. i1~t1~H softness can overcome strength: Nt pou neng ke gang
shuo jiju haohua bu jiu wanZe ma? Since softness can over
come strength, you say a few nice words (to apologize) and
the matter will end there.
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kuCin
to be lenient, to extend deadlines

kuiin da bno r6ng 1jK~~ to be broadminded and tolerant

kuiin da fang zong~~~o be permissive

kudn da ren ai. t;K..-1:;::;~ to be generous and merciful

kuan da shu chanq~ .K.~m with broad and enlightened mind/to be cheerful
:iband liberal

kuZin da y~u yu ~~~~~ abundance and wealth/well-to-do

kuan guang bo aa ~"1.-ri-~ vast and extensive in scope and field of
knowledge, etc.

kuan hai dO. liang ~;~~JIt to be broadminded and magnanimous (as open as
the sea)

ku~n hong dO. liang ~;tt~~ to be liberal minded, tolerant, magnanimous:
Ta y~xiang kuan h6ng aa liang cai buhu~ gen neixie xi~oren
y~ ban jian sh~ nee As a magnanimous person, he will never
behave like those hypocrites.

kuanmian l:~
kuanrong tIP- AT

kuanshu 'tfJ

kudruoei: tfJ

kudrucian t 1~

to forgive (fines, taxes, etc.), to pardon (offense) [Se/V]

to pardon (offenses, person), to tolerate: kuZinr6ng zhengc~

tolerant policy [Se/V]

to pardon (person, wrongdoing): Kan zai tCi fUqinde
mianshang~ ba ta kuCinshule ba. For his father's sake, let's
forgive him. [Se/v]

to comfort (person): Yao kuCinwei fUmU~ jiu d¥i haohaor
nianshu. In order to comfort one's parents, one has to
study hard. lee/V]; to be happy: N~ haohaorde nianshu c&i
neng rang fUmU gandao kuZinwei. Only by studying hard can
you make your parents feel happy. [SV]

to extend date (of delivery, etc.): kuZinxian y{ge yue~ to
extend the time-limit with a month's grace [vOl

to.relax [V-oJ; not worried: Ta zongshi h~n kuanx~n. He is
always very relaxed. [SV]

kuiin y~ ji~ dai: t1k1M'~to remove tho ~pper clothing and loosen the bel t

kudn y:t dai »en, yan y't ze j'f~ Y;L.,ftL~;,).jeto be lenient in treating
others, to~ strict in treating oneself.

kudnehdi. t /~t broad and narrow/width [ee/N]
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lo.
to pull, to solicit

is chang Uan ~-t~ to pull a long face

la chdng xian(r)~~J~to draw a long line/to leave something for future
decision

Liiche 111: 1.11:: to involve others by loose talk: Q{ng bie ba WG lache jtnqu
Please don't involve me. [CC/V]

l1idao ~1~J to pull down: T5 ba shu ladaole. He pulled down the tree.
to forget it: Zh~jian sh~ WQ kan haishi ladao ba. I think
we should forget about this matter. [RC/V]

ia duzi 1!t-)J::t-}- to have loose bowels tv oj

lei qudruxi. }1z:.l:l~ 1* to draw relations with someone/to try to draw close to in
ffm J , fluential people: Gen ta labushang guanxi. Can't draw close

to him.

to move bowels [va]

to be untidy, dirty [SV]

to mediate between two parties quarreling or fighting [V-a]

to draw to one's side: Nt lo.long ta zuO shtnmo? Why do you
draw him to your side? to draw people with different views
together: N~ ti tamen liangge lalonglalong. You do some-
thing to get those two together. [CC/V]

is maimai ~tz.1:'*=lo. shengyi

Lii p{tiaor '#i-'1* =lo. mtx, to act as a pimp

Ui shengyi --tit- J..t -J. to solicit business
'(J . .:r-/~

lo. ehetou. 1~-t~ to draw the tongue/to gossip [va]

lei sht }1t~

lata 1iz.~

la yinggong ~~~~ to draw a stiff bow/to force someone to do something
against his will

ts huqin» 1:Jt ~JJ!if-~ to play a Chinese fiddle

lajia 1-lt-~
ta jiaoqing ~5L*,'tt =la guanxi

Za ke ~~~ to solicit customers (esp. streetwalkers) [va]

lo. long 11t~t

la y{pigu zhai1!l: ....k'1Jto owe a mountain of debts

laza ~it~ to be untidy, disorganized: l?ilazazade shuole bantian,
~~ talked in a confused way for a long time
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Zai
to come, to do, to bring

Zaibin~f

Lai.de ~~

Zaidejt *=4~)L

Zaihut (1') -t-@
ZaiZ~ M

guest [SC/N]

the manner in which one does something: N~ zheju hua Zaide
Z~hai. Your words are most telling.

(There is) enough time to do something [VC]

a round trip: Zaihut p~ao, a roundtrip ticket [CC/N]

/."1 '0 bi Iorlgln, background, source: La~&~ um~ng. The origin is not
known. [SC/N]

Zai Zong qu mo~~~~a sequence of events, cause and effect

ZaiZu hUG*~t imported goods

l.aiwian -*-t next year [SC/TW]

Zai1'en ~ J a messenger; a call for someone to come (usually servants):
~~ Zai 1'en a; a call to get attention to someone coming: Lai

1'en Za! Someone is coming! [SC/N]

Zaisheng~~ next life [SC/TW]

Zai ehl: xiongxiongn~~ to break in in full fury, to come to look for
trouble

ZCd tou (1')h-J..

Zaiw(mg .ffi:qf

Lai.zhe 1:-j'

position or social status: Tade Zaitou buxiao. He is very
influential socially. something worth doing: Zhezhong
y6ux~ hai you shenmo Zaitou nee This kind of game is not
worth playing.

to come and go/to exchange visits: Women zao J~U buZaiwang
Ze. We don't see each other anymore. [CC/V]; friendly
intercourse: Nt gen ta you Z&iwang ma? Do you have any
dealings with him? [CC/V]

your letter: Laix~n shoudaoZe. Your letter has been re
ceived. [SC/N]; to write a letter (to someone): Nt hen jiu
mei gei wo Zai x~n Ze. You haven't written me a letter for
a very long time. [V-O]

Intention of one's coming: Tade Zaiy~ bushan. His intention
is not good. [SC/N]

marker to indicate action that occurred a short while ago:
Ta shuQ ta x~ng shenmo Z&izhe? What did he say his surname
was?

mei Z&i yan qu~~~ to exchange glances, to communicate with eyes
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uu«

Z{
to separate, to leave, to shift from

to take leave of: Women Z{bie yihou mei tongguo xin. We
have not written to each other since we said goodbye. [CC/
V]

cannot be separated from: Ta neizhong pen Z{buZiao naren.
His kind of people can't live without women. [VC]

(of the joints of furniture, etc.) to become loose [V-OJ

to divorce: Tiimen Zao zao Z{hunZe. Those two were divorced
a long time ago. [V-oJ

to deviate from standard: Shuohua bie Z{ger. Talk must be
within limit. [V-oJ

Z{ chou bie hen~-M~'Jt~grief of parting

Z{ger~rt-~

Z{gv.r ~fi ~ }L
Z{hun ~~

Z{kai ~~fffj

Z{pu(r)~~~SL

to sow dissention between or among: Ni dei xiaoxin xiaoren
Z{jian wOmen. You must watch the wicked person's sowing
dissention between us. [CC/V]

to depart from (place, person): Xiaoh6ir Z{bUkai fUmU.
Children can't leave their parents. [VC]

to be off or below standard, to be irregular: Zhejian shi
zupde you dianr Z{pu Ze. This matter was handled a little
irregularly. [V-OJ

to be unbelievably strange, to be mysterious [CC/SV]

to be scattered about, to be separated from one another:
yijia pen y~nwei zhanzheng dOu Z{sanZe. The whole family
was separated from one another because of the war. [CC/V]

z{q{ ~~

Z{ qun suo jU~tt1?~

Z{scm ~j~

to live the life of a recluse

Z{ xiang bei. jrng~~j1f4t to be away from one's native place

Z{xinZi tiJi/6i) centrifugal force

Z{ zhe» hen jin \~1t51 'fLJ q~ifL. very close to here

bei huan Z{ he~j~~~sorrows and joys, separations and reunions/facts of
)C>~ife

to be separated: Tiimen buyuanyi fenZ{. They don't want to
be separated. [CC/V]

to rebel [CC/V]
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to administer financial affairs [Va]

to cut hair, to have a haircut [V-a]

to heed the presence of (someone), to take notice of: Ta
buZtCdi WOo He doesn't take notice of me. [CC/V]

zt
to take notice of, to manage, to realize

acdi ~~t

Ztcai 1!rgt

{tfd. ~*
zt fan zh~ jU~~~~~to manage difficulties and regulate the trouble

Zthu~~ to realize, understand (a situation, an explanation), to pay
attention to: Ta changchang buZthui reno He doesn't often pay
attention to people. [CC/V]

to manage domestic affairs: Zhang Taitai zhen hu~ Zijia. Mrs.
Chang is really a good housekeeper. [v-a]

to revise a book [V-a]

to attend to a matter [Va]; director (of a firm, organization,
etc. )

Zijie ~1B~ to comprehend [CC/V]; comprehension

Ziji~Z~~ iJ ability to comprehend: Tiide ttjie i: h~n gao. His ability
to comprehend is very high.

zt Zuan ji~ fen~~L~,~to control the chaos and mediate disputes

Ztlun~~ theory [SC/N]; to discuss, to argue [V]

ZtSCJ.n9~!~ to manage the funeral ceremony [V-a]

Zish~ ~1..:f

zishu ~~.::!fJ
7J..~

({xi'b.ng~~

aaizi
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to be ideal [SC/SV]; an idea

to act in place of [CC/V]: ZhUr~n b~ng Ze. Sh&i ddiZi tade
zh{w1? The chairman is sick. Who acts in his place?

to repair; to punish (Taiwan slang):
Nei~e buZiang shaonian zuotian bei jingch& haohaor xiuzi Ie
y{c~. That juvenile dilenquent was punished well by the police
yesterday. [CC/V]



l idn
to join, to continue

l idn ben dai. i:~'-*J both principal and interest

Zi6nb~~~ to join the jade/to combine two good things [V-O]

Zianchuanr~i&~ a series of (disasters, mishaps, etc.): y~ Zianchuanrde
1 bux~ng sh~jian~ a series of unfortunate incidents [VO/N]

l idn dO. dai: rna ~11',1 with both beating and cursing

Ziandaiguanxi ~~1/~,the relationship or connection (between two things)

Zianhao~ consecutive numbers, firms of the same owner, the hyphen[SC/N]

Zianhe~ to join (efforts, pieces together) [CC/V]

Zianhuan ,~~~ a chain of rings linked together: Zianhu6ntu~ comic strips
~ /II'. [SC/N]

ZianZian~

l.ianl.uo Jf-..~

uannian~

l.ianpiiin ~JR;

l.ianqi»3t~'L

lianren L 1i.
l.ianehi; 3!-t
lianxU ,~ ~~

!J;- -e-~

continuously: Wo Zianjie kanZe sange b~ngren. I saw three
patients in succession. [CC/Adv]

to cause or bring trouble to another: Wo ZianZei n~ Ze. I
have caused you trouble. [CC/V]

continuously: ZianZian diantou~ to nod repeatedly [Adv]

to get in touch with: Nt gen ta ZianZuo-yixia. You get in
touch with him. [CC/V]; LianZub chu~ Liaison office.

quickly, without hesitation: Ta kanjian shangsi ZaiZe~ jiu
Zianmang guoqu dJ zhaohu. As soon as he saw his boss coming,
he quickly went over to greet him. [Adv]

year after year: Zi6nnian hanzai~ famine year after year
[VO/TW]

page after page: Zianpian cub z~~ wrong characters allover
the essay [VO/Adv]

in a fit of determination: y~ Zianqir paoZe sanZ~ Zu. Ran for
a mile (three Ii) at one stretch [VO/Adv]

to serve another term of office [V-O]

to write syllables together to form words [SC/V]

continuously: ZianxU xi~Ze santian yu~ rained continuously for
three days [CC/Adv]
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to serve as a guarantor for one another [SC/V]

abbreviation for Lianhegu6 Dahu~, United Nations General
Assembly

Zilm
to unite

lianbang Jft~ ~~ federation, confederate [VO/N]

Uanbang Zhfmgfu~# ~r~federal government

licinbao~~'1~

Uanda ~~~

Ziando.n~~~

lianhe 1~~~

duplicate or joint forms for receipt, etc. [SC/N]

to unite: Women lianheqilai shei ye bupa. When we unite, we
will not be afraid of anyone. [CC/V]

a get together party

to sign together: Women licinming shenq~ng. We apply with
joint signatures. [VO/Adv]

UanMguo Jfff;~yj. United Nations

lianhe zhengfu JffP~~~coalition government

lianhuanhu~~f~~+

Zi6.njun Jf# f allied troops [SC/N]

Ucmluo ~ff1 J-.&- =Zianlu'o (p . 81) [CC/V]

l.ian mei. e» Lai. ~~rtiJ~ to corne together

Ue5.nm{ng 1f~~1J
l.idnpiao 1fr~t connection tickets for journey [SC/N]

Zianqilai Jf~~~ P1l to unite, to connect [VC]

Uanshfl ~$

Zi6.nzi ~~~,

to sign jointly [SC/V]

to make connection (with someone): Weile zhejian sh~ de
chenggong, n~ y~ngdang gen to. lianxilianxi. You ought to
contact him for the success of this venture. [CC/V]

lianxiangJf~Jf~ to remind one of something or someone [SC/V]

li6.ny~hu~ Jf~~1L~ social, fellowship party

liany~n~~ to be related by marriage [v-a]

U6.nyingl~~ to manage jointly: gong s"'i Uany{ng, to manage jointly be
~~.~ tween government and private citizens [SC/V]
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u»
to arrange in order, to enumerate, to classify

lie biiio -Y'J ~
l ieche ~lJ t
l.iedan 3~!f

liedao 31) ,t
liegu6 :9~ ~

lieju JIJf-

to prepare a chart, table, schedule, etc. [V 0]

a train of wagons/railroad train [SC/N]

to draw up a list [V-a]

archipelago [SC/N]

the different countries: chunqiu Ziegu6~ the city-states at
the time of Confucius [SC/N]

to give list of (names, crimes): Zieju r~nmtng~ zuizhuang
[CC/V]

Hem{ng J''J£
Zi~qidng 30'1~
Heru §~ A.

to enter or appear on a list of names of persons [V-a]

a group of strong nations/the Great Powers [SC/N]

to enter as an item (of agenda, list, etc.): Qtng ba zhejian
sh{ Ziera y~cheng. Please include this matter in the agenda.
[RC/V]

Gentlemen! or Ladies and Gentlemen! [SC/N]

to be present at meeting, to be observers at conference[V-O]

biographies, especially section on biographies in different
dynastic histories [SC/N]

yao mai de dOngxi kaiZie y{ge danzi
a list of the things you want to

to draw up a list: Nt ba
ba. You ought to draw up
buy. [CC/V]

b~ngZi~ ~ ~~ to be listed side by side [SC/V]

b~ngli~sh~ 1t- ~IJ X parallel style

hG.ngZie 11'5 lJ row or column [CC/N]

kai lie r;j 31J

the following: Q{ng jiesh~ xiaZie ge m{ngc{. Please explain
the following terms. [SC/V]
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ang
to lead, to receive, to understand

territory under jurisdiction [SC/N]

to command troops [V 0]

to lead troops [CC/V]; necktie [SC/N]

to pilot (navigation, aviation, etc.) [V-a]

to get back [VC]

foreman [vaiN]

receipt on delivery [SC/N]

to understand, to comprehend: Zhege wenti tai fuza~ xiaohaizi
kongpa buneng Ztnghu~. This problem is too complicated, I'm
afraid that children cannot understand. [CC/V]

Zingjiao~~ to receive instructions/to get someone's opinion, to pay a
visit; M{ngtian WG zai Z6i Zingjiao. I will come to see you
again tomorrow. [V-a]

angban 4j~)t

Z1-ng binG4~

Z1-ngdai 4~ ~

angoon ~~
z1-ngd?- 4~::i-\2.

Zinghang 4"~ Kru
Ztnghu{ ~ft ri)

anghu~ ~~

to grasp, to understand [CC/V]Z1-ngZue Aj*'
Ztngq{ng 4 t~ to accept with thanks, to accept the sentiment but not the

gift: Nide haoyt WD Zingq{ng jiushi Ze. I accept your
thoughtfulness with thanks (but I can't accept the gift).
[V-a]

zingejU -4~ to receive [CC/V]

'" ;:.:::Et ~2.
Z~ngshou /-2}l~ to receive formally (awards, baptism, etc.) [CC/V]

z1-ngtou(rJ4j.~~ to lead the way, to be first [V-a]

ZingwU ~l1i~ to comprehend (truth, doctrine, significance) [CC/V]

z:tngxt 4~~ to receive baptism, to be baptized [V-O]

Z{ngxian~~ to head the list (of sponsors, actors, etc.) [Va]

z1-ngxie ~~j to show appreciation tv-oi

z1-ngycmg~U to adopt: z:tngycmg ytge xiaoMir~ to adopt a child [CC/V]

Zingzut ~~ to offer apology [v-a]

\ '1 'I
maof.,.~ng

to claim (lost property, dog, etc.) [CC/V]

to make false claim on (lost property, etc.) [SC/V]
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Uu
to flow, to drift

defects that have been passed down/malpractice, shortcoming
[SC/N]

flowing and change/the development [CC/N]

to have a miscarriage; to fail to materialize: Tade j~hua
b " .. .., ." 1A'I. ..,~ng v~UCr~n ve. Unfortunately, his plan did not material-
ize. [V-OJ

to drift, to move about fCC/V]; mobile, liquid (assets): liu
dong caichan [SV]

Ziitfang ;.Jr0~

liufCmg ;;}v~fr.

Ziu han ~1.L ;"r
Ziuhua ;:Jil~
u«Um d'Llil
liit lCmg ;,,:jfu;,F(

to leave a good name: wansh~ liufang~ to leave a good name
to posterity [VOl

to exile, to send to: Ta bei liufang dao ~njiang qu le. He
was exiled to Hsinchiang. fCC/V]

to perspire [V 0]

to be slippery, to be cunning [CC/SV]

to glance over (books) [SC/V]

to travel freely, to drift from one place to another fCC/V]

[V 0]to shed tears

iua:
Ziu lei; f.L ~t

~j,Lt~ to be fluent: Tade Zhongguohua shu~de hen liul~. His Chinese
is really fluent· [CC/SV]

liul{ shI suO~jr~~~towander about lost or homeless

Zit£lian ;..)fu~ to loiter, to linger; Uulian wcmg fcm~ to indulge in pleas
ures and forget to return fCC/V]

liuluo ta xiang~~~~)~Pto drift about in strange places (other than native
place) ,

to reveal, to show unintentially: zhenq{ng liulu~ true sen
timents were revealed fCC/V]

u« shut )t'u 7J(

Ziutong ;fu~

flowing water [SC/N]; to flow [V 0]

to circulate (air, currency, etc.) fcc/v]; to flow through
[VC]

to live as a refugee (abroad): liUwang haiwai fCC/V]
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liu
to flow, to drift

ZiUxi?:mx{ng .3--~}*~ streamlined style: li71xiclnx{ng hubche, streamlined train

liux{ng ~lfLJqjf to be fashionable, to be generally accepted [CC/SV]

Ziu xue ;~~ to shed blood

liuyan
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Zun
to discuss, to criticize, to consider

l.undian ~1#, point of discussion [SC/N]

Limdiao ~~M) tone of discussion [SC/N]

Limduan ~ttr judgement, opinion [CC/N]

Lun gong x{ng shang~~Aft to reward on merit

Zunjia ~~~ to discuss price tv-oi

Zun jiaoqing ~~)r~ to consider friendship: Lun jiaoqing, ni buyrnggai
fandu~ tao Considering your friendship with him, you should
not have opposed him.

buZun

Zunju ~Jt.

lima "$';t.J
Lioiehuo ~~

Zunwen ~L

Limzhan ~~

Zunzheng~~

Zunzhu ~~

Zunzui ~~

bianl.un~~
7 ~-I ~1ff)

;y.~

grounds for discussion [SC/N]

according to reason [VO/Adv]; logic

a treatise, essay [SC/N]

thesis, dissertation: b6sh~ Zunwen, doctoral dissertaion
[SC/N]

war of discussion/controversy in journals, papers, etc.[SC/N]

evidence, proof [SC/N]

published works [CC/N]

to consider one's guilt, to sentence (according to offense)
[V-a]

to debate [CC/V]; a debate

regardless of: b~Zun n~ zenmo yang, regardless of what you
do [SC/Adv]

taoZun

yfmZun

to discuss [Va]

=buZun [VO/Adv]

published statements: Zongtong ydnZun, President's speeches
[CC/N]

yi s'h1- Lio: Shi)j'~~ to consider the matter itself (not to involve per
sonalities)

yuUm~~ public opinion [SC/N]

ZUG wei balioi 11~~~ to consider (the matter) closed
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ZUG
to fall, to set, to stop

Zuobang ~1~

Zu'oco.o 1$-f
Zu'ocMng ih ~ ...

~XJ

to fail to pass the examination (one's name not appearing on
the roster) [V-a]

to join the bandits [v-a]

to be completed (of buildings): ZUGch~ng dianZt~ dedication
ceremony [VC]

to touch the ground: Zu'odi chuang~ French window; Zu'odishi
dianshi~ console tel~vision set [Va]

Zu'ofa

Zu'o hull

-+t ~b
~~ to cut off the hair/to become a Buddhist monk or nun [V-a]

Ziu shut ~~~jd\thorOUghlY,whole-heartedly: EO. d{r~n dade ZUG hua
Zi~ shu~. Route the enemy completely.

Zu'okong to end up with nothing [v-a]

to be backward: Zu'ohou gu6jia~ underdeveloped countries [VO/
SV]

to realize, to put into effect: Nei shi Zuosh{ Mcto ZhUx{
zh{shi de zhongyao cuoshr. That is an important measure to
realize Chairman Mao's instructions.(PRC) [VC]

W~

~~
~~ to shed tears, to weep [v-a]

dajang ~~~~ to be very poised and dignified

~~~ to be down and out, to be a failure [V-a]

~~

ZU'oh6U

Zu'osh{

ZuoZu'o

Z " "uopo

Zu'oshut~~ to fall into the water, to become a prostitute [V-a]

ZUQshutgou ~~ a ~og that falls into the water/a defeated person: Da
Zuoshu~gou~ to hit a person who has been defeated

Zu'atangj7- ~~~t chicken drenched and about to be feathered/a person
drenched through

to drop behind others, to become outdated: s~xi~ng Zu'owU~
thinking is backward [v-a]

Z ~. • ~~ - rt ) [ ]uox~aZa~ ~ ~ ~ to drop down, to fall (as leaves from the tree VC

Zuoxuan~ to fail in election or competition [V-a]

Zuoyu ~ to rain tv-o:

Z£ngZ{ng Zu'oZuo ~~ti-~ in piecemeal fashion
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maiban 11tJ~

maibwti 1;f.~

maifang ~~
~/J

mldguan '11'
maihO.o 1~}

v •ma'l-
to buy, to bribe, to hire

compradore [CC/N]

can afford to buy [VC]

the buying party in a contract [SC/N]

to buy official post/to pay bribe to obtain official post
[v-a]

to try to secure goodwill, friendship, etc. (of person), to
try to please: mai tade hao~ to please him [V-a]; to be
through buying: Maihaole jiu ZQu. Will leave after buying
is done. [VC]

to buy in (goods) [VC]

maike Jf~. customer at shops [SC/N]

v • 'fS!?~~ ,.:{;J
mat: kong mai: kong ]1. 'l'~ !J1.. '!;i:. buy empty sell empty/to speculate on stocks, to

cheat by empty talk

maiU'(m '1~
mailtn '~r

to buy face/to show off [v-a]

to buy neighbors/to choose neighbors in buying property
[v-a]

mailaqian~~.blackmail money paid for immunity for robbers, money demand-
';!A ~ ed by robbers

maimai fj'~ to buy and sell, to trade [CC/V]; rrifximai~ business: Maimai
~ ;7' hao ma? Is business good? [CC/N]

maim{ng 3f~ to buy fame/to cater to publicity by sordid methods (V-a]

mai renx~n qf;CJ~ to buy people's hearts/to win people's hearts through
j!l. favors [V 0]

v. _~:;~mai.tonq ~~ to pay bribe to: N{ ba ta maitongle jiu mei went{ leo There
will be no problem if you have bribed him. [VC]

to buy smiles/to visit prostitutes [V-a]

customer, buying party [SC/N]

to buy drink/to have a drinking spree [v-a]

bUmaizhang f 'W( ~f, won't do others a favor, won't yield to pressure
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, ,
ma1.-
to sell

to sell ignorance/to pretend not to understand [V-a]

to sellout [VC]

to sell singing/to be a professional singer [V-a]

to sell the country/to be a traitor: maiguozei~ a traitor
[v-a]

to sell art/to be an acrobat [V-a]

to sell ability/to show off skill [V 0]

to show off: m~ilong wenmo~ to show off one's writings
[CC/V]

to sell good behavior/to show off cleverness, good behavior,
etc, lv-o l

to sell skill/to be a professional artist [V-a]

to sell the bottom/to betray the secret [V-a]

to be a fortune teller [v-a]

the selling price [SC/N]

to sell strength/to put in extra energy in work [v-a]; to be
hard-working [SV]

to sell face/to disregard the loss of face, to sell looks:
Changgerde mai lian bUmai shen. The singsong girls sell
their looks, but not their bodies. [v-a]

to sell lewdness/to be a prostitute [v-a]

1"#.- ¥.-J, to betray friends to obtain promotion

to sell mouth/to show off forensic skill, to indulge in
clever talk [v-a]

m~ij'i

maili

~

maiUmg .,~

V '\ ~ 1..J> / []mu1.-q1.-uo ~ ~ to sell cuteness to flirt v-a

mai renqing Jt)l 'tJf to sell fellowship/to do favor

mai. wen wei ehenq i;t~1.. to sell writing for a living

maicciao J~ to sell smiles/to be a prostitute [V-a]

s:» v , , ~~$ ~~ /mu1.- yanrentou ~ ~J~~ to sell savage heads to exaggerate for showing off

maiy'i f ~
" ., ~ /J

mai.uir: ~ ~

mai you qiu r6ng

maizut f 'Ot
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"man
to be full, to fill to full capacity, to be satisfied

man buzaihii ;"~<1~!f-to be totally unconcerned: Til dui. neii ian ehi. man
buzaihu. He is totally unconcerned with that matter.

man chenq j'eng yu ~~JjLr.fu the city is full of wind and rain/the city is
full of rumors: Tiimen liangge de sh?' naode man cheng feng
yu. Rumors about the two of them have spread allover town.

man fu lao sao~~~~~to have a grudge against everything

v k V d 0 ~~ ~man ou aY1-ng-~ 0 to make profuse promises
YJrZJ 'C' 10

v k" h" ,,-~ .)- ...Yman ou u yan~ -0 -P!J 6 to be full of stupid talk

man mian chun feng~~~ spring wind fills the face/to radiate happi
ness: Til j?'nlai man mian chun feng deyide hen. Recently he
radiates happiness and is having a ball.

manqi. ~$J1 to expire tv-oi

manyt :~ ~_ to satisfy, to be satisfied [V-O/SV]
./f71J) /~

man y~wei ~y~~ to be fully convinced (but •.. ): Wo man ytwei ta hut dang
", xuan, meixiCmgd2w hut shade zhemo can. I was fully con

vinced that he would win the election. Unexpectedly, he
suffered a big loss.

full moon [Se/N]; to be one month old [V-a]; celebration
of baby's first full month.

mcm zai: er gU"i~~tiW~to come back loaded (with honors, profit, e t c , )

manzu ~~ to be satisfied [ee/SV]; to satisfy [V]

man ZU1- ren y?' daode, man duzi nan dew nU chanif~~,{~U4t- ~}J;t:-J-:Z~ir~
mouth full of humanity, righteousness, and moral princi
ples; stomach full of being thieves for a male and a
prostitute for a female/to be a hypocrite

mcm ZU1- yingwen ~~:J-j(mouth filled with English/to keep on speaking
English

baoman~~

yuanman 11)~

to have a full house: Jintian xtyuanzi y{d?'ng manzub. To
day the theatre will certainly have a full house. [Se/V]

d 0- h " h' hV bV
v •to be vigorous: Ta e J1-ngs en zong s 1- en aoman. He 1S

always full of vigor. [ee/sv]

to be satisfactory: JieguQ yuanman. The result is satis
factory. [ee/sv]
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,
m't

to lose one's way, to enchant, to be confused

to become infatuated with something; mimidengdengde yangz~
to look infatuated [ee/V]

m{guai .ft{h
mihu

m{hun

to drug and kidnap [ee/V]

to be unclear, blurred; mimihuhu3 in a daze, difficult to
make out [ee/sv]

to infatuate the soul/to be infatuated, to be bewildered:
m{huntang3 soup of infatuation/enticing words [V-a]

to tempt, to confuse, to mislead [ee/v]

to be thoroughly infatuated

to love blindly: Ta jingran hui m{Zi~n y{ge jin~. He went
so far as to blindly love a prostitute. [Se/V]

"-, -,' Y "hY b h /m'&&e &u3 zenmo ye z ao uz ao
way, I simply couldn't find

mizu to lose one's way: WO y~nw~i

tade jia. Because I lost the
his home. [V-O]

miZuan~LJ to be bewildered [ee/SV]

nrimenq yao r1:.lfan aesthetics

mint ~1~JZ transliteration of mini-: min~qun3 miniskirt [Va]

miren LA- to charm, to be charming: m{renj"ing3 eharmen, enchanter
[vo/SV]

to lose one's bearings

to be lost, confused [ee/SV]

to believe blindly [Se/V]; superstition: pochu mix~n3 to
eradicate superstition [Se/N]

to be fascinated by (new ideas, etc.): mizui x"in s~xiang
[ee/V]

caimi J%it__
hunmi zhu2mgtai

one who is crazy for wealth [Se/N]

in a comatose state

semi B~ one who is infatuated with women [Se/N]

~m.,' tj;" ...~wv v /jt~~ one who is an avid opera fan [Se/N]

zhi mi buwu ~t~to be obstinately foolish, to be hopelessly confused
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to purposely embarrass others [CC/V]

na
to take, to bring, to assume

naban ~1t

naban~~ to arrest and punish [CC/V]

nabuqiZai ~~~~cannot lift, (figuratively) cannot handle: Ta zhen wuneng.
Shenmo shi d8u n6buqiZai. He is really incompetent. He
can't handle anything. [VC]

nQbuzhu ren~~~~~can't keep people under control: Ncibuzhu ren, bie xiang
~- dang zhuguan. If one can't keep people under his control,

he shouldn't think of becoming boss.

widd ~K to pretend to be superior tvo:

n6dading ~~11i to stand on one's head [V-a]

'd\ h V
\ l>-...-b .' ..3f , .na 1.-ng z Uy1.-'1~:~.I~ to make up one s mfnd

nahua ~:~ to hold fast: Zhezhong p{.xie bunahud, This pair of shoes
J /If:) slips easily. [Va]

ncfjiazi~~ -{. to put on airs: Tii nd ehenmo chou jiazi. Shei buzhidao to.
~ :r shi shei. What smelly airs is he putting on? Who doesn't

know who he is? [V-a]

namdo 1"t

nanie ~1it

to look for trouble: nam60 dajia, to look for trouble and
engage in fisticuffs [Va]

to purposely put obstacles in the way of someone, to pre
tend to conform to the rules of propriety [CC/V]

wi qi.an btidang qi.an hua-t~ -:f~~~ to spend money recklessly

nix qiang zuo Sh1-1~~t~to pretend to be important

naqiao~~ to put on airs [va]

naquan-1~ to get control of tv-oi

nash1- $~ to have the power tv-o:

I hV 1>- .k~ dui. /." hV
I 1_~nas ou ~~ ~ to be good at, to excel in: Ta. U1.- zuq1.-U en naSr~U. He

is very good at football. [VO/SV]

natang~lk

naz~i ~J!~

na zei dang haoren

to put on airs [va]

to capture the thief [V-a]

to treat a thief as a good person
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nian
to read, to remember, to think of

nianbai le z'iJ!j; {g ] Jj.to read a character incorrectly

niandaok '0.711 to remember someone by talking: TCi changchang niandaozhe
J~ /J ni. She often remembers you in her talks; nianniandaodao,

to grumble: Ta lao shi zai ner nianniandaodao. He is al
ways grumbling.

v '" bi h-dyou c~, uz ~ ao
Nobody knows what

to remember old friends, old times, etc. [VO/SV]

nianfo ~1#J to chant Buddhist scriptures, to say prayers to Buddha
[v-a]

nian jiaoqing%.zJr~ to care about friendship

nianjing k lj,.~ to chant religious scriptures
• .J...:::J ~'"-';-'

nib.njiu .s; 11;
J":;':' ./~

nian n~iyix:i ~ ~i3 -- ~ to study in which department
~d ~r J~':'"

ni?mnianbu:wang /J;- /.?i:-t:- -i::_never to forget
/~ 1-::,.> / J I.:::J

niannian y'tJu cf1s~ ~ ~t to mumble: TCi zong shi niannian
shuG xie shenmo. He is always mumbling.
he is talking about.

\. _ k-.cD.
ni.an shu h -~

niantou ~j~

to read books, to study [V 0]

~ ~

idea, thought, intention: Weile y~ge nuren, tCi buzh!dao
zhuanle duoshao niantou. For a woman he has tried many
things (in order to win her).

to study in an elementary school

rosary [SC/N]

forget and forgive old grudges

to recall the past [SC/C]

to commemorate: Zheke shu shi weile jlnian wo muq!n zhong
de. This tree was planted to commemorate my mother. [CC/V]
commemoration: jiehun jlnian, wedding momentos, wedding
anniversary

to keep as a memento (used in sending a picture, etc.):
Dage liunian, To my brother (oldest) [CC/V]

to think of, to miss: Ta hdn xiangnian ta muqin. He miss
es his mother a lot· [CC/SV]
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pabu 'fB '0-

pa
to fear, to be afraid of

to be afraid: Pabu ye hcii yao sans~ sh{ tian de gongfu. I am
afraid it will take 30 to 40 days yet.

pade shi Jt~ itJL What I am afraid of is: Pade shi m{ngtian x1.-axue bunenq
kaiche. What I am afraid of is that it will snow tomorrow
and we won't be able to drive.

po. dezui. Y'f~n Jre ~~ ~.f.- to be afraid of offending people

pa gut, >tf3 ~ to be afraid of ghosts [V 0]

pa gut, jiao men If'f3 it"O~ f~ to be afraid that a ghost may knock on the door:
Buzuo kuixin sh~~ bupa gu{ jiao men. If one has not done
anything discreditable, he is not afraid that a ghost may
knock on his door.

pa jian ren '113-~~ to be afraid of seeing people, bashful

pa Zaopo 'f13~ 1r to be henpecked

pa qian pa hou '[13MIfB1~to be afraid of front and back/to be afraid of every
thing, to worry too much

paren'taJ-

pa ehenmo 'ts 11Jt
pash~ Jta.f

pa st, ,tf:1 16
po:xiu 'rEJ
hai.pa t1~

kongpa %1i3

to be shy: Zhege xiaohair paren. This child is shy. to be
terrifying, shockingly bad: Zhezhang huar zhen paren. This
picture is really terrifying.[VO/SV]

to be bashful: N~h6ir duobanr pasao. Most girls are bashful.
[VO/SV]

What are you afraid of? Don't be afraid.

to be afraid of getting involved, don't want to be bothered:
Zh~ge ren pashide budeZiao. Nt zuihao bie zhao tao This man
hates to be bothered. You'd better not disturb him. [VOl

to be afraid of death [V 0]

to be bashful [VO/SV]

to fear, to be afraid of, to be scared [VOl

perhaps: Ta kongpa buhui Z6iZe. Perhaps he will not come.
[CC/Adv]
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pao
~tto run, to escape

pcwbing }?t/A<-- to ice skate [V-a]

paoohai. nt to run errands [V-a]

paoche ~~ a race car, sports car [SC/N]

paod/inbiinq nJf f to travel back and forth with profit making goods

paodao ~~ runway, athletic track [SC/N]

paodiaoZe ~1.f3 to have escaped, to have run away [VC]

paoduei. ~~:t..} to have loose bowels [v-a]

paogou ~~ to have a dog race [v-a]; dog race

paojie ~1ft to run errands [v-a]; errand boy

pao j{ngbcw~""~ to run for air raid shelter

pao Zeii pao qi: ~~)t! to run around

pao Z6ngtao ~ltt- to act insignificant roles in Chinese opera, to
serve in a supporting role: Wo zh{ neng t~ renjia paopao
Z6ngtao eryi. What I can do is only serving a supporting
role for others.

paoma ~,~ to have a horse race; to have a wet dream [v-a]; horse race

pao mat6u ~A2!' ~ to tra,:,el from one port to another/to make a living in
wander1ng around (magicians, singers, etc.)

paotangde ~1t~ waiter in a restaurant

paoHngde ~.~ servant in a brothel

paotut. mA~ to run on errand [V-a]; footman, messenger

pao x~nwen ~~r~ to run around to gather news (reporter)

paozhcmgde ~t~k~ debt collector

dapaoZe t:r~~ ~ to chase somebody (or a dog) away by beating [VC]

gen ren paoZe ~1t J.......~J to run away with someone

saipao t ~ to run a race [v-oj
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/p1.-ng
to be level, to be equal; to tranquilize

pIng'an 1- Eij

p{ngdingt~

to be peaceful, safe: y{Zu p{ng'an, all the way peaceful/
bon voyage [CC/SV]

to be equal [CC/SVr; equality: nan n~ p{ngdeng, equality
between male and female

to subjugate (rebels) and restore peace [Vc]; to be peace
ful: Difangshang hen p{ngding. This place is peaceful. [SV]

to be commonplace: y{jian hen p{ngfdnde sh~, a commonplace
thing; Neige pen ke bup{ngfan. That person is really un
usual. [CC/SV]

To divide equally: Women plngfen zhexie dongxi. We will
divide these things equally. [SC/V]

p{nghe 3f::to
pinqheru; -t~f
p{nghua f ~
plngjing t ~

to be moderate [CC/SV]

to be evenly balanced [CC/SV]

to be smooth and even [CC/SV]

to be peaceful and quiet: Zhege d~fang hen p{ngj~ng. This
place is very quiet and peaceful. [CC/SV]

to be evenly distributed, on the average: P{ngjun y{ge pen
zhuan du~shao qian? On the average how much does a person
earn? [CC/SV]

p{ngrn{n Sf K;
p{ngp{ng l' Sf

common people [SC/N]

to be so-so, nothing special: jinZai y£qie p{ngp{ng. Meiyou
shenmo keshuode. Recently everything is so-so. There is
nothing worth saying. [CC/SV]

usually: Plngsh{ wo bushui wUjiao. Usually I don't take a
noon-nap. [SC/TW]

to be steady, safe [CC/SV]

to be level: DaoZu p{ngtan. The road is level. [CC/SV]p{ngtan f ;J/lL
p£ngwen 3fki

I ~

T1~p1.-ngX1.-n

.' xin .~ ..
p1.-ng J1.-ng q1.-

ordinary mail [SC/N]

-f IS 'j~ to be calm, cool

pIng yi jin pen f Jh si»: to be personable and accessible

p{ngyun .f t~ to be fair and objective [CC/SV]
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po
to break, to reveal, tQ spend

pochdn ~t1

pochu hjJ~

pofei ~I-t

to declare bankruptcy [V-oJ; bankruptcy

to overcome, to eradicate (prejudices, obstacles, super
stition): pochu. m{x~n, to eradicate superstition [CC/V]

to spend money (used by guests to host after dinner or re
ceipt of gifts): Pofei, pOfei! Jintian rang n{n pofei leo
Today you spent too much money. [V-OJ

age sixteen (girl), age 64 (women)

a broken jar/unchaste woman, a physical wreck[SC/N]

torn and rotten/torn-down, ragged [CC/SV]

to take exception [V-oJ

to damage: pohuai m{ngyu, to damage the reputation; to
destroy: pohuai jiating, to destroy a family [CC/V]

junk: jian polanr guohu6, to make a living by picking up
junk

poge ~I..%

pogua zh"i nidn ~fjy..\....~ ,

po quanei. :hl~ :}
pohuai. tl ~t.

to break, to be broken: ganq{ng polie, friendship is
broken [CC/V]

pol.uo hi~ to decline [CC/V]

posangzi ht- 'P';::} broken voice, lost voice [SC/N]

poshangfeng ~Er 1~ ~ tetanus infection

posu~ ~jl~ to be piecemeal, to be broken up [CC/SV]

potiiinhuang AG)t~~ to be unprecedented: Ta potianhuang dly{c~ lai. He
/ breaks all precedents to come for the first time.

polan ~jfJ

poLan»:(/J.rJJ~
polie ~l~

the opening sentence of essay in civil examinations defin
ing the theme; (figuratively) the first thing [VaiN]

potu ~J: to break ground (for construction)

poxiao ;(,ttJ~ daybreak [VaiN]

pozhan ~,~~ a flaw (secret, argument) [SC/N]

ehi. ru po zhu~-t't' j!1'1 It I s like splitting bamboo/with irresistible force

y~ yu ado po ~~ ii-:z>t- to hit the point with one remark
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qib"ing ~A

qieao ~~

qichenq~11
qtchu ~ ~J]

q{,chuang~ Ii
q{fei ~~

q{gong ~;[.

q{hong uf¥J
q{jia ~~

q{shen UJr
q{shou U t
q{,shi ~'f

q{tou(r)M~}0

v
q1.-

to rise; to begin

to raise troops/to go to war [va]

to prepare a draft [V-a]

to start the journey [Va]

at the beginning [Adv]

to get out of bed [V-Q]

to take off (airplane, economy): Jinqj~ qtfei. The economy
took off. [CC/V]

to start work [Va]

to make an uproar [V-a]

to raise the fortunes of the family, to be prosperous in
one's career: Ta shi ZUQ shengyi qtjia de. He raised the
fortunes of his family by doing business. [v-a]

motive, purpose: weile sheng qidn q{jian3 for the purpose
of saving money

to be energetic: Ta zuosh~ zhen q{jinr. He is really ener
getic when he does things. [VO/SV]

rising and resting/one's everyday life style: Ta jinlai
q{ju hen zhengchang. His recent behavior is very normal.
[CC/N]

to rise, to get up; as a verbal complement in neutral tone,
it indicates the beginning of an action: shuoqihualai mei
you wan. When one starts talking, there will be no end.
Shuoqilai3 hua chdng. It's a long story when one starts to
talk about it. [VC]

to give a name [V-a]

improvement: Tade bing you dianr q{se. His illness is im
proving/He is a little better. [SC/N]

to start a journey [v-a]

to start [va]

to take an oath, to swear [V-a]

to begin: Shei qide tour? Who started it? [V-a]
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v
q-z-
to rise; to begin

q{y?,- M ~

kcmbuqi :ij ;r,~
maideqi ~ 1~~
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to raise a righteous revolt [v-oJ

to look down upon (somebody or something) [VC]

can afford to buy [VC]



qiang (qiang)
to be strong, to force

to violate: qidngbao shaonu, to rape a young girl [CC/V]

to argue forcefully; to call white black, refuse to admit
one's mistake: Ta cubZe hdi yao qidngbian. Even when he
has made a mistake, he still won't admit it. [SC/V]

qi.anq ct duo a ?~ ~ff ~ to exaggerate by rhetoric

qi.anqdao 3i~ a robber [SC/N]

qiangbao '1~ -g,
.:7~~

qianqirian g~~

to emphasize, to reiterate: Ta yizhi qiangdiao ta fandu~
de Ziy6u. He constantly reiterates the reasons for his op
position. [SC/V]

qianggan 3~~ to do something by force [SC/V]

qianghan :#)~t to be powerful, brutal [CC/SV]

qianqhenq 1~ 1~ to be arrogant, brutal [CC/SV]

qiangjian 5~:f.tr to rape [SC/V]

qiangjian 5~,1~ to be physically strong [CC/SV]

qiangpb 3i,L to force, coerce (somebody to do something) [SC/V]

qiangpo jiaoyu 5~~Jf compulsory education

qiangsheng 5~~ to be strong and prosperous (nation): Zhonggu6 xianzai
ke qidngshengqiZai Ze. China is now really strong and
prosperous. [CC/SV]

qidnqehui. 5~7K

qiangy~ng 5~1t
strong acids like sulphuric acid [SC/N]

to be unyielding: Dipende taidu hen qiangying. The enemy's
attitude is very unyielding. [CC/SV]

• ;' v Z... 2v.. -J:.. jJqt-anqijou 1". J"1J. /~ to be powerful: yige qiangyouZide gu6jia, a powerful
country

qiangzhi zhixing 3~ 1$~~qf to carry it out by force

qidnqzhuanq 5~~:t to be powerful, strong [SC/SV]

mianqiang ~ 3~ to do something against one's will: N{ yaoshi buyuanyi,
q{ng bie mianqiang. If you are not willing, please don't
force yourself; to strive to do one's best: Wo sh{zai
zuobuZiao, n{ y{ding yao WG zuo, WG zh{hao mianqiang
sh~shi. I really can't do it. Since you insist, I will try
my best.
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to cut in two, to amputate [VC]

to be very appropriate, to the point [SC/SV]

to grind one's teeth in hatred: qiech£ zhi h~n [va]

qie (qi'e)
to cut; close, firmly

qiechi: it}] ~

qiedanq -t-JJ ,$
qieduan 1/71 t'f
qie!,u zhi. tong 1;;J-1)J £ ~

qiegu zhi hen -tJJ f i 't~

qi.ehe 1I1J~ to be
facts

1JJ

sorrow close to the skin/heartfelt sorrow

hatred to the bones

fitting; to fit: qiehe sh~sh£, to correspond to the
[SC/SV]

qiej:t 1IJ)~0

qiej:tn 1iJJ~

., .,
qieqie i/JJ 1IJ]

qi.equan vJJ ~tJ

qieehen 11)] it

be sure to remember

to be close to (reality), to be close at (home) [CC/SV]

be sure to: qieqie jizhu, be sure to remember [Adv]

to advise firmly

to be close, personal, intimate: qieshen went{, personal
problem to be taken care of immediately; qieshen zhi tong,
sorrow that hits close to home [VO/SV]

to be practical: qieqiesh£sh~; in earnest: qieqiesh£shide
zuosh~, to work in earnest [SV]

qiezhonq sh{b:t 1;27 t 'e~~ to hit closely the shortcomings of the day

buqi.e sh{ji f~)J~~ .~o b~ .~nre~listic, not practical: Tade hua yidianr dou
~ Duq1.-e sh1.-J1.-. H~s words are not practical at all.

to be concerned about: Ta du~ wade shiqing y{xiang hen
guanqie. He has always been very concerned about my af
fairs. Ta hen guanqie woo He is very concerned about me.
[CC/SV]

qinqi'eJt~
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to be close, intimate: Tamen lia de guanxi hen miqie. The
relationship between the two of them is very close. to
pay close attention to: Q{ng n{ miqie zhuyi tiide x{ngdong.
Please pay close attention to his activities. [CC/SV]

to be warm and sincere: Tade taidu hen qinqie. His atti
tude is very warm and sincere. [CC/SV]

to be urgent: Zhejian shi hen poqie. This matter is very
urgent. [CC/SV]



qin 'ai :It~

q1,ngjia -1t~

qinjin .tt~

qinkin: k-o
qinmi: 1t~

qinnidnq .:ft~

qinqi. :1t},g--

~~g .. ~qinehen 'f;lt>~

qinehenq .J,t~

qinehi. ~tf

qineui: ~tlL
qirucin -1t ~%

chenqqiri fiil:i
j i.eqin ht-¥~

...., ...'t:)~

xiang qin xiang

qin
to love, to be close to, to be related by blood

to be affectionate, dear: qinaide mUqin~ my dear mother
[CC/SV]

relatives by marriage (note special pronunciation for qin)
[SC/N]

to associate closely with: qinjin xiaoren~ to associate
closely with dishonorable men [CC/V]; to be close, inti
mate [SV]; close friends or relatives

personally: qinkou daying~ to promise personally [SC/Adv]

to be very intimate [CC/SV]

one's own mother [SC/N]

letter writing form used after addressee's name: Wang
Danian xiansheng qinqr~ "personal" for Mr. Wang Tanien
[SC/V]

to be warm and affectionate (with people) [CC/SV]

a relative [SC/N]

to be friendly: Zhong Mei qinshan. China and the U.S. are
friendly. [CC/SV]

personal: qinshen jingyan~ personal experience [SC/Adj]

one's own (children, parents): qinsheng zin~~ qinsheng
fWrriA. [SC/Adj ]

wedding [SC/N]

personal attendant [SC/N]

confidant, right-hand man [CC/N]

personally: qinzi chUm~~ to deal with something personally
[CC/Adv]

to kiss: qi.n tade zur~ kiss her or him, or gen to. qi.nl:e ge
zu{ [V-OJ

to marry [V-OJ

to unite by marriage [V-OJ

ai;fa ~;f~~ to be deeply attached to each other: Tamen ehl.
qin xiongdi~ ddnqrari yinggai xiang qin xiang ai . They are

blood brothers. Of course they should love each other dearly.
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>Iq'l-ng
to request, to invite, please

to inquire after someone's health, to wish the best of
health [V-OJ

qingbian ~1t1~ please make yourself at home, do as you please

qing eciishen ~~~~ to call upon the god of wealth

qing chd ~t4 to invite to tea

qingjia ~:f1F>t to ask for leave: q{ng b1-ngjia, to ask for sick leave;
~ q{ng sh1-jia, to ask for business leave [V-Oj

qingjicm ~~t
q{ngjiao ~~:i'tL

q{ng j1-n ~t~

qingke ~t~

qingtie ~t tV5
q{ngtuo ~~~

qingwen ~~ fJ)

shenq{ng r ~~
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invitation card or letter [SC/N]

to ask for advice [V-OJ

Please come in.

to give a party, to be host: Jintian w~ q{ngke. Today I
am the host. Wo q{ng nide ke. I invite you (You are my
guest). [V-OJ

to beg, request, to demand [CC/V]

to beg for instructions: Ni yaoshi bUxiang shangsi q{ng
sh1-, zuoeuole sh~ shei fuze? If you don't get instruc
tions from your superior, who is going to be responsible
if something is done wrong? [v-oJ

invitation card [SC/N]

to request another's help: q{ngtuo ren zuO y{jian shi,
ask someone to do something [CC/V]

May I ask: Qingwen ni guixing? May I ask what your sur
name is? Q{ng wen ba. Please ask.

to call a doctor

to demand (usually at popular demonstration) [V-OJ

to confess guilt and ask for punishment [V-OJ

to beg earnestly [SC/V]

to appoint: pinq{ng jiajiao (jiating jiaoshi), to hire a
home tutor [CC/V]

to make application: shenqing gongzuo, to apply for a
job [CC/V]



qiu.m{ng :f-16
;f~~

qiuqi.n 12.:ft

qiuq{ng ~~ 't!
qiurdo ;f~L

qiu nen 3f<.. /:

qiu
to beg for, to seek for

to look for talent [V-a]

to ask for a loan [V-a]

to beg for peace by offering surrender [V-a]

to ask for a girl's hand [V-a]

to seek an interview [CC/V]

to ask for advice [V-a]

to ask for help [V-a]

to set one's mind to obtain fame [V-a]

to beg for (help, pardon, forgiveness, etc.) [CC/V]

to ask for marriage between two families; to ask for
help from relatives [v-a]

to ask for special consideration, to make an appeal on
friendship [V-a]

to ask for pardon [V-a]

to ask others for help: Wo shi meishi jue bu qiu ren de.
If I don't have anything important, I will never ask
others for help. [V 0]

to seek a job [V 0]

to seek knowledge, to go to school or college for stud
ies Iv-cl

qiu zhi. bic de /f~t-;f ~ just what one wished for: NO. zhen shi y{jian qiu zhi.
, bU de de shi. That is just what one wished for.

bu qiu you gong3 zh{. qiu wu guo ftz~ ~JJ ~ ~~~,i~~ to seek no rewards for
accomplishment, but only to be free from mistakes.

ke yu er bu ke qiu q~W?)'-;J' t<:Something unique that may come only by chance

zi qiu shang jin )J ~i ~~ to try to get ahead (in studies, career, etc.)

you qiu bi. ying 1i id<"~~ (of god, gentlemen) never refuses a request
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qu
to take, to obtain, to aim for

qUbao ~~

qucai *:tr
qudao *~

Vd' 1J'-t J~,qu e .Jf"-< r~

qudenq» *jt-~

qudi j{5Z.1sf

qu ddnqei. jf5tf. @

qufa *~

qUjue *~"

qUzerr)~~~

qu q{ bian *tit

qu qian Jf~il
quqicw 1fit-s:1j

to ask somebody to act as guarantor [V-a]

to get material for a writing assignment [V-a]

to go by way of: Women qudcw Xianggang dao Zhonggu6 quo
We go to China by way of Hong Kong. [V-a]

to obtain (consent, degree, wealth, etc.) qude xuewei~ to
receive a degree [CC/V]

matches

to ban (publications, etc.); to deprive (person) of cer
tain rights [CC/V]

to fetch things

to copy somebody as example: Women dou yao qUfa Yue Fei
aigu6de jingshen. We must follow the example of Yueh Fei
in patriotism.

to make decision: Women jia de shi y6u taitai qUjue. In
our family, the wife makes the decision. [Va]

(to do something) to have fun: Ta zhuanmen mo.ren quZe(r).
He especially enjoys scolding people. [V-a]

to give or to be given a name: Ta qum{ng daqidng. He was
given the name Ta Ch'iang. Daqidng shi ta baba gei ta qu
de mingr. Ta Ch'iang is the name his father gave himlV-d

choose it for its convenience: Women zheyang jwiding
buguo sh~ qu q{ bian eryi. We made such a decision only
because of its convenience.

to get money [V 0]

to take short cut, to choose the easy way: Xihuan t6uji
quqiao de ren chdngchdng hui shiwang. Those who enjoy
speculation and shortcuts are often disappointed. [V-a]

qu ren zhi ehan Jf~~i~ to take a person's good points

qushe ~<ft

ql1sheng jpl~

qiuciao *-~~
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the power of judgement in taking or rejecting [CC/N]

to win victory [V-a]

to cancel (appointment, treaty, contract, etc.) [CC/V]



qiceiaot») *~~

qu
to take, to obtain, to aim for

to make fun, to make fun of (somebody): Bie qUxiao tao
Don't make fun of him. [Va/TV]

y?- wu ke qu .-~~*- nothing worth mentioning: Zhege x-en zhen shi y?- wU ke
quo This person really has nothing to offer.
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qu
to go, past, gone

qUbing :t~
quchu 4 ~

.,.,\~

qude :E. 4%
qudu *'~
qugu6 1\,~

quh(dp) i ~~5L
quhuQ :fA j(

\ ..,
~lCqUJ1.,.U

quUu :E. ~J
, ~ 1AJtqupt:

to drive away illness [V-OJ

a place to go: meiyou ge quchu3 there is no place to go
(for ~isits, recreation, etc.); whereabouts: buzh~ quch~

whereabouts unknown [SC/N]

to be worth a visit; qUbude3 to be unfit to go

(Chinese medicine) to reduce poison in the body system
[V-OJ

to depart from one's own country [V-OJ

to remove the stone of fruits, pitted: quhu(p) h6ng
zao(p)3 pitted red dates [V-OJ

(Chinese medicine) to reduce combustion in body system
[V-OJ

to resign or to stay in office (an important Confucian
moral principle) [CC/N]

the question of leaving or staying, resigning or contin
uing (position), dismissing or retaining [CC/N]

to remove the skin, to exclude the packing (net weight)
[V-OJ

falling tone [SC/N]

to shorten by three inches

to depart from the world~to pass away [V-o]

qu eiincun ~ .:=- "1
qusheng :[;.~

qushi 1i. ~
qic Wang Bda-chuan t.. 1-~~'l

Chinese
to play the role of Lady Precious Stream in
opera

qiceianq!») ~ ~~~

qUxie *1fr
quzh{ 1;.~

direction: buzh~ qUxiang3 don't know the direction or
destination [SC/N]

items of expense [SC/N]

to ward off evil spirits [V-OJ

to leave an official position [V-OJ

quodequ 3~_~~::t... to be able to cross; to be presentable [VC]

ehuo Lai: ehud qic ~~~~t to talk about something over and over again

xin kou ehuii qu 1t 0 ~Jl>1:, reckless talking
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ranqbi: ~i f
rang fenUang

rang
to yield, to resign, to cede

to make concessions [V-a]

%10 -! to give the customer a little more of what he is
buying

, .J.. ~ /. 1
ranggei ~~ ~~ to yield (One's rights) to

rcmgguo(r) ~i~ to yield, to give in: Nei Uangge ren y1.- chaoqi lai, ehei.
ye bUrangguor. When these two men start to quarrel, neither
will give in to the other. [v-a]

rangjia(r)~11t~, ~:o reduce the price: Yaoshi n{ burang dianr jia, WQ jiu
buma~. If you don't reduce the price a little, I won't buy
it. [V-a]

rang jiu ~;,®

rcmgren

Rrmg ta

to offer wine: Keren dou zuohaole, zenmo hdi burangjiu? The
guests have all been seated. Why don't you offer them a
drink? [V 0]

to make way for someone: Q~che l6i le; qrng rangkai. A car
is corning; please make way. [vel

to show fraternal affection (allusion to the story of K'ung
Yung, who let his elder brother have the bigger pear) [Va]

to step aside to let other people pass [V 0]

to make a polite gesture: Rangrang jiu shi leo Lai bulai za~

tao We made a polite gesture to invite him. It's up to him
whether he comes or not.

to yield to others [V-a]

him try it.

to abdicate the throne in favor of someone else; to give up
one's seat or position to another [V-a]

rcmgyu to cede (one's rights to someone else): Ba fangchan quan
rangyu L{ S1.-. To cede one's right to a property to Li Ssu.

rangzuo(r)~~

to pay a bill for another [V-a]

to give (someone) the better of an argument: Ta nidnji xiao,
n{ jiu rangzhe ta dianr. Since he is younger, you just give
him the better of the argument.

to give one's seat to a lady or an older person, to in
vite someone to take a seat [V-a]
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re
to be hot, to heat

to love ardently: Luomeiou reai Zhi:tZiye. Romeo ioves Juliet
ardently. [SC/V]

recheng ~~~ to be earnest, enthusiastic [CC/SV]

rehOnghongde 1~ 'J.f:.1-tYI3 red-hot

»ehuhude ~-ot'9# It:J very hot (of food)

to be warm (person or temperature), friendly, affectionate
[CC/SV]

(of feelings) to be warm, passionate, fervent, ardent: Tade
q{ngxu hen reZie. His emotion is very fervent. [CC/SV]

»ement») ~11~ hot door/any commodity in great demand [SC/N]; popular: re-
menr renwU, persons who make frontpage news [Adj]

req{ng ~>-)'~

res{ ~~fL

re tang £~~

rexian !k-~t-

to be jolly, noisy, boisterous: rere'naon1io, very jolly;
re'naore'nao, to have fun, merry-making [CC/SV]

noisy fun in which many people take part, stage shows and
stunts, merry-making: renjia ban shengri, zamen qu couge
re'naor ba. They are celebrating a birthday. Let's go have
some fun together.

to be passionate [SC/SV]; passionate feelings or love

to be unbearably hot: Zhezhong ti1inqi neng ba ren res{. This
kind of weather can really kill people with the heat. [VC]

hot soup [SC/N]; to heat the soup [V-O]

hot line (telephone line between the White House and Kremlin)
[SC/N]

Zh' ,to be enthusiastic, ardent, zealous, earnest: ege ren
bansh~ hen rexin. This man does things very enthusiastically.
Ta rexin gongyi. He is enthusiastic about public wellbeing.
[SC/SV]

re xinchang~J-'E~ to be enthusiastic, sincere, zealous: Zhege ren re
... --- \..> x1..-nchang. Sheide mdng ta bubang? This person is enthusiastic.

He will help anybody.

»ezhao ~~~

rezhong ~~1
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to fall victim to heat stroke [VC]

to be restless, impatient; to hanker for (official prefer
ment). T1i dui dUbo hen rezhong. He likes to gamble. T1i re
zhong m{ngZi. He hankers for fame and fortune. [CC/SV]



»en bush1.- &! :f-Jb. to apologize:
J-L--' baeni: Father

apologize.

»en
to recognize, to admit, to agree

Baba zat: ehenq ni.de qi., Hai: bu kuai qu ren qe
is mad at you. Why don't you go over and

, >'A1 t:I
»ende ::::; rJ. 1~

I:'/.:J'I _j

renehd.

renehii

to admit one's fault, to mistake someone (or thing) for
another: Ta rencuole ren le. He mistook one person for
another. [V-a]

to be able to recognize (character, person); Wo rende zhege
zi (or ren). I know this character (or person).

to affirm, to put one's finger on [VC]

to recognize one as godfather

approve, to endorse, to give legal force to [va]

to accept without protest: wo shu duoshao qian ye renle. No
matter how much I have lost, I accept the loss (not going to
try to win it back)

to adopt (a child), to claim a lost article (CC/V]

to accept one's fate [Va]

to recognize relatives, especially first meeting on wedding
day between both sides [V-a]

to recognize strangers/to be shy (said of children) [Va]

to recognize, to know (=rende) [CC/V]

to admit defeat (gambling, fighting, etc.) [V-a]

to consider to be, to consider that •.. , to think: Wang
T6ngzhi ba zheyang renwei. Comrade Wang doesn't think this
way. (PRC) [CC/V]

to approve, to acknowledge (CC/V]

to make earnest effort to do something, to take seriously
[Va]

renzi ~11 't to recognize characters, to be literate (=shi zi) tv-oi
, - J-'

»eneei ZUQ !u ~~~-t\1'f/Z- to take a thief as one's father/unfilial, disloyal

Ziu qin bu rEm;-: '~.;1'-~,,£ to be unfeeling toward everybody, to be utterly de
void of human feelings
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rong
to tolerate, to allow

capacity [SC/N]

to forgive and forget [CC/V]

to welcome, receive (guests) [CC/V]

volume as measured in cubic units [SC/N]

rongbuxia ~:1.... ~ can't take it (because of limited capacity) [VC]

»onqhuo if::! -?-~ perhaps, maybe, possibly [Adv]
~ ~'\j

/ .- J?:!..4:~
ronq.jt. ~ /J ~

rongjie %f~

rongU?mg~

rongUcmg £~1'
/'0 -oIJ ....

to accept (ideas, views, suggestions): Zhengfu guanyu6n dou
yao you neng rongna dazhong yijian de yaliang. Government
officials should all have the capacity to accept opinions
from the masses. [CC/V]

to ask permission for, request

to be lenient, to make special allowance for [v-a]

ronqqi.%~

rongq{ng ~Itt
rongren I~ 1() to tolera te [CC/V]

hJ~ ,
rong pen zhi. guo k-J.-..-7..-'i..~/ to tolerate other's mistakes

ronqehen if.-t to have somewhere to stay: wU di rong shen~ nowhere to live,
ashamed to show one's face [V-a]

ronqehbu >1:? ,z.-; to endure, to put up with [CC/V]
~~

r6ngshu 117 ~o to forgive, to pardon [CC/V]
/VJU

ronq 7iJO j{ iridn ~~~ 1::- Please give me a few days' grace

rongx1- ~~~ to accept the knee/a tiny spot [V-O/N]

rongxicm %1~ limitation, limit of capacity [SC/N]

rongxu ~~ to permit [CC/V]; perhaps, maybe [Adv]
;.0- ~J

rongyi Ji.:z ~ to be easy [CC/V]
./<1/7j)

rongy{n %-1! to try to cover up [CC/V]
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rucluio A.U
ruer AJf

rugang A ~

rUj~ng A yL
rukou A '0

»ukou» A1"~

ru.mo AJl.
rushou At
rutu ;A.::t-

ritwei .A~

maoei» A 'Of

ruwiA. A-113
»uxuan A~

riiyan A ~~

ruyuan A~

rU
to enter, to take in

import over/to have an unfavorable balance of trade [spiv]

to be pleasant to hear [VO/SV]; house centipede, popular name
for y6uyan (because of its fondness for creeping into the ean

to enter port [V-a]; to be harmonious, in full agreement:
Tamen shu8de ru.gang. They got along very affably in their
conversation. [V-a]

to be naturalized: Ta y{jing ruZe Meiguo j{ Ze. He has al
ready been naturalized as an American. [V-a]

to enter country [v-a]

entrance, imports [SC/N]

to be completely engrossed, fascinated: Ta kan wUxia xiaoshuQ
kande rukour. He is entirely absorbed in reading kungfu nov
els. [va]

to enter horse/to make progress in courtship[VO]

to be initiated into a subject [V-a]; a primer or introduc
tion (of a subject): Gu6yu RUmenr, Mandarin Primer

to be enchanted, enraptured: Ta xiaq{ xiade rUm{Ze, shenmo
sh~ d8u buguan Ze. He is so much interested in playing chess
that he doesn't tend to any other business. [V-a]

to be completely bewitched; to go the way of the devil [V-a]

to commence, to start [v-a]; a start

to be buried [V-a]

to live incommunicado during period of examination (of offic
ial in charge of government examinations) [v-a]

to be interesting, to be tasteful [V-a]

to enter military service [V-a]

to be selected (for a job, contest, etc.) [V-a]

to be pleasing to the eye [V-a]

to enter the hospital/to be hospitalized [V-a]
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eai:
to race, to rival

eai.che ~ ~

eaichuan cle,~
/jt 0

eai.denqf 'j!..1J:
saigou f~

eai.quo ~ 'fd.
~.~

to race cars [V-a]

to run a boat. race [V-a]

to show off lanterns (as at the lantern festival) [V-a]

to have a dog race [v-a]

to excell: Zhiingjilide sange nthciizi~ zhangde y{ge saiguo y{ge.
As for the Changs' daughters, each is prettier than the last.
(VC]

a religious festival (with parades of idols, stilts, floats,
etc.); an exposition [SC/N]

saizuZuO~~~(transliteratiOn) celluloid

saima >jL ~. to hold a horse race tv-or, horse race
~-,~

scdmei J 1: to hold a beauty contest [V-a]

saipcwf~ to hold a race tv-o:

saiqiut4- to playa ball game lv-ol

eaiqudn1 t-- to match fingers (drinking game) tv-ci

saiShel~~~ a village festival of offerings of thanks to the gods, esp.
~ ff- after the harvest [SC/N]

eai.ehenJ;f' =saihui [V-O/N]

eai. tianxi~n -*'1< ~J.' to rival the beauty of a fairy

sai XiShi~rlb~to rival the beauty of Rsi Shih (an historical beauty)

sai Yingta~~jt:0 rival a cherry (as to size and color of a girl's mouth)

sai yuan~~ to give offerings of thanks for wish granted [V-a]

bieai. V't> Jj{, to have a contest: Jintian women b{sai xiezi. Today we will
~ have a contest for writing characters. [CC/V]; a contest;

xiezi bisai~ writing contest
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ehdnqban %J #f
shiingd?-ng ~s:
shiingUang ~-l

shiingZue~~

1_";. I Tl q aenanqmunq If:] 1oI/]

ehiinqque ~~

ehdnqtdn~~

sh?ingt6.o ~tl
shiingtong~ 16)

shangyt ~j~~
~ ~?i:.shiingyi r{f}~

shangyue ~~

shangzhun ~1
ehdnqzhuo ~~

congshiing1)t.~
cubehdnq ~ fJj
j1-ngshang ,~t@
mianehdnq ~ J.tiJ

xieshiing 11)~ ~

shang
to discuss

to consult and take action [CC/V]

to decide after discussion [VC]

to discuss: shangZaingshangZiang, to discuss a bit [CC/V];
shangshangZiangZiangde, indecisive

to discuss (situation) [CC/V]

to come to a clear understanding after discussion [VC]

to discuss together (problems, business, etc.) [CC/V]

to discuss, to confer [CC/V]

to discuss (from shangZiang and taoZun) [CC/V]

to confer with, to deliberate jointly: Zhejian shi women dei
shangtong Wang Xiansheng y{kuair qu ban. So far as this mat
ter is concerned, we must do it in consultation with Mr.
Wang. [CC/V]

to propose to, to suggest [CC/V]

to discuss [CC/V]

to decide (together to do something) [CC/V]

to agree to after discussion [CC/V]

to discuss (situation, etc.), (from shangZiang and zhenzhu6)
[CC/V]

to go into business as a career [V-oj

to deliberate, to discuss [CC/V]

to engage in business [V-OJ

to discuss personally [SC/V]

to discuss together (terms, procedures, etc.) O[SC/V]
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sai
to race, to rival

eai.che ~ ~

eaiohudn~~
~ 0

eai.denq1 'f..1j::
saigou f~

eai.quo ~ -a
~~

to race cars [v-a]

to run a boat. race [V-a]

to show off lanterns (as at the lantern festival) [V-a]

to have a dog race [V-a]

to excell: Zhangjiade sange nthciizi~ zhangde y{ge saiguo y{ge.
As for the Changs' daughters, each is prettier than the last.
(VC]

a religious festival (with parades of idols, stilts, floats,
etc.); an exposition [SC/N]

sailUlUO~~~(transliteratiOn) celluloid

saima >jL ~ to hold a horse race [V-a]; horse race
J~-,~

eaimei. J 1:::..- to hold a beauty contest [V-a]

saipao f ~ to hold a race [V-a]

saiqiut*-- to play a ball game [v-oj

eaiqudnf + to match fingers (drinking game) tv-o l

saishel~, ~~ a village festival of offerings of thanks to the gods, esp.
~, ff~ after the harvest [SC/N]

eaiehenf;f' =saihui [V-O/N]

eai. tianXi~n.f1< ~J-, to rival the beauty of a fairy

sai XiShi;jtrlb~to rival the beauty of Rsi Shih (an historical beauty)

sai Yingta~~jt:0 rival a cherry (as to size and color of a girl's mouth)

eai: yuanf ~ to give offerings of thanks for wish granted [V-a]

bieai. Vt ~, to have a contest: Jintian women b{sai xiez7-. Today we will
~, have a contest for writing characters. [CC/V]; a contest;

xiez7- blsai~ writing contest
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ehdnqban ~ #~

shiingd~ng ~ jL
ehiinqlianq ~-!

ehdnql.ue ~~

7~-;' I Tz q Benanqmunq J~ urJ

ehanqque~~

ehdnqtidn~~

sh7ingt~o ~~

shangtong~ 16)

shangy'i ~J~.t

sha.ngyi ~~

shangyue ~~

shangzhun~1
ehdnqzhuo ~~

c6ngsha.ng1jt~

cubehanq ~ fJl
j"ingshang,~t~

mwnshang1.fJ ~

xieshang 1&~

shang
to discuss

to consult and take action [CC/V]

to decide after discussion [VC]

to discuss: shangZaingshangZiang, to discuss a bit [CC/V];
shangshangZiangZiangde, indecisive

to discuss (situation) [CC/V]

to come to a clear understanding after discussion [VC]

to discuss together (problems, business, etc.) [CC/V]

to discuss, to confer [CC/V]

to discuss (from shangZiang and taoZun) [CC/V]

to confer with, to deliberate jointly: Zhejian shi women dei
shangt6ng Wdng Xiansheng y{kuair qu ban. So far as this mat
ter is concerned, we must do it in consultation with Mr.
Wang. [CC/V]

to propose to, to suggest [CC/V]

to discuss [CC/V]

to decide (together to do something) [CC/V]

to agree to after discussion [CC/V]

to discuss (situation, etc.), (from shangZiang and zhenzhu6)
[CC/V]

to go into business as a career [V-oj

to deliberate, to discuss [CC/V]

to engage in business [V-OJ

to discuss personally [SC/V]

to discuss together (terms, procedures, etc.) '[SC/V]
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shang
to go up, to mount, to go to

to appear on scene, market, or stage [V-a]

to go to drill [V-a]ehanqcdo ):..11:.
ehanqohiinq J::.-~

ehanqdanq.J::-~ to fall into a trap, to be cheated: Jintian wo shangle ge aa
dang. I was badly cheated today. [v-a]

ehanqdiao J::-~ to hang oneself tv-oi

ehanqdonq .J:..:/]t to freeze (of river, lake, e t c , ) tv-oi

shangganzhe~~~ to hurry forward to please: shangganzhe jiao lao b03

hurried forward and called "Uncle!"

ehanqqoru; J:-":;::- to report for work (usually labor work) [V-a]

ehanqhuo!r ).J::- j-Ll:ft-; to be inflamed with anger, to get angry tv-oj

smngj{nJ-.~ to affix tightly: EO: Ludei: smngytn3 to affix the screw
tightly [VC]

to do something energetically; to encourage: Ta jintian guang
gei wo shangjin. She has encouraged me all day today. [V-a]

shG.ngj~n.):-~

ehanqkiiu J:- -0

shdngLai J:.~
ehanql.ie j:.. ~l)

to make progress (esp. in studies! [SC/V]

easy to read [V-a]

to come up [VC]; also used as complement to other verbs

above-mentioned [SC/Adj]

ehanqehenq J:..~

ehanqehbu ):.. -t
ehanqeuan j:::-~

to go up (skyward) [SC/V]

to get in one's hand [V-a]

it pays to (do something): Zua feiji bijiao shangsuan.
Comparatively, it pays to go by plane. [VO/SV]

ehanqt-iiin J:.. K
shangxiang J::.-%
shangxi~mg~~

shcmgyan J;:. 9&.

to go up to the heavens, to die [V-a]; the sky above [SV/N]

to offer incense at temple [V-a]

to be photogenic [VO/SV]

to appeal to the eye: kan bushangyan3 to disdain, to hold in
contempt [v-a]

to show, to be shown, now showing
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ehenq
to produce, to create, to give birth

raw vegetable, salad [SC/N]

to fall ill [V-a]

to produce, to give birth to children: N{ taitai shenmo
sh{hou shengchan? When is your wife going to have the baby?
[CC/V]

chenq hua miao biC£f~J:1- gifted pen

ehenq huayang !t. ft.> 1"%<-- to make difficulties

shengblng !i- 4Jg

shengcai et t
ehenqchan .!::tA

shenghuo 1- ::4-- to live; chi ehenqhuo; (Shanghai dialect) to get a beating
/'0

[CC/V]

shenghuo JjSf-- to build a fire [V-a]

shengji 11: ~t to plot (v-oj , means of livelihood [SC/N]
~...,

shengZi 5- -t'l to bear interest, to make profit [V-a]

ehenq Zong huo hu j:..~l;,ts. live dragon and live tiger/extremely vivid or
forceful

shengZuJ:t.1fr

ehenqminq :t-41
ehenqqi. !.:t~
ehenqehi. !.f.~

ehenqei. .!J:-10

way out, ways to make a living [SC/N]

life [CC/N]

to get angry [V-a]; vitality [SC/N]

to cause trouble [V-a]

life and death: shengsi guantou~ a grave cr1S1S between life
and death; shengsi zhi jiao~ lifetime friendship [CC/N]

h - • lJ.- tls enqxt: J-/a to bear interst [V-a]

shengxing l:t't!
shengycmg ~!

shengyi 1.::lt
i-:»

one's born nature [SC/N]

to give birth to and bring up (children) [CC/V]

business: ZUG shengyi~ to do business; shengyi~ will to live
[SC/N]

s henqzhang.!:t--%z to grow, to grow up: shengzhangde piaoZiang~ to grow up
pretty [CC/V]

shengzh{ ~:J.t to grow, multiply, to reproduce: shengzh{qi~ sexual organs
[CC/V]
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sheng
to produce, to create, to give birth

shengz:t ~ =t
J-J..~shengzi :..:L -J

to give birth to a son [V-o]

new characters, new words [SC/N]

unA. ehi. ehenq lei ~,~!1-~f to make uncalled for trouble
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shebai ~~*

ehebe i ~~1~

sheding ~~

shefa ~t7~

shefang ~~~

ehequan ~n

ehehub ~t~

sheji ~~~t

shejiao~~~

shej{ng ~J-1t

sheJ"u ~r1.- -e...
~RhJ

shezi ~:i

ehem: ~~-9. t:2.

, "; I1J .-'rj;sheruo ~)(A?

eheehi. t~11&
eheehl. ~~JL

ehetci. ~~

shexiang ~.t~

she
to set up, to arrange, to plan

to layout (for occasion, alter, dinner, etc.) [CC/V]

to provide" (facilities) [CC/V]; facilities, equipment:
Zhege xuexiao shebei bucuo. The facilities of this school
are not bad.

to set up (laws, regulations, etc.) [CC/V]

to think of ways to, to try to: Women dei shefa sheng qian.
We have to try to save money. [V-oJ

to set up defense [V-oJ

to give private tutoring [v-oJ

if [CC/Conj]

to design, to draw up a blueprint, to contrive [CC/V]

to set up as teacher, to found a religion [VOl

to lay a trap [VOl

to set up a situation: she pianju3 to lay a plan for swindle
[V-OJ

to establish: sheZi xuexiao3 to establish a school [CC/V]

if [CC/Conj]

if [CC/Conj]

arrangement, provisions, facilities [CC/N]

if [CC/Conj]

to set up banquet at [V-OJ; or x{she3 banquet at [SPIV]

to conjecture, to consider: wei ren shexiang3 to be consid
erate of others [CC/V]

to arrange [CC/V]; arrangement

to set up seats/to give dinner at: shezuo Hu6gu6 Fandian3 to
give a dinner at the Huakuo Restaurant [V-OJ

display, arrangement (of furniture, etc.) [CC/N]
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ehi.
to lose, to miss

ehibai: *~

ehi.ehanq *-if
ehi.danq *-$
shihe !,K. ~O

ehihuo *)~

shijiao !f:.-~r

shijing ~ 1!R..
shikou *- tJ

miu !f2-~$s i.t: t-art .--0;..
I-:Y

enimi.an !k-~~
shim{ng *- 13~

ehi.ean JjC*-
ehl.ehen*~

ehi.ehi. *::f-
shiwang l:f--~

ehi-xiao !:f::--~

shixin *~~

ehl.xue .~.~

shiye .!fC-f.
shiyi 1:--1,

shiyue JjC~~

to fail, to be defeated [CC/V]

to be abnormal [Va]

to be inappropriate: chuzhi shidang, badly handled [va]

to quarrel, to have differences of opinion, do not get along
[Va]

to have fire: Fangzi shihuale. The house is on fire. [V-a]

to slip on the ground [va]

to fail in courtesy or etiquette [Va], also shili

to say something carelessly [v-a], also sh"iyan

to be disappointed in love [V-a]

to suffer from insomnia [V-a]

to become blind [Va]

to scatter, to disperse [CC/V]

to lose virginity [V-a]

to run into trouble, to have an accident: Feij"i sh"ishi le.
The plane crashed. [V-a]

to lose hope, to be disappointed [V-a]

to become invalid [V-a]

to fail to keep promise [V-a]

to be forced to drop out of school [V-a]

to be unemployed [v-a]

to be disappointed: q{ngchang shiyi, disappointed in love
[VO/SV]

to fail to meet appointment, to break promise [V-a]

shizong J-t, :?!2 to lose traces/to be missing [V-a]0 JY/ J<,

wan wu yi ehi. ~!f!, -- K complete success assured
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sM
to know, to recognize

to recognize (a person's ability) and promote (him) [CC/V]

eh.ibi.« ~~ ~I] to know the difference, to distinguish [CC/V]

sh1-bieli~ ~ lJ 1J power of discrimination

shihuQ ~)~ to know the goods/to have good judgement for goods [Va]

shijian ~~ ~ definite views gained from superior knowledge [CC/N]

shijing ~~1 (courtesy) to make your esteemed acquaintance [Va]

shiqiao ~~~ to be tactful [VO/SV]

shiqu(r)~~~~~ to know the subtleties/to be tactful, know the right thing
to do [VO/SV]

\ / '~:
sh~ren t-k3X' J.-

shixiang'*-t.§

shiye ~$t

shiyu ~~f~

shizhe ~tz ~

to know people/to be able to distinguish between good and
bad people [va]

to be able to read the countenance/to know what is right to
do, to be tactful: Ta yaoshi shaowei sh~xi~ng dianr ye buhu~

rang renjia xiaohua tao If he is a little tactful, he will
not be laughed at by people. [VO/SV]

(psychology) field of awareness [SC/N]

=shiye [SC/N]

the one who knows/experts: we~ shizhe SUG xiao3 to be laugh
ed at by the experts [SC/N]

shizi ~~ to know characters/to be able to read tv-oi

caishi ;gr ~~ ability and insight (from caineng and jianshi) [CC/N]

jianshi ~t~ insight, intellectual discrimination [CC/V]

mU bti shi ding §l :f~"1 eyes cannot read the character ding/to be completely
illiterate

to appreciate (a person's ability): Lao Wang de shangsi hen
shangshi tdde gongzuo. Lao Wang's superior appreciates his
work very much. [CC/V]

to know each other [SC/V]

knowledge and insight (from xuewen and jianshi) [CC/N]
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shi
to make, to send, to use

eh/ibei. 11-~
ehlbude 1L~~~

shIbuZiao1f-;f )

maidservant [SC/N]

cannot be used: Zheba daozi shIbude. This knife cannot be
used. [VC]

cannot use (so much): Mai shu shIbuliao zhemo dUG qidn. One
doesn't need so much money for buying books. [VC]

shIde 11A~ will do: Zuor maide neijian dayi shide ma? Is that coat (that
you) bought yesterday all right? [VC]

ehi. guai nonq qiao 1~,* ft~ to play tricks

sh{ gu{j~ 1~;t~t to play tricks

shI huai 1~~ to willfully make someone suffer, to hurt, to destroy [VC]

ehihuan 1.1- fJf!L. to order servants, children) about: TCi hui. ehlhuan reno He
knows how to order people around. [CC/V]

eh/ihuanren -'It 'l;1~ i: servant, attendant

shIjin(rJ1t 7f1:)JJG to exert effort, to put out strength: sh:tjinr ni.anehic, to
study hard [V-a]

sh{ming~q official mission: Shangc:Z: ta meiyou wancheng sh:tming. Last
time he didn't complete his mission. [SC/N]

shIn~ 1~~ a maidservant [SC/N]

shIqi 1t~ to act on impulse or in fit of anger tv-oi

sh{ ren ndnehbu 1t",- ~[t ~ to make people feel bad

shI ehbuduan 1t-t&. to use strategy to maneuver

sh{t7l ~t~ (Christian) disciples [SC/N]

sh1. xingzi1;tJt1 fto be tempermental: Ta xihuan shI teinqei: ehi. yinwei !iunu ba
, tii guanhuaile. She is tempermental because her parents

spoiled her. [V 0]

shI Xinyanr It,u y~~to use holes of intelligence supposed to be in the heart
to act intelligently

to use, to employ: Waiguo ren buhui sh{yong kuaizi. Foreign
ers do not know how to use chopsticks.[CC/V]

sh{ ycmse1l~~to

shIyong1t-Jfj
ogle, to make signs with the eyes
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sh~
to tryout, to test

to hold the lantern contest on the 15th day of the first
lunar month [V-oJ

to test baby's inclinations on its first birthday by having
different objects displayed within its reach to see what it
grabs. See zhuazhou [V-oJ

sh1-,gong(r) ~K:::!- ~ to tryout a workman or employee [V-OJ

shihun ~1(~ to tryout a marriage [V-OJ; a trial marriage [SC/N]

h" ·- h":>)( ts.«:e t-Jt-ns t. ~~/s1t-,/'O a touch stone

shijucm ~(Jb

ehl.ehi. ~~i(

shitcm ~K.~

shit{ ~K~

h
\ vs t-yan

ehlehou ~~UJ

bIsh1-, 1- ~~
chcingsh1-, i'R
jicmshi ~i~

kaoshi ~ ~£

koushi t? ~~

y1-,ngshi ~ ~x-
//~ '<?'1\..

examination paper [SC/N]

to have a try

to explore [CC/V]

examination questions or topics [SC/N]

May I ask, formula in asking questions, especially in class
room exercises [CC/V]

to rehearse [V-OJ; a rehearsal [SC/N]

to experiment [CC/V]; an experiment: shiyanguan, test tube

) h" ,to tryout (person, utensil ; to be on probation: s t-yong
qijian w~ bugan qingjia. During probation, I dare not ask
for leave. [CC/V]

Litmus paper [SC/N], also shiyanzhi

=sh1-,er [V-OJ

written examination [SC/N]

to tryout [CC/V]; an attempt, a trial

to monitor an examination [V-OJ

to take an examination, to examine [CC/V]; an examination

oral examination [SC/N]

to go to take an examination [V-OJ
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shou
to receive, to keep, to take back

ehoubi.nq 4!£:j{
ehoucanq ~tt-1f;.
ehouehiinq ~ii~

ehouchenq ~x-,,(

ehoufic 115Lq~

ehouqonq 115[:!

ehouqou ~.tL~

ehouhui. 11Y- t§J

ehouhuo ~K~

shouju 1111-11
ehoul.dn ~~j~

ehoul.ei. l1~k

shouliu ~!i-"fg
ehoumui. \.-)5[1

ehouronq VJ5Ljf?
ehouru ~5L A

ehouehi. 'y}~n--

to withdraw troops [V-a]

to collect (curios, rare books, etc.) [CC/V]

to wind up [V-a]; end, ending (of a play): Shouchang tai
l~ng ren ndnshou leo The ending makes people very sad.

harvest: Jinniande shoucheng tebie hao. This year's harvest
is especially good. [SC/N]

to recover (lost territory): shoufu shid~ [CC/V]

to wind up work [V-a]

to buy for business or collection [CC/V]

to take back, to rescind (order) [VC]

harvest, results (of study, exploration, etc.) [CC/N]

a receipt, also shoutidor [SC/N]

to win over (people's support): shoulan minx~n [CC/V]

to stop weeping [V-a]

to accept (orphan, relative) for care [CC/V]

=shougou; to win (popular support): shoumai ren x~n [CC/V]

to provide housing for (refugees): shourong nanmin [CC/V]

to receive [CC/V]; income

to tidy up, to manage: buke shoushi~ unmanageable; to pun
ish: Haohao shoushishoushi neige huaidan. Take good care of
that rascal. [CC/V]

shousuo

shouUJei

to shrink up, to curtail (business, deals) [CC/V]

ending (of story, affair) [VO/N]

shouyang ~~ to keep and raise (orphan) [CC/V]

shouyi ~~~ income, profit [VO/N]

shouytn ~~~ to receive radio message: shouyinji~ a radio [V-a]

shouzht y~~ receipt and expenditure [CC/N]
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ehoubul.iao !j ~ "3

ehouchonq £~
.l.; .AQ

shouhai. }~l.%

ehouhui. ~y~

shOujing rZ-1=~

ehoukan ~ ~

ehoukic ~ t
ehoulei. :!:h ~

~ ,i~r\.

shoul! &:-"}1
ehounan ~~

shoupi(m~~

ehouqi. )~ ~

shou
to accept, to bear, to suffer

can't stand it [vel

to receive favor from superior: shouchong rUG j~ng, to be
overwhelmed by superior's favor [V-a]

to suffer, to be murdered [V-a]

to accept bribe [v-a]

to conceive, to be fertilized [V-a]

to be good to look at [VO/SV]

to suffer [V-a]

to be involved on account of others: shouZei, to suffer
hardship [V-a]

(of court) to accept a complaint [ee/v]

to suffer hardship, to die a martyr [V-a]

to be cheated [v-a]

to suffer petty annoyances: shouqi baor, person subjected
to daily persecutions [V-a]

shouqu

ehourou

to suffer an injustice [V-a]

to be humiliated [V-a]

ehouehnnq ~~Ye
J}t:--l~

ehout/inq ~~t

ehoutuo ,% ;Y!
'}L~1:...>

ehouxi. J'}t;1L
shOuyong Jft~

to be injured [V-a]

to be good to hear [VO/SV]

to be entrusted to do something by a friend [v-a]

to be baptized [V-a]

to be physically comfortable, enjoyable: Tian re he bei
bingcha hen shouyong. On a hot day, it is very enjoyable to
drink a cup of ice tea. [VO/SV]

shOuyun

shouzu1-

to become pregnant

...
to suffer: shou yang zu~, to suffer something difficult to
explain [V-a]

ndnehou ~~ to feel unhappy, to be uncomfortable. [Se/SV]
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shu
to count, to enumerate, to scold

ehubuquol.ai: ~"f~~cannot reckon how many: Ben tiai: duo, wo ehubuqublai ,
There are so many people that I can't count them. [VC]

ehubuqi.nq~~3~ cannot reckon how many [VC]

shUbushCmg~ 11- r: cannot be counted as one: Hao xueehenq Zitou zenmo ye
~ --shUbushang tao No matter how you do it, he can't be counted

as one of the good students.[VC]

shudicm tl....~ to count up [CC/V]

shu dian wcmg zu~;ti:! to count the records but forget the ancestors/to
forget one's ancestral traditions

shu donggua dao qiezi~~jA~ ~ to enumerate melons and talk about egg
plants/to gabble, to twaddle

shUguofi~

shuZuo~~

to enumerate faults [VOl

to scold: Chengtianjia shuZuo ta, n{ you meiyou ge wan ne?
Scolding him day in and day out, don't you have an end?

shUma ~~ to enumerate faults and scold/to scold [CC/V]

shu m{ er cUi~~~j~to count grains before cooking/to be extremely poor

shu p{nzu{~~~to count poor mouths/to gabble, to twaddle

shushuo~~~ to enumerate faults [CC/V]

ehiiehu ehu» \i7kti:.ltf-~to make an account of the amount: N{ ehuehu ehu» bUjiu
~" ~~dao ta gei n{ duoshao Ze ma? If you've made an account

of the amount, you'll know how many he has given you.

ehicehu»~~~ to count the number tv-oi

shusuan~ to count and reckon [CC/V]

shu ta congming~1~~e~tocount him as the intelligent one

shu yi shli er~ ......~.:::::- to count at the top (number one or number two): Ta sh1
Meiguo shu yi shu er de kexuejia. He is a top American
scientist.

shuzhe~
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to count as (the best, the ablest, etc.):pengyouZitou, shu
zhe ta ZU1- youqian Ze. Among friends, count him as the rich
est.



shuo
to speak, to rebuke, to explain

shuobuguoqu~f;f~~ to be unreasonable: Ta zhezhOng zuofeng zhen shuobuguaqu.
His way of doing things is really unreasonable. [VC]

h ;:;7.. "1'. ~~; -L .Ai.., b v 'V h -b "1'.
S uOUu&a~ ~ ~- ~ hard to say; cannot get along: ~c~ s uo u&a~~ cannot get

\ I

- along with each other [VC]

~~ehuobuehanq ~j(,.~"::::' cannot be considered: Zhezhanq hua ehubbuehanq jiezu'o.
/ ,f This painting cannot be considered a masterpiece. [VC]

~J 0
ehuiichudn ~;t~

shuo

to expose (a secret): ShuochuanZe y~ qian buzhi. When the
secret is exposed, it is worth nothing. [VC]

dong dao xi~~~~~ to speak of East and West/to engage in random talk,
also shuo chdng dao duan, shuo tian dao d~~ shuQ san dao s~

J,..V »:
shuo fangbian ~J[;o to speak in favor of someone or something (=shuo

haohua)

to convince (another) [VC]

shu8kai ~~~ to explain, to allay fears; to have become current [VC]

ehuol iiil-e zu{ ~fu~<.;g3'l?lf to make a slip of the tongue: Wo benZ6i bUxiang
gaosong tao Keshi wo shuoZiuZe zu{ Ze. I didn't want to tell
him, but I made a slip of the tongue.

shuopo ~~~flt- to expose (secret) [VC]

shuopozui ~~~~ to talk oneself hoarse (in futile long persuasion)

ehuoqi lai ~t;te,~- to mention, in regard to: ehuoqi.lai. hua chdnq, if one starts
talking, it will be a long story. ShuoqihuaZai meiyou wan.
There will be no end when one starts talking. [VC]

ehuo T'enqing ~t;C11~ to plead for leniency because of friendship
, "

shuo shi ne i~fit-~J~ You said it (in response to someone's remarks)

.).,,7 ::p.-
shuoshu -~ ~ to tell stories (of professional story-tellers): shuoshude~

~~ e story-teller [V-OJ

ehuozhe uxin»~U~JL~ do not mean what one says: Wo sh~ ehuozhe WanT' de. I
didn't mean what I said.

to boast [V-OJ, also shu8 dahua~ to talk big
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vS1.-
to die; to be inflexible

siban36.,;fK to be inflexible, rigid [SC/SV]

sibie ~~1) to part and never see each other again [SC/V]

si buyao ZianJ6tt~ to be devoid of shame

sich6u ~t>11t> eternal enemy [SC/N]

s1:dang J6~ partisans sworn to the death [SC/N]

sideng j(tJ~ to wait forever [SC/V]

siduitou~~~~deadly foe: Ta ehi: wade eiduitou:' He is my deadly foe. [SC/N]

sigui fr.~ (abuse) devil: Ni zheqe sigui. You devil! [SC/N]

si hutonq» rGt~ J~ {;L dead alley

s{jie -~lJ:~t a tightly-tied knot; a long-standing grudge [SC/N]

siken ~~~ to work hard on eating from a piece of bone, to read without
/] digesting [SC/V]

s{ZU9& ~£-- dead end, fatal route [SC/N]

s{ p{ Zai Zianjr[;ft[~j(~shamelesslY: Ta si p{ Zai Zian chiuZe yitian. He
shamelessly begged for a whole day.

s{ qu hu6 Zai f6*.~.~ to be half dead: ra bei. dade sr qic hu6 Zai. He was
beaten half to death.

", -- /euren }''6 r<:

s{shu1: 9i.>~_
Y, __ ~

euaanq /l G-C

s{xicwg9Gi g

(abuse) a dunce, a dead person [SC/N]

stagnant water [SC/N]

to die [CC/V]

a teasing remark in disgust: kan n{ neige s{xiang! Take a look
at yourself! [SC/N]

death penalty [SC/N]

to be irreconcilable [SC/SV]; siyingpai3 diehard faction

siXin 3bA.S to give up hope [V-OJ

sixinyanr9G/~B&~ingle-minded

si yao qian .rGt~ to be dead set on getting money

Y" ;:;:; -c~s1.-Y1.-ng 7l.>"'7){....

sizui.(G~
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v
81.-

to die; to be inflexible

to die to die of hunger, to be- extremely hungry [VCl

to.be extremely funny, laughable [VCl
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song
to send off, to deliver, to give

songbie ~ "$IJ

eonqb in ~J~

to send off [v-a]

to attend funeral [v-a]

song hany~;~~~,to send winter clothing/to burn paper clothing for the dead
~at the end of the 10th lunar month

song jiu

to send words; to give opponent
ill advised statement [V-a]

y{ng x~n~~~'$t to send off the old
friend)

grounds for attack by using

and welcome the new (year or

songZao1!{

s2mgZ{ ':"'J:. ~~
~'}JL

eonqli: ;l*
songming -&t
eonqqi.dn ~tJi'i

~

eonqqin 3tL~

to give burial ceremony to deceased parents (=songzhong) [V-a]

to give gift iv-ci

to send off [v-a]

to risk one's life [V-a]

to send money, to waste money [V-a]

to accompany bride to groom's family on wedding day: songq~n

taitai, woman selected by bride's family for this purpose [V-a]

to deliver a letter [va]

).. /,/ -)) ~
sungrenq~ng~;ll/~ to do a favor for friendship; to give a present

eonqeanq ~Y#( to attend funeral tv-oi

songshen ~;1~ to send spirits away after offering sacrifice [V-a]

songs{ :l> IG to walk into a trap tvo:

song wang y{ng Zai~~~_ to send off the going and welcome the coming/
to meet and send off visitors

).. '. ~.-1...Ysung x~n :::::-
~

song xinr~)~~to send message through third party [V 0]

songx{ng~A1 to send off tv-oi

songz'ang~~ to attend funeral rv-oi

songzao ;=i ~ to send off kitchen god for New Year holiday, on the 23rd day
~~ of the 12th lunar month rv-o:

songzhong .~~ =songZao [V-a]
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\suan
to count, to plan, to consider

to practice divination, to tell fortune [V-O]

let it be, do not bother anymore: Buqu suanZe. If you don't go,
forget it.

to calculate, to plot ruin or injury (of someone): Xiaox~n bei
renjia suanji. Be careful about another's plot against you.
[CC/V]

as: SuanbuZiao y1:hui sh~. This is

(unusual, rare, etc.) [VC]

arithmetic [SC/N]

euanl.e 1")

,.y g
euanbudeJt-ytJ cannot be considered as

¥
euanbul.iao }f 1-) cannot, be reckoned

-t, - nothing. [VC]

~2::
suanfa . ¥i .: ::;,

--r .' /\

euanqua )}.f1
euaru]1: ~l( ~'..f''-it ¥I

suanm1:ng ~~ to tell fortune; suanm~ngde3 fortune-teller [V-O]

suanqiZai ~~~all counted or considered: suanqiZai h6ishi zhege hao. All
1r . considered, this one is still better. [VC]

euanehanq~ J::-
!

to include, to count in: N{ zuzh'i Zikuetuan bie ioanql:e ba. wo
suanshang. If you are organizing a study tour, don't forget
to include me. [VC]

mathematics [SC/N]

to be taken seriously: N{ shuode hUQ: suanshur bu
Are you serious about what you say? [V-O]

to reckon accounts, to ask for bill to pay; to get even (for
)

/ I" v \revenge : Hu~tou wo gen n~ suanzhang. I'll get even with you
later. [V-O]

euanehu Jt k~t arithmetic

euanehur ,kt~l.)~~a to, cou,?t,
-jf ~A...-lL'suans hur?

, , j' 2-~euanxue '-r:::?J
I~

su(mzMng~-~ ~
-if1\{

[SC/N]

bleuan 1-~ to calculate with a pen [SC/V]

dasuan11~ to plan, to. intend to [CC/V]

da suanpanj') J<i~ to calculate 'on abacus; to calculate costs and benefits:
~~ jiu hui dO. ruyi suanpan. He always indulges himself in

wishful thinking.

to reckon, to compute: j~suanji3 calculator [CC/V]

to ruminate in mind [SC/V]

to calculate mentally [SC/V]
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tan
to talk

butt of jokes [SC/N]

tandeZai~7!-t~~k can make conversation with: Tamen Ziangge hen tidndel.di., The
~ " two of them can talk to each other. [VC]

tanfeng ~~~ ability to talk: tdnfeng shen jian, very good talker [SC/N]

tan he r6ngYi~10~~ It's so easy to talk and criticize. (It imples that it
lsn t so easy to do.)

tan hi1 se bian if.(}}ttlto turn pale at the mere mention of a tiger/to get
scared easily

to talk [V-a]; conversation, talk: Ta zuotiande tanhua zhen
youy~si. His talk yesterday was really interesting.

tanZun ~~ to discuss [CC/V]; a discussion

tan q{ng shuo ai. ~t-2.-I1f~~ to talk love

t-dnpan ~?lJ to negotiate [CC/V]; a negotiation

.)-.JL. ./,~
txint-iant») ~~to chat, to gossip idly (V-a]

tan tian shuo di ~,~~~~~to talk of anything under the sun

tantiUr)~~'OJ-~ way of talking: Tantu hen fengya. His way of talking is very
/ cultured. [CC/V]

tan xicw feng ehenq t~~ rfUt to talk in a fascinating and lively manner

tan XiClO z~ ruG~¥~t to be completely at ease while talking

tanxin ~JC> to have a heart-to-heart talk [V-a]

tan yan wei zhonq ~9Z.-t 4W-'f talk sparingly but to the point

/ h' hi. ~ V 1tan z enqe t. ~jz.j,L-~"G to talk politics

tdnehu ~~RJv material for gossip (SC/N]
. )

jie tan xiang y~ 11'1~~tt~street gossip

l-doehencohanq tan .~ )i-'lf:"tZ moral platitudes

icianian ~~~}Z. to. have a leisurely talk [SC/V]

yantan ~ ~f7 a person's style or ability of conversation [CC/N]
$ ~~.
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tao
to escape, to flee

iiaoben \1 t /$t
~ ,

taobi. ~~

to flee [ce/v]

to shirk (duty): taob~ 2eren; to refuse to face (reality):
taob1- xiansh{ [ec/V]

a deserter [Se/N]

escaped convict [Se/N]

(of bandits, rebels) to flee elsewhere [Ce/v]

to get away with: Zhe c~ rang n{ taodio.o leo This time you
got away. [vel

to avoid military service

txiobi.nq ~;)t):J:
~J'\

tao bingY1- iLL-P2,{z
txiocuan i?Ll~

t.dodiao ~1~

taofan 31.t/~L

tao huang~5iL
t dohun ®~

taom1-ng ~~

tiaonan ®i\t
tdoni. ill!
ixiopao 3qt 'OJ:::)

~jYD

t.aoehenq ~:/)t»
"---"" --.;.

tdoehui. ~~

txiobuo ®J~5t

txioiodnq ~-t

tidoxue ~.~

to flee from famine [V-OJ

to run away from a wedding [V-OJ

to flee for one's life [V-OJ

to run away from disaster, to become a refugee [V-OJ

to escape and to hide, to keep oneself out of sight [ec/V]

to escape, to flee, to steal away [CC/V]

to flee for one's life (=taom~ng) [V-OJ

to evade tax [V-D]

to succeed in escaping [VC]

to flee from horne: taowang zai wo.i [CC/V]

to play truant: We c6nglai mei taoguo xue. I have never
played truant. [V-OJ

tao zhi yaoya03t9~ .j(-J<... to have escaped and is nowhere to be found

taozeu 1t1L to run away [Vel

taozu~ ~~ to escape from the law [V-oJ
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tao
to beg, to demand, to seek

taochiu "$1 5j(

taofa ~J~i

to ask, beg, demand lee/v]

to make war on (country, rebels) to vindicate authority
lee/v]

to ask for unpleasant treatment: tao renxian~ to annoy
people [V-a]

tao toulic ~:r~~to seek

'" ./ 'A
tiaoxi.an ~:] Y'11-

trwfan tJi~ to beg for food: taofCmde~ a beggar [V-a]

tao fannlw ~8 ~l 'r~l to ask for trouble

txiohao ~11t} to ingratiate oneself, to toady [V-a]

tao jia huan jia t1~"'~~ to haggle over price

Uiojiao il~ to seek instruction tv-o:

tao laopo ~~ -Jj ;.ffL to get a wife
""'--) k.-tr

taolun ~5~ to discuss lee/V]; discussion

tao pianyi ~-t1~j:. to seek advantage: Rcmg tCi tao ge pianyi. Let him get a
bargain.

taoqian '}:t~ to ask for money tv-oj

taoqiao ~11-5 to try to get something for nothing [V-a]

taoqin 1:r~ to marry a wife tv-ol

taoq{ng(r)~1 't~§E..to ask for leniency tv-oj

taorao ~1~~ to beg for pardon, forgiveness rv-o:
tao ehenqhuo ~t !i-;.,1; to seek a living

a job

tao :dfu ~~t~.-If~ to get a wife

tCwyan ~1 r~ to incur dislike, to be annoying [V-O/SV]; to dislike [TV]

tcwzmng i:j AA- to ask for payment of debt [V-a]

zi tao ku chi g~J~~~to walk into trouble oneself

zi tao mei: qu {§ ~is:~o do something that will result in a rebuke or embar
- rassment
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t{
to carry or lift by hand, to mention, to promote

t ichu "Jl-it',
t{aao 1L~IJ

to take up pen/to write: Wo hen jiu mei t{guo bi Ze. I have
not written for a long time. [V-a]

to bring up (opinion): t{chu yijian [VC]

to mention, refer to: Shushang t{dao n{ meiyou? Does the
book mention you? [VC]

to guard against (enemy attack): tifdng d{ren jingong [CC/V]

t{ gang xie Z{ng1:&.1~~~to give main outline (of facts, principles, etc.)

t{gao ~~ to elevate, to heighten (vigilance): t{gao j{ngjue [vc]

t{kuan 1Jt~

t.i.l.ian ~f

timing ~jb

t{qi l.ai: 1a1=:-

tiqin 1~tL

tiqin 1~

t-iehen tdt1~

t{shi f!-j<
t.i.tou» 1L~~

to contribute: Zhege jiemU shi Fute GOngsi t{gong de. This
program is brought to you by the Ford Company. [CC/V]

to withdraw money [V-a]

to refine, extract (oil, chemicals) [CC/V]

to nominate (person for election, awards, etc.) [V-a]

tg lift up; mentioning (someone or something): T{qiZai tade
nu'er jiu diao Zei. At the mention of her daughter, she
sheds tears.[VC]

to bring up proposal of marriage [V-a]

a violin [SC/N]

to refresh oneself, to put on one's guard [V-a]

to point out, to give advice (to younger people) [CC/V]

worth mentioning: Zhege rln mei shlnmo aa t{tour. Thisperson
is not worth talking a great deal about.

brief summary [VO/N]

to remind, to alert [CC/V]

to propose [v-a]; a proposal

t{ tein diao dan 1'k31'~ to worry a great deal

t{x{ng 1L~

t{yao J~

1ft-~1
tiyun.JJt..il- to transport [CC/V]

er t{ mian ming Jf1~~~(teacher, parent) give personal advice constantly
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di.ao Ct-iao)
to transfer; to blend, to mediate

diaocha ~.~ {
, -

diaodonq ~If)-to

to investigate [CC/V]

to transfer (troops, personnel) [CC/V]; diaobudong, cannot
transfer [VC]

diao hiA. Z{ shan ~)~Lt~jJ.) to lure tiger to leave mountain/to lure enemy out of
position

diaoven ttiJ J..-ItJ

diaoehenq ~J~-4t

dicWZGU i)~ )Z
triaohe ~~ J'o
tiaohuo~~ AI:

tiaoji tit)~J

tria .. "'>J1l~»
taotn:e ';'~J rott

tiao Zong ~~ :t
~~J 11

tiaop{ ~{j)~

tiaoq{ng ~~ 11~

triaoren ~kf\ I
v/~j 1'--

triaotinq §)~~t

triaoioei. ~~ '(1X
"'/i>-jer

tiaoxi ~~A:~

tiaoxicw~~ 1C
tiaoycmg ~~/~

triaozhenq ~~ it.,,/jl.J ~
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to transfer (someone) to a new post [V-a]

to transfer and promote [cc/v]

to transfer away [VC]

to blend (flavors), to mediate [CC/V]

food ingredients (salt, pepper, etc.) [SC/N]

to set right proportions, to make adjustments: Zhengtian
qonqeua, zhoumo dao aridnqaria qu iodnmaan», tidojitiaoji
shenghu6. We work all day. We should go to the country for a
change. [Va]

to mediate, to reconcile [CC/V]

tiaoxi, to flirt, and wanZong, to make fun/to make fun of;
to play (musical instrument) [CC/V]

to be naughty, to be tricky

to flirt with, to court [V-a]

a mediator [SC/N]

to settle dispute amicably [CC/V]

to blend flavors: tiaoweip{n, seasoning [V-a]

to flirt with (a girl) [CC/V]

to ridicule, to tease [CC/V]

to recuperate [CC/V]

to make adjustment, to reorganize: tiaozheng gongjiao ren
yuan daiyu, to make adjustments in salary and fringe bene
fits for civil servants and teachers [CC/V]

to receive medical treatment [CC/V]



tiao
to jump

tiaocao ~~t>f1f to change profession (=tiaohang) [v-a]

triaoehonq ;g?G~ flea [SC/N]

triaoohic huokeng 1jl~\ 'J!.~1L to jump out of fire/to pull oneself out of a bad
situation

tiaodong ~L~~

triaoqdo ~?L~

t iaohanq P1l~f

to jump about [CC/V]

to do high jump [VC]

to skip a line in reading; to change profession (=tiaocao)
[V-a]

to dance [v-a]

to jump into well (to commit suicide) [V 0]

scene to open opera performance, invoking blessingst iao j iaguan 1/qLtJci'
tiao jing ~J(;}f

triaol-an ljl1~ to jump hurdles tv-oi

t iao l6u}jb~ to jump off a building [V 0]

tiaosan ~?~ to parachute [V-a]; a parachute; also jianglo san

t.iaoehentr) 1~l1f to dance before the gods to exorcise evil spirits [V-a]

triao ehenq ML~~ to skip rope tv oj

t iaoehi: ~)l.~ flea [SC/N]

t iaotiao bengbengj1L~1L~~1-i to jump and skip about

tiaowu '$.~G~
tiaoyuan ~t.s!~ to do broad jump [VC/V]

ticwyue llt.il:I to jump, hop for joy [CC/V]

gou j{ two qianq ~J~ ~)t)~~ a desparate dog jumps over a wall/take desperate
measures if pushed to the wall

eiale y{tiao 'fJ##- 3 - $n) to give one a start (from fright)

:iin jing rou triao 1\3 ::4} ,~ if)Gto be jumpy with fear

xintiaoJ~1j~ heart palpitates: Wo you dianr x~ntiao. My heart palpitates
a little. [SPIV]

ycmp{ tiao g~rl?L eyelids twitch
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ting (ting)
to hear, to obey; to let go

tingbian 1ti~
t/inqchdi: ~i-t.

tingc6ng 1t4ft.
tinggwin ~t}~

t - h ~ "1f~ >1.'l,ng uu ~f;~

tinghou lJ~1~

tingjian 1!L

to let someone have his own option [V-OJ

to serve as a servant [V-OJ; a servant

to obey, to heed [CC/V]

the sense of hearing [SC/N]

to listen to someone's advice; to obey: Zhege xiaohair bu
tinghua. This child doesn't obey. [V-O]

to await (arrival, decision, etc.) [CC/V]

to hear [VC]

to go to opera [V-OJ

what is worth listening to

to let fate take its course [V-OJ

to hear (story, news, etc.) [CC/V]

the power, function of hearing [SC/N]

to hear said, to attend lectures [V-OJ

to listen and to believe [CC/V]; to wait for news, tingx~nr
[V-OJ

to listen and write/to dictate [CC/V]; dictation

sense of hearing (=tingguan) [SC/N]

tingjiang JI~~

tingjue l~f:

tingming it tr
t/inqnenq triO 1\b

~k~ fJb

ting q{ ziran lt~ ~}~,to let things take their natural course

Hngqu JJt*'-- to listen and hear (opinion): tingqu yijian [CC/V]

tingshen '~I~ (of judge) to sit on a trial [CC/V]

tingshu ~~~ to attend a recitation by storytellers [V-OJ

tii.nqehur: ~.~fG to hear, it is said [CC/V]

ting trian y6u ming 1'! *--tfJty to resign to fate, to be fatalistic

tingtong fli- j~ earphone [SC/N]

tingtou :tis ~l
Hngwen -I'tM
tingxi lt~

tingxie 11~,j3
~:&~

Hngxin 1fifJj~-tiI;C, ~ 11

tingzhong ~~ the audience [SC/N]
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~t'l-ng
to stop, to park, to bog down

to come to a stop [vc]

to stop payment [va]

to stop cooking [v-a]

to divorce wife and remarry

to be held up, to be blocked up [CC/V]

to stop over during journey, to delay for a rest [CC/V]

to suspend classes [V-a]

to cease publication (of periodical) [v-a]

to cease fire (=t{ngzhan) [v-a]

to stop work [V-a]; a stoppage of work

to lie at anchor [Va]

to bog down, to be at a standstill [CC/V]

to stop electric supply [V-a]

to stop driving, to park a car: t{ngchechang, parking lot
[V-a]

to stop operation, to close up [Va]

all set, all arranged [CC/SV]~ ~ ~i.inqdanq ~0" ~

trinqdian -tf~
t{ngdun 1;} ~~
t{ngfu ~>}49

... - ..Y
i inqqonq ~.'f5-

t{nghuo A~~~

t{nghuo ~;f iZ

t{ngkan 1"Jf tr)
~ k' 1-?d' ~wt'l-ng e 1']4-

.Y
t{ngUu ~f~

t{ng qi. zai. qu 1f.t-~~

t{ng shut ~;f /-:1'- to stop water supply (v oj

~. }> Y (:;;
t'l-ngt'l-ng(r)-l'~~1rJt; by and by, after a while

t{ngxue ~~~ ~.. to give up schooling, to suspend schooling rv-oi

t{ngyongA~ 113 to stop using tvo:
~ y !lk.....

t'l-ngzhan11r~~ to cease fire [V-a]; a cease fire, armistice

t{ngzh{ 1~~ to suspend appointment, to dismiss [V-a]

~ y J~
t-inqeh-i. -1J3")::' to stop [CC/V]

t{ngzhi 1;f~~

t inqzhu .1*1f..
,~ ~rYM '~'but'l-ngde /J' 1~Ja uy continuously: but'l-ngde dong, to move about continuously

[Adv]
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tong
to get through, to master, to understand

tionqbian ~1~ to help bowel movement [V-oJ

tongcai ~1 one who has received a liberal education [SC/N]

tongche ~if through train or bus, to begin operation [V-OJ

tongdci ~3L to be well versed, experienced and understanding [CC/SV]

tongfeng~~ to ventilate; to send secret message [V-OJ

tongguo ~l~/ to go through; carried as a motion [VOl

tongh6ng A,~::e. to flush red all over [SC/V]

tongjirin Jil~ to commit adultery [V-oJ

tongH hezuo iffi1J~+t to work together with everybody pitching in for a com
mon cause

tonqlun i~~~ a general introduction (to a subject): Zhengzhixue Tonglan3

A General Introduction to Political Science [SC/N]

tongqi (r)~/ 'gv
tionqren ~J.

tongrong ~r~~

to be in touch with each other; to ventilate [V-OJ

profound scholar [SC/N]

to relax or circumvent regulations to accomodate: Q{ng tong
rong yixia. Please make an accommodation. [CC/V]

to trade, to have commercial intercourse [V-OJ

to be common, popular [CC/SV]

all, altogether, entirely

(of writing) good and clear [CC/SV]

to correspond: Ni chang gen jiali pen tongxin ma? Do you
correspond with your family often? [V-OJ

tongzhr ~.~ to notify [CC/V]

butong renqing ~'~lf~ to be unreasonable in ·dealing with people

ehuobutonq -?:'o. ~ -~ cannot get (person) to understand or agree; (of argument)
~lG . ~unconvincing: Zheyang shizai shuobutong. This is really un

convincing. [VC]

tongshangA~

tonqehun ~ )'1~

t.onqeu ~

tongtong S/1J /Jfu..
tongx'in -~ I~

3.£tl/1~

Zhonggu6 tong t @ ~.. a China hand, an expert on China
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)~
tong

to share, together, in common

tongban ~ ~Jl to go to the same class [V-a]; classmate

tonqban ~J 1.:t- companion [ee/N]

t6ngbao ~ ~.~ brothers of the same mother; compatriots [VO/N]

t.onqbei. JG1~ persons of the same generation [Se/N]

tong bing xia~gZian~ -#;r f~ ,t~ fellow sufferers (of same sickness) under
stand one another

tongchuiing ~.i0 to share the same window/schoolmate, classmate [V-a]

tong chuang yi menq rfi] -r1f-~ ~ same bed different dreams/persons thrown
together/but having different problems or ambitions

tongdao r6J~ person of same belief or conviction [Se/N]

tongdeng rG) ~ to be equal, same tsc/vj

tongfring JG]A§ to share the same room [v-a]; roommate

tong gu"i yu jin ~~~.$: to perish together

tonghdng(r) ~Af~· fellow craftsman, person of the same profession [Se/N]

t.onqhiio J-g]4 same taste or hobby [Se/N]

tonghu'a ~;{L to assimilate [Se/V]

t6nghu'O ~}j

t6ngju %J ~
fellow worker in same shop, member of group or gang [Se/N]

to live together, especially common law husband and wife
[Se/v]

tong Ziu he wU ~~jr~~to associate oneself with undesirable elements or
trend

tongZu.ren ~ '$&/'-.- fellow travelers

tongq{ng I;) 't~ to sympa t hLze ; tongq{ngxi.n, sympathy (sc/vj

tongshi )~ ~. to work in the same firm; a colleague, coworker [V-a]

tongxiang )~ '~r a fellow provincial, a person from the same area [Va]

t6ngx{ng }6]~1 to travel together [Se/v]

t6ngxueJ~'~ to go to the same school; a schoolmate [V-a]
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tong
to share, together, in common

tongzhi ~ -1'_ comrade [Se/N]
JI1J /:»

tong zhou gong ji ~ *t-1; ~j people in the same boat help each other in
distress

butong :1, )~ to be different [Se/SV]
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tau
to steal

tauan 110T ~ to get b: without trying [va]

tou gong jiCm licW1J;]::f-~~i. (contractors) to save illegally on materials
and labor

to be idle or negligent at work [V-a]

to watch without permission, to peep [SC/V]

to manage a little time (to do something): toukongr kan
pengyou, to manage a little time to see friends [V-a]

steal chickens and dogs/small burglar

to steal a dragon and replace with a phoenix/
child and substitute a female child

[V 0]

tiou Zan (rJ{1H 11fJ
tou Lonq zhudn ffmg 1~a~~JtL

to steal a male

tou hanei: 1~~l:} =touren

tau j'i rna gOU1'lJ~1;t1OJto
R:i/.

taukcm 1~ '1 ~
taukong (rJ1~ Ji2:

touqiao~~J

touqie m-~

touq{ng ;f:fl't~
touren ~ I--.-

to do something as a shortcut [v-a]

to steal [CC/V]; a thief, thievery

to have illicit relations with men or women [V-a]

(of women) to have illicit relations with men (=tou hanzi)
[V-a]

tousheng~~ to live on without meaning or purpose [Va]

toushu"i -1i'J~ to evade tax, to smuggle tv-oi

tou tian huan r~ 1~ f(~g to steal heaven and replace the sun/ audacious
scheme of cheating people

touti5ur(deJ~~~~stealthilY[Adv]

tad {fl~ to make a surprise attack [SC/V]

tauxian ~1P1 f~~ to spare a few moments from work to do something else [Va]

touyanr 1~~ to steal a hole/to act like a Peeping Tom [Va]

touy{ng 1~ 'f to steal camp/to attack a camp at night lv-ol

touzu{ 1~Q~ to steal mouth/to steal food, to eat without permission [V-a]

xiao tOur JJ ,~ >l a petty thief [SC/N]
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tui
to push, to promote, to make excuse

tui. bo zhi: Zang;/11. 3IJt.ELjJ)-[k to follow and hasten movement of waves/ to
aggravate dispute by third party

tiuibudiiu: :It.:;r... 11 can't shove off (duty) [VC]

tiuice :;f11~d to calculate, to conjecture [CC/V]; a conjecture

to predict [CC/V]

to decline (offer) [CC/V]

to push down, to overthrow [VC]

to give as reason or pretext [VOl

to move by pushing, to initiate [VC]

tu"i chen chic x'in tii 'rt.~'j~ to make renovations

tuic{ 1Jl~

tuicZao 11*1lj
-dl. ~~

tU1.- onq 1};J;. y!J

tiui.duan 11~ 'Jfr
tu'igu 111~

tu'i j{ j{ ren11t()~to place oneself in another's place/to do to others
what you would do to yourself

tuijicm ~J to reconnnend [CC/V]

tu"i Zai tu"i q~~~~~to push back and forth; to make all sorts of excuses

tu'i paijiu n}t~tL to play dominoes

tiuiqido 1~~ to try to find out, to weigh words [CC/V]

tu'ircmg -3ft~ to yield to others [CC/V]

tu"it6u 1it ~~ to push the head/to cut the hair [V-OJ

t.ui. teian yunengj1f~~~t to select the capable and put them in power

tuixiang i1~~ to imagine, to reckon [CC/V]

tu"ixie ~1t~f to evade, to shove off (duty): tuixie zeren [CC/V]

tui xin zhi fu1ti/~j[~to show the greatest consideration or confidence, to
treat someone as oneself

to elect [CC/V]

ban tu'i ban jiu ~~~~ (of women) half refusing and half yielding

shun shui tiui: zhou }'l~ J~# to go with the current, to take advantage of
favorable trend
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tuo
to entrust, to give pretext

tUOgU~~

tuogu §-t-tR
tuogucm -gt3f

, i~,atiuomenq ~,-~

tuom{ng ~--%

tuoq{ng ~.:C~Jti

tuo ren ~J..

tiude hen ~-t..i'
tUGsheng ~t!L

to use sickness as excuse [V-a]

to make excuse [CC/V]; an excuse [SC/N]

a day nursery

to have blessings: TUG nide fu or tuofutuofu. All because
of your blessings. [v-a]

to entrust: Ba zhejian shi jiu tUGfu gei nt Ze. I will
entrust this matter to you. [CC/V]

to entrust orphan to someone's care [v-a]

to use some pretext: tuogu buqu~ will not go on pretext[V-O]

trusteeship [CC/V]

(spirit of deceased) appear in a dream to give a message
[V-a]

to do something in someone's name, to assume false name[V-O]

to ask someone to put in a nice word for one [V-a]

to entrust someone [V 0]

to take abode in some place [V-a]

to be reincarnated: Ta shi niu tuosheng de. He was reincar
nated from an ox. [Va]

tUG yi tii c{ %~)'J-1"\':j~~to evade by making excuses

tuoyun 't~~ to have something shipped [CC/V]

to request (of someone): Baituo nt y{jian sh~. Please do one
thing for me. Baitua baitu8! Thanks! [CC/V]

to commission (someone), to ask someone to be reasonable for
something: weituo hdnq, a second-hand shop [CC/V]

h' '" h- - ...4/ I ' ~ Ls ou ren z 1,.. tuo 'if-I'-- L ~"C.J I am entrusted
.»

weitu0:t~

(with something by someone)
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wan
to finish, to complete

wan'an ~-l

iaanbei. X1:ffl
wanb1- ~-f

iaanchenq7G~

uxmdan )t~

wangong ~:;::.

wanmei jE~

Wanpian~

uxinqi.nq 163~

uxinqudn ~/1:

uxinren Xl
iaanehan Z ~

wansh1-(r)~~

wanshu1- Jt-:#L
I " ~ ~~wanzheng ~§
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To close a case at court [V-OJ

to be complete, well provided: Zhege xuexiaode yiqie dOu hen
wanbei. This school is well equipped in every respect. [CC/SV]

to come to an end, to end: GongzuQ wanb~. The work has been
finished. [CC/V]

to complete (project, mission, etc.): wancheng ren1iJU, to
complete mission [CC/V]

done for

to complete work: Womende chufang, shenmo sh{hou wangOng?
When is our kitchen going to be completed? [V-OJ

complete and good/intact, not cracked [CC/SV]

to get married [V-OJ

to close account; closed [CC/V]

to finish an examination paper [V-OJ

to be completed [CC/V]

to have expired; to be done; It's finished! Yiqie d6u wanZe!
an expression of despair after fire, flood, or defeat

to be satisfactory, to be happy: Huny"in hen wanman. The mar
riage is satisfactory. [CC/SV]

to be happy; to be beautiful [CC/SV]

to complete a written piece [V-OJ

to clear off (account) [VC]

to be complete [CC/SV]; completely [Adv]

a perfect person [SC/N]

to be perfect, excellent [CC/SV]

to be done, (work) is finished [V-OJ

to pay tax [V-OJ

(=wanhao) [CC/SV]



wan
to play, to have fun with, to fool with

wan baxi :fj()ftj:Kto play magic

wanta ~L~t. to juggle the law [V-a]

wanhao ~j(j~~ favorite pastime, hobby [CC/N]

to toy with, to play tricks on people: wanZong ren [CC/V]

to ignore [CC/V]

toy [SC/N]

a toy figurine [SC/N]

a joke, an empty promise [SC/N]

to play, to amuse oneself: Ta shi shuozhe wanr de. N~ buyao
renzhen. He was joking. Don't take it seriously.

iodn» gupiao;fit.~~QI"to buy stocks as a side investment

iodn» huayangr1'fC~~to play tricks: Bie iodn» huayangr. ZaoZaoshish"ide zuo
zui: hew. Don't play tricks. It is best to do it honestly.

wanhu 1/LZ£
wanhuo: Jit~
wanju pJLJ<
wanzong~~

wan'QU :iiL1-19
iodn» ~jL~

wanrhuQ ~~~ to play with fire, to do something dangerous [V-a]

wanrming~~~ to do something that endangers life [v-a]

wanr nurenJ~~~~to enjoy women

wanr pai. ~Jt~J~ to play cards [V 0]
I

wan (r)piao ~j(,> t to sing Chinese opera as amateur, to sing without pay [V-a]

wanshang ;f~~ to enjoy (flowers, moon, etc.) [CC/V]

wan sh~ bit gong j;~Lt?)~, to live dangerously or in defiance of conventions

to play to relax [CC/V]; relaxation, pastime

to appreciate slowly (a profound saying, etc.) [CC/V]

things for people to enjoy or play with [SC/N]

something done for fun: kai wanxiao, to play jokes upon
(person) [CC/N]

wany~r ;f~ if ~~ a toy, something interesting, a trifle
/L>/-Q l'L.
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wang (wcmg)
to go, past, toward

wangchang13:~

wcmgchu Ai1:JJ
ioanqdonq 11~

usually, in the past: Wangchang t5 buhejiu. Usually he does
n't drink. [CC/Adv]

formerly [CC/Adv]

towards the east: wangdong zou~ to go towards the east [VO/
Adv]

wangfcm ~i~

wcmgfu ~~

wanghou ~iAJl
, J.4 ,9)

wanghuan!1.:J.-~

wangZai ~}#:-

back and forth [CC/Adv]

repeatedly, back and forth [CC/Adv]

henceforth; wanghOu~ backward: wanghbu z~u Ziang bu~ to go
backward a couple of steps [VO/Adv]

back and forth; to have social dealings (with people): Women
changehang wanghuan. We have social dealings quite often
[CC/V]

to go and to come/to have social dealings [CC/V]; social
intercourse: Women meiyou wangZ6i. We don't have any social
intercourse.

v ., 1~ ljt
ioanqrnan /l;Jo- - J

v .. A.)-
iaanqm: }(;t. '9

in former years [SC/TW]

in former days: Wangri wo you hen duo pengyou. In the past I
had many friends. [SC/TW]

formerly [SC/TW]

things of the past: Wangshi h6i t{ ta ZUG shenmo? Why do you
still mention things of the past? [SC/N]

wangwang(r)~j.~:}~ oftentimes, frequently: Tii wangwangr ba pen jicuoZe. He
often mixes people up. [Adv]

wangsh{ ~~ ~~

wcmgshi ~i~

wangwang ru ct ~~A}~~~ It is often like this.

gu wang Jt-n Lai. ~1'~,~~ old go present come/all the time

ji wcmg bic jiu }!~*~what is past do not blame/let bygones be bygones

Z6iZcii wangwang ~~~~1~ frequent social dealings; traffic is heavy:
Zhetiao Zushang ZciiZ6i wangwangde chezi zhen duo. This road
has many cars driving back and forth.
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\wang
to hope, to look up

wang chen mo j{~J.il~to see the dust but can't reach/to fall far behind

wang feng dao~~1~~ to see the wind and fall/unable to maintain one's
determination

wang feng zhuan duo~~jJ~ to watch the wind and turn the rudder/to be
an opportunist

wang mei zh1- ke ~~ J:..~~to look at plums to quench thirst/imagined satis
faction.

wcmgxiiingtai !1...~~ ~ terrace in hell where deceased can see their homes in
the distance

wang yan yu chuan~~~~ wishing eyes about to bore through/to hope for
something earnestly

\ / _ ,-?'At : ~ ~ ~h /
wang yang x~ng tan ~ ~1r~ ~to see the ocean and sigh to view with despair

something difficult to do

wangyuan{ing ?J.. i!~telescope, binoculars

wang Z1- cheng Zong ~ ~~if~ to nope one's son becomes a dragon/to hope
one's son becomes a high official in the government

wang zi chenq niu ~ :}A t to hope one's son becomes an oxlto hope one's
son works hard or becomes a worker (PRC)

respected clan [SC/N]

to despair, to give up hope [V-a]

m{ngyu, reputation, and renwang, prestige [CC/N]

to long for, to hope for [CC/V]

expectation [CC/N]

weiren, as a person, and shengwang~ reputation [CC/N]

m{ngsheng~ reputation, and renw(xng~ prestige [CC/N]

to give up hope, to be disappointed [VO/SV]

to be hopeless [Va]

to hope [CC/V]

xinyuan~ wish, and x~wang~ hope [CC/N]
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" .we-z..
to appoint, to send, to abandon

weiguo.t:-~ to shift blame [VOl

weij"i $-:ij to accumulate, to pile up [CC/V]

wei jue bu xia~~/j-i- to delay decision

wei m-t bu zhen.:tlt ~J4.to be weak

weiming:t:- 4f. to entrust to fate, to take fatalistic attitude [VOl

weipai ~ -d/.. to appoint (someone): Zhengfu weipai ehei. qu tanpan? Who is
~~ going to be sent by the government tn negotiate? [CC/V]

v.we-z..

to abandon, to cast away on the ground [CC/V]

to wrong (someone): weiqu n{ le~ to have wronged you [CC/V];
injustice, grievance: Nlde weiqu wo zh"idao. I know your
grievances.

qii qiu qudn~~;R~ to stoop in order to accomplish something, to do the
best possible under the circumstances.

to appoint (someone to a post) [CC/V]; also
grade in Chinese civil service as in weiren
post in the weiren grade

used for a lower'" .guCm or zh-z.., a
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really (not bad): weish{ bucuo; truthfully (confess): weish{
zhiiogong [Adv ]

being a stickler for forms, details

to entrust (person, task): weituo n{ ti wO zuG y{jian shi~ to
entrust you to do one thing for me [CC/V]

to be tactful in telling the truth that may hurt: Ta hua
shuode hen weiwan~ yaoburan zenmo ch"idexiao. He spoke very
tactfully, otherwise how can the one spoken to have stood it?
[CC/SV]

person fond of keeping to his bed

a committee member; weiyuanhui~ committee [SC/N]

to shift blame [VOl



to review the old and learn something new

warm and full/to have enough to wear and eat [CC/N]

temperate zone [SC/N]

wen
to warm up, to review; gentle

qihou wenh~; gentle (temperament): p{qi wen-

to be kind and attentive: wencun huaY'3 comforting words

degree of temperature: wendUj1-3 thermometer [SC/NJ

mild (weather):
he [CC/SV]

wenhe3 gentle, and shanliang3 good [CC/SV]

warm (sun, fellowship) [CC/SV]; warmth: Y'enjian wennuan3
warmth between people

wenshun3 obedient, and Y'ouhe3 gentle/gentle and affectionate
(particularly between lovers) [CC/SV]

old times

to review lessons, from wenx{ gongke [V-OJ

warm feeling [SC/N]

wenhOu~~ wenhe3 gentle, and hbudao, generous [CC/SV]

wen jiuq{ng )~:i1t to renew old friendship, to talk over

wenju ~J5 to give a house-warming party [VOl

- k' ... "(i >.ti.
wen e ~~4'

wenZiang .7~ R..
wennu~n ~~

- 0' ::2, 11'%iaenqunq ./..J."'- ) t:l

wenquan ;;.1J,.~ hot springs [SC/N]

wenY'ou 3~"*

to review [CC/V]

to be refined [CC/SV]

to review lessons (in a book) [V-OJ

wenhe3 gentle, and xiaoshun3 filial/filial, obedient [CC/SV]

a brothel

to relive an old dream/to have a reunion with"t~-i~
lover

wenhe, gentle, and wenya3 cultured/cultured in manners[CC/SV]

wenY'ouxiang )~ j ~Jr love nest,

wensh?- ~~ hothouse [SC/N]

wenshu ~ .:f
wenshu~ )~ 11)'"
ioemaen ~ j::.
wenx{ 3JJ-~
wenya 3~~

chong wen jiu meng
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wen
to ask, to examine, to consult

to ask about health, to give gre~ting: Ta yao wo xiang n~
wen 'an. He asked me to remember i.i.m to ~T('-'. [V-OJ

to stymie someone in questions~ N{ ba wo wendao"le. Your ques
tion stymied me. [VC]

to give greeting (=wen'an) [V-OJ

to find: Zhejian shi y{ding dei wenm{ng shi shei gao de. We
must find out who did this. [VC]

dialogue: wendd t{, question and answer topics in examination
[CC/N]

to greet people: Ta yao wO wenhou ni. He asked me to remember
him to you. [CC/V]

to ask questions [V-OJ; a question

wrong person

wen chang wen duan ~t.r,,~~i to ask all sorts c r qui stLons

ioenda fJ~.!f

wendcw Po31~~

wen dao yu mang~~~~ to ask the way from a blind person/to approach the

wenhao r~~

ioenhou fo~1~

iaenhua r)1~ U
wenm{ng r,,~ 1313

iaenehi. ro~ tt

wenxUn ~~~1L to inquire [VOl; w8nxUnchu, information desk

ioenzhu rt?~ 13:: (=uJfmdao) [VC ]

wfmzui ro~ 1f to condemn, to sentence [V-oJ

bu ch~ xia wen2f~~1Cpo4(confucius)was not ashamed to ask from common people

bu wen bu wen :.f ~J ::f rr.z~ neither ask nor hear/to show no interest in

bu wen hao dai~fo~1~3iwithout first asking about what happened

fangwen :t5ro~ to interview and study (person, country)

ru jing ioen jin A ~~~ '* to ask about taboos and bans upon entering a
foreign country
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...
X1-

wash

to wash the brush [V 0]; a small water container for paint
. I b""tlng, a so ~x~

Y h / :~ ~
xwen~~ to wash off the dust/to give a welcome dinner to friend on

return from a trip [Va]

x{cheng 3~~~ to wash the city/to kill everybody in the city [V-a]

x{ e1' biaven~~<f&~ to wash one's ears not to listen/to shut one's ears to
happenings around him

xr 81' gong ting~1f~~to wash one's ears to listen respectfully/to listen
respectfully

baptism: Ta j~ntian shou x{i{ le. He received baptism today.
[SC/N]

to wash brain/to brainwash: Ta bei x{'nao le. He was brain
washed. [v-a]; brainwash

to wash the cards/to shuffle the cards [v-a]

to wash hands; to leave the gang and reform: Ta xr shou bu
gan le. He has reformed himself and doesn't do that anymore.
To go to the toilet [V 0]

to wash and brush; to clear one's name of criminal charges
[CC/V]

xI-t6u ~~~Jl to wash head/to shampoo [V 0]

ge mianj~,~~ to wash one's heart and to change one's face/to re
form: Ta y{jing x{ xin ge mian buzai zuo huai sh~ le. He has
reformed and does not do anything bad anymore.

to wash eyes/to watch attentively [v-a]

to right a wrong, to clear charges [CC/V]

to right a wrong [V-a]

x{buq~ng ~L~~ ~;,,~ ~'5-;,Ato jump into the Yellow River
and not be able to wash oneself clean/impossible to clear
oneself of charges even with the water of the Yellow River

xue x{ quan cunjQ2~t~to bathe the whole village with blood/to kill every
body in the village

xixue 3}Lj2
x{ycm ;'£8t.
x{yuan~£

tiao dao Huang He
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v
x'/,

to like, to be fond of

to like, to love (children, swimming, detective stories,
etc.) [CC/V]

"" -::l; ~X'l-b'/,ng_~~ joy sickness/pregnancy [SC/N]

x{, chi Um ZUQ4~~~o enj oy eating but lazy about work

x{, chu wang wai~~~J7T to be pleased beyond expectation

" dai. - , . -:t .'*-~ ¥fItJ '"1_ /xi: at: gao maoz'/,-f;,.,4)"'fJ~to like to wear high hat to enjoy vain compliments

" " -1:~ .X'l-guo ~ eggs painted red to be presented to friends and relatives on
~ birth of a child or on wedding [SC/N]

to love (sports, etc.) [CC/V]

wine served at wedding: Shenmo sh{hou ch~ n{,de :x;{,jiu? When
(can we) drink your wedding wine?/When are you going to get
married? [SC/N]

x{, nu wu chdng~~~,~ joy and anger have no norm/to be unpredictable in
'0 mood: Zhege »en d nit wU chang, bush::Z ku jiu sh::Z »iao, This

person's mood ~s unpredictable. If he doesn't cry, he lau~hs.

" "" ,,-:t I""" -;i-tX'l- q'/, yang yang~~'i7~7 to be filled with gayety

x{shi -1- t ~ happy occasions (birthdays, weddings, etc.) [SC/N]

x::t an.n ycm jiu~~~ to like the new and dislike the old/ to abandon the
old for the new

x{ Z hu y6:.n kiii.

b ' v i"a ~
aoxt: "1R-~

, ,,>f-s:
daox'/,~

t~~, to beam with happy smiles

to report on birth of a son, getting a degree, promotion,
etc. [v-oj

to congratulate: Tii shengguande shi, n{ gei tii daoguoxiZe
meiyou? Concerning his promotion, have you congratulated
him? [V-a]

to congratulate [Va/TV]; Congratulations! (usually in redup
licated form: gongx{! gongxi!

1_~· v J:i:1 .-:J;::nat.xn. 12:...:}- to show symptoms of pregnancy

"hudn tiiin xi di.hkto be overjoyed
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xia
to descend, to unload, to disembark

~a'b"v 'C ~ / []wv v 1-~ to set down pen on paper to write v-a

ria benqian r ;;f~~ to put up capital

xia bu liao tai lF~J~ cannot find a way out of an embarrassing situation:
Tel dangzhe neimo duo ren keli wade wdnxiao. Zhen jiao WG xia
bu Ziao tai. He made fun of me in front of so many people,
it caused unending embarrassment for me.

teiadan r~ to lay eggs [V-a]

xia dingyi 1'dto give a definition: Q{ng n{ gei m{nzhu xia ge dingyi.
'Please define democracy.

xiafang 1r 1]9C- to reassign from urban to rural areas (PRC) [SC/V]

xia feiji r~~to disembark a plane

tcia gongfu -r ~1J.j< to put forth effort: Buguan ZUQ ehenmo shi dOu dei ria
gongfu. No matter what one does, he has to put forth effort.

xiaguo -r~
xiarzai ~5~

xiahuQ r~
., •• v r;r.fu~aJ1.-u

to put raw food into cooking pan [V-a]

to put out to sea; to get into a profession from status as
amateur [v-a]

to unload the goods [V-a]

to go with wine: Zheixie dBu sh~ riQjiude hao aai. These are
all good dishes with wine. [v-a]

to play chess [V-a]

to start (work, to take action) tv-oj

to get off stage (theatrical or political): Wamendezhouzhang
shenmo shfhou xiat6i? When does our governor get off the
stage (leave office)? [V-a]

xia juexin -r~~to take a firm resolve

eial.ei. -r;"Jk.. to shed tears: Wo ndnqubde ddu crial.ei. 'le , I felt so bad that
I cried. [V-D]

xia p~nshu lF~~to send a letter of appointment

xiaq£ 1 J;tt
xiashou"f ~

., j.. --L 1-"
xiatai. r '0

xia xridnq '1 ~~r to go to the country [V 0]

iciazuo r 11 to be low and contemptible [SC/SV]
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·,X1.-an
to show, to become visible

xianchang ~~~ location of what actually happened: ChuZe shi qianwan bie
~ gaibian xianchang. When something happened, by all means,

don't change anything on the spot. [SC/N]

xi.anehenqt»)~~~ ready-made, immediately available: chi. tcianchenq» fcm3

to have a living without doing any work; shuo xianchengr hua3

to speak with stock phrases [SC/Adj]

arian chi: tcian ZUQ~~~1'F to prepare food as it is ordered (col. pron.
xuan)

xicmchu(Zai)~~~to show, to reveal: Maobing arionchul.ai.l:e, The defects
have been revealed. [VC]

arian ehen ehuo

cash: N{ you duoshao xiankuan? How much cash do you have?
[SC/N]

to show off [CC/V]

incumbent: Shei shi xianren shizhang? Who is the incumbent
mayor? [SC/Adj]

fa 1Lt~t*to set an example by one's own conduct, to
appear personally (at meetings, etc.)

1~1k

~1>.-A

:fL~i

oriannonq

., ,
X1-anren

tciankuan

»ianehi. jt~
xianshi ~!.J1r

practical, realistic: Zhege ren zhen xianshf a. This person
is really practical. [CC/SV]

current situation: guoji xianshi3 current international
situation [SC/N]

xianshibao~it~retribution in present life: Lao Wangde q!zi paoZe you siZe
erzi. Na cdi zhen shi xianshibao ne. Lao Wang's wife ran
away and his son died. That is really a retribution in his
present life. Also, xianbao

xianyan

»ian yong «ian

=xianzai [SC/TW]

to make a fool of oneself: N{ qing huiqu ba. Bie zai xianyan
Ze. Please go back. Don't make a fool of yourself any longer.
[V-OJ

mai :rL,f-B~1 to buy as one needs for the day (col.pron.
xuan)

at present, the present: Vao xianza1- wei zh{ WQ h6i mei
kanjian ta ne. up to the present, I have not seen him. [SCi
TW]

xianzhuang ~~status quo: weicht xianzhuang3 to maintain status quo [SC/N]
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«ian
to offer up, to present to superior

xwnbao~f

xriance .~~

icianoi, ~i.~

to present valuables/to show off one's valuables [V 0]

to offer a plan or strategy (=xianj~) [V-a]

to offer a dedication speech [v-a]; a dedication speech, a
written dedication

xianChOu~~~~, (self-depreciating) to reveal awkwardness/to present a show
lif ~ or performance [V-a]

xiang
to

tv-c:

[Va]to present prisoners of war to emperor or commander

to report one's accomplishment, contributions, etc.

., f/ ~;. ~.f1_
xnan u ~ l::;r-

xi2mgong.7JiJ/J
xwn/~ ~~t to present a plan or strategy rv-o:
xian j~ce~~1r~o offer a plan or strategy (=xianj~~ xiance)

xianjie~~ to announce victory [Va]

xianjiu~~ to offer wine [v-a]

xianmei ~.~- ~~ to curry favor, to fawn upon, to cater to: Ta jiu hu~
~-~~ shangsi xianmei. The only thing he knows how to do is

curry favor from his superior. [Va]

to dedicate oneself to (cause, career, etc.): Zhong Shan
Xiansheng xianshen gem~ng renren peifu. Dr. Sun Yat-sen ded
icated himself to the revolution. Everyone admires him. [V-a]

xian Yinqi~~~to offer attentive hospitality to a superior: You xie ren
fi bukao benshi kao xian y1nqin shengguan. Some people depend

on offering attentive hospitality rather than their ability
to get promotions.

xianZhuo~~

tengxian '*V.
qonqxian ~ IK

a contribution (of gift or ideas): Zhe sh~ WQ dui gu6jia de
xianzeng. This is my contribution to the country [CC/N]

=xianchou [V-a]

to offer, to contribute (to church, superior) [CC/V]

to contribute: Qing n{ gongxian y~dianr yijian. Please offer
some suggestions. [CC/V]; contribution: Ta zuoZe hen duo du~
gu6jia you gongxian de shiqing. He has done a lot of things
which were beneficial (a contribution) to the country. [CC/N]
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xiangdclO 11, ~1

xicmg
to think, to consider, to think of

xicmgbishi ~ J»-~ probably it is that. •• : Xiangbishi ta bing leo Probably
it is that he is sick.

to think of: Xiangdedao, zuodedao. If one can think of it, one
can do it. [VC]

xiang fazi1];~tto figure out a way: Women dei ananq fazi jiu tao We have to
figure out a way to rescue him.

xiangjia ~~ to think of home, to be homesick [V-OJ

xiangj icm:;ftJ .,;)
. J..:::::>}(J

to visualize: Ta xinkude q£ngxing keyi xiangjian. His diffi
cult situation may be visualized; xiang jian, want to see
(somebody) [CC/V]

xiangkai -;f13 B~
/0 BtJ

xiCmgled r-9 t--
xiang Uti ,xiang

to put something out of mind: Nl xiangkaile jiu bunanguo leo
If you have put that matter out of your mind, you won't feel
bad anymore. [VC]

I suppose: Xianglcii wo zhen buyinggai. I suppose I shouldn't
have done it; xiang lai, want to come

qic 1!~f!- t to turn over and over in one's mind: TCi xio.ng
lcii xiang qu ye xiangbuchu ge fazi lai. He has thought it over
and over, but still can't figure out a way.

xiangnian ~§ ~ to long for, to miss: Ta hen xiangnian ta gege. He misses his
Jd'JQ

brother very much. [CC/V]

xiangqilaif~ kit:.to think of, to recollect: Xiangqi naijian shi Lai: jiu ehanq-
xin. Whenever I think of that matter, I feel sad. [VC]

xiangsibing 1A /'lj i§ lovesick

xiangsrle 1~ fL)' to be dying for (something) [VC]

xicmg tong 11. ii.- to think through, to realize (what the matter is) [VC]

xiangtou Jfij ~ worth thinking about: Neizhong shi h6i you shenmo xiangtou ne?
I~ , Is that kind of business worth thinking about?

xiangxiang fJ.1! to imagine: TCi nazhong jiongpode q{ngxing shi keyi xiang
xiangde dao de. His embarrassment may be imagined. [CC/V];
imagination, an idea: Zhe shi y{ge bukes~yide xiangxiang. This
is an unthinkable idea; xiangxiangli, power of imagination

yi xiang tian kai ~ !~ ~~~ a sudden fanciful thought: TCi shi yi xiang tian
kai, yidianr dou bush{ji. Those are only fanciful thoughts,
not a bit practical.
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xicmg
to face; toward, to

toward or away from/for or against: Renxinde xiangbei, the
public attitude for or against (a regime) [CC/N]

tcianqdanqr~ ifJ~ means of livelihood, way out: yidiCmr icianqdanq» dou
meiyou. There is no way to make a living, no way out.

xiangZai foJ 3¥:.- hitherto: Ta xiangZai shi zhe yang de. He is like this all
the time [Adv]

»ianqnei {r.7] ~ introvert lvol

xiangqian f.6D~ to press forward: xiangqidn zou, to go forward [VO/Adv]

xiangriku£fuJ a~ sunflower

teianqehan fiV.4- to seek the good lvol

xrianqehanq~ J::- to strive upwards: Bu xiangshang jiil hui. daotui de. If one
does not strive upwards, he will go backward. [Va]

xicmg to. ToJA~ to take his side (in an argument): N{ k'e bie ZC1-0 tcianqzhe to.
shuohua. You shouldn't speak in his favor all the time. [V 0]

" v ?:0 Y"Jb-, [ / ]~angwan IV~ Pj(J toward evening va TW

endocentric words

centripetal force

xiQ:ngxue iOJ~
xiangyang Y;:i]~

xiangyu foJ 1$J

to be inclined to study: nuZi xiangxue, to study hard [Va]

to face south or the sunny side [Va]

/

\I.V ., /
facing a corner or dead end to be left out: yt.mt.an x-z..angyu,
(hurry to buy) so that you will not miss the great chance

be prosperous, (of plants) grow luxuriantly

meaning or intention

fangxiang-tJfO] direction [CC/N]

nei.xianq r:kJ {OJ introvert [SC/SV]

- - ., "Jk .L.k?~ oJl.)Lxt.n ictn xt.anq ronq Jr;CJr;.c1~J~ to

y£xiang - fPJ =xiangZai [Adv]

"., t 1yt.xt.ang ~
J':::; 1UJ

[CC/N]
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xiang (xiang)
to look at, to assist, to watch for

xiangfa 113;~ the art of face reading in fortune-telling [SC/N]

xiang fu jiao zi ~8~~to assist husband and bring up children.

to have something to do with: Zhe shi yu n{ hao bUxianggan.
This has nothing to do with you. [SC/v]

xiang ji er dong1g~;:ffijj]to watch for the right moment for action

arianqmao ;f~~~ looks, personal appearance (als01l- ~~) [CC/N]

xiangmian<fB iiD to practice physiognomy, to consult ft physiognomist [V-a]

xiangm~ng3.r§~ to tell fortune [V-a]

xiang nilxu:f§ if~ to look at prospective son-in-law for approval

xianqpian <fg It photograph (also1t.Jt) [SC/N]

teianqqir: 1~~ to look over prospective bride [V-a]

xt.anq qin tcianq a1- ~g ~::fg~ to love each other dearly

.+ :l~/xiangshengr 1B1f~ act of two performers with a witty dialogue: shu8 xiang-
shengrde, one who does this kind of act [VaiN]

xiangshi <f§ 1c a fortune-teller [SC/N]

xicmgxiazi 'f§~} a camera (also zhaoxiangji)

guaixicmg 1l:1.@ strange, disgusting looks [SC/N]

r / ",!J.:k-~j1- pen tian xiang v ~/' ~B

nan rin bei: xiang~ ).-jt:,;fa
(considered

God protects good people

a southerner with the looks of a northerner
a feature of a good person)

face indicating violence, ill luck, or violent accidental
death [SC/N]

to take pictures, to have picture taken: Tianqi zhemo hao,
women chuqu zhaoxiang quo The weather is so good, we're
going out to take some pictures. Wo jintian dao zhaoxiang
guan qu zhaoxiang. I am going to the photo studio to have
my picture taken today. [v-a]

h " da' rreal situation, the truth: Z enx1-ang m1-ng. The truth is
completely revealed. [SC/N]
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xi(mgmao1~.~

xiangr

., h.i J. {P ~xrianqe 1,.. '¥--;E-

xicmg
to resemble, to seem to, to be like

a person's looks (alscta;$fl,): zcianqmao fei f6n~ to have a
distinguished appearance [CC/N]

tcianq tmi xicmg yang .-Jt-ti1~r~ to be with airs of importance

xiangpian1~· photographs (also~.Jt)[SC/N]

xiang ehd you jie sh'i 1~~~11f- to be with airs of importance: Bid xiang
eha you jie sh1 de yangzi. NO. bush'i ehenmo l-iaobuqi: de ehl.qinq,

Don't put on airs of importance. It's not anything important.

general appearance; a threatening look: Gei ta y{ge xiangr
qiao. Let him see what it is like.

xiang shenmo1~~~ What does it look like/What kind of business is this?
Chuan zheyangde q{ zhuang yi fu xiang shenmo? What is it to
wear such strange clothes~

xiangshengr·1~Jj:.~ assumed airs: N{ yongbuzh60 ZUQ zhearie xrianqehenqr Le,
You don't need to put on this act .

It looks like, it seems: Ta xiangshi meitingjian. It seems
as if he didn't hear it. [Adv]

xiangyangr 1l.!~.jt to be presentable: N{ jintian ke dei chuande xiangycmgr
~ dianr. You must dress properly today. Zheyang ZUG h6i xiang

yangr. It is presentable to do this way. [VO/SV]

buda xiang /f ;K..1~ not likely: Neijian ehi: Ungzhe budi: xiang. Ta. zuobuchic
Zai. That matter does not sound likely. He can't do that.

bUxi~mghuct:Y1~%t does not resemble language/to go too far, beyond the limit:
Lian fUmU dou bu guano Zhen tai buxianghua. (He) doesn't
even take care of his parents. It's really too preposterous.

bUxiang ren ~1~~ not like a person (derogatory expression): N{ kan tao
Sanfen biucianq ren, qifen dew xiang gu{. Look at him. He is
more like a ghost than a human being.

haoxiang... (shide)~~~.·· 1Y~~ it seems: Ta haoxiang bingZe shide. It
seems he is sick.

a portrait of a deceased person: ZongZ{ y{xiang~ a portrait
of the late Director General (Dr. Sun Yat-sen) [SC/N]
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xiao
to diminish, to consume, to cancel

xicwohu :::.~ ~./8 J./j'
to abolish, to do away with (obstacles); to remove (preju
dice, bad habits, etc.) [CC/V]

/ _Jj-v ~xiaodu / ~ to sterilize, to disinfect [V-OJ

xiaofangdui ;:~ f~ r~ fire brigade

xiaof~ ;,~ t to consume [CC/V]; expenditure: WUjia gao, xiaofei genzhe
zengjia. Prices go up; expenditures increase. xiaofeipln,
consumer goods.

xriiiohua ;.,~ ~b

xifiohu~q~ ~~1(E:
xifioj{ ;,~ f~

xifiomie ~~ =A
•

aridomo 371 ~

criaoehi. ~X~
..l ~

ieiaoehou ~ gfJ-
xiaowang ~a -t-

: 1{ ~xiaoxia ; ne:

xiaoxian ;,~ f,j~

xiaoyan ~B~L

to consume: Va q~ohe xiaohao qiy6u ted duo. Big cars consume
too much gasoline. [CC/V]; consumption.

to digest [CC/V]; digestion: xiaohua buliang, indigestion

fire extinguisher

..... ~

to be negative, pessimistic (opposite to J~J~, positive,
optimistic) [SC/SV]

to exterminate, to destroy [CC/V]

to while away: xiCiomo su~yu~, to while away the years[CC/V]

to relax: Mangle yinian le, gai xifioqianxiaoqian La. Having
been busy all year, we ought to relax a little now. [CC/V];
relaxation, pastime

to vanish, to be forgotten [CC/V]

emaciated [CC/SV]

to perish [CC/V]

to take a summer vacation: Nt jinnian dao nar qu xiaoxia?
Where are you going for summer vacation this year? [V-oj

to be idol, to have leisure time [CC/SV]

to decrease inflammation [V-OJ

.',if -h;xiaoy~ 'n~ to have a night snack [V-OJ; night snack

xiaozhong ;,~ ~i to decrease swelling [V-OJ

oh'ibuxiao ""~:f ; ii cannot take it: Gi5ngzu'o ted ku, ohibuxiao, The work is too
IJ hard, (I) can't take it. [Vc]
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xiaorong

xiao
to laugh, to smile, to laugh at

xio.ob{ng~~ butt or target of laughter, a laughing-stock [SC/N]

tciao dido da ya 1!- -:rt K~ to laugh one's teeth out/extremely laughable

xiaohahii ~~~~~ to roar with laughter

teiaohua *-~ a joke, pleasantry: Gei: wOmen ehuo ge »iaohua. Tell us a
joke. [SC/N]; to laugh at: Wo changde buhao, qtng bie xiao
hua. My singing is not good. Please don't laugh at me. [SC/V]

xriao l{ cdnq 000 1!-~~ 1] knife behind smile/smile of treachery

• , -, ~ ~ k X ~ ...b J
xiao ma you pen 'J:::-,!!(g tvI'- to let others say what they like

xiaomianhu ~~ it tiger with a smiling facet a wicked person: Tii sh?- ge X1.-ao
mianhu. Nt ke dei xiaoxin dianr. He is a wicked person. You
really must be a little more careful.

ke ju r.f,Jj-0~ a face beaming with smile: Kan tii xiaor6ng ke ju,
sh{zai keai. Look at him. Beaming with smile, he is really
lovable.

»iaoeiven 1-16 J.- to shame one to death; to die from laughing [VC]

xiaotou ~ ~ something to laugh at

xicwxixi ~*.,,$ '9$ to smile happily.::;K... '<:1 ..,.

hiihadiixiao 'O~*-~ to roar with laughter

jixicw ~~1- to deride, to make sarcastic remarks at [CC/V]

kiii wanxiao r~j *fi)~ to make fun of: Bie lao kiii tiide wanxiao. Don't make fun
of him all the time. Zhege iadruciao ke kai: da Le: You went
too far in making fun of him this time.

kexi. ---(iAeX1.-ao '9J !<-

kuanqiciao 11. *-
k

v ., M)<k
UX1.-ao ~ Z

7 v • \ r-«: r-.*cenqxnao :;./~- *-.-

qiAxiao 1f~1--

to be funny [SV]

to howl with laughter [SC/V]

to give a wry smile [SC/V]

to give a cold smile [SC/V]

to make a laughing-stock of (someone): Qingqiu nt. Bie
qiAxiao wo le, hao ma? I beg you. Don't make a laughing
stock of me, O.K.? [Va/TV]

to give a smile [SC/V]; a smile
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·vxt-e
to write, to sketch

xieben ~~;f

xiebude rfl -;f ~~!?-3 .I-~

xiefa ~ ;1\
xiegclO~~

-0 .... :,) /J l~

xieming '/J; ~J3

xiesheng ~ ~

xiesh{pai ~ 11f} ~«Je» ~ Ivx..

xiexiaZai ~ 1~

xiezhang ~~~

xiezhao ~ ,fJ},

xiezhen ~~ j1.
xie zi 16. IJ?
xiezir Iii )~-?-::J

_P-9 "7 ~

b?'xie ~~

chtioxi e1'!i j&
miaoxi'e j'$,i£

ehinccie j<~

shUxie t-~~

suxie ~~
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a draft manuscript

cannot be written, should not be written [VC]

style of handwriting, penmanship [SC/N]

to compose a draft [V-a]

to write plainly, to set forth clearly [VC]

to draw after a model [Va]

realistic school (as contrasted w~th romantic school)

to write it down [VC]

to write a letter [V 0]

to make a portrait [Va]

Impressionist outlines [Va]; to be pleased in spirit,
relaxed, contented [SV]

to make entry in bookkeeping [V-a]

a portrait, a portrayal (of conditions)

to portray (a person, character) [Va]

to write (characters) [V 0]

to make a contract in writing: Women dei xt-e ge zir cat
xing. It won't do until we make a contract in writing [V-a]

to write with a brush [SC/V]

to copy by hand [CC/V]

to describe [CC/V]; a description

to write by hand [SC/V]

to write [CC/V]

to sketch [SC/V]; a sketch



"X1.-n
to believe, to trust

to believe in and worship: N? Winfeng shenmo jiao? What
religion do you believe in? [CC/V]

... y ,/ - I.~ ~ ~ .~
x~n b~ zh~ shu 1~ 1ji~ to write freely without hesitation

Win bit scm you 1~11",-~ to roam about wherever the feet take one

x?'nc6ng1~~ to believe and obey (God, His teachings, e t c . ) [CC/V]

x?'nde ~~ 7,)~ to be believable: Tiide hua xinde. His words are believable.
-? --J

x?'nfrmg ~~;f
I

x?'nkc!O r~ :IF to trust, to rely on (God) [CC/V]

xin kou c{ huang 1~ '0 ~~ to make thoughless criticisms or accusations
')~ JV"fY ~ \

xin kou hu ehur: ;)t- '<7 ~A ~YL to talk nonsense

x?'n kou kiii he ~ ~ v ~~?-9J to say whatever comes to one's mind, to make care
less remarks

faith [CC/N]

xim'en ~~1~

x?'n shang b?' fa

to trust, to place confidence in: x?'nrenzhuang, credentials

~ ~ tIP ~ awards and punishments rigorously carried out:
Zhege zhengfu shi xin shang bi fa. Fanzuide y{ge ye tao
buZiao. This government carries out its awards and punish
ments rigorously. No criminal can escape punishment.

follower, believer: H6ngweibing dou sh?' Mao Ze Dong de xin
tu. The red guards are all followers of Mao Tze-tnng.[SC/N]

to entrust [CC/V]

faith, confidence: Tii dui n? yidianr x?'nxin ye meiyou. He
doesn't have any confidence in you. [SC/N]

Winyang /1 }~~ f
.., '"

x~nyong l ~ ro
to believe in and worship [CC/V]; faith, belief

a person's trustworthiness, credit: bitshou xinyong3 does
not keep one's word [CC/N]

to believe in whatever one is told [SC/V]- " ~1,i /.-2::'
q~ngx~n ~):&

xiangxin ;fa1~ to believe: Wo xiangxin n{ du?'. I believe you are right.
to believe in: Wo xiangx?'n ni. I believe in you. [SC/V]

z?'xin xin ~ 1~ /0 self-confidence
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.-
~~ ~~
to go, to act; to be satisfactory /) ~

x{ngbutong ~ f -,;f~ cannot be carried out [vel

x{ng buarinq ~1-:j-- ~1 Is it all right?

to commit bribery [V-OJ

to do a good deed [V-OJ

to have sexual intercourse [V-OJ

itinerary [Se/N]

to sail a boat [V-OJ

. '" h '" '" .."to enjoy oneself: J1.- s 1.- x1.-ng~e, make merry while possible
[V-OJ

x{ngZu ~ j 1&- to walk [V-OJ

xi:ngqi ~11g date of departure [Se/N]

x{ngren qfJ- pedestrians [Se/N]

x{ng rertq{ng ~ f "cIt! to f~l~ill social obligations (to give gifts, etc , ) to
return V1S1tS

xi:ngcheng ~111
tcinqchuan 11~
x{ngfdng ~ -1-%

'" h V ~:<- Jrt-X1.-ng ao ') J ~J

xinghu~ 11 ~18

x{ngZ'e ~1 ~

x{ngshcm ~1 ~ to do a good deed [V-OJ

x{ng shi ZQU rou ~1(JfG~ walking corpse (used figuratively)

x{nguxfi ~1,~ behavior: x{ngwei kexue, behavior science [ee/N]

xingxiao 1~ ~ to practice filial piety [V-OJ

xi:ngxiong~f~ to commit violence [V-OJ

xingzou 11 L to go about tee/vi

bUx{ng %q-1 to go on foot tsc/vj

fengx{ng ~~f to be well received (books): fengxing qudnqua, well
received allover the country [Se/V]

hdngxing ~~f

Z?'xing iJ 1J
Zilxing -;;fK ~f

LO travel by plane or boat [se/V]

to proceed with determination [Se/v]

travel: ZUx{ngshe, travel service [ee/V,N]
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xiu
to rest, to retire, to stop

xiuguai ~ f '~ don't blame somebody for: Xiuguai ta bu bangmang. Don't
blame him for not helping you.

xiuhui 1f't
xiiLjia 1:f~rt

to adjourn a meeting [V-OJ

to take leave, to have a holiday, vacation [V-OJ

xiUjicLO ta pao Le~t ~~.~~J Don't let him run away.

to retire from old age [VOl

don't be afraid

holiday, days af rest

to divorce wife [V-oJ

to discontinue publication (of a magazine, etc.) [V-oJ

to rest: Nl lei le ba? Haohaop xiuxixiuxi. You must be tired.
Take a good rest. [CC/V]

(medical) shock [Transliteration]

don't expect that: Xiaxiang ta hu~ hu{ x~n zhuan yi. Don't
expect that he will change his mind.

xiilxue 1f~ to withdraw from school [V-OJ

xiuyang 1f,* to rest and nourish [CC/V]

xiuyang sheng x{ ~:f~)J-~- to nourish the people

xiu yew zheyang ~::f 11 J..-tLDon' t be like this.

xiuye ~~~ to close up business, to have a recess [V-OJ

xiuzhan ~1~ to cease fire, armistice [V-OJ

baxiu ~~~ to forget it, to let off: Neijian sh~ ta hrii buken bariu.
Concerning that matter, he still won't forget it. [CC/V]

xiukan Af .y)J
xiiLke ~:f L
xiulao -1 f fG
tciupa ~ -:} JtfJ
xiiLqi J,;f $
xiilxi J.~ i.§l

'I/J /::>

xiilxiri 1f ar~

xiilxicmg 1;ffb

bumidn buxiu f ~~~~fto go without sleep and rest

tuixiu~~ to retire from office: tui ep bUxiu, retired but not rest/
work after retirement [CC/V]
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vxu
to allow, to give consent

=xi:lhun [Va]

=xUhi1n [Va]

Permit it or not?

to permit [CC/V]; permission

to give pledge before God [V-a]

to praise, to show appreciation (for an inferior's work)
[CC/V]

to pledge daughter's hand in marriage [V-a]

to pledge daughter in marriage [V-a]

xU buxic ~ ~_~

xuhun ~~~

xUjia ~1~~

xi:lke i1 9f
xUkezheng ~ 4~JLlicense

'<? J -<>J ~~

xUle renjia ~f 3)..l$L-to have been engaged to someone

ximuo ~ %;% a promise [CC/N]

xupei: ~i~0

xiA.p?-ng ~t Jf~ =xUhi1n [Va]

xU ehen bao guo t1 J8' *-1® to dedicate oneself to country's cause

xi:lyucm ~ Jf~

xUz1: ~1 ~
..- v.:t:.).k

.n.axu -;00 &1

maxU ~J',~

qixiJ. 1~ ~lf

to give silent consent [SC/V]

to aim at a goal: qixU xue cheng hut gu6, to expect someone
to complete his studies and return to his native land [CC/V]

to give her heart to someone [SC/V]

y{ sheri xU guo ;,-J~ ~ ~ to dedicate oneself to country's cause

to promise, to assent to [CC/V]

B' b b' v v ., h '11to allow: a a uyunxu n1.- quo Fat er won t a ow you to go.
tCC/V]

, v
zanxu to praise (by a superior): Td gongzuo hen nul?-. Shangsi du?

ta dajia zanxU. He works hard. His superior greatly praised
him. [CC/V]

" vZ1.-XU to make promise to oneself to become somebody: y{ jiu guQ
J1.-U m{n de da pen z~xU~ to make a promise to oneself to take
the great responsibility to save the country and the people.
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xuanb6 ~;{tL

xuanchic ~ ~

xuandu '!L ~f

xucmgou ~~

xuanju ~~

xuanmei. ~t

xuanpai 3l~

xulmshou~.}

xuanxiu ~J'~

xuanyong~ fiB

" h" "tJ.~xuanz ong iD.--~

xuan
to select, to elect

to select someone for promotion or special assignment [CC/V]

to select, LO elect [VC]

to take an elective course: Wo zhege xueqi xuandu Yingwen.
This term I'm taking English as an elective. [CC/V]

to purchase selectively [CC/V]

to elect [CC/V]; election: xuanju quan, right to vote

to elect beauty/beauty contest [V-OJ

to select and appoint, to select and send: xuanpai liUxue
sheng, to select and send students to study abroad [CC/V]

champion, chosen members (of athletic team) [SC/N]

to take an elective course (=xuandu) [CC/V]

to select and appoint to post: Xianzaide zhengfu duo x{huan
xuanyong qingnian. Governments now mostly prefer to select
youth for appointments. [CC/V]

to pick out, to choose: MCii dongxi dangpan yao xuanze haode.
When buying things, one naturally picks the good ones. [CC/
V]: choice: Zhe jia gongsi de hUG tai shao, mei shenmo xuan
ze. This company doesn't have many things. There isn't any
choice.

to select seeds [V-OJ; selected breeds, select quality (of
tea, etc.) [SC/N]

xuanzhonq~l' to pick out someone by choice or examination, to succeed in
such examinations [VC]

hOuxuanpen11k.~ candidate for election

j~ngxua;n 1i~

kaoxuan ~ Jl,

lUGxuan U

tiiioxuan 1~t>~
tuixuan {11~

to run for elective office [VOl

to select by examinations: G6ng'WUyuan dubban sh?- kaoxuiin l6i
de. Civil servants are mostly recruited by examination. [CC/
V]

to fail in election: J?-ngxuande pen duo, lUGxuande pen ye
duo. Many ran for election, and many lost in the election.
[VOl

to pick [CC/V]
to recommend or elect for post: Dajia tuixuan Lao Zhang ZUQ
daibiao. All elected Old Chang to be the representative[CC/V]
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xue
to learn, to imitate, to study

xuebuehanql.ai. , 5-):.- t- cannot imitate, cannot learn [VC]

xue er btciuan '-@ ':&--* to enjoy learning without getting tired

xue er buyan ~ ~ 3-~ to enjoy learning without getting bored

credit hours: Zhege xueq~ ni xuanle jige xuefen de ke? This
term, how many credit hours are you taking? [SC/N]

branch of study, discipline of study [CC/N]

a learned society: YazhBu Xuehui, Association for Asian
Studies [SC/N]; to master, to learn well [VC]

school term (semester, quarter, etc.) [SC/N]

to learn (a subject), to learn from models: Women d8u y~ng

dang xiang Lao L{ xuex{. We all ought to learn from Old Li.
[CC/V]

institution of higher learning: zuigao xuefu, highest in
stitution of learning [SC/N]

xue qudi. le" ~t" 3 to learn how to behave

xue huai. l-e}~4") to learn from bad examples: Zhe Mizi zuij-ln xue huai. l:e,
This child has been spoiled by bad examples recently.

xuehui: ~~

xueke ~-f1

xue (tmao ~11. ~~to learn good manners

xueq~ :f Jt1J
xueshe~ --t to repeat gossip, to carry tales (=xuezui) [V-D)

xuewen ~~~ knowledge, scholarship: you xuewen, to be learned [CC/N]

xue wU zh{, jing ~}ilJ::.~ Learning has no end.

, , {!3-r.1171
xuexu )~ /,Qi3

xuezhe ~ -* a scholar

xuezui~1f to repeat gossip, to carry tales (=xueshe) [V-D)

buxue wUshu :f~ !f!, ~t\; not learned and unskilled

bU::cue you shu f ~ ~ iii not learned but skilled (know how to get favor
from superior)

kexue 1i~
q{nxue jiJ~
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science, to be scientific [SV]

to be studious: Zhe h6izi q{nxuede budeliao. This child is
awfully studious. [SC/SV]



-----------------------

y!m
to perform, to develop, to do exercise

to develop: JiangZai zenmo yanbian~ shei ye bugan shuQ. No
one dares to say how it will develop in the future. [CC/V];
development, change

yanjiang /~ ~i

yanj:tn y~ ~

ycmju ~~ ,tl)
v h ,~>~.yans ui5:i'~ ~!L->

v , ,r:f1 J<~
yansuan :;,?" -If

v ",~ 1iJP,}yanx1.- :;~ i:i

to give a singing performance [CC/V]

to give a performance [VC]; a performance: Zhechang yanchu
hen jiaozuQ. This performance is very well received.

to evolve, to develop [CC/V]; evolution, development: yan
hua lun~ theory of evolution

to give a lecture [V-OJ; a lecture, also jiangyan

to make progress [CC/V]

to give a stage performance [V-OJ

to give a lecture, to address the public [V-OJ; a lecture,
address

to do exercise in mathematics [CC/V]

to hold a military drill, to rehearse: sh{dan yanx{~ to
hold a military drill with live bullets [CC/V]; a military
drill

yanyi

=y!mju [V-OJ

a historical fiction: Sangu6 Zh:t Yany:t~ The Romance of the
Three Kingdoms

ycmyuan

y!mzou

biaoyan -i- 7~
fi'X- } "

caoyan 1.1~
daoyan '":.~ ;i£

~ ,",

gongyan !;; ~f£
/ ...

shangyan~ ;,~
I ...

deductive method (opposite gu~nafa~ inductive method)

actor, performer [SC/N]

v 'h '\to give a recital [CC/V]; yanzou U1.-~ a concert

to play (a certain role) [CC/V]

to perform on s'tage [CC/V]

to do military exercise [CC/V]

to direct (movie, play, etc.) [VOl; director

public performance [SC/N]

to present a performance [V-OJ
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yao
to want, to require, to be important

to be extremely bad: Zhe Mizi zhen yaobude. This child is
really very bad.

yaoburan f ~!}~ if not, otherwise: Jintian xiayu leo Yaoburdn wo jiu qu leo
It is raining today. If not, I would have gone.

yaodian ~~,

yaofan ~ ~R

yaohcd t ~
yaohao ~-Y.}-

, h v ~ >~yao uang-1J:" ~J(L>

yaoj{n '1~,

yaolian ~~

yaoling 'f~

, / ----yaoqiang~-g~,

yaoqiu 'f~
-'

yaoren ~ J...-..

--yew zai. jf.~

main route: jiaotong yaoaao~ important route for transporta
tion [SC/N]

important points [SC/N]

to beg for food: yaofo.nde~ a beggar IV-a]

vital part of the body, vital area of defense: gu6fang yaohai

to be friendly to each other: Liangge ren hen yo.ohao. The two
are very friendly to each other. [VO/SV]

to ask fantastic price for haggling: Neijia shengyi kaobuzhu~

yaohuang yaode to.i dO.. That business is not dependable. They
ask fantastic prices. [V-a]

to be important [CC/SV]

to care for "face" [VO/SV]

main themes, points of discussion: bude yaoling~ unlucid [CC/
N]

to be terrible: Chaode yaoming. The noise is terrible. [v-Of
SV]

to want to be successful, to be ambitious [VO/SV]

to demand [CC/V]; a demand

important person, V.I.P. [SC/N]; yao ren~ to demand the
return of a criminal or hostage [V 0]

v v h \to coerce by threat of force o:c other pressure: N1.- zongs 1.-
zheyang yaoxie reno Zhen yaom~ng. You coerce people (me) like
this all the time. It kills me.

the important thing is that ••• : Xue wo.igu6hua~ yo.o zai duodUG
lianxi. To learn a foreign language, the important thing is
that one get a lot of practice.

-'

yaozhang '1i~ to ask for repayment tv-oi

yaozu{chi 't""'lot to ask for food like a glutton
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y!mgbing '*~
yangchengtA

ycmg
to raise, to give birth, to cultivate

to recuperate [v-a]

to form (good habits, etc.): X{guan yangchengZe jiu buhao
gaiZe. When a habit has been formed, it will be hard to
change. [VC]

to feed (a family): k~o x~nshur yanghuo jia~ to depend on
salary to feed the family [VC]

ycmg haizi!::rJz:} to give

ycmg hem~ -;,1-- (woman)

ycmg hi:t y{ huan ~}~~fi~

ycmghuo t ~

birth to, and to raise, children [V 0]

to keep a lover [V-a]

to raise a tiger cub and regret it later

to support and serve parents [V-a]

to maintain roads [Va]

to support the old/to live on pension: yangZao jin~ old age
pension

to support a family [V-a]

nutrition, feed for animals [SC/N]

to nourish the body: Ta yangshen you dao~ zongshi namo jian
kang. He has a way to nourish his body and is always so
healthy. [Va]

yangshen~jf~ to refresh by keeping quiet for a little while [V-P]

yang xiao Zaop6Jt., I)'/~ $- to keep a mistress

yangxin ~,(j to cultivate mental calmness [V-a]

yangxing~)t~ to cultivate mental poise [V-a]

yangyu~ ~ to bring up ~hildren): Buwang fUmi:t yangyu zhi en. Don't for-
~ ~ get parents' kindness in bringing up one from childhood.

[CC/V]

yangjia-t~

y!mgZao l.- t

yangZicw~11
yangZu4~~

yangqin ~~

yangshenk~

yangzt.~ .} foster son [SC/N]

yang zun chu Y5U~~~~ to live a comfortable, well-fed life

fuyang 1~ to take care of (the aged, sick) [CC/V]

peiyang.:f% t to train (personnel): peiyang vencai, to train personnel
~ [CC/V]
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~y-z.n
to print, to publish

y-injian ~f~
y~run6 {1f~
y~nn{ i'f -;/6

y1.-nr {-f §t.

y1.-nse by~
yinshua -bp41}

yinxiang i-r$L

copy of seal, name chop for verification [CC/N]

metal dice used for marking (trademarks, etc.) [CC/N]

Chinese ink pad (containing cinnabar and oil) [SC/N]

a trace, a scratch: ZhuQzishang you hen duo y1.-nr. On the
table there are many scratches.

=yinn{ [SC/N]

to print: yinshuapin3 printed materials [CC/V]

impressions or reactions: N{ dui ta de yinxiang hao buhao?
Is your impression of him good? Bii gei pen huai yinxiang.
Don't give people bad impressions.

yinxiangpai~rll~impressionist

y1.-nx~n ?f 1~ official seal [CC/N]

yinxtng ~f ~1 to publish: Shangwu Y~nshuguan y~nxtng3 published by Commer
cial Press [CC/V]

yinzhang {-f :f
yingzh'eng Vf~

a seal, name chop [CC/N]

to corroborate: hUxiang yinzheng3 to corroborate each other
[CC/V]

eh6ngyin~~f to make reprints [SC/V]

fuyin ~¥f to duplicate [SC/V]

gaiy~n ~ ",y to stamp seal on paper [V-a]

jiaoy~n~f ~f footprint [SC/N]

shu:;;'y~n ~ fy watermark [SC/N]

xin xin xiang yin/~)~ f§~f hearts and feelings find perfect response (of
two lovers)

fingerprint [SC/N]
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y?ngbiCm~~

Y1-ngchengJf!A<
yingchou J!~

"y1.,ng
to promise, to respond, to act according to

to respond to changing situation [Va]

to promise [CC/V]

to socialize, to engage in social parties [CC/V]; social
parties

to deal with (situation, person, etc.): Zhezhong jumian zhen
nan y?ngfu. This kind of situation is really difficult to
deal with. [CC/V]

Y1-ng dU1- rU u«~~t~~ to

Y1-ngfu )~ ~i

respond fluently

to meet an emergency: Xian ge1., ni dianr qian Y1-ng ge j{.
(I'll) give you a little money first to meet your urgent need
[V-a]

y1-ngJ1.,e bitxia~1~-:fBR too many (affairs, visitors) to attend to

Y1-ngj{ngrJ!-l}:L to do something for a special occasion: Jinnian women ye mai-
)~J ' Ze ge shengdan shu yingying j{ngr. We bought a Christmas tree

this year for the occasion. [V-a]

yingkJo J?! 15 to register or take part in an examination tv-oi

ying ehenq chong~ 1!t~ a yes man

Y1-ngsh{)!~ fashionable, to be in season (dress, food) [VO/SV]

y?ngsh1-~ it to deal with business or social affairs, to know how to deal
with people [va]

~ "'~...
Y1-ngshi))~ ~~ =y1-ngkao [V-OJ

y?ngxU ~~~ to promise, to approve [cc/v]/;6 '<1

Y1-ngyong~ to apply: y?ngyong kexu«, applied science
)~

yingyuan J! 11.- to make move to help an ally (in battle) [Va]

Y1-ngyun ~ rG to promise, to consent tee/vi

Y1-ngzhan)f1 ~..\-~ to meet challenge to battle [v-a]
)0 ..:r~.

ying zhao n~Zang~ ~ -I;( jr call girl

\ .h ~fanY1.,ng P'J~ to react [SC/V]; reaction

you qiu bi ying 11~)67t requests always granted
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yang ~
to use, to employ, to spend )1J

yangbuzhao )~ <f1 there is no need to: N{ yongbuzhdo quo You don't have to go.
Jintian n{ yangbuzhdo zheiben shu ba? You're not going to use
this book to day, are you? [vel

yang cha 11$
yongehcmg Jf1~
yongehu J:f)~

yongdu Jfj £
yongfa }1J~
ycmgf~d J{} t
yongg6ng 1-5-:tj)

to drink tea (more elegant than he eha) [V 0]

usefullness [Se/N]

use, practical application [Se/N]

habit of spending money [Se/N]

instructions (included in appliances, etc.) [Se/N]

expenses, fees [Se/N]

to work hard (esp. at studies) [V-a]; to be studious, dilli
gent [SV]

yong{t )~ ~r

yongj1-n Jt1;l

yang gongfu~ 1/!Jf:- to practice hard, to spend time on practice, also x}a
g8ngfu: Dul., xuewen til zhen ken yong gongfu. As for knowledge,
he is really willing to spend time on it.

to adopt strategy, to play trick [V-a]

to exhaust (efforts, etc.): Suiran wo yongj~nZe Z~Ziang bang
tilde mang, kesh~ til hdishi bUmany~. Although I did everything
to help him, he is still not satisfied. [Vel

yongZ~ Jf) 1J to apply effort, to try best at tv-o:

ycmg qi.dn m~ to spend money [V 0]
,

yongqian Jfj~ commission [Se/N]

yang q{ng buzhuan ftl ~;f ~ cannot concentrate one's love on one person

yong ren ~ t.... to handle personnel: Buhui. yang »en, jiu zubbuhao x{ngzheng
g8ngzuo. If one doesn't know how to handle personnel, he
can't do well in administrative work. [V 0]

yongxin ){1/0

~
~yongyi. );f 1:1
}~

buyong :f Jf)
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to be attentive, to pay attention: yongxin zuoshi., to work
attentively [Va]

intention: Yangy~ hen hao, keshi jieguo faner ba pengyou ge~

dizul., Ze. His intentions were good, but the result was that
he offended his friend instead. [VO/N]

don't have to, there is no need to: Buyong keqi. There is no
need to be polite.



I d' ~ ..H:::you anq Y!J:;~

yougucmg~

y6uhun~~Jt1.

y6ujie~~ij

youke ~*
youUxn~~

yc5uldng~ftf

yc5ule~~

yc5uH ~J5t

y6u
to travel, to play

to loaf, to indulge in pleasure [CC/V]

to take a stroll, to visit (temples, fairs, etc.) [CC/V]

a homeiess spirit; (fig.) somebody with a departing spirit,
a listless person [SC/N]

to hold a street demonstration, to parade a criminal on the
street [V 0]

a tourist [SC/N]

to tour: yc5ulan che, a tourist car or bus [CC/V]

a covered corridor (in a Chinese garden) [SC/N]

to have fun: yc5ulechang, amusement park [CC/V]

to travel, to visit (particularly foreign countries) [CC/V]

yc5u shOu 000 »ian ~t~}~~ to be lazy

yc5ut£ng~~ yacht, pleasure boat for hire [SC/N]

yc5uwcm ~:;iU to play [CC/V]

youx~ ~j~ to play [CC/V]; amusement, games

y6uxi renjian ~~f~~ fairies descending to earth and worldly pleasures;
(fig.) world of fun and frolic

y6ux£ng iJ!f- ~1

y6uxing ,*~~

to hold a street demonstration [CC/V]; a demonstration: aigu6
youx{ng, patriotic demonstration

interest in sightseeing and travel: Y6uxing da fa. Interest
in sightseeing becomes very strong. [SC/N]

yc5uxue ~~ to study abroad [V-OJ

y6uy~hu~ ~-t'a talent show

youyucinhui~)j~ a fun party

youzong '*~ places one has traveled [SC/N]

jiaoyou~~ to make friends with: TCi xihuan gen /;)cliguoren jiaoy6u. He
likes to make friends with foreigners. [CC/V]; social con
nections: Jiaoy6u hen guang. Social connections are very
extensive.
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you
to have, to possess

you ban you yan ~:;f~ ~~ to be methodical, to be orderly

you bian» Le~~~ ) to take shape, to be hopeful: Neijian ehi. ytjing
shuode you bianr le. The discussion on that matter is
taking shape.

you buehi. 1;fL
y6ude ~ WJ

youde shi~1:8£.

you du 1f -t
youfen ~1t

youheng~ i.i
youhOu ~~~

youj~n ~ 7f;.jJ

youZ1- ~~

to be in the wrong, if something is wrong: You bushi zhao
woo If anything goes wrong, come to me.

some: Youde qu, youde buqu. Some go, some don't. youde
ren, some people; youde sh{hou, sometimes

to have plenty of: Ta youde shi qian. He has plenty of
money

to be poisonous: Xiao~n! Zhege dongxi you duo Be carefu~

This thing is poisonous. [V 0]

to have proper share [V-OJ

to have persistence, to be persistent [VO/SV]

to have progeny after death, opposite wuhou without
progeny [V-OJ

to be strong, energetic [VO/SV]

to have reason, to be reasonable, to be justifiable:
G ' ~ "..,V /em~ng youv~. Revolution is justifiable. [VO SV]

to have honor (face): youliande ren, person with good
social status [V-OJ

you men» ~ p~ ~ to have door/to know the ropes, to be on the right track
[VO/SV]

youqing ren ~ 1A J.-.- person who has affection/lover

youqUr ~~~ to be interesting [VO/SV]

you xridn jie j{~ fffJ r~r~£eisure class

youxin ~ /~ to have the intention to: youxin ren, a good hearted
person [V-OJ

you xinxiong19I~~ to have ambition

you xinyanr~/J~~~to be calculating

youzhunr;:ij jJi 3G to be sure: Nl youzhunr nenq chenggong ma? Are you sure
-r you can succeed? [V-O/SV]
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yue ding su

yue
to make an appointment, to restrain

to agree (on date, meeting): Women yued~ng m{ngtian kaihu~.

We agree to hold the meeting tomorrow. [VC]

cheng ,~~ ~~~ (of language) something conventional, cust-
omary: Yuyrin sh~ yizhong yued~ng su cheng de dongxi. Language
is a kind of conventional thing.

-FY h-~,h '..-. -" ~yue J a san z ang --"':1 '/"O\..=::- Jf-- to have a simple agreement with the people by a
new government

an appointment: N~men you meiyou yuehu~? Do you have an ap
pointment? [CC/N]

to reckon roughly: Zheci Zllx{ng yuej~ dei sh{tian. This trip,
to reckon roughly, needs ten days. [SC/V]

written agreement [SC/N]

roughly: yu~Zue zhege sh{hou, about this time; yueZuebanniande
sh{jian, roughly half a year's time [CC/Adv]

=yu~Zue [Adv]

to invite: yueq~ng pengyou Zrii ch~fan, to invite friends for
dinner [CC/V]

to restrain, to control [CC/V]; discipline: Tamen jia de
xiaohiir, yidianr yueshu dou meiyou. So far as the children
of their family are concerned, there is no discipline at all.

heyue ~~J

hunyue-f1~ ,~!9

jiuyue ti ,~t~

Z~yue 5£- ,~9
mengyueJ! ~lJ

qiyue ~,~J

tirioyue1* ,~~J

xinyue$fr n

to do together with: Women yuet6ng Lao Zhang y{kuair qu wanr.
We will get Old Chang to go with us (for the fun). [CC/V]

peace treaty [SC/N]

marriage agreement [SC/N]

the Old Testament [SC/N]

to make an agreement [V-OJ

treaty of alliance [SC/N]

deeds, commercial agreement [CC/N]

treaty: bup{ngdeng tiaoyue, unequal treaties [CC/N]

the New Testament [SC/N]
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more and more: Ta zhangde yuefa haokan leo She grows prettier
and prettier. [Adv]

to pass the time limit: Jie shu yueq"i yao fa q~an de. When
borrowed books are overdue, there will be a fine. [V-a]

chaoyu'e~~

yue
to exceed, to go over, to transgress

yuechu~~ to exceed: yuechu fcmwei, to exceed the limits [VC]

yuedeng AA~ to overstep one's proper rank [V-a]

yue duo yue hao~~g~the more the better

yuefa g 31t

yuefen ~ ;o~ to over step propriety [V-O/Adj]

yuegu{~ML to be out of bounds: yuegu{ x{ngwei, rude behavior [V-a]

yueguo~~ to surpass, to cross over, to cross

yuej{ ~}P- to go over the head of immediate supervisor tv-oi

yueji'e~~ to cross the border (=yue{ing) Iv-o l

yue{ing~ tL to cross the border (=yuejie) tv-ci

yue Lai: yue mang~~Jtt~/tt to get busier and busier

yuel{ ~~j{ to overstep propriety, indecorous [V-a]

yueq"i ~1fj

yuequan ~1i. to exceed one's power [V-a]

yueye saipao~~~~~rosscountryrace

yueyu ~jt~ to escape from prison [V-a]

to stand above: Tade chengj"i chaoyue renhe reno His achieve
ment stands above all others'. [CC/V]

yuezhOng J1fi i. to exceed the weight limit, from yueguQ zhonqlianq [v-oj

yue ZQU yue kuai~~)~themore one walks, the faster one gets

yue zu deli pdo i:ti~{~P@... kitchen assistant taking the place of the chef/to
do what is not in one's department
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zaichdo 11-"f~

zaihu~ t

" -za-z-
to be present, to be at, in, on (location)

(of politicians) to be in power: zaichao dang, party in power
[Va]

to be an expert in some field: Til dui guanjia zhen zaihang_
She is an expert in housekeeping. [VO/SV]

to attach importance to: Ta shuB wo shenmo wo ye buzaihu. I
don't care what he says about me.

zai ni ehenehanq 1EJ~f?if j:.. to be on your body/to depend on you: Zhejian ehl.
nengbuneng chenggong wanquan zai n{ shenshang leo It depends
completely on you whether this matter will succeed or not.

to be alive: Wo fUmU dou h6i zaishi. My parents are both
alive- [Va]

zai. suo bumian 1:£ r~ f 10 to be unavoidable (one of those things)

zai tdo 1£~
zaiwai ~ 9r

to be at large [va]

to be away from home; to be excluded: Xiaoz~ng zaiwai. Tips
are not included.

zaiwang;{£~ to be within sight, within reach [Va]

zai: wo kan tt~~ in my opinion: Zed wo kan, yiding biccinq, In my opinion, it
is definitely unsatisfactory.

zaixian;{£~

zaixin k£. /0

zaixue1i~

zaiye~1f

zaiyi~ ~
'.J-JO

zaizh{%~

buzaiyi;f1d:1

to be first, formerly [Va]

to be attentive: Zhejian shi ni ke dei za-z-X'Z-n zuo a. You must
pay special attention to this matter. [Va]

to attend school [Va]

(of politicians) to be in opposition: zaiye dang, opposition
party [Va]

to be careful, to be attentive, to mind [Va]

to be in active service [Va]

to be unconcerned: N{ shuole bantian, ta yidianr ye buzaiyi.
Although you talked for a long time, he didn't pay any atten
tion to it.

chenq ehi. zed i iim ~ f fj; J- J~"~{fK Plan as one may,
success depends on luck.
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zcw
to build, to produce, to make

to compile report on funds expended [V-a]z(Wbcw~

zcwfan ~fz... to revolt, to rebel: Zaofan wUzui. To rebel is not a crime;
(of children) to be noisy: Haizi zaofanZe. The children are
too noisy. [V-a]

zaofang tf-~ to pay a visit to [CC/V]

zaofu renqun~~ t...1f to benefit the masses

zaohua ~/1~ fortune, blessings: N{de zaohua ke bUxiao. Your blessings are
many.

zaojiu ..}j; -?;.r
1E.---4'-fU

to help somebody to succeed in life: zaojiu rencai, to help
train personnel [CC/V]; accomplishments

zewju'iLJo]
eaoiiic U
zaol-in~1~

zaonie if 'f.
zaoxiang rtijL
zaoyi -»- ~~
~ ....a

to make sentences [V-a]

to compile (reports, tables, etc.) [CC/V]

to afforest [V-a]

to do evil, to do· something detestable [V-a]

to make a statue [v-a]; a statue, a portrait

to visit with, to calIon [CC/V]; scholastic attainments:
Wang Xiansheng zai. ehicxue fangmi?m de zaoyi hen gao. Mr.
Wang's attainments in mathematics are very high.

zcwzui ~~

chenozao 7J<.JL
chuangzaot~ it
gaizcw '?1.-~/

jianzao~

to sin (against gods) [V-a]

to enter into a contract to build [CC/V]

to create [CC/V]

to reform, to reshape, to remodel [CC/V]

to construct [CC/V]

ni.ezao 1il~....... to fabricate, to invent (stories, alibi) [CC/V]

»eneao si-J-li.~"tartificial silk

weizao 1~~ to falsify, to forge [SC/V]

xiuzao 1)~~ to repair [CC/V]

zhizao ~)) ,~ to manufacture [CC/V]
'~D2........-
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zengbf-ng~ .:f:J::.-
El / ,

zenqchan~4

zenqda ~<.
zengduo ~.y

zengfang~1~

zengguiing 1'f1~
zenghuf- -J;~ J£'f

v.
zengjia j:''f j)'O

zengjia ~y~

zengjian ~A
zengjin -J:f~

zenqqidnq~3~\

zenqehdn .pt-EB-1

zenqeia: j,{~ tro..
zengtiiin pt*
zengy{ -:p"W~

zengyuan~&

zengzhCingpg-h..

zengzh{ 1tf/~i

zeng
to increase

to reinforce, to send more troops [V 0]

to increase production [V-a]

to enlarge, to swell [VC]

to become more [VC]

to increase the defense: D{pen zai nap zengfang? Where is the
enemy increasing its defense? [V-a]

to add honor, luster: Nlde qi6nydn gei wode shu zengguang
bushao. Your foreword adds much luster to my book. [V-a]

to add luster, brightness of the presence of a person [Va]

to increase, to add to: zengjia fudan, to increase burden;
penkou zengjia, population increases [CC/V]

to increase the price, to appreciate in value [V-a]

increase and decrease, fluctuation [CC/N]

to develop (skills, technical knowledge, etc.), to cultivate
(friendship), to improve (relations, mutual understanding,
etc.) [CC/V]

to increase in severity: bingq{ng zengju. The illness becomes
more severe. [Va]

to reinforce, to become stronger [VC]

to edit, to emendate: Bianj{ you zengshiin quan. The editor
has the right to emendate. [CC/V]

increase or decrease, fluctuation [CC/N]

=zengjia [CC/V]

to add something to the original stock [Va]

to reinforce [V-a]

to grow, to increase: zengzhang zhishi, to increase knowledge
[CC/V]

to increase in value: ti1di zengzh{ shui, land increment tax
[V-a]
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zhan
to open up, to extend, to show

zhdnbai: ~~t

zhanchi~

to kowtow [SC/V]

to open wings [V-OJ

to open up [VC]

flexibility [CC/N]

to postpone [CC/V]

to visit a grave [V-OJ

It is beneficial to read (open a book)

stately: you zMnyang you dafang, both stately and digni
fied [SC/Adj]

to extend time limit [vOl

to look into the future; prospect, hope

to extend the time limit, to postpone: ZhanZan zMnqiZe.
The exhibition has been extended. [V-OJ

to show one's skill [V-OJ

to exhibit, exhibition [CC/V, N]

to look pleasant [V-OJ

zhanhuan~~

zhO:nj:t %-:}L
zhan juan you y{~~~~

zMnkai~ fJJ
zhanlan ~~

zhanmei. U
zhanmi: ~!

zhanqi Jh1A

zhaneuo 4t,~

zMnwang JA:r:t
ehanxian *-1~

zhCmyang ~A'l<.-

zhanehuim .l.~ to proceed amidst setbacks or by circuitous route; to
wander aimlessly or restlessly [CC/V]

dli zhan honq tu~/,:t ~ to put one's talents to use

to develop: fazhanzhong gu6jia, developing countries [CC/V];
development: Zhe shi yizhong xinde fazhan. This is a new
development.

da zhim ehen ehou J(..~~ -t
fazhan j1:~

to show one's capabilities

to make progress: Mei shenmo jinzhO:n. There has not been any
progress. [CC/V]

to be open-minded [CC/SV]; to develop [V]
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zhrJ-n
to stand up

zhanban~ ~). to stand on duty, to line up: Mai dongxi dei zhanban.
Shoubuliao. One has to stand in line when buying things. It
is unbearable. [V-oJ

zhanbuzhu 16:f~i cannot hold position: Zheyang zuox~aqu sh~ zrzanbuzhu de. If
this continues, (we) can't hold our position. [VC]

shandezhu jiao 3Q)A~~}~ to be able to stand on one's feet/to be tenable,
convincing

'A ). V ) 'r' ::itznungang 11:J I'\l-IJ to stand guard at a post: Jintian wanshang lun shei zhan
gang? Whose turn is it to stand guard tonight? [V-oJ

zhank/ii: ~ fij to stand aside, to move on: Q~che ldi leo Q{ng zhankai
dianr. A car is coming. Please stand aside. [VC]

railway platform [SC/N]

(of criminal) to put in a cage and shown in public [VOl

to stand firmly: Zhanwen3 xiaoxin shuaixialai. Stand firmly.
Be careful, you may fall. [VC]

zrzanzrzang ~~ stationmaster [SC/N]

zhanzhu -31151~ to stand still; "Stop!" [VC]

bupa man jiu pa zhan~)t9lt~*Jrh~Don't be afraid of being slow, but fear
standing still. Bupa man jiu pa zhan. Meitiiin du8shao zuo
y~dianr3 zong you zuowan de sh{hou. Don't be afraid of
being slow. If you do a little every day, one day you will
finish.

zhanl6ng~~

zhantai. ~Ii
zhanwen .~l-" j.~

"Y"'O 1>~'

chezhan ~~ railway or bus station [SC/N]

g8ngy~ngzhan l->j; 'I1a..x~ supply station [SC/N]'l,,, /~ JJ11

jiay6uzhan 1,}O s-l1l~ filling station [SC/N]

qt.zhan nM start station [SC/N]

zhongzhan ,~~~ last station [SC/N]
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to post (bills): Buzhun zhangtie, Post no bills [CC/V]

to make widely known: Zhejian shi q{ng bie zhangydngchuqu.
Please keep this matter to yourself. [CC/V]

to show one's fangs and claws/ready to fight

zhang
to open wide, to stretch, to set up

zhangben~~ a copy as model, a ground plan or outline for future reference

zhangda ~1C- to open wide: zhangda zur, to open mouth wider [RC]

zhangda q{ c{3kK~~~ to exaggerate: Shu8hua bie zhanqda q{ ct. When talking
don't exaggerate.

zhang deng jii cai ~~lt~~~j to hang up lanterns and silk festoons

zhiinghudng sh{ CUD ~]L~1~ to be nervous, to lose mental control

zhangkai3&.fJJ to open up or wide: zhangkai yanjing, to open eyes wide [VC]

zhiinqkudnq s: ~J.- to be unruly, insolent [CC/SV]

zhangkou 5~ 0 to open mouth: qian Zdi shen shou, fan Zdi zhangkou. When
money comes, just extend your hands; when food comes, just
open your mouth/to lead a very easy life. [V-OJ

zhang kou jii she~ -0 ~~ 1i tongue-tied

zhiingZuo3~~ to try to get (money, etc.) [CC/V]

zhangshe 5~~~ to set up (tables, decorations, etc.) for occasions [CC/V]

zhangtie 3t~~

zhangwang~~ to look about or watch for (signs of enemy, etc.) [CC/V]

zhangyang.5&~

zhang ya wU zao 5&l ~ fl\...
zhangzu~ ~~ to open mouth, to speak up: buhaoy~si zhangzui, to feel embar

rassed to speak up [V-oJ

kaizhang rffl~ to open (shop): da kaizhanq, grand opening [CC/V]

kuiizhdnq~a- to boast [CC/V]

puzhnnq ~'3k. to embellish for showing off [CC/V]

aridozhdnq~~ to be unruly [CC/SV]

zhuzhdnq .1-~ to advocate: ra zhuzhang nan nil p{ngdeng. He advocates that
men and women should be equal. [CC/V]
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zhao
to look for, to invite, to get the balance of change

zhaobing 1~~ to invite trouble [V-a]

zhaochangj?i~ to try to save one's face [V-a]

zhaocharJ~~t~to pick quarrel: Bie Zaoshi zhao wade char. Don't pick quar-
rels with me all the time. [V-a]

zhao chUZul~~)~~to look for a way out or for a job with a future

zhaocuo» :l~4l~ to find fault tvo:

zhaofengzi :}'J(~} to look for a crack/to look for an opening for attack, to
look for a pretext [va]

zhaal.uo» 1~ ~.:yc.J to look for a steady job tv-oi

zhaomaii~ to ask for scolding: Hdohao zuo.. miande zhaoma, Be careful
with your work, or you will be asking for a scolding. [Va]

zhao mafan 1-'i~~..... to ask for unnecessary trouble: Ni a: to. jiu sh1- Z1- zJzG.o
mafan. Your bothering with him is to ask for unnecessary
trouble for yourself.

zhao mdob~ngl~.t~ to find fault: Tii zhudn xihuan zhao »ende mdobi.nq, He
particularly enjoys finding fault with people.

zhao menlu 1~ 1~ ~to look for approach to an important person.

zhao mianzi1~11iJ:J- to try to save face [V 0]

zhao qian~~ to give change: Ni gei wo zhao q~an. You give me change.
Wo zhaogei ni qidn. I give you change [V 0]

zhao ehl» t~(~~ to look for job; to look for trouble [V 0]

zhaosi :;\~G to look for death (contemptuous remark): N{, Zdi zhcwsi. This
is your end (I warn you). [Va]

zhao tishen1~~~ to look for a substitute

zhaatou 1~ ~~ change due at a purchase

zhaoxun :f~~ to search for, to look for [CC/V]

dong zhao x'i zhiu: t 1\ w'j\, to look for in all directions

you shi zhao wo~1f-~4t If anything happens look for me (I shall be
responsible) •
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zhu6 (zhao, zhao, zheJ
to send, to put on, to put one's hand on

zhaohuang~~)~ to become nervous, tense: Z{nsh{ zhaohuang, to become nervous
~lflLJ at the last moment. [V-OJ

to order [CC/V]

to catch fire [V-OJ

to become anxious, agitated: weiZe haizide sh~ zhaoj{, to
become agitated on account of children [V-OJ

to put forth effort (to do things): Zhu6Z~ ZUQ hai buy{ding
zuode hao, nar gan touZan ne? Even when one puts forth an
effort, he may not do it well. How can he loaf on it? [V-oj

z hUG Zi :1' jJ

whereabouts: Zhu6Zuo bUrning. Whereabouts are not known;
settlement: Neijian sh~, hdi y~dianr zhu6Zuo dou meiyou ne.
So far as that matter is concerned, there has not been any
settlement. [CC/N]

zhu6mang.t 1-(: to be in a hurry: Zheyixia ta ke zhuol.e mang Le, At once he
was in a hurry. [V-OJ

zhu6 ren qic ban~~=t; llJfto send someone to do it: Neijian ehi. kuiii. zhu6 ren
qu ban ba. Send someone to do that right away, won't you?

zh/iohuo~ :x.
zhaoj{ ~:.@

~ /.:::>

zhu6Zing tli2
zhuo lub t ~

to set one's
things.

really, in earnest: Zheizhang hua zhu6sh{ huade bucuo. This
picture is really well done. [Adv]

to apply color: N{de huar zhu6se Ze meiyou? Have you applied
color on your painting? [V-OJ

huo 'iitLhz uose~~

zhuoehi ;ff
shuoehou Ji.J to begin to (write, build, etc.): Wo neiben shu h6i mei zhu6

shou xie ne. I haven't started writing that book of mine yet.
[VOl

zhu6y~ ~ J1S to give attention to (do something) [VOl

caizhaoZe ~~ 3 to have guessed correctly [VC]

da chu zhu6yan, xiao chu zhu6shOu .iK-~~ "fJ~1 ))-~t t
eyes on big things, to lay one's hands on small

dazh&o.:trl to succeed in hitting, to light (a match, lighter) [vcl

hu6 zhaoZe ~~S the fire begins to burn

qizhe Z~ xUn Z~!~~,~~~o find a donkey by riding one/before locating a
new job, hold on to the present one.

" /~*ehui.zhdo tI.!E. -::e' to fall asleep [VC]
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zhao
to shine, to look at reflection

zhcwban!!f( 1JJf
zhaochanq !?P... 1f5
zhaofu ~~\ t~

to do accordingly: N{ fenfu-xiaZai, women y{d~ng zhaoban. You
tell us, and we will act accordingly. [CC/V]

as usual [VO/Adv]

to look after another's welfare: Wade xiaohair qlng ni duoduQ
zhaofu. Please take care of my children as much as you can.
[CC/V]

zhaoqu ~~ to look after another's welfare, to attend to (patient, child,
etc.) [CC/V]

official communication, diplomatic note

to look after (house, children, etc.) [CC/V]

to be as before: zhaojiu youxiao~ to be valid as usual [VO/Adv]

according to precedence, regulations, etc.: zhaoZ~ mianfei,
fees exempted according to regulations [VO/Adv]

, v ~1J}(~
zhaoquan ,,\,~

zhaohul. "f39~
,,,, l -'~

zhaoj~ngzi ~?~~-t- to look into the mirror [V-a]

zrzaojiu ~~ ti
zhaokan .;?~~ =zhcwgu [CC/V]

zhao ld: ,~.~ 19'J

zhaol.iao ",~,~ =zhaofu [CC/V]

zhaomian» ..~~o . to meet face to face: Wo gen tCi mel-zhao ge mian» jiu zou
/~. I left without seeing him face to face. [V-a]

zhaopian~ If a photograph [SC/N]

zhaoshe ~~~1 to project light upon, to illuminate [CC/V]

zhaoxiang~~g to photograph [V-a]; a photograph: zhaoxiangji, camera

Zhaoy~ngr,~~t~~ to follow the pattern [V-a]; in the same manner [Adv]

7.~ .. '(?)~~?Jf)
zr~oyao ..~~ ../~ to illuminate, to shine in glory [CC/V]

zhaoyaojing~...R~ a mirror which reveals disguise of monster or demon

to look after; to fit with (prophecy, original) [CC/V]

to give approval to request from inferior: shenqlng zhQ;ozhun,
request approved [SC/V]

guanzliao ~ ~f: to look after [CC/V]

zhaoying '9~ ~
"~ ~/)!!:>

zhaozhun ~~.:;-)1,
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zheng
to compete, to argue

zhenqba ~~

zhenqbian~~

zhenqchao~ -dy
zhengeh{ 1'-~~

to compete for hegemony among states [v-oJ

to argue: gen to. zhengbianZe bantio.n, argued with him for a
long time [CC/V]

to squabble, to quarrel [CC/V]

to wrangle, to contend: zhengeh{ burang, to contend without
yielding [CC/V]

zhengdu6 ~~ to fight for possession (of land, power, woman, etc.) [CC/~

zhenqdou. ~ ~~ to fight [CC/V]

zhenq feng obi. oic ~ &iL~@f fight for love, to quarrel for jealousy

zhenggong ~ J-./J to fight for recognition of merit [V-OJ

zhengguangjb~ to vie for honor: t~ guojia zhengguang, to win honor for
:r the country [V-OJ

zhengZun*~

zhengm{ng~ ~

zhenqqi. ~~

to argue [CC/V]; argument

to fight for fame [V-oJ

to fight for emotional reasons, to be honor conscious: Zhe
h6izi zhen buzhengq~. This child is really disappointing;
zheng kou q~, to win some honor [V-OJ

zhenqqi.dnq~ 6ft,

zhengqu *JPt.
to compete for supremacy [VOl

to strive for, to fight for: zhengqu zu~hOu sh~ngli, to
fight for final victory; zhengqu pengyou, to win friends
[CC/V]

zhenq quan du6 u :fj 4.:1 flJ to struggle for power and money

zhenq eian kong hou ~ ~~,q!L in a mad rush to be first

zheng tcidnqi. if r1~ ~ to fight for vain or trivial reasons

zhenqzhd. ~ ~::JL =zhengch{ [CC/V]

zhengzu{ ~ ~ to bicker, to squabble [V-OJ

douzheng }i~ ~ to struggle [CC/V]; a struggle: jiej{ douzheng, class
::r struggle (PRC)

to compete, to contest [CC/V]; a competition, a contest
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zhenqbidn ~J:f 4o..F!n
~,~~

zhenqdun ~~1

zhenq
to put to order, to discipline

to reorganize, to regroup (military) [CC/V]

to put to order, to restore to good shape: zhengdun xue
feng, to restore good order in the school [CC/V]

to rectify atmosphere (of schools, party, etc.), to
restore morale [YO]

zhengger

zhengjie

zhengZ-t

whole piece [SC/N]; completely: zhengger kuaZe, com
pletely collapsed [Adv]

to be clean and neat [CC/SV]

to put to order, to tidy up, to revise, to sort out (ma
terial for manuscript): ba caiZiao zhengZ-t-yixia xie pian
wenzhang. To sort out the material for writing an article.
[CC/V]

to be tidy, orderly, to be complete [CC/SV]; zhengzhengqiq~

reduplication of zhengq{

zhenqi: hua yi ~~JtJ- to be adjusted to uniformity (weights and measures)

zhengrirjia) 1ta1'J.: the whole day [SC/TW]

zheng ri zheng ye ~ B~~ whole day and night

Zhengr6ng~% to dress up, especially to shave [V-OJ

zhenqehi« ~~ a whole number, integral [SC/N]

zh~ngsu ~~ to purge [CC/V]

zheng ta yixia !t~~ -' 'f to discipline him

zhengt{. 1l~ the whole [SC/N]

the whole day: zhengtiiin wanr, yidianr shi ye buzuo, to
play all day, don't do any work [SC/TW]

zheng yuanzi ~ r~~ to straighten out the yard [YO]; the whole courtyard
[SC/N]

zhengzheng ~!t

zhengzhi !l ;,~

exactly: zhengzheng sh{kuai qian, exactly ten dollars [Adv]

to put to order, to teach a lesson, to punish: zhengzhi
zhengzhi ta, to teach him a lesson [CC/V]
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zhi
to know, to feel, to sense

to have a sense of shame or of honor: buzhichr, to be
shameless [YO]

zhi: fa fan fa }o;.J;. j)t.-~ to flout the law deliberately

zhigenr lfo~~ to know the root/to be an expert [YO]

zhi. guo gai guo~~~ to realize one's mistake and correct it

zhij{ ~V ~ a bosom friend [VO/N]

zhi j{ zhi. bei !k-o 0~v.:1~ to know one's own and enemy's strength

zh"ijw~ ~~

zh"im{ng}o36

to perceive; perception [CC/V]

to be well-known [VO/SV]

zhl.qio: ~:o~~

zhi ming zhi niiin ~4f't.-~ the year when one knows the decrees of Heaven/
fifty years of age

to be tactful, to have a sense of the situation (know
what is right for the situation): Neige ren buzhiqUr'. That
person is insensible. [VO/SV]

zhi ren zhi: mum buzh"i x"in ~;C~~;fP'-:'>to know a man's exterior but not
his heart

zhi ren zhi. m{ng !J- '0 A- .L 8A capacity to judge a person's qualities

zhiehi. 10~ knowledge: zhi.ehi. fenz{, intellec tuals [CC/N]

zh"ixin hua -jtv 1.0 ~i heart to heart talk: T(i ehubde dou shi zh-:tx"in hua, What
he said are all heartfelt words.

hi. ~ )~-3.5z 1.-Y1.-n 7'''' r;J

zhiyou ~'O~

a good understanding friend [VO/N]

a bosom friend [SC/N]

zh"i yu zhi en ~1/~ gratitude for a superior's recognition and
encouragement

zh"izu j(oJt.. to be contented: Zh"i zu chang leo One who is contented is
always happy. [VO/SV]

wU suO buzh"i ~,rrr 5-~
y?- wU suo zhi - ~..ffl~
y~ zhi. ban j ie--!fo -f Jf!f
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zh{
to stop

zh{ tong J::.~

don't go further: Q{ng zhibu. Please don't go any further
(used by a departing guest when a host is accompanying him to
the door.) y6u ren zhibu3 visitors stop here/no admittance
(sign in park) tv-oi .

to relieve pain: shenmo yao zht tong zui youxiao? What drug
relieves pain most effectively? [V 0]

zhitongji~~~l pain reliever: As'ipiZ{ng ehi: zui put8ngde zh{tongji.
Aspirin is the most common pain reliever.

zh{zhu Jt..1i-
to stop bleeding [Va]

stopped: Xue zh{zhuZe ma? Has the bleeding been stopped? Zh{
zhuZe. Yes, it has. [VC]

to expire: baom{ng houtian jiezh{. Registration expires day
after tomorrow. [CC/V]

to forbid: jinzh~ chouyan3 no smoking [CC/V]

Ziu ge buzh{ 31tl1!1.f-~ to flow without stopping

ehi. ke er zh{~tJ/~tv.it- not to
tai guofen Ze.
it too much.

,.(; h'" h'" k'" hV b" odoverdo it: Fun s ~ s ~ e er z ~3 uyao zUu e
For anything, play it just right. Don't overdo

1J.)Cmg mei. zh{ ke ~~Jl.::. :.,.,§J to stop the thirst by looking at the plums/wish
ful thinking

xin rU zh{ shu{ 10 -if"O it- 1-1<.... mind as tranquil as still water/to refuse to be
affected: Ta xin ru zhi shui3 buguan n{ zenmo tiaodou ye
buhui dadong ta de. Her mind is so tranquil that you simply
can't arouse her no matter how hard you try.

xue wU zhi jing ~~ J::.:i:f; There is no end to learning.

zhongzhi '1 J1::.. to stop halfway [SC/V]

zuzh{ ,Ji~ to obstruct: zuzh{ qianjin3 to obstruct the advance [CC/V]
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zh{
to point at, to, out

an index sign; (mathematics) characteristic [SC/N]

to censure, blame [CC/V]

to guide, to advise: zh:tdao jiaoshou~ major professor
(adviser) [CC/V]

to point out (mistakes, pitfalls), to advise [CC/V]

finger painting [SC/N]; to gesticulate with fingers [CC/V]

to direct (a choir, a battle, etc.), to conduct (a perform
ance), to command (army) [CC/V]

to assign (date, person, etc.): Zhuren zh{d1-ng shei jiu shi
shei. The person will be whoever the chairman assigns. [CC/V]

t~-t----
1~1f

zh:tjiClO t~~

zh:thui

to instruct, to advise, to offer suggestions for reV1S10n
(used courteously for opinion): Q{ng duoduQ zh{jiao. Please
offer suggestions for improvement. [CC/V]

zh{ ji rna gou1~ ~tl~ to point to the chicken while scolding the dog/ to
scold one by ostensibly pointing to the other

zh{dian ~~,

zh{d1-ng 1~~

h
v ~ ,

to mention names (in accusations): z ~m~ng ma~ to mention
names in scolding [V-a]

zhin6.n ;J~ l~ a guide book [VO/N]

zhtnanzhen .1~ \~ -it a compass

zh{ sang ma hu6i:;f§~ ...i -m to point to the mulberry tree while scolding
the locust tree/to scold one by ostensibly pointing to the
other

zh{shi ~ jf. to advise (inferior), to instruct [CC/V]

zh{ ehou hua jiao i~-tt JJf to gesticulate wildly

zh{wcmg 1~5l to hope: zh{wang chenqqonq, to look forward to success [CC/V];
hope: you meiyou dianr zh{wangr? Is there any hope?

to guide: zh{y{n n{ zoushang da lu~ to guide you to get on
the highway [CC/V]; guidance

zh{zhe ~~ to point out (fault) [CC/V]

shi ehou suo zht -r 1-ff]' }~ that which ten hands point to/target of public
accusation
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----------- --------~-----

zhl.
to govern, to treat, to punish

public security: Zhege d1.fangae zh1.an hao buhao? Is the public
security here good? [CC/N]

h"b V ~ VI -c
Z 1.- en .;:ip /:t-

zh1.bicLO),~ ~
v~~

to effect basic reform, to give basic cure in medicine [V-OJ.

to alleviate symptoms of disease or social ills without
thorough cure [V-OJ

h ' b " ~l,). _~_z 1.- 1.-ng;..--o W to treat a patient [V-OJ

to manage property: TO: zhej{nidn zh1.Ze bushao chan. These few
years he has acquired quite a bit of property. [V-oJ

zh1.guo

zhijia

to rule a country [V-oJ

to run a family [V-oJ

to study classics [v-oJ

to train and command military forces [V-oJ

to rule, manage, put in order [CC/V]

to cure [CC/V]; a therapy: jingshen zh1.Uao, psychotherapy

to manage, set up a funeral [V-OJ

zhi.l-ido ;,~~

zhi.eiinq ;,~t.
zhishu ~~tff statecraft, the art of government [SC/N]

hi. , , .. 1.", Y ~as 1.- iaeruxue /0~ to do research on literature

zh~xia ~~ ~ under the jurisdiction: zai sheng zhengfude zh~xia, under the
jurisdiction of t he.prov.LncLal, government

zhijun

zhiZi

" , "'v\~zhiaue :/'O.,:-y

zh1.zhuang ~~~

to study: zhua~n zh~xue, to concentrate on studies [VOl

to buy clothing and other things for a journey: zh1.zhuang
fei, allowance for purchasing clothing, etc. for foreign
assignment [V-OJ

tv " -c t »;tongzh1.-}"'j Yo

to punish: zh1. tade zui, to punish him [V-OJ

to dispose: Tade q{ngqiu yingdang ruhe chuzhi? How should his
request be dealt with? to deal punishment to: chuzhi bulidng
shaonian, to deal punishment to juvenile delinquents [CC/V]

to rule (a country) [CC/V]

d ' ~ " h"self-governing, self-government; 1.-Jang Z1.-Z 1.-, local autonomy
[SC/N]
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zhi
to create, to establish, to control

zhid{ 117~~

zhiding~J~

zhifu %~R

zhiz:z: ttl)-t.t
zhisMng *7~$

zhiieian )::J:ll~ft1J J~

zhiyu ~11);i2rvJ /.:...>

zhizht ~~..>k.

zhizuo ?t~~~

d:Z:zhi ~~~

gUCmzhi~~~

" ~j\ ~ll\jiezh1- I'" i1JJ

jinzhi 11J,tjIJ

xicmzhi rt~3~IJ

zhudnehi.!~~

zizhi ~ 1fj.~
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to impose sanction on (aggressor), to bring under control: zhi
cai qinZue zh~, to impose sanction on aggressors [CC/V];
sanction: faZu zhicai, legal sanction

to subdue the enemy [vOl

to set up (rules, rites, etc.) [CC/V]

to subdue: TO. Zi cia 1'U niu, hen bi:trongyi zhifu. He is strong
like a cow, not easy to subdue. [CC/V]

to set up rites and ceremonies [V-OJ

to overcome, to come out victorious [VOl

to write, establish constitution [V-oJ

to restrain the passions [VOl

to stop (riot, strike, etc.): WuZ{de bagong y{ding yao zhizh{.
Unreasonable strikes must be stopped. [CC/V]

creation (of art, music, etc.) [CC/N]

to boycott: d{zhi ydnghuo, to boycott foreign goods [CC/V]

to control: guanzhi jiaotong, to control traffic [CC/V]; control:
jiaotong guanzhi, traffic control

to control: jiezhi shengyu, to practice birth control [CC/V]

to forbid, to prohibit [CC/V]

to limit: xianzhi x{ngdong, to limit activities [CC/V]; limits,
restrictions: Xuexiaode xianzhi tai duo. The school has too
many restrictions.

to be tyrannical [SC/SV]

self-restraint: zizhi nengZi, ability to control oneself [SC/V]



zhu
to help, to assist, to aid

zhue{ ~)) ~® (grammer) an auxiliary, grammatical particles [SC/N]

zhuehllnsh1., ~:JJ,!. -t a midwife

zhudOnge{1W~~® (grammer) auxiliary verb

zhUjicw1Jb~ an assistant at college [SC/N]

tb assist [CC/V]; an assistant: Ta sh~ wade zhuZt. He is my
assistant·

zhUZ1., ~h tJ help, a helping hand: Zu6tian wo m6ngj{Ze. Ni ge~ wo de zhuZ~
zui da. Yesterday I was extremely busy. The help you gave me
was the biggest. [SC/N]

to help (someone because he is busy): Jintian Zhangjia ban
xlsh~. L{nju d8u Z6i zhUmang. The Chang family has a wedding
today. All the neighbors came to help. [V-OJ

zhuren .Pi) J- to help others: ZhUren wei kuaiZe zhi ben. To help others is
the source of happiness. [VOl

zhuehi: j3-.1]~ to give oral or moral support [V-oJ

zhushou~j) -t an assistant [SC/N]

zhiaoei: JJ!JA to give oral or moral support [V-OJ

zhiAxuejin jj)~1:: scholarship

ba mido zhu zhang :ftC 11) J3tJ-*- to help a plant grow by pulling/wrong approach
to do anything

bangzhu !1 j!j] to help [CC/V]

buzhu i~ }1j) to subsidize [CC/V]; subsidy

neizhu )J-] .fttJ inside help/wife [SC/N]

t idn zhic z.z: zhic f:-~tJ f3 j)-iJ Heaven helps those who help themselves

to help each other [SC/V]

to help with money: zizhu til ehugu6, to help him financially
to go abroad

zizhuean ~jb~ self-help meal/buffet or cafeteria style meal

xiangzhu :f§ JJ:jJ
,h

zizhu ./ffi1' £1jJ
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zhu
to reside, to live at, to stop

zhubuicia 1.i -:f 1- cannot accommodate: Wuzi tai xiao, zhubiccia zhemo duo reno
The room is too small to accommodate so many people. [VC]

zhuchi: 1iA
zhuhu 1.i f
zhUjia {~~

place where one lives [SC/N]

inhabitant, house [SC/N]

to stay at home, same as zhuzai jiaZi; to live: N{ zai nar
zhujia? Where do you live? [V-OJ

zhukou 'ii"O
zhuren ~i~

stop mouth/shut up! [V-OJ

to accommodate people: Zhege d~fang neng zhu.ren rna? Is this
place suitable for people to live in? [V-OJ

h' v 1 '\ J.z ushou /1 :£-r stop hand/stop! [V-OJ

place where one lives (=zhuchu) [SC/N]

zhiccia to lodge: Tian wan Ze. Women zhUxia zai shuG. It is getting
late. Let's lodge here and then talk about it. [VC]

zh-uxicLO ii~ to live in a dormitory: Xueehenq youde zhUjia, youde zhicciao .
Some of the students stay home, some stay in the dormitory.
[V-OJ

zhusuo

zhuzeH 1j;~

zhuzh{ 1i -ht:-
\ V 1 'Mt"zhuzui. /):f ~~

juzhu !~.i-

residence, house [SC/N]

address (location of residence) [SC/N]

Shut up! (=zhukou) [V-OJ

to live: N{ zai nar juzhu? Where do you live? [CC/V]

kaobuzhU)} fii to be unreliable: Tade hua kaobuzhu, His words are not
reliable. [VC]

.., . / h' "SJ J..Jc
t,.1.-UZ U B3 -).;1- to ask guest to stay longer: Tii j~ntian y{ding yao zou. Wo

zenmo ye ZiUbuzhu. He insists on leaving today. No matter what,
I cannot get him to stay longer. [VC]

v ,--11,1»enzhu TJ_ /.]::;::
ICJ ~

to bear: ZhezhOng weiqu, ni yaoshi rendezhu jiu bie gaosong
tao Concerning the grievance, if you can bear it, don't tell
him. [VC]

to hold fast: Yu tai hu&, wo jianzh{ zhuabuzhu. The fish is
too slippery; I simply cannot hold it.
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zhua
to scratch, to grab, to catch

zhua datdu ~\~$ll a game of picking lines leading to covered numbers (for
pooling money), in which the datou pays more than others; to
make a fool of someone: Bie zhua wade datou. Don't make a fool
of me.

a club in which subscribers pay a certain amount monthly, the
sum going to the person who shakes the best dice. [V-O/N]

zhua gongfu J{J'\.~JJ*'-
zhuahui. d?\..~

to steal time for idling

zhua j ier mai kuai. <1P\~~t 11k-
favor

to pay avid attention to someone to curry

to catch up with production (PRC)

to fill a prescription (particularly in a Chinese herb shop)
[V 0]

zhuajiur~il~to draw lots [v-o)

zhuak8ng1f!\..Jji to fail in an attempt [V-a]

zhuapo lian1fJ\~~ to scratch the face so that it bleeds, (figuratively) don't
care about the matter of face: Zhuapole lian~ shenmo d8u
buzaihu. Without considering face, nothing matters.

zhua ren~\~ to arrest people: Jingch6 jinlai zhuale bushaode reno The
police arrested many people recently. [V 0]

zhua ehenqchdn 11J"-!t.!
zhuayang 1fi~ to scratch an itchy spot [v-a]

zhua yao1n~

zhuozhour ~fi,)~ ~ to test a child on his first birthday by placing different
things around him. The item he grabs will indicate his future.
[V-a]

zhudzhu j"ihui 1f'\1i14t to grab the opportunity
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zhuanehou ~i-t

zhuan
to turn around, to change direction, to transfer

zhuanbian~-~ to change: zhudnbian fangxiang, to change direction [CC/V];
- a change: Meiyou shenmo zhuanbian. There is no change.

zhuandong~~ to revolve (machine), to turn about (body) [SC/V]

zhuanhuan ~~)l~ to go around, to save a situation by going about or speak
I~~ng to someone: Zhejian sh~ jianzh{ rneiyou zhuanhuande yud~.

About this matter, there is simply no way to do anything about
it.

zhuaruji.~~ a change for the better: Tade bing you dian» zhuanji l.e, His
condition (physical) shows some improvement.

zhuanjia~~to remarry [SC/V]

zhuanl.u #/~t to reprint [SC/V]

zhuanmai. .1$ t to resell to a third party [SC/V]

zhuanniarujian ~B~~ in a short while, before you know it [Adv]

zhuanrang 1!~ to sellout, to transfer [SC/V]

zhuansheng~~tt to be born in next incarnation (as dog, donkey, another
human being, etc.) [SC/V]

to change hands, to pass on to another [V-a]; in a moment:
Tii zhuanshou jiu bianguQ: le. He changes his mind so quickly.
[Adv]

zhuanshunjian ~~~~ in the twinkling of an eye, quickly [Adv]

zhuantiub ~~ to request through a third person [SC/V]

zhuamaant r) ~}~~ to turn a corner, to make a turn, to drive around:
- zhuanle y{ge da wanr, to make a big round [v-a]

zhuanwanzi ~}~:} to beat about the bush: Bid zhuaruadnei: rna reno
Don't make oblique remarks. [V-a]

zhudrueianq ~~ fO)

zhuanxue ~,~

zhuanyan ~B~

zhuany{ ~1Y
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to change directions [V-a]

to transfer to another school: zhuanxud-sheng,
transfer students (from zhuanxuede xuesheng)

in the twinkling of an eye: Ta zhuanyan J1.-U b{;jicm l.e, In
the twinkling of an eye; he is nowhere. [VO/Adv]

to change, to shift: zhuany{ zhendi, to shift battlefield
[SC/V]



zhonq
to place value upon, to be heavy

zhOngda .! 1<--

zhOngd~ 1:-5't.

to be important, to be serious: Zeren zhOngda. The responsi
bility is great. [CC/SV]

place of strategic importance: Junshi zhongdi, you ren zht bu.
Place of military importance, please don't enter. [SC/N]

zhongdian t~, important point: Shuohua yao zhuiidezhu zhongdian. To speak,
one must be able to grasp the important points. [SC/N]

zhOngfcm i ~D key criminal, a person convicted of grave crime [SC/N]

zhonq gongye 'i. :::t:-,*- heavy industry

zhOngZ1- -.:f 1J
zhongZ~ -t.+~

gravitation [SC/N]

to place value on money [VO/SV]; big profit [SC/N]

zhOngZiang ~~ weight, substance: Zhepiiin dongxi you zhongZiang. This
article has real substance. [SC/N]

zhongm{ng ~~ great reputation [SC/N]; to place value on reputation [VOl

zhbnqehenei. ~~ :} to be pregnant: Ta xiCmzai zhbnqehenei. chubude men. She
is now pregnant, cannot go out. [sc/SV]

a grave crime [SC/N]

heavy pressure [SC/N]

to be important [CC/SV]

stress (of words) [SC/N]

yt.chil

to take good care of one's health [CC/V]

to have self-respect [SC/V]

important military base [SC/N]

zhonqehi. i.1L to value (friendship, money, e t c , ) [SC/SV]

zhOngtingi- '1A to be hard of hearing [SC/ SV]

zhonqtou xt. -:t:.~~ an o~era that is difficult to perform: Na ehl.
zhOngt6u ~. That is an opera difficult to perform.

zhonqxiao i $- deep mourning for parents [SC/N]

zhongx~n ~/~ center for gravity [SC/N]

zhongya ~&

zhOngyao ~ t
zhOngy~n !-f
zhonqzhen -t~
zhongzui 1:. 3f
zhenzhbnq~1
z1-zhOng 'W~
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zhuang
to dress up, to pack, to pretend

to pack [V-oJ

to bind a book [CC/V]

to malinger [V-oJ

to furnish and decorate [CC/V]; furniture and decora
tions, handsome book-binding: Zheben shade zhuanghuang hen
bucuo. The binding of this book is really good.

zhudnqhuanqei. ~1.£;}- to put up a false front, to put up a show to
deceive [V-OJ

zhudnqbdo *-~
zhuangb?-ng~~

zhuangding ~~1

zhuiinqhuanq ~ ~
~.J'

to armor: zhuangjia budui3 armored unit [VOl

to pretend: Ta jiu xihuan zhuangjia. Shei zh~dao ta x~nZi

xiangde shi shenmo. He enjoys to pretend. Who knows what is
in his mind. [V-OJ

zhuangZao ~~ to pretend to be old [V-OJ

zhudnq menmian ~ F~ \i;) to put up a front

zhuangpei ~~~ to provide with accessories, to decorate [CC/V]

zhuangqiang ~~ to affect certain airs: zhuangqiang zuoshi3 to assume
airs of importance [V-OJ

zhuangjia ~~

zhW1ngjia ~1R

zhudnqehi: ~1.t. to pretend to be stupid: Ta x~nZi m{ngbai biaomianr zhuang
sha. He knows it but pretends to be ignorant. [V-OJ

zhuiinqehi. ~~

zhuanqehic 1(~

zhuanqeuan !1(tf,

to decorate [CC/V]; zhuangshiptn3 jewelry and ornaments

attire [CC/N]

to assume airs, to put up a false show: Ta shi shurxian
bukaihua3 zhuangsuan. He is like an unblooming narcissus,
pretending to be garlic/He is just putting up a false show.
[V-OJ

zhuanqorianq 1t~ to pack the box (for shipping) [V-OJ

zhuangxia ~11f- to repair and install [CC/V]

zhuangyun 1t.{L to transport, to ship [CC/V]

zhuanqeai. ~iX to load [CC/V]

zhuangzhi ~Ji to install: zhuangzhi
.,

dianhua,to arrange, to set up, Y'l-ge
to install a telephone [CC/V]
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zhuibu 3i-i#f
zhui.dao ~t' ~if

zhui
to chase, to reminisce, to act retroactively

to search and arrest (thief, deserter, etc.) [CC/V]

to grieve for the dead: zhui.daohu~~ memorial service for the
dead [CC/V]

zhui.daoshou ~~0 ~ to succeed in chasing (girl friend): N~ pengyou y~
zhui.daoshOu~ ta J~u buyao leo As soon as he wins a girl's
heart, he will give her up.

zhuigan L~ to chase after: Zei paole~ kwaidianr zhui.gan. The thief ran
away. Chase after him quickly. [CC/V]

to demand payment on old debt

zhuihici \t @--
zhuihu1: ~It.&

to recover (debt, lost property) [VC]

to regret [CC/V]

to pass addition to budget

zhuijiu i~ lij£ to pursue investigation of origin, cause, sources of event,
etc. [Cc/V]

to pursue and apprehend: zhuin6 tao fan~ to pursue and
apprehend a criminal at large [CC/V]

zhuinian

zhuiqiu

zhuiren

to remember with fond regret [CC/V]

to seek after (truth, progress, girl friend) [CC/V]

to approve, admit retroactively [CC/V]

zhui.ehanq ~J::-

zhui.eui it-r!.

zhui.wen ~ft~

zhuixiang ~~ f!1----..,...- )..::->

zhui.zanqit, ~,~~

zhui.zdnq llL~K

v 1/'to catch up in chasing: Ta paode zhen kuai~ zuran neng
zhuishang neitido gou. He runs really fast, he can even
catch up with that dog. [VC]

to follow (a leader, master): Ta zhutsui l{ngxiu haoduQ
nian leo He has followed the leader for many years. [CC/V]

to cross-examine, to examine with thoroughness [CC/V]

to think back (upon old days, etc.) [CC/V]

to think back (past events) [CC/V]

to recover thief's booty [V-OJ

to follow in the steps of those who have gone before [V-OJ
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z6u
to walk, to leave

zoubukai~f ~,

to be out of tune: Ta chang zoubanle. He is out of tune.
[V-a]

to be unable to tear oneself away, to be too narrow to
allow easy passage: Hutong tai zhai~ qiche zoubukai. The
alley is too narrow for the car to go through. [VC]

zoudonq ;ltD to be able to walk: Ta laode zQubudong le. He is too old to
walk. [VC]; to have social intercourse with friends: Ta
chang dao Zhangjia zQudong. He has social intercourse with
the Changs; to take a stroll [CC/V]

ZQugou ~~~ a running dog/a lacky [SC/N]

zouh6ng Jt.~.:r:. to have good luck, t o be more popular [VO/SV]

zouhuo :il. f-..- to have a short circuit, to fire accidentally (v-oj

zou jianghu IL:,,1- ~J3 to go from place to place to stage show for a living
(acrobats, magicians, singers, etc.)

zouloic ;t~ to leak out: zoulou fengsheng~ leak a secret [CC/V]

zou ma kan huii iJt-tr1~... to view the flowers on horseback/to go over things
quickly

ZGU neixian /~,J9j~ to bring influence to bear on someone through his
close relatives

ZQUS?:.

to catch fire [V-a]

to smuggle: ZQus?:' huo~ smuggled goods [v-a]

v • 'd' ::t ~,:k t::J hzou x~e aor ~~/~1CJ to approac
brothels

through devious means; to patronize

ZQuycmgritft~
zQuyun 1-iL-

to be out of shape, to fail to conform to the norm [v-a]

to have luck: Ta zhe j{nian ZQU haoyun. He has had good luck
in recent years; ZQU beiyun~ to have bad luck [V-a]

zQuzhe qiao L.~ ~~ Let's see what will happen later: N{ tcianzai: xian bie
deyi. Women zQuzhe qiao. Don't you be so happy now. Let's
see what will happen to you later.

zouzipai Jl t ~JR..capitalist routers (PRC)

banzGu«». to move away [VC]
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zuochudnq~~f-

zuo
to sit

(of newly weds) to be seated on the edge of the bed in the
bridal room after the wedding ceremony [V-a]; inaugural
ceremony of the Lamas in Tibet

to allow someone to wax strong (without doing something to
prevent it) [CC/V]

ZUG di. fen zanq ct. j:~-0" ~~ to divide the booty on the spot

zuo d-z-wor jt :te1iJ ~ a t the beginning: TO. zuo d-z-wor j iii buhui . He
doesn't know how in the first place; right there and then:
Zuo diwor jiu bantuQ leo It was done right away. [Adv]

zuofa ::t.. ~t-\ to be punished for crime [V-a]

zuoqonq~ 1/J (Taoism) the practice of sitting in silence to meditate
[SC/N]

zuo hong y{zi ~ ~~1 ft -} to sit on a red chair/to be the last of a roster of
successful candidates (alludes to the practice of making a
red check mark at the end of th~ roster.)

zuojing ±{*
zuo j{ng guan tian

to sit quietly for meditation [V-a]

J!.: +t ~g ~
~ J1 ~~ to see the sky by sitting in a well/to take
a narrow view of things

a passenger on boat, etc. [SC/N]

zuo li buan *iL. 1".... ::;. to feel uneasy, restless whether sitting or standing

zub l{ng bdndenq jt;~~~ to sit on a cold stool/to be given the cold
shoulder

ZUG sh~ liang j~ ~ ~ ~:T~ to let a golden opportunity slip by

zub chi shan kong jt. 'OL 'l..l.-1 '!E- to remain at home and eat away a whole future

zuotang If l't to sit as a judge or magistrate [V-a]

ZUG:X:{ ~)3f-; to take seat at a banquet [v-a]

zuGye:::t.~ to sit up all night, to keep vigil in the night tv-oi

zuozhen ~~ to garrison (a city, area, e t c . ) [CC/V]

zuozhuang ~~ to be the banker in games of chance [V-a]
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,
zuo
to do, to make, to work

to dismiss as not worth further discussion or action: Zhejian
shi jiran dajia dOu meiyou xingqu J~u zuoba. Since nobody is
interested in this matter, no further discussion is needed.[V~

zuoban(rJ1} Ff~ to serve as companion, to keep company: sMi gei n't zuobcmr?
Who keeps you company? [V-OJ

zubbao 1lf- 1*- to be guarantor: Wo gei n{ zuobao. I will be your guarantor.
[V-OJ

zubbi. 1~~ to practice irregularities (fraud), to cheat (in examinations,
etc.): Zuobide ren ch{zao hui bei ren faxian de. Those who
cheat will be discovered sooner or later. [V-oJ

to do evil [V-oJ

to bid goodbye [V-oJ

method of making, doing things, course 0:: action [SC/N]

to set against, to be opposed to: Ta gen WG zuodui. He is
opposed to me. [V-OJ

way of doing things, manner in which one does things [SC/N]

to cause trouble, to play tricks, to act in a strange way: Ta
jinlai buzhidao zai ZUG shenmo guai. Nobody knows what tricks
he is playing lately. [V-OJ

zubhuo Cr) 1tp:,-15~ to do work: N{ zheyttian zub xie ehenmo hu6r? What kind of
work have you been doing these few days? [V-OJ

zuobi.e 0~ J}J

zuodai: 1} 9
zubdui. ~ 'f :fj

zuofa ~1 ~f\

zuofeng ~1 Ji;L
zuoquai. 1} J~

to be a guest at a friend's; to travel in a foreign country
[V-OJ

zuomenq 11~

zuondn 11~
zuoehenq ~ 'F~

to dream, to attempt something unpractical: N{ jianzh{ shi
zuomeng mo! You are simply dreaming/You are attempting the
impossible. [V-OJ

to find oneself in a predicament, to be put on the spot [V-OJ

to break silence, to begin to speak: N{ wei shenmo buzuosheng
ne? Why don't you say something? [V-oJ

zuozhu f~.i- to make decision: Nimen jia shei zuozhu? Who makes the
decisions in your family? [V-OJ

\ \ /~ l~dangzuo ,% '1 I to treat as: b5 ta dangzuo haoren kandai~ to treat him as a
good person
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----- --------------------

zuocai. 1i!1 -it/'-7.K

zuode ~-t~~~

zuodong1~~1--

zuo
to do, to make, to act as

to cook (dishes) [V 0]

can be done: Na jian sh~ zuode. That matter can be done.

to be host, to pay the bill: Jintian WG zuodOng. Today I am
the host. [v-a]

ZUG e'ren -1~~ J.- to act the part of a villain

zuoquan 1~rg to be in an official position [V 0]

zuogu{r1~r~~ to play tricks, to practice irregularities [V-a]

zuo haoren~{~~}~ to act the part of a sympathizer

zuo haosht ~~~4(~~ to do good deeds

zuojiao{~~~f to serve to pass secret messages tv-oi

zuokuo l~~W~ to show off one's riches [V-a]

zuo Zian(r) 1-t~~ ~ to do something for the sake of appearance lv-cl

zuoZong1~~ to manipulate for selfish ends, to take someone as a sucker:
-if zuoZong pen [CC/V]

zuoqin ~~~~ to make marriage arrangements for one's child [V-a]

zuo renq{ng 1ft[ A.)tf
zuo shengr~ ~>L~ '9

to do someone a favor

to hold a birthday party

zuoshOu 1~~~ to give a birthday in honor of an elder [V-a]

zuo shoujiao +~5L-} ~f to resort to irregular practices, to make secret
arrangements

zuoxiantt$Z..J~

zUGxiao ~1.G J \

zuoyan 1~~~

expected results: Zhejian shi mei shenmo zuotou. You cannot
expect any results from doing this.

to serve to pass secret messages (=zuojiao) [V-a]

to be someone's concubine [V-a]

to gather information: zuoyan jiudian~ undercover taverns
[v-a]

zuo zei xin xu ft~~I~~ to have a guilty conscience
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APPENDIX I

Chinese Characters for the Examples

E~amples under the entries are in romanired versions. Chinese characters are given below
according to order of appearance. Entries are underlined.

Page EXAMPLES IN CHINESE CHARACTERS

1 ~ ~l1&,~~tU. ~Ij}/G' -t~-1@/,-~ il!~~j~~~/,~

~~:fi-Itt ~ ilttJL;(1t A &l~ J ~~. rt ~ 0611~{\

ItA.-t 12 G 1t--J~~.~~~?

2 it-'fff· r.t~fZ.. q ~~ -;j@~ iJi. 1-1~+l -1-- ~t~ 11~.

~i1±ii~1tt!?A. ~7J1 r. +t-t 1~tl:~~)~lli
tff~. 11tEl+-i&1~1t<.tf.,mG /~ti G~~~l-lt}-Jo

1~1if}~t1't ~j !J~~ ~~ ~J-}/~' •

3 111t1J~;r: iJ. 1i1tll4z~ ~. ~~q?~4'!1j 0

W~l~R;t-t~t1~f~~'J !1~~? ;'~P!~11.
?,~ 1!Y, u:t t 1\-' -Jl~?, 1111~

4 lit dJ~' e. f!. -12fj~ t;t<1{~SG M~~1:ij 76. 8?iileJJG
t J:;,i~ 2>;];. ;12 ii tV ~t ~i'- ~~~~1~ $. -1@ fJ ~~ t 1:-
~ 9. -t-.J.\/ 11 /9 ~ ~ 1i ~

tl2:.. JI 7' ~ JJp /-f' -J\ ~1u 4< K D ,--It tIQ 1JS. Ii

5 1}f,~';( 1~,tl)~ 1iit~ ~1~1~,~J~~ ~1~~f~.
~ it~71~.,? 1~.~~A 1~,i~1 ~tk1-~+;t.1jj-,tjJ1to

1~, 1~ *-- . t)il;f!l~ 1,t1f/t~ · ~
6 ttr 141t~l ~~~ \ i ~~ Xi -tf ~ +tfl!tJ. ~ ~~

t~JWJ ~~/.-~t #~t ~ $~{
7 :1..lj!J ~%. Ji.*k-~ 15J~~jt ~~ 1~ ±i&1. /t,~~~*

tcttfr ~ 1!J, ttitJi :r~ It(:] ;fJl/\...E, fit...>~ ~~' ;fjt:t)/,,1i. 3.

8 :$i1~~ '1~~~ 1ft~tt ~$c),--j)9 tt iJ!. ;(J. iilk.A. :t~Jl. :11(11~
/~' /~ \1"1 Sf =it\ l' .
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APPENDIX II

Conversion from Regular to Simplified Characters

7~ 9~ (~~)ir (ff)tf C~)~ (.)~

[-] E1f!)~ (i!!)Jt§ (~)!fiji (~)Mi
(:$) $ (~),R ($JJ)!tD (~)f2 (AA!) ~*
(~)~ (till)Jl [-,] (lIJ) ilJ (~niT (~) :yj\
(Jt)JJl (~1.) $Jt

[I] (j+)~+
(~) ~Jl(j!)J[ (J~J~ (~)lS$ (j;IJ)~IJ

OI±Jfr C~Om C-~)~ (FD4 (jf-Jtl' (~)*

(~)~ (B;f)fl;j (i\-) f-
G19:)* (~'!S) ~~ (~)!ff

n: ~

(~ti) ~tl O~)[S£ (~)$
(~)*

(~)~

8~ (WJ)~ Oli)~ (M)M (k)-g.
(~)~!t

[-] [ 1]
(tf-) if Off) !ilL

(~)/l1}
(f.&)!y

(*I)~I (~) IA] (~fi) t~
(~)~

(ft)* (ji).rJl (M)t-j (P~) P!i! (~)if
(~jl) ~.D1

(~)]E (J{IJ) !i!1j (fJt) ~Jt. (A)m (t.6t)!7}
(~)~

($L)$L (M)FJ U&)&;& (.E)~ (~~J~~[ , ]
C:~J* (lfgl)@] (~f.J) f~ (~)~ (~)tt

(tFJif
(m)~ [/] (~)~ (~) iliJl! (uJiI

(~)#i

(ttb)#) u.c.) ~2 (~~) MIj ~~I) !sl
(~)1* (~)i'f

(310* (~JJ) §JJ (~U) ~u (~Jl) ~H
(1*)~ (IDlJJillJ

(~)~ (~r)ff
(~).% 10~

[/] (~)it
[ ,] (SrIJ ) ~rfJ (~O9: (wll) iJJI 11 gg

rrn n (~~)J§
[-] (tB) m~ O~)J!

(F<GJ)IXJ (iL) lL C~)hb (~)1* (mJiR [-]
[/] (~l) tl. (~)~ (1ifl)fW3 (~c) i2,

(.)~
(~)1?;- (jt)fft (jt)9t (~)~ (~)'* (ffl,J;m
(Ji))L (J!t)JA (~)$ (1FJ) 11'1 (Ht\)ar
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(r&)ft
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APPENDIX III

Initials and Finals in Various Phonetic Symbols

A. Initials in Pinyin*

~
Unaspirated Aspirated Voiced

Place Stops Stops Nasals Fricatives Continuants

Labials b p m f

Dentals d t n 1

Dental
sibilants z c s

Retroflexes zh ch sh r

Palatals j q x

Gutturals g k h

Pinyin and Other Phonetic Symbols Compared @

PY IPA YALE GR W-G ZYFH PY IPA YALE GR W-G ZYFH

b b b b p fJ zh q; j j ch ~c

ph pI !R. ch t::;h ch ch ch I /.
P P P /j

m m m m m r1 sh ::; sh sh sh f
f f f f f C r .r r r j i:J

d d d d t '7J j t y j j ch ~.
t t h t t t l -ft q t yh ch ch ChI <
n n n n n 3 x y sy sh hs 1

1 1 1 1 1 J'; g g g g k <<.

z ts dz tz tS,tz r k k h k k k ' "7

c tsh ts ts tsl,tz l -5 h x h h h r
s s s s s LA

* The tables for the initials and finals are adapted from Professor Chao's A Grammar of SpokenChinese, p. 22 and p. 24.

@ The abbreviations for the different phonetic symbols are forpinyin (PY), International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), Yale System
(Yale), Gwoyeu Rornatzvh (GR), Wade-Gilees (W-G), and Zhuyin Fuhao (ZYFH).
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B. Finals in Pinyin

Ending
Open -i -u -n -ng -r

Medial

Row-a i a e ai ei ao ou an en ang eng ong r

Row-i i ia ie iai iao iu ian in iang ing iong

Row-u u ua uo uai ui uan un uang weng

Row-li li lie lian un

Pinyin and Other Symbols Compared

PY IPA YALE GR W-G ZYFH PY IPA YALE GR W-G ZYFH

i z,.r z,r y ih,u ian Lsn yan ian ien It], I

a A a a a y in in in in in I~='

e ~ e e e,o t)"C:" iang ial) yang iang iang ItL
ai ai ai ai ai 1J; ing il) ing ing ing \L

ei ei ei ei ei "\. iong iQl) yung iong iung UL.

ao au au au ao ~ u u (w)u u u X

ou ou ou ou ou s. ua u~ wa ua ua Xy
an an an an a(e)n r; uo U'6 wo uo uo X[
en ~n en en en ~ uai uai wai uai uai )(57
ang aD ang ang ang 1c ui uei wei uei u(e)i X"\.

eng Ai) eng eng eng t: uan uan wan uan uan X;
ong :, l) ung ong ung XL un uon wu(e)nuen un 'A7
er ~ er el erh JL uang unn wang uang uang xiL
i i i(y) i i I weng UAl) weng ueng weng XL
ia iA ya ia ia \y ti(u) iu ..

LJ~ Y yu u

ie ie ye ie ieh l-ft- lie ye ywe iue ueh utt

iai iai yai iai iai /11 uan yan ywan iuan uan U]j

iao iau yau iau iao I~ iun .. W'-,un yn yun un

iu iou you iou iu 1:5Z
246
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ROMATZYH
PY YALE we ZYFH 1 2 3 4

a a a Y a ar aa ah

ai ai ai 'h ai air ae ay

an an an ~ an arn aan ann

ang ang ang lu ang arng aang ang

ao au ao ~ au aur ao aw

ba ba pa 1Y ba bar baa bah

bai bai pai I-jIfJ bai bair bae bay

ban ban pan -"15 ban barn baan bann

bang bang pang 7/t..> bang barng baang banq

bao bau pao IJ~ bau baur bao baw

bei bei pei l' bei beir beei bey

ben ben pen ~~ ben bern been benn

beng beng peng IJL beng berng beeng benq

bi bi pi J:)I bi byi bii bih

bian byan pien ~11!J bian byan bean biann

biao byau piao fJl~ biau byau beau biaw

bie bye pieh "J 11± bie bye biee bieh

bin bin pin "J I ~ bin byn biin binn

bing bing ping llL bing byng biing binq

bo bwo po 1[ bo bor boo boh

bu bu pu 1-])<. bu bwu buu buh

ca tsa ts'a -!jY tsa tsar tsaa tsah

cai tsai ts'ai 1j1J tsai tsair tsae tsay

can tsan ts'an -1;0; tsan tsarn tsaan tsann
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cang tsang ts'ang ~Ic.. tsang tsarng tsaang tsanq

cao tsau ts'ao -5~ tsau tsaur tsao tsaw

ce tse ts'e -I]i: tse tser tsee tseh

cen tsen ts'en ~1 tsen tsern tseen tsenn

ceng tseng ts'eng ~L tseng tserng tseeng tsenq

cha cha ch'a )fY cha char chaa chah

chai chai ch'ai ~Zf; chai chair chae chay

chan chan ch'an 1£7 chan charn chaan chann

chang chang chIang ~k~ chang charng chaang chanq

chao chau ch ' ao q~ chau chaur chao chaw

che che ch'e ~t che cher chee cheh

chen chen chIen q'J chen chern cheen chenn

cheng cheng ch'eng ~L cheng cherng cheeng chenq

chi chr chLh f( chy chyr chyy chyh

chong chung ch'ung 1XL chong chorng choong chonq

chou chou ChIOU ~~ chou chour choou chow

chu chu ch'u qx. chu chwu chuu chuh

chua chua ch'ua 1XY chua chwa choa chuah

chuai chwai ch'uai qX}7 chuai chwai choai chuay

chuan chwan ch'uan ~)(~ chuan chwan choan chuann

chuang chwang ch luang qxL chuang chwang choang chuanq

chui chwei ch'ui ~X\ chuei chwei choei chuey

chun chwun ch'un f( X7 chuen chwen choen chuenn

chuo chwo ch'o 1'X[ chuo chwo chuoo chuoh

ci tsz tz'u i tsy tsyr tsyy tsyh
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ROt-f.ATZYH
PY YALE we ZYFH 1 2 3 4

cong tsung ts'ung ~'t.L tsong tsorng tsoong tsonq

cou tsou ts'ou ~)(. tsou tsour tsoou tsow

cu tsu ts'u -Ijx tsu tswu tsuu tsuh

cuan tswan ts'uan ~){7 tsuan tswan tsoan tsuann

cui tswei ts'ui ~X\ tsuei tswei tsoei tsuey

cun tswun ts'un iX7 tsuen tswen tsoen tsuenn

cuo tswo ts'o '~x"[ tsuo tswo tsuoo tsuoh

da da ta 1ryy da dar daa dah

dai dai tai 'JJ1fJ dai dair dae day

dan dan tan 7111; dan darn daan dann

dang dang tang JnIL dang darng daang danq

dao dau tao 7J~ dau daur GdO daw

de de te jjt de der dee deh

dei dei tei 'Jr\ dei deir deei dey

deng deng teng 'JJL deng derng deeng denq

di di ti 7;1 di dyi dii dih

dian dyan tien }JI~ dian dyan dean diann

diao dyau tiao nl~ diau dyau deau diaw

die dye tieh nHt die dye diee dieh

ding ding ting 5JIL ding dyng diing dinq

diu dyou tiu nIX- diou dyou deou diow

dong dung tung jJX L dong dorng doong donq

dou dou tou 7J5l.. dou dour doou dow

du du tu nX du dwu duu duh

duan dwan tuan '1Jxr; duan dwan doan duann
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dui dwei tui j)X\ duei dwei doei duey

dun dwun tun 7;X'7 duen dwen doen duenn

duo dwo to 1Jy.c. duo dwo duoo duoh

e e e,o t:, [" e er ee eh

ei ei ei "\ ei eir eei ey

en en en '7 en ern een enn

eng eng eng L eng erng eeng enq

er er erh JL.. el erl eel ell

fa fa fa cy fa far faa fah

fan fan fan [7] fan farn faan fann

fang fang fang elL fang farng faang fanq

fei fei fei [\ fei feir feei fey

fen fen fen C7 fen fern feen fenn

feng feng feng [L feng ferng feeng fenq

fo fwo fo [2: fo for foo foh

fou fou fou C.R fou four foou fow

fu fu fu ex fu fwu fuu fuh

ga ga ka «y ga gar gaa gah

gai gai kai (1ft gai gair gae gay

gan gan kan «£7 gan garn gaan gann

gang gang kang «L gang garng gaang ganq

gao gau kao «~ gau gaur gao gaw

ge ge ke,ko (\2: ge ger gee geh
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gei gei kei «: gei geir geei gey

gen gen ken «'t gen gern geen genn

geng geng keng «L geng gerng geeng genq

gong gung kung ,(XL gong gorng goong gonq

gou gou kou «'1.... gou gour goou gow

gu gu ku <<.'1-. gu gwu guu guh

gua gwa kua (Zxy gua gwa goa guah

guai gwai kuai «XfJ guai gwai goai guay

guan gwan kuan «X; guan gwan goan guann

guang gwang kuang Z(XIL guang gwang goang guanq

gui gwei kuei «X, guei gwei goei guey

gun gwun kun «X ~ guen gwen goen guenn

guo gwo kuo «Xc:. guo gwo guoo guoh

ha ha ha rY ha har haa hah

hai hai hai rTf] hai hair hae hay

han han han r~ han harn haan hann

hang hang hang rlL> hang harng haang hanq

hao hau hao r'A hau haur hao haw

he he he rt" he her hee heh

hei hei hei J' hei heir h~ei hey

hen hen hen r~ hen hern heen henn

heng heng heng fL heng herng heeng henq

hong hung hung rXL hong horng hoong honq

hou hou hou Tx.. hou hour hoou how
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hu hu hu IX hu hwu huu huh

hua hwa hua /'f,.y hua hwa hoa huah

huai hwai huai rXTfJ huai hwai hoai huay

huan hwan huan rx~ huan hwan hoan huann

huang hwang huang rxfL. huang hwang hoang huanq

hui hwei hui lX"\ huei hwei hoei huey

hun hwun hun rX'7 huen hwen hoen huenn

huo hwo huo rx."[ huo hwo huoo huoh

ji ji chi Ljl ji jyi jii jih

j ia jya chia Lt \Y jia jya jea j iah

jian jyan chien t.j 117 j ian jyan jean jiann

jiang jyang chiang 4/lL jiang jyang jeang jianq

jiao jyau chiao ~ IZ\ jiau jyau jeau jiaw

j ie jye chieh ~11t j ie jye jiee jieh

jin jin chin L117 jin jyn jiin jinn

jing j ing ching L1I L jing jyng jiing jinq

jiong jyung chiung LjXL jiong jyong jeong j ionq

jiu jyou chiu qI~ j iou jyou jeou jiow

ju jyu chu ~u jiu jyu jeu jiuh

juan jywan chiian 4u~ jiuan jyuan jeuan jiuann

jue jywe chiieh LjLJti: j iue jyue jeue jiueh

jun jyun chun ~LJ7 jiun jyun jeun jiunn

ka ka k'a 3'( ka kar kaa kah

kai kai k'ai 'jyj kai kair kae kay
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kan kan k'an J~ kan karn kaan kann

kang kang k'ang "1tL kang kerng kaang kanq

kao kau k'ao 1ji, kau kaur kao kaw

ke ke k'etk'o "5t ke ker kee keh

ken ken k'en 17 ken kern keen kenn

keng keng k'eng 7L- keng kerng keeng kenq

kong kung k'ung 7XL kong korng koong kong

kou kou k'ou 7"- kou kour koou kow

ku ku k'u "5)(.. ku kwu kuu kuh

kua kwa k'ua 7:x.'( kua kwa koa kuah

kuai kwai k'uai 1"'YJ kuai kwai koai kuay

kuan kwan k'uan ijxTlr kuan kwan koan kuann

kuang kwang k'uang '-JX1c kuang kwang koang kuanq

kui kwei k'uei ,X, kuei kwei koei kuey

kun kwun k'un 1X7 kuen kwen koen kuenn

kuo kwo k'uo "7XZ kuo kwo kuoo kuoh

la la la }JY lha la laa lah

lai lai lai 1J1fJ lhai lai lae lay

Ian Ian Ian YJ1l; lhan Ian laan lann

lang lang lang JIJ(~ lhang lang laang lanq

lao lau lao ~~ lhau lau lao law

Ie Ie Ie jQt- lhe Ie lee leh

lei lei lei !/)"\. lhei lei leei ley

leng leng leng ~L lheng leng leeng lenq
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li li li .9.J1 lhi Ii lii lih

lia lya lia ~IY lhia lia lea liah

lian lyan lien 7',71l] lhian lian lean liann

liang lyang liang ~lfL. lhiang liang leang lianq

liao lyau liao ~I~ lhiau liau leau liaw

lie lye lieh JJ I-tt: lhie lie liee lieh

lin lin lin 7) 17 lhin lin liin linn

ling ling ling ~IL lhing ling liing linq

liu lyou liu :lJ11.... lhiou liou leou liow

long lung lung flXL lhong long loong lonq

lou lou lou ;!J5Z. lhou lou loou low

lu lu lu 'jJX lhu lu luu luh

luan lwan luan '/vX-n, lhuan luan loan luann

lun lwun lun, lun 0~~ lhuen luen loen luenn

luo lwo 10 ;bXC: lhou luo luoo luoh

Iii lyu Iii 'lJu lhiu liu leu liuh

luan lywan luan i/l1-l"£7 lhiuan liuan leuan liuann

Hie lywe lUeh 'j)t» tI::. lhue liue leue liueh

liin lyun liin '/JL-l7 lhiun liun leun liunn

rna rna rna ny mha rna maa mah

mai mai mai \11.7 mhai mai mae may

man man man /17 mhan man maan mann

mang mang mang nIL. mhang mang maang manq

mao mau mao n~ mhau mau mao maw
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mei mei mei rr, mhei mei meei mey

men men men 117 mhen men meen menn

meng meng meng ML mheng men meeng menq

mi mi mi III mhi mi mii mih

mian myan mien nlIJ, mhian mian mean miann

miao myau miao nl~ mhiau miau meau miaw

mie mye mieh nHt mhie mie miee mieh

min min min r1\7 mhin min miin minn

ming ming ming rilL mhing ming miing minq

miu myou miu nl~ mhiou miou meou miow

mo mwo mo n~ mho mo moo moh

mou mou mou r1~ mhou mou moou mow

mu mu mu nx mhu mu muu muh

na na na 3'( nha na naa nah

nai nai nai "31J nhai nai nae nay

nan nan nan 3q nhan nan naan nann

nang nang nang "31L nhang nang naang nanq

nao nau nao 3~ nhau nau nao naw

ne ne ne 3t nhe ne nee neh

nei nei nei 3"\ nhei nei neei ney

nen nen nen 3~ nhen nen neen nenn

neng neng neng 3 L nheng neng neeng nenq

ni ni ni 31 nhi ni nii nih

nian nyan nien 317 nhian nian nean niann
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niang nyang niang jlk... nhiang niang neang nianq

niao nyau niao 31~ nhiau niau neau niaw

nie nye nieh 3Jil: nhie nie niee nieh

nin nin nin 117 nhin nin niin ninn

ning ning ning ,IL nhing ning niing ninq

niu nyou niu "3 f'K. nhiu niou neou niow

nong nung nung ,XL nhong nong noong nonq

nou nou nou ?7~ nhou nou noou now

nu nu nu }X nhu nu nuu nuh

nuan nwan nuan 3)l.IJ nhuan nuan noan nuann

nun nwun nun "jX7 nhuen nuen noen nuenn

nuo nwo no 3XC: nhuo nuo nuoo nuoh

nti nyu nti )U nhiu niu neu niuh

niie nywe niieh JL.ltL nhiue niue neue niueh

ou ou ou ou our oou ow

pa pa pta j(Y pa par paa pah

pai pai p'ai ~~ pai pair pae pay

pan pan plan ~Z; pan pam paan pann

pang pang p'ang 7<-iL pang parng paang panq

pao pau p'ao 5z.f; pau paur pao paw

pei pei p'ei ~\. pei peir peei pey

pen pen p'en "7 pen pern peen penn

peng peng p'eng ~L peng perng peeng penq

pi pi p'i ~I pi pyi pH pih
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pian pyan p'ien ~J ly pian pyan pean piann

piao pyau p'iao "l~ piau pyau peau piaw

pie pye p'ieh t( lit pie pye piee pieh

pin pin p'in J(1'7 pin pyn piin pinn

ping ping pIing ~IL ping pyng piing pinq

po pwo p'o ~~ po por pOD poh

pou pou p'ou ~)l pou pour poou pow

pu pu p'u ~)\ pu pwu puu puh

qi chi ch'i (I chi chyi chii chih

qia chya ch'ia (IY chia chya chea chiah

qian chyan ch'ien <111 chian chyan chean chiann

qiang chyang ch'iang <lit.. chiang chyang cheang chianq

qiao chyau ch'iao <I~ chiau chyau cheau chiaw

qie chye ch'ieh <J it:' chie chye chiee chieh

qin chin ch'in <1'7 chin chyn chiin chinn

qing ching ch'inh <IL ching chyng chiing chinq

qiong chyung ch'iung (UL chiong chyong cheong chionq

qiu chyou ch'iu <: 15t chiou chyou cheou chiow

qu chyu ch'u (U chiu chyu cheu chiuh

quan chywan ch'uan <U"1j chiuan chyuan cheuan chiuann

que chywe ch'ueh <LJil chiue chyue cheue chiueh

qun chyun ch'un <U7 chiun chyun cheun chiunn

ran ran jan 811 rhan ran raan rann

rang rang jang 13k... rhang rang raang ranq
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rao rau jao S~ rhau rau rao raw

re re je EJ2= rhe re ree reh

ren ren jen EJ7 rhen ren reen renn

reng reng jeng [:JL- rheng reng reeng renq

ri r j ih E1 rhy ry ryy ryh

rong rung jung EJXL rhong rong roong ronq

rou rou jou E1x. rhou rou roou row

ru ru ju 8>< rhu ru ruu ruh

ruan rwan juan j]X~ rhuan ruan roan ruann

rui rwei jui E)("\ rhuei ruei roei ruey

run rwun jun 0)(1 rhuen ruen roen ruenn

ruo rwo jo U><'l rhuo ruo ruoo ruoh

sa sa sa ~y sa sar saa sah

sai sai sai ~7JJ sia sair sae say

san san san ~7 san sarn saan sann

sang sang sang L.lfL sang sarng saang sanq

sao sau sao 4~ sau saur sao saw

se se se 61:: se ser see seh

sen sen sen 1..>,1 sen sern seen senn

seng seng seng £.>.L seng serng seeng senq

sha sha sha fY sha shar shaa shah

shai shai shai P7Jj shai shair shae shay

shan shan shan f'7 shan sham shaan shann

shang shang shang ric shang sharng shaang shanq
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shao shau shao r~ shau shuar shao shaw

she she she rt she sher shee sheh

shei shei shei f\ shei sheir sheei shey

shen shen shen f~ shen shern sheen shenn

sheng sheng sheng fL sheng sherng sheeng shenq

shi shr shih f shy shyr shyh shyy

shou shou shou fX- shou shour shoou show

shu shu shu FX-. shu shwu shuu shuh

shua shwa shua ?xy shua shwa shoa shuah

shuai shwau shuai fX.9] shuai shwai shoai shuay

shuan shwan shuan f"'- TJ shuan shwan shoan shuann

shuang shwang shuang r"'-Jr..., shuang shwang shoang shuanq

shui shwei shui pX, shuei shwei shoei shuey

shun shwun shun f~7 shuen shwen shoen shuenn

shuo shwo shuo fx.7: shuo shwo shuoo shuoh

si sz szu, ssu ~ sy syr syy syh

song sung sung L('A L song sorng soong sonq

sou sou sou L.\~ sou sour soou sow

su su su b)\ su swu suu suh

suan swan suan ~)(,I7 suan swan soan suann

sui swei sui ~X,\ suei swei soei suey

sun swun sun bX'-, suen swen soen suenn

suo swo so LJ.XE: suo swo suoo suoh

ta ta t'a ~y ta tar taa tah
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tai tai t'ai trY; tai tair tae tay

tan tan t'an ~n, tan tarn taan tann

tang tang t'ang t4fL tang tarng taang tanq

tao tau t'ao ~~ tau taur tao taw

te te tIe tt te ter tee teh

teng teng t'eng -h. L teng terng teeng tenq

ti ti t'i ~I ti tyi tii tih

tian tyan t'ien -ti. \11 tian tyan tean tiann

tiao tyau t'iao il~ tiau tyau teau tiaw

tie tye t'ieh i\1t tie tye tiee tieh

ting ting t'ing -nIL ting tyng tiing tinq

tong tung t'ung iXL tong torng toong tonq

tou tou t'ou ~~ tou tour toou tow

tu tu t'u -1;.)<- tu twu tuu tuh

tuan twan t'uan ~)(!] tuan twan toan tuann

tui twei t'ui i)\\ tuei twei toei tuey

tun twun t'un iX1 tuen twen toen tuenn

tuo two t'o iX"L tuo two tuoo tuoh

wa wa wa )('( ua wa woa wah

wai wai wai x1JJ uai wai woai way

wan wan wan )(0 uan wan woan wann

wang wang wang xL uang wang woang wanq

wei wei wei X'-. uei wei woei wey

wen wen wen X~ uen wen woen wenn
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weng weng weng '1"'- ueng weng woeng wenq

wo wo wo Xl uo wo woo woh

wu wu wu X u wu wuu wuh

xi syi hsi TI shi shyi shLf shih

xia sya hsia \1'< shia shya shea shiah

xian syan hsien 1"\1 shian shyan shean shiann

xiang syang hsiang TJ71 shiang shyang sheang shianq

xiao syau hsiao If~ shiau shyau sheau shiaw

xie sye hsieh T I-t:t:. shie shye shiee shieh

xin syin hsin TI7 shin shyn shLf.n shinn

xing sying hsing TIL. shing shyng shLf.ng shinq

xiong syung hsiung TLlL shidng shyong sheong shionq

xiu syou hsiu I"IR shiou shyou sheou shiow

xu syu hsii TU shiu shyu sheu shiuh

xuan sywan hsuan "TUn; shiuan shyuan sheuan shiuann

xue sywe hslieh ,u;t shiue shyue sheue shiueh

xun syun hsun TL-I'J shiun shyun sheun shiunn

ya ya ya IY ia ya yaa yah

yai yai yai 1'91 iai yai yae yay

yan yan yen I~ ian yan yean yann

yang yang yang IJt_ iang yang yeang yanq

yao yau yao l~ iau yau yeau yaw

ye ye yeh liL ie ye yee yeh

yi yi i i yi ii ih
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yin yin yin I~ in yn yiin yinn

ying ying ying IL ing yng yiing yinq

yong yung yung UL iong yong yeong yonq

you you yu I~ iou you yeou yow

yu yu yu U iu yu yeu yuh

yuan ywan yuan ul7 iuan yuan yeuan yuann

yue ywe ylieh uti:. iue yue yeue yueh

yun yun ylin ut, iun yun yeun yunn

za dza tsa P1' tza tzar tzaa tzah

zai dzai tsai PJj tzai tzair tzae tzay

zan dzan tsan 13~ tzan tzarn tzaan tzann

zang dzang tsang Fit. tzang tzarng tzaang tzanq

zao dzau tsao p~ tzau tzaur tzao tzaw

ze dze tse pet tze tzer tzee tzeh

zei dzei tsei f1\. tzei tzeir tzeei tzey

zen dzen tsen "fl7 tzen tzern tzeen tzenn

zeng dzeng tseng pi- tzeng tzerng tzeeng tzenq

zha ja cha ~l ja jar jaa jah

zhai jai chai ~~ jai jair jae jay

zhan jan chan ~H7 jan jarn jaan jann

zhang jang chang ~L jang jarng jaang janq

zhao jau chao 1!~ jau jaur jao jaw

zhe je che :et je jer jee jeh

zhei jei chei 1!\ jei jeir jeei jey
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zhen jen chen 4!~ jen jern jeen jenn

zheng jeng cheng l:!L jeng jerng jeeng jenq

zhi jr chih ~ jy jyr jyy jyh

zhong jung chung ~)(L jong jorng joong jonq

zhou jou chou 1:R. jou jour joou jow

zhu ju chu 1:)\ ju jwu juu juh

zhua jwa chua ~x.Y jua jwa joa juah

zhuai jwai chuai ~'AYJ juai jwai joai juay

zhuan jwan chuan ~~7 juan jwan joan juann

zhuang jwang chuang ±t<il juang jwang joang juanq

zhui jwei chui 12)\"\ juei jwei joei juey

zhun jwun chun ~)(~ juen jwen joen juenn

zhuo jwo cho 1:Xl: juo jwo juoo juoh

zi dz tzu F tzy tzyr tzyy tzyh

zong dzung tsung pXL tzong tzorng tzoong tzonq

zou dzou tsou p~ tzou tzour tzoou tzow

zu dzu t.su px tzu tzwu tzuu tzuh

zuan dzwan tsuan pXlJ tzuan tzwan tzoan tzuann

zui dzwei tsui pX, tzuei tzwei tzoei tzuey

zun dzwun tsun pX, tzuen tzwen tzoen tzuenn

zuo dzwo tso -rXl tzuo tzwo tzuoo tzuoh
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